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Abstract
This thesis examines the effects of contact on the grammars of the
languages of two oases in the Sahara, Siwa and Tabelbala. As relatively
small centres of agriculture and long-distance trade, isolated for nearly a
millennium from their nearest relatives and from any other sedentary
groups by vast spans of desert mainly inhabited by sparse populations of
nomads speaking a different language but sharing the same religion, and
now integrated into an Arabic-speaking state, these share similar linguistic
ecologies in many respects, and can be regarded as among the most
extreme representatives o f a language contact situation ongoing for
centuries across the oases o f the northern Sahara. No comprehensive study
o f the grammatical effects o f contact in such a situation exists.
This work identifies and argues for contact effects across a wide range o f
core morphology and syntax, using these both to shed new light on regional
history and to test claims about the limits on, and expected outcomes of,
contact. While reaffirming the ubiquity o f pattern copying, the results
encourage an expanded understanding o f the role o f material borrowing in
grammatical contact, showing that the borrowing o f functional morphemes
and o f paradigmatic sets o f words or phrases containing them can lead to
grammatical change. More generally, it confirms the uniformitarian
principle that diachronic change arises through the long-term application of
processes observable in synchronic language contact situations. The
similarity o f the sociolinguistic situations provides a close approximation to
a natural controlled experiment, allowing us to pinpoint cases where
differences in the original structure of the recipient language appear to have
influenced its receptivity to external influence in those aspects o f structure.
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Key to abbreviations and glosses
=

clitic boundary
morpheme boundary
un-segmented combination
/
or
1
1st person
2
2nd person
2:M/F/P1
Addressee male/female/plural
3
3rd person
ABS
absolute (nominaliser for adjectives/possessives)
ACC
accusative
ADJ
adjective
ADJ
adjective
ANA
anaphoric
ATTR
attributive
APPROX-LCN approximate location
away
centrifugal particle
C
combining form
CAUS
causative
COM
comitative
COMP
complementiser
COP
copula
Count
count nominal
CTR
contrastive
DAT
dative/allative
DEF
definite
DEM
demonstrative
DIST
distal
DIV.OPT
divine agency optative
DUAL
dual
Emph
emphatic
EP
epenthetic
EXIST
existential
F
feminine (singular)
FOC
focus
FUT
future
G2
postnominal genitive wani/wini
GEN
genitive
hither
centripetal particle
ID
identificational
IMP
imperative
IMPF
imperfective
INCEPT
inceptive
INDEF
indefinite
INST
instrumental
INT
“intensive” (imperfective)
IRR
irrealis
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LINK
lo
LOC
M
MASS
MOD
NEG
NEG
NOM
Obj
OPT
P /P l
PASS
PAST
PF
PROG
PROX
PT
PTC
REDUP
REL
RH
S /S g
STAT
SUGG
SUP
VN

linker
presentative particle
locative
masculine (singular)
mass
modifier
negative
negative
nominative
direct object
optative
plural
passive
past
perfect
progressive
proximal
preterite / past perfective (“perfect”)
participle
reduplication
relative
rhetorical
singular
stative
suggestative
superlative
verbal noun
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1 Introduction

This thesis examines the effects of contact on the grammars of the languages of two
oases in the Sahara, Siwa and Tabelbala. As relatively small centres o f agriculture and
long-distance trade, isolated for nearly a millennium from their nearest relatives and
from any other sedentary groups by vast spans of desert mainly inhabited by sparse
populations of nomads speaking a different language but sharing the same religion, and
now integrated into an Arabic-speaking state, these share similar linguistic ecologies in
many respects, and can be regarded as among the most extreme representatives of a
language contact situation ongoing for centuries across the oases of the northern Sahara.
No comprehensive study o f the grammatical effects of contact in such a situation exists.

Intense language contact poses difficulties for the application of the comparative
method worldwide, and all the more so regionally. Heine & Kuteva (2001:144) find
that “contact-induced change and the implications it has for language classification in
Africa are still largely terra incognita”, and, as Campbell & Poser (2008:145) note,
“progress in the future will depend on bringing such considerations seriously into the
picture”. A key goal o f this thesis is to demonstrate the feasibility o f distinguishing
most contact-induced grammatical change from inheritance in the fairly extreme contact
situation found here, and to show that doing so provides us with a better understanding
of linguistic history than reconstruction alone could. While reaffirming the ubiquity of
pattern copying, the results encourage an expanded understanding of the role o f material
borrowing in grammatical contact, and confirm the uniformitarian principle that
diachronic change arises through the long-term application of processes observable in
synchronic language contact situations. Beyond this, the similarity o f the
sociolinguistic situations provides a close approximation to a natural controlled
experiment, testing whether or not differences in the original structure of the recipient
language influence its receptivity to external influence in those aspects of structure.

1.1 Siwi
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1.1.1 Location and origins

Siwi (siwi or zlan n isiwari) is a Berber language spoken at the oasis of Siwa in western
Egypt (Matruh Province), about 500 km west of the Nile and 250 km south of the
Mediterranean coast, by a little less than 15,000 people1, forming a majority of the oasis'
population. The nearest Egyptian oasis, Bahariyya, is some 350 km east of Siwa. Siwi
is also spoken at the tiny oasis o f Gara near Siwa, and I was told of a multigenerational
Siwi community at nearby Jaghbub in Libya.

Siwi belongs to the Berber sub-family of Affoasiatic, whose other coordinate branches
are Semitic, Egyptian, Chadic, Cushitic, and arguably Omotic. Since Arabic belongs to
Semitic, it is related to Siwi at the proto-Afro-Asiatic level, but this relationship is
rather more distant than (for example) that of English to Hindi; look-alikes are usually
loanwords rather than cognates. Within Berber, Aikhenvald and Militarev (1984;
according to Takacs 1999:130) classify it as belonging to the Eastern Berber subgroup,
along with Awjila, Sokna, Ghadames, and Fezzan (=El-Fogaha). While the borders of
Eastern Berber remain uncertain, Siwi's closest relative can confidently be identified as
the probably extinct dialects of Sokna and El-Fogaha in central Libya (Blazek 2009;
Kossmann 1999). Geographically, the closest Berber variety is spoken at the oasis of
Awjila in eastern Libya, but this is less closely related, though it shares a few probably
contact-related innovations. Everywhere else in eastern and central Libya, Berber has
been extinct for centuries, replaced by Arabic.

1 The Egyptian census o f 2006, viewable at
http://www.msrintranet.capmas.gov.eg/pls/census/cnsest_a_sex_ama?
LANG=1 &1name=0&YY=2006&cod=33&gv=. gives a population o f 15,886 for Siwa, if we include
the small Siwi-speaking town o f Gara and exclude the Bedouin Arabic-speaking small villages o f
Maraqi and Bahayeldin to the east. A minority o f non-Siwi Egyptians is also found in the town,
reducing the figure slightly, but no estimate o f their population is available.
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uwara

Tripoh

• Yafran

Benghazi

Jabal
Nafusa

Gara
• Sokna

•A w jila
Siwa

• El Fogaha

Figure 1: Towns o f eastern Libya and Egypt that are/have been Berber
speaking within the twentieth century (indicated by circles)

The presence of Berber in Siwa may predate the Arabic expansion; Fakhry
(1973:91) interprets a Coptic chronicle's statement that the Masacaes (thought to be
Berber, based on identifying the ethnonym with “Amazigh”) lived “seventeen days'
march from Wadi al-Muwaylih in a westerly direction” in the year 633 as referring to
Siwa. The specific identification may be questioned, but the early presence of Berbers
in the Western Desert is confirmed by both classical sources (Mattingly 1983) and early
Arabic works (Decobert 1982), and all medieval Arabic geographers' mentions of Siwi
ethnic groups, starting in the 12th century, include the Berbers.

However, the fact that Siwi is more closely related to Sokna/El-Fogaha, and even
Nafusi, than to nearby Awjila forces us to consider the possibility that a more recent
Berber migration from the west replaced the oasis' previous (Berber or non-Berber)
language. Bliss (1984:54-5) discusses the possibility that the current Berbers reached
the oasis in the medieval period, perhaps even after an earlier Arab migration; this
theory would fit the linguistic evidence nicely, although he takes other evidence to
militate against it. Suggestive non-linguistic evidence includes the oasis' name - Arab
geographers before the 15th century call it “Santariyyah”, and Basset (1890:3) plausibly
connects the name Siwa with that of a Lawata tribe c^ juj <swh> mentioned by AlYa?qubi (d. 897/8) as living well to the west in Bimlq (modem Benghazi) and
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'Ajdabiyya (Ya‘qubl 1937). The oasis’ families are fairly heterogenous,
physiognomically and according to their own traditions, but many claim to have come
from the west. The Siwan Manuscript, a family record kept since the late nineteenth
century, reports that some tribes came from “Jabal Yafnn”, presumably Yaffan in
modern-day western Libya, before the 13th century (Fakhry 1973:96); this would fit the
linguistic evidence rather well, but could be a post facto story inspired by observation of
the similarity between Siwi and Nafusi.

1.1.2 Contact with Arabic

Arab armies conquered Alexandria in 642, and Barqa and Zawlla (eastern Libya) in 643
(Elfasi & Hrbek 1988); the region around Siwa would henceforth be ruled by Arabic
speakers. It took longer for Arabic to become the dominant language o f the area, but,
following extensive immigration and conversion, by the 10th century Arabic had
replaced Coptic as the primary language of lower Egypt (Mikhail 2004:978). In eastern
Libya, the Bedouin Banu Sulaym, from whom most of the region's current tribes claim
descent, entered en masse around 1050, and other Arab tribes had already preceded
them to at least the urban centres (Johnson 1973:chap. VI). The difference between
sedentary lower Egyptian dialects and Bedouin dialects remains strongly marked to this
day, with Bedouin ones displaying the shift q > g and retaining archaic features such as
feminine plural agreement. Siwi includes loans from both, but substantially more from
non-Bedouin varieties.
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Jaghbub
Awjila ■

Jalu
Bahriya

Farafra
q > /■ /
q > /g /

Dakhla

%•

q > /q /

Kharja

q > /q / (In loans)

s

Figure 2: Reflexes o f* q in Egypt and Libya

By the 12th century, Arab settlement extended to Siwa itself. Whereas in the 11th
century Al-BakrT (1913:14) says of Siwa p ^ 3

Vpy

- “its inhabitants are

Berbers, with no Arab among them”, a century later Al-'IdrTsT (1970:1984.119) says
o-° -^^>19

ch°

>juu0 ^ 9 "in it is a minbar, and people from

the Berbers and various settled Arabs.” This evidence for a significant Arab community
inhabiting the oasis at this early date is of particular importance in interpreting the
linguistic data; an analysis o f loanwords suggests that much o f the Arabic influence on
the language derives neither from modem Cairene Arabic nor from the Bedouin Arabic
spoken around Siwa, but from some earlier stratum with similarities to the dialects of
the Egyptian oases (Souag 2009). For example, q is preserved in Siwi as in some o f the
oases, but becomes ' (?) in the lower Nile Valley and g in Bedouin varieties (see map,
based on Behnstedt & Woidich (1985), Pereira (2005), Paradisi (1960), and author's
fieldnotes.)

This Arab community is not mentioned in the fifteenth century work o f al-MaqrlzT
jj

(2002:238), where the Siwi language is mentioned for the first time: c_9>sj
4 jb j Asd

"their language is known as Siwi, and is close to the
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language of [the major Berber tribe] Zanatah”. Nor does it appear in later descriptions,
although some Siwi tribes claim Arab descent. The oasis currently includes the small
Bedouin Arabic-speaking settlements of Maraqi, but these were settled by the Bedouins
only in the early 20th century (Bliss 1984:57).

Siwa was brought under Egyptian rule by Muhammad Ali in 1820 (Fakhry 1973:96). In
the same century, the influence o f the Sanusi and Madani Sufi orders became
significant. A government school (using Arabic, o f course) was built in 1928 (Fakhry
1973:119), and television was introduced in the 1980s; both are now key parts o f every
young Siwi's life. Siwi landowners began recruiting labourers from upper Egypt in the
1960s, as many young Siwis, then as now, preferred to work on the oil fields in Libya
(Fakhry 1973:37); since the 1980s, the expansion of the tourist industry in Siwa has
attracted many Arabic speakers from all over Egypt, and selling land to wealthy nonSiwis is a major business. Work-related emigration at present takes many Siwi young
men to Alexandria or Libya, and sometimes further afield, including a few dozen in
Qatar; while they typically return to the oasis after making enough money to get
married, these trips naturally increase their exposure to Arabic.

This modem period has created conditions that appear unusually favourable to the
Arabisation of the language - but, while it has undoubtedly influenced the vocabulary,
and may have caused some caiques, its effects should not be exaggerated. Materials
from the 1820s show borrowed functional items already in use where a study o f modem
Siwi would lead us to expect them; and of the 1496 items on Laoust's (1931) wordlist,
835 (56%) were listed as of Arabic origin (Anthony Grant, pc.) The twentieth century
was not the first period of intense Arabic-Siwi contact.

1.1.3 Current sociolinguistic attitudes

At present, Siwi is the in-group language of the oasis; it is the native language of all
ethnic Siwis who have grown up in Siwa, and is spoken routinely in front of Arabs. The
Bedouin Arabs of Maraqi sometimes leam to speak it; other Arabs, whether resident or
otherwise, almost never do. Nearly all Siwis speak Arabic as a second language from
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an early age; their dialect typically tends to be closer to Bedouin Arabic, although
better-educated Siwis lean more towards Cairene Arabic. Some ambitious Siwis
expressed negative attitudes towards the language, saying that if the kids spoke Arabic it
would be better for their educational and political prospects, but I did not encounter any
instance of this being put into practice.

Siwa remains largely endogamous, with some social disapproval o f marrying outside
the community indicated by my consultants and confirmed by Malim (2001). However,
with massively increased contact with the outside world through immigration and
tourism, temptations to marry out are becoming greater. Although this endogamy
appears restrictive to an increasing minority of the Siwis themselves, it is a significant
force protecting the language; given the relative prestige of the two languages, children
of mixed marriages are more likely than not to end up Arabic-dominant, like the few I
met.

1.1.4 Sources

Although no comprehensive reference grammar or dictionary exists, Siwi has received
far more attention than other eastern Berber languages, and sources span two centuries.
The key sources for Siwi are the grammar and dictionary of Laoust (1931) and the
grammar of Vycichl (2005); the latter's bibliography covers wordlists and secondary
sources up to 1988. Leguil (1986a; 1986b) is an important contribution to the study of
aspect and information structure in Siwi. I will not repeat Vycichl's full list here, but
confine myself to adding a couple of works that have appeared since: Salih (2000), a
booklet in Arabic with wordlists and some information on Siwi grammar; Louali and
Philippson (2004; 2005), a preliminary investigation of stress in Siwi; Christfried
Naumann's forthcoming PhD thesis “An Acoustically-based Phonology and
Morphophonology of Siwi (Berber)”. Among older sources, particularly interesting are
the wordlists o f Homemann (1802), Caillaud (1826), and Minutoli (1827); a useful
synthesis of early materials is Basset (1890). Walker (1921) has some interesting
lexical data, but should not be examined without a prior knowledge of Siwi. My data
here, unless otherwise stated, is based on two months' fieldwork in Siwa plus a number
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o f sessions with Siwis by phone or in Qatar. It includes 692 A6 pages o f written
fieldnotes across 3 notebooks, referenced as Nxpy, and about 5 hours of transcribed
recordings, referenced by dates followed by file numbers in the format YYYY-MMDD/nnn. All recordings transcribed were recorded by me, except for three recorded by
Muhammad u Madi: The Story o f Two Boys / Tanfwast n sdnn ikubbwan and The
Ogress / Tamza, recorded 2002-03-18 from Belqasem Ahmad (2002a; 2002b), and The
Story o f the Prince's Sword, recorded from Anwar Ali Ghanem (Ghanem 2002).

1.1.5 Phonology

The Siwi vowel system is a i u e o plus a lax d, contrastive in some positions, but
usually behaving like an epenthetic vowel, e often derives from a+i in morphologically
complex words, and such an analysis might be extended to all positions. I transcribe a
second lax vowel u ([u]) for convenience, while recognising that it is an allophone o f a
next to rounded labials/velars. A few Arabic loans have short a in positions where its
length cannot be accounted for by Siwi phonology. The consonant system is as follows
(elements in brackets are well-attested, but only as alternative pronunciations of Arabic
words):
Table 1.
cj/z

bbw

11 d d

m mw

n

f f v

s s z z (0)

s

w

11

y

k kw g gw

qw<f
X xwy yw

O
h?

h

rr

See also Naumann (forthcoming). Stress is not lexically contrastive but is
grammatically contrastive for nominals (see Chapter 2), and is marked with an acute
accent ( ).

1.2 Kwarandzyey

1.2.1 Location and origins
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hamada
(lahmad)
gardens

foggaras (bqng-bin^yu)

Chemia (Ifranyu)

mountain
(QdfQ)
Figure 3: The oasis ofTabelbala

Kwarandzyey (k wara n dzydy “village language”, or Ibdlbaliyya “Belbali”; Korandje in
earlier literature) is spoken by about 3000 people, called Belbalis, from the villages of
Kwara (Zaouia), Ifronyu (Cheraia), and Yami (Makhlouf) in the oasis ofTabelbala in
southwestern Algeria, about halfway between Bechar and Tindouf. There are
significant numbers of Belbalis in Tindouf, and smaller numbers in Bechar and Oran.
As a result of earlier emigrations, Belbali origins are claimed by a number of Saharan
groups, including the people of Mlouka near Adrar (Champault 1969), some haratin of
Aduafil in Morocco's Draa valley (Ensel 1999:52), and the Idaw Ali o f Mauritania
(Ould Khelifa 1998:71); none are reported to speak Kwarandzyey. The Belbalis
themselves are ethnically heterogenous; like other oases o f the region, they have
traditionally maintained strong social distinctions between “black” slaves and haratin,
said to have come from West Africa, and “white” Berbers, Arabs, and marabouts,
identified as members of various tribes to the north.

As already recognised in Cancel (1908), Kwarandzyey belongs to the Songhay family, a
close-knit group of languages spoken mainly in the Niger valley in northern Mali and
Niger - more than a thousand kilometres from Tabelbala. The wider affiliation of
Songhay has not been established, but Greenberg (1963a) classified it as Nilo-Saharan.
Within Songhay, as recognised by Nicolai (1981), Kwarandzyey belongs to the
Northern subgroup, whose other members are spoken in the deserts of Niger - Tasawaq
at the oasis o f In-Gall, the extinct Emghedesie at nearby Agades, and Tadaksahak and
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Tagdal by the nomadic Idaksahak and Igdalen. Northern Songhay languages share a
large proportion o f their basic vocabulary and grammar with the rest o f Songhay, but
show some specific attributes unique to them - notably second person plural * \n d i
rather than Southern *wor, imperfective marker b rather than Southern (g)o, genitive
m arker n rather than 0 , and, in a certain subset o f words, y rather than : or g, and a nonsonorant coronal rather than r. It is not clear whether all o f these are innovations - a
question beyond the scope o f this investigation - but at least one o f Northern and
Southern Songhay must be a valid genetic unit, and the former appears much more
probable. On the 100-word Swadesh list, excluding post-split loanwords, Kwarandzyey
shows 90%-93% similarity with Tadaksahak versus 83% with Koyra Chiini (Western
Songhay) and 81% with Zarma (Eastern Songhay); see Appendix.

MOROCCO

N o rth e rn S o n g h a y
■ S o u th e rn S o n g h a y

SAHARA

ALGERIA

MAURITANIA

NIGER
MALI
Tadaksalu

SE N E G A L

Tagdalt

•r

Zarma I
BURKINA
FA SO
GUINEA
NIGERIA
BEMN

Figure 4: Geographical distribution o f Songhay

1.2.2 Contact with B erber and Arabic

Songhay-Berber contact probably started when Saharan Berber tribes first reached the
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Niger bend, before the split of Northern Songhay; a few likely Berber loans are found in
most o f southern Songhay, including KC/KS tasa, Kaado tasa “liver”; KC/KS wala
“even”; and in Western Songhay alone, DC/KC faar(u) (postvocalic d > r regularly)
“thirst” and maasu “middle”. Nicolai (1990; 2003) has argued that Berber elements
played a core role in the formation o f Songhay, but this claim is unconvincing
(Dimmendaal 1992; Kossmann 2005).

At least one Arabic loanword appears likely to have entered Songhay before the split of
Northern: Kwarandzyey akama, KC/KS alkama “wheat” < Ar. al-qamh-. ProtoNorthem Songhay had probably already developed a phoneme q, judging by the panNorthem sound change k> q / _o (Nicolai 1981); if this had independently entered
Kwarandzyey via Arabic or Berber, it should at the least have preserved the q, and there
are no other Arabic loans in Kwarandzyey that have lost h. If this is correct, then the
split of Northern Songhay can be securely dated to the Islamic period, and hence
postdates the seventh century; however, although wheat was rarely grown in the Sahel,
the possibility remains that the term was borrowed from southern Songhay after the
split.

Intense contact with Berber probably began at the stage of proto-Northem Songhay:
every Northern Songhay language shows intense Berber influence, and although the fact
that each of them has remained in contact with Berber to the present makes it
impossible to securely reconstruct any particular Berber loanwords for proto-Northem
Songhay, grammatical evidence, notably in the number system (see Numerals) confirms
that Berber influence was already operative. At present the only branch of Berber in a
position to influence Songhay is Tuareg, the source of most Berber elements in
Northern Songhay languages other than Kwarandzyey, although Kwarandzyey itself
contains no securely verified Tuareg loanwords. However, Tetserret, whose closest
relative is Zenaga, is still spoken by a small Tuareg subgroup in Niger, suggesting that
Western Berber (the branch represented by Zenaga+Tetserret) must have been spoken
over a much wider area before the Tuareg expansion, and Western Berber loanwords are
found in Tadaksahak as well as Kwarandzyey, making them another possible source of
influence at the proto-Northem Songhay level (Souag 2010).
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The earliest known mention ofTabelbala (as Tabelbert) is by Raymond Lull in 1283
(Champault 1969:24), followed shortly by alAUmari in 1337 (Hopkins & Levtzion
1981:276) - in both cases describing routes across the Sahara. Al-Bakri (d. 1094)
specifically states that there was “no inhabited place known to the west and south of
[Sijilmasa]” (ibid:65). We can thus assume that Tabelbala was founded, or at least
became significant for traders, between about 1050 and 1250, and hence during the
Almoravid or Almohad period, well before the Songhay Empire emerged.

Champault (1969:27) records oral traditions indicating that the first founders o f the
oasis were the Lamtuna, a Sanhaja (Zenaga) tribe prominent in the trans-Saharan trade
(Cleaveland 2002) and in the Almoravid movement. An oral tradition I heard, of
uncertain status, claimed that the Almoravids settled a caravan of captives at the oasis to
farm it, implying that the language was introduced when the town was founded. If this
claim is correct, then it is tempting to identify these captives with those that the
Almoravids would have taken in their attack of about 1100 AD (recorded by al-Zuhri)
on the desert city o f Tadmakkat in eastern Mali, an important link in the trade between
Songhay-speaking parts of the Niger valley and the north (Moraes Farias 2001 :cxliv);
this might explain how a northern Songhay language improbably ended up more than
1500 kms from its surviving relatives. However, this cannot be checked against other
data. No mention of the language ofTabelbala has so far been reported in precolonial
sources, and the tombstones in the main cemetery, imamadsn, include several seemingly
Berber names, but none that can be confidently identified as Songhay.

After reaching Tabelbala, early speakers of Kwarandzyey may still have been subject to
Zenaga influence - particularly if the oasis was then dominated by the Lamtuna, as oral
tradition and the village name Yami (Makhlouf) < Zenaga i?rmi “town” suggests.
However, the language spoken in the mountains to its north and west would probably,
then as now, have been Atlas Berber (Tashelhiyt + Tamazight). This is the most likely
source of many attested Berber loans, including words like ag^ds/aglas “grain shoots”,
fdrtdttu “swift/swallow (bird sp.)”, tsabsdwts “sorghum”, agdllid “king”. This influence
was not mediated solely by long-distance trade. By the 19th century, Tabelbala became a
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tributary o f the Tamazighl-speaking Ait Atta confederation, which emerged in southern
M orocco in the 16th century; this continued until the French conquest in 1907. The
dominant families o f Ifronyu (ChcraTa) claim descent from its Ait Isfoul sub-tribe, and a
few families o f their Ait Khebbach cousins, who have settled in Tabelbala over the past
century, still speak Tamazight.
a
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Figure 5: Premodern Tram-Sciharan trade routes (Moraes Farias 2001)

Zenati Berber, the result o f an early expansion from the east, must also have been
present for most or all o f this period. The oases o f Touat and Gourara, linked by trade
routes to Tabelbala, begin to be mentioned by the 14th century (Bellil 1999:48). The
Zenati innovation g/k > i/s is usually absent in Kwarandzyey (as in the Atlas loans
above), suggesting minimal Zenati influence; however, it is attested in a handful of
words, notably izri “throw” < *i-gri, awazza “big wooden dish” < *awdgra (Nait-Zerrad
1998:s.vv. GR 2, 11); arsdm “dates whose seed has just formed”, cp. Tumzabt tursimt <
*rbi. This adds to the complexity o f the contact situation. Rather than being able to
trace Berber influence on Kwarandzyey to a single source, we must compare at least
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three branches o f Berber, whose influence has spanned a millennium or more: Western,
Atlas, and Zenati. The net effects of this contact are pervasive in the language; 12% of
the Swadcsh 100-word list is Berber, and another 8%, from Arabic, may have been
borrowed via Berber. The following map, based on the map accompanying Galand
(1981) plus the author's fieldwork and Bisson (1957) on the Algerian side o f the border
and the notes o f Heath (2002) and Behnstedt (2004) on the Moroccan side, illustrates
the diversity o f varieties impinging on Tabelbala.
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Figure 6: Languages spoken around Tabelbala today
(inhabited areas exaggerated, nomads' movements excluded)

Some level o f Arabic learning would have been a prerequisite for religious specialists
and long-distance traders even before the Arabisation o f the region; all premodem
tombstones seen in the oasis use the Arabic language. The career o f Sidi M akhlouf elBelbali (d. -1534) indicates that the oasis was capable o f producing Arabic scholars by
the 16th century (Hunwick et al. 1995:25). However, comparison with similar situations,
such as the Kel Ansar among the Tuareg, suggests that scholarship and trade alone
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would have comparatively little linguistic impact, mainly lexical and phonological. The
impact o f Arabic in Kwarandzyey was substantial even in Cancel (1908), with loans
including basic body parts, such as dha “back”, foktsaf"shoulder”, which are unattested
in regional Berber. Several factors may account for this, including the immigration of
Arab families (the dominant family o f Kwara/Zaouia claim Arab ancestry), the regional
influence of Arabic-speaking nomads, and the gradual Arabisation of other regions, such
as Tafilalt and Touat, that were linked by trade to Tabelbala. It is difficult to date any of
these events, but the spread o f Arabic in the western Sahara had begun by the 14th
century (Whitcomb 1975), and by the 16th century, Arab Bedouins were taking tribute
from both Tabelbala and larger regional centres, according to the 16th century
geographer Leo Africanus (1896:147): “The generation o f Dehemrum, which are saide
to deriue their petigree from Deuimansor ... haue tributarie vnto them the people of
Segelmesse [Sijilmassa, near modem Erfoud], of Todgatan [Todgha, north of Tinghir],
of Tebelbelt [Tabelbala], and of Dara [Draa]”. Contact with Arabic has thus been
significant for half a millennium or more. Reflexes of q in Arabic loans include both
Bedouin g (eg hw rag “tea leaves” < vJjj) and urban q (eg iqad “snap” < \j0j9)’, the
latter may often reflect a Berber intermediary. Arabic j , usually z/z, is sporadically
reflected as g (eg gummwa “palm heart” < jloc>), a phenomenon difficult to explain in
terms of current regional dialects.

1.2.3 Current sociolinguistic attitudes

At present, Kwarandzyey is endangered. All Belbali men, and most women, speak
dialectal Arabic - usually southwestern Maghrebi, although Hassaniya influence is
observable especially in those with ties to Tindouf. Most speakers claim to speak only
Arabic to their young children, and in Ifranyu people in their twenties can be found who
have only a very limited passive knowledge of Kwarandzyey. The djemaa (council of
elders) of Ifronyu collectively resolved to give up Kwarandzyey in the 1970s, hoping to
improve their children's educational chances by making sure they knew Arabic from the
start (Tabelbala has had a government school since just before independence); the
people of Kwara (Zaouia) followed suit in the 1980s. Nonetheless, Kwara's children
have continued to acquire Kwarandzyey in their early teens from older teenagers.
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The isolation and poverty ofTabelbala, and the regionally widespread perception that
dark skin correlates with servile ancestry and lack of strong tribal connections, all
contribute to a very low status for Kwarandzyey. On top of this, Belbalis only form a
slight majority in the oasis; more than a third of the inhabitants come from elsewhere,
mainly Arab ex-nomads settled over the past century. Some o f the older generation of
immigrants learned Kwarandzyey, but this is unheard of among younger ones, who
consider it difficult and pointless. The Arabs of the region group it together with Berber
under the term sdlha, with derogatory overtones; more than one Belbali quoted me the
proverb ssdlha ma hu klam, wdddhdn ma hu lidam “Shelha is no more speech than oil is
sauce.”

The Berber-speaking Ait Khebbach families are also ex-nomads who settled down in the
oasis over the past century, some as late as the 1970s; their language shift has been even
more rapid, and their children rarely if ever speak any Berber. A few families in Iffonyu
married Moroccan Berber-speaking wives; their children do not speak the language
either. I found no Belbali who could speak Berber as a second language, making it in
this respect even lower on the sociolinguistic scale than Kwarandzyey.

1.2.4 Sources

The linguistic bibliography for Kwarandzyey is short. It begins with Cancel (1908),
who gives a useful, if confused, grammatical sketch; a wordlist arranged by topic; and a
couple o f glossed sample texts. Lt. Cancel was a linguistically untrained French army
officer in the Compagnie Saharienne of Touat, who travelled to Tabelbala in May 1907.
Champault (1969), an anthropological description o f the oasis, includes a substantial
number o f words, phrases, and rhymes in Kwarandzyey. Champault spent a total of two
and a half years in the oasis, returning several times. She later began a FrenchKwarandzyey dictionary (n.p.), consisting of 185 hard-to-read handwritten pages from
A to G. Tilmatine (1996) contains a little original fieldwork filled out by a larger
number o f phrases from Cancel and Champault, and provides no information allowing
the reader to distinguish his own fieldwork from his conjectural re-transcriptions of
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Cancel and Champault. Secondary sources using these materials include Nicolai*
(1979), on the phonology o f Cancel's transcriptions; Nicolai* (1981), a comparative
study of Songhay phonology; Kossmann (2004a), analysing mood, aspect, and negation;
and Kossmann (2004b), discussing the possibility o f a Kwarandzyey-like substratum in
the Gourara oases. My data here, unless otherwise stated, is based on four months'
fieldwork in Tabelbala plus a number of sessions by phone; most of it comes from
Kwara (see Acknowledgements), but I consulted speakers from Ifrenyu (including Bina
ed-Dati) and Yami too. It includes about 1592 A6 pages of written fieldnotes across 10
notebooks, referenced as Nxpy, and 6 hours 40 minutes o f recordings that have been
transcribed, referenced by dates followed by file numbers in the format YYYY-MMDD/nnn.

1.2.5 Phonology

The vowel system distinguishes lax a, u [u ] (and, in final syllables, d [a ]) from tense a
[a], i, u, a [a], and marginally u [o]; lax vowels, as elsewhere in North Africa, cannot
easily occur in open syllables, while tense ones can. The loss of postvocalic r has made
many formerly allophonic distinctions phonemic, eg ha [ha] “ask” < *ha vs. ha [ha]
“play” < *hor. u can usually be analysed as an allophone of a next to rounded
labials/velars, but sometimes appears in positions incompatible with this analysis, eg
d zu d z/ dzddz “pound”. Pharyngealised consonants are followed by pharyngealised
vowels (not always transcribed, since not contrastive in this position); in addition,
pharyngealised vowels often pharyngealise preceding vowels in the same word, thus eg
a-hha “s/he asked” vs. a-hha “s/he played.” Morpheme-final i/u in words of two or
more moras, and in tsi “say”, is normally deleted unless the morpheme falls at the end
of an intonation group. If this leaves a final consonant cluster, a schwa is inserted, eg
tnu “get up” > tdn. Nasalised vowels are occasionally preserved in French loans.

The consonant system is as follows:
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Table 2.
bbw

k kwg gw

tt d d

(')

qw

ts dz
m mw

n

ffV

sszz

(sz)

w

11

y

x xwy yw

h?

h

rr
Older speakers do not distinguish s/z from s/z. The distinction between t and ts is
phonemic in some contexts (eg atton “he got up...” vs. attssn “it is heavy”), but is
unstable in many words. Some speakers marginally distinguish k/g from kg/gy in nonemphatic contexts, using the former in borrowings; many shift k/g in native words in
such contexts to ts/dz. A bilabial click is attested in one baby-talk word: OaOOa “eat!”;
cp. Moroccan Arabic baby talk babba “bread” (Ferguson 1964). Semivowels w/y are
often deleted between two a's, obligatorily in the case o f the lpl object suffix.

Kwarandzyey has lost lexical tone, although this was present in proto-Songhay and
proto-Northem Songhay; this has created a number of homonyms, eg homni “fly”
(*hamm) = “flour” ( *hamni).

1.3 Mechanisms of morphosyntactic influence

1.3.1 Direct

The most easily detectable way of introducing elements from one language into another
corresponds to what Muysken (2000) labels insertional codeswitching: putting a
clitic/stem/word/phrase from one language inside an utterance primarily belonging to
the other language. Such insertions are synchronically readily detectable - by linguists
and bilingual listeners alike - to the extent that the languages involved have different
vocabularies. A sufficiently common or useful insertion may become accepted as a part
of conventional recipient language usage by monolinguals (if any) as well as bilinguals;
this yields lexical borrowing, or, in the terminology o f Matras (2009a), material
replication. When the influence is sufficiently low, borrowing may be limited to words
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taken in as morphologically simplex stems. However, given a higher rate of even non
fluent bilingualism it tends to go rather further, introducing analysable words (stems
together with their bound morphology, eg English plural cherub-im) and phrases (like
English per annum). In this data, these tend to be drawn from the high-accessibility end
o f Myers-Scotton's (1993:144) empirically based implicational hierarchy of EL Islands,
as expected on the assumption that material borrowing derives from insertional
codeswitching - principally, formulaic expressions such as in sa allah “God willing”
(her level 1), time and manner adverbials such as al-wabd-a “one o'clock” or bd-l-fani
“on purpose” (her level 1/2), and quantifier expressions like tdlt dsnin “three years” (her
level 3). Her less accessible levels 4-6 (non-quantifier, non-time NPs as VP
complements, agent NPs, main finite verbs) appear to be unattested here.

Difficulties for the historical linguist arise when insertions cannot easily be
distinguished from non-insertions which are similar in form and meaning, due to
confusing factors such as common ancestry, previously conventionalised borrowing,
and chance resemblance. Such cases can be confusing even for native speakers, and
often result in blending, or double etymology: a form whose development can only be
described by taking into account two separate etymologies, as when native speakers of
French use English library to mean “bookstore”, or Turkish okul “school” < Turkish
oku- “read” and French ecole “school” (Zuckermann 2004).

In this case, common ancestry is rarely relevant - as noted, Berber and Arabic separated
long enough ago that obvious cognates are very rare, and neither is detectably related to
Songhay. The possibility that a loan came in from a different variety of the donor
language, on the other hand, is significant; the Arabic elements in Siwi cannot be
coherently understood in terms o f modem Egyptian and Bedouin Arabic alone (Souag
2009), nor can the Berber elements of Kwarandzyey all be derived from the Berber
languages that have been in contact with it over the past century (Souag 2010). Some
specific loans can be assigned to particular sources through variety-specific shifts in
sound or meaning (eg y > 0 in Kwarandzyey loans from Western Berber); but such
specificity is often impossible because all relevant varieties share (or could have shared)
the same word in the same form. The possibility that a loan came in at a period before
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the variety under discussion was separated from its nearest relatives is hard (though not
always impossible) to gauge with Berber, since all varieties are under Arabic influence;
Tuareg, having come under significantly less Arabic influence than others, is often
particularly useful. With Songhay the task is somewhat easier, since Arabic and Berber
influence on most varieties, while present, is relatively low.

When a speaker's fluency in another language is comparable to or greater than his/her
fluency in the target language, as in second language acquisition or first language
attrition, the result is often interference (Muysken 2004) - the use of patterns based on
the other language even where all forms come from the target language. The patterns in
question may come to be accepted as part o f the target language, yielding what Matras
(2009a) calls pattern replication. Synonyms include convergence (Myers-Scotton 2002;
cp. Gumperz & Wilson 1971), structural interference (Thomason & Kaufman 1988),
indirect diffusion (Heath 1978). When this occurs as a result of native speakers'
bilingualism in another language, as here, it may be termed metatypy (Malcolm Ross
1996). This may be divided into semantic calquing, the copying o f semantic patterns
(polysemy, idioms), and syntactic calquing or syntactic borrowing (Harris & Campbell
1995), the copying o f word order patterns or requirements. Semantic calquing is a wellknown phenomenon (eg Campbell 1999), exemplified by cases like French souris
“mouse (animal)” = “mouse (of computer)”, or English it goes without saying, which
takes its syntactic and semantic structure from French ga va sans dire but uses only
English words (Katamba 2005:137); its role in the spread of parallel grammaticalisation
patterns across languages is emphasised by Heine & Kuteva (2005). One of the clearest
cases o f syntactic borrowing is the shift of Afghan Arabic from VSO to SOV order
under the influence of Turkic and Persian (Kieffer 2000); the fact that, despite the wide
variety o f Arabic dialects scattered across an enormous area, no Arabic dialect not
subject to intense Iranian/Turkic influence is known to have done this allows us to
conclude that this development would have been very unlikely without contact.

Whereas most sound-meaning linkages are arbitrary (Saussure 1959:67), syntax and
semantics are often motivated, making it harder to tell whether similarities are
homologous or accidental. Patterns o f polysemy and idioms typically derive from
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universally transparent metaphors; thus, as Heine & Kuteva (2005) show,
grammaticalisation processes induced by contact follow the same cross-linguistically
natural paths, dictated by pragmatic inference, as non-contact-induced
grammaticalisation. Word order patterns typically reflect near-universal aspects of
language such as subcategorisation properties or information structure. To make
matters worse, word order patterns are often drawn from a restricted menu: there are
only so many ways to position an adposition relative to its complement. These make it
significantly harder to prove influence retrospectively. To make a case, one should
ideally:

•

show that the pattern allegedly copied entered the recipient language only after
contact;

•

show that the pattern allegedly copied was in the donor language prior to
contact;

•

prove (eg through loanwords) that there has been contact between the relevant
languages;

•

show that the odds o f chance resemblance are reasonably low:
•

by showing that relatives of the recipient language less subject to similar
influences, if any, usually have not developed the same pattern,

•

or, less convincingly, by showing that the pattern is typologically rare.

As noted above, most of Songhay is under relatively little Arabic/Berber influence, and
a few Berber languages show less Arabic influence than most, making this feasible up to
a point, although the influence of Arabic on all Berber varieties makes it possible that
pattern replication is being underestimated.

1.3.2 Indirect

While matter and pattern borrowing can often be treated separately, matter borrowing
often affects pattern - not just semantics (trivially) but syntax as well. As long noted by
grammarians, the relationship between specific lexical entries (“matter”) and syntactic
patterns can largely be analysed as mediated by word classes: many o f the syntactic
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properties o f a given lexical item can be deduced from the class to which it belongs,
rather than having to be restated individually for each lexical item. However, the word
class o f an item in one language may not map well onto any one equivalent in another,
owing to conflicting signals. For example, “adjective” word classes in two languages
may be used in similar ways in nominal attribution constructions, but one may model its
predicative construction on that used for verbs, while the other's follows that of nouns;
or two spatial preposition classes may have similar subcategorisation requirements, but
differ semantically, with one always indicating motion while the other can also indicate
fixed location. In such cases, matter borrowing creates difficulties for pre-existing
patterns; these may be resolved by forcing the borrowed material into existing word
classes, but may also be resolved, contrary to Field's (2002:51) suggestion that
“previous word class membership is rendered moot by the very act of borrowing”, by
creating new word classes modelled on the usage of inserted material, or extending old
ones into new domains. In this data set, adjectives in Kwarandzyey provide the most
obvious example of the former; the latter is notably exemplified by the growth of
prepositions in Kwarandzyey through borrowing, taking over functions previously
systematically filled by postpositions.

One of the most conspicuous attributes of certain word classes is the complement
position they select for, and this seems to be particularly frequently retained in
borrowing. An early attempt to capture this fact is Moravcsik's (1978) generalisation:
“A lexical item that is of the ‘grammatical’ type (which type includes at least
conjunctions and adpositions) cannot be included in the set of properties borrowed from
a language unless the mle that determines its linear order with respect to its head is also
so included.” That generalisation is too strong as phrased, as shown by Matras'
(2009a: 155) examples; it seems to apply to “primary” adpositions whose complements
are morphologically bare, but not to “secondary” ones governing the genitive. One way
to fix it might be to adopt the claim of Mahootian and Santorini (1996) that “heads
determine the syntactic properties of their complements in code-switching and
monolingual contexts alike”; as the head of the genitive construction, a genitive particle
will automatically determine the position of its complement. However, this runs into
difficulties with verbs, since (non-fmite) VO verbs may be borrowed/switched into OV
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languages without affecting the word order, as in Punjabi (eg Romaine 1995:137). The
question will be re-examined in the light of this data.

The conventionalisation o f matter borrowing also has profound effects on morphology.
Productive morphology is deduced anew by each individual speaker as s/he acquires the
language(s) (Clark 1998), from the existence o f pairs of words closely related in form
and meaning. This has several consequences. At the stem level, where bilingualism
and borrowing are both sufficiently common, it can lead to the creation o f
“correspondence rules” (Thomason 2001:144), productive strategies for mapping items
from one language into stems in the other - effectively, inter-lingual morphology.
Several cases will be seen below. At the word level, extensive borrowing of words
containing morphology can make any morphology productive, no matter how
typologically unusual, as long as other words exist that match its input conditions; this
is exemplified here by the marginal productivity o f borrowed apophonic plurals in both
languages, and the full productivity of the Arabic comparative/superlative template in
Siwi. This is the usual, and perhaps the only, borrowing path for morphology, as
suggested by Moravcsik's (1978) claim that “No bound morphemes can be borrowed
unless free morphemes which properly include them are borrowed”; the
counterexamples in Harris & Campbell (1995:134), as clitics, are not relevant here. At
the phrase level, if sufficiently many o f the words in the phrase have also been
borrowed, the phrase becomes analysable even for monolinguals, opening up the
possibility of generalising its construction to items not previously heard; this appears
likely in the case of numeral+counter forms in both languages, although the near
absence o f monolinguals makes it difficult to be certain that they are not invoking
knowledge of Arabic.

Morphology is not processed in isolation; its analysability depends on the system within
which it is embedded. As exemplified in Kwarandzyey, monolingual speakers o f a
language which does not have gender agreement have no motivation to analyse
semantically irrelevant gender morphology, unless they also borrow enough gendermarked categories such as adjectives or finite verbs. Field (2002) similarly suggests
that fusional morphology is unanalysable in a typologically agglutinating language, and
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that no morphology is analysable in an isolating one. Since typological change in this
respect is known to occur, the claim cannot be airtight. If “fusional” is, plausibly,
restricted to morphology expressing more than one category simultaneously, then it
cannot be tested here, as dialectal Arabic has few such morphemes outside o f finite verb
inflections; if, however, it is taken to include words simultaneously expressing a
concept and a morphological category, then the borrowing of templatic plurals in
Kwarandzyey is a counterexample.

The mechanisms indicated above bridge the gap between synchronically observed
language contact phenomena - codeswitching and interference - and diachronically
observed change resulting from contact influence, in conformity to the principle of
uniformitarianism. In the following chapters I will reconstruct contact-induced change
in Kwarandzyey and Siwi through the comparative method and test the explanatory
adequacy and relative frequency of these processes.
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2 NP features: person, gender, number, definiteness

In all the languages under consideration, agreement in number and person is found
between noun phrases and pronouns referring to them. In Arabic and Berber, agreement
in gender is also found; this feature can be predicted only from lexical properties of the
head noun and not in general from the semantic properties of the referent o f the phrase.
The elements displaying agreement differ significantly; Arabic and Berber show it on
adjectives, pronouns, and verbal agreement markers, whereas in southern Songhay it is
limited to pronouns and (in Eastern Songhay) demonstratives. Definiteness marking in
Arabic appears on adjectives as well as nouns within a single NP, whereas in Berber it is
generally unattested and in Songhay it is usually marked only once within the NP.

Most Berber varieties, along with Classical Arabic, also mark case on head nouns; this
is an agreement feature for adjectives in Classical Arabic, but not in Berber. However,
all current spoken dialects of Arabic and some easterly Berber varieties have lost this.
Songhay has no case marking on head nouns; grammatical function marking for noun
phrases is handled by adpositions, or in one case by an aspect marker.

2.1 Person

Personal pronouns, and more generally person agreement markers, are well-known for
their diachronic stability; cases of borrowing are attested (Thomason 2001:83), but
typically these involve either languages with “open” sets of pronouns expressing an
indefinitely large range of politeness distinctions, like Indonesian, or closely related
languages, like English they from Old Norse. Gap filling is another motivation for
pronoun borrowing, eg the 1st person inclusive in Mawayana from Waiwai (Carlin
2006:320), and external influence leading to paradigm reshaping has sometimes been
suggested, eg in the development of feminine plural pronouns in Tariana under East
Tucanoan influence (Aikhenvald 2002:64).

In principle, person could be entirely independent o f gender and number. In practice,
person morphemes often vary with both and show unpredictable syncretisms. All the
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languages relevant to this discussion have three persons, 1st (with no inclusive-exclusive
distinction), 2nd, and 3rd; all distinguish singular from plural in each o f these persons.
Both Arabic and Berber additionally distinguish gender in some forms, and some Arabic
varieties (including Hassaniyya) have retained a dual number. Songhay has neither
gender nor a dual, but some varieties distinguish a logophoric 3rd person from an
unmarked one.

2.1.1 Siwi personal pronouns

Siwi distinguishes the following paradigm:

Table 3.
Independen Subject
t
agreement

Dative
agreement

Object
clitics

Objects o f
gdn/yur“at”, g/sgd“in”,

sag/sgdd-

Objects o f
msabb /
misan
“because
o f’

Genitive

“from”,
af/fdlla“on”;
possessors
o f certain
kinship
terms

1 sg

nis

-ax (-y/f- -i
before
dat. suff.,
usually
-ax > -a
before 2nd
pers. obj.
or
primary
prep.
+pn.)

-/

-i(0 /
_V)

-i

-nnaw

2 m sg

Sdkk

-ek (Sdk
w/ lsg
subj)

-k

-ak

-nndk

2 f sg

sdmm

-ak
-at {-t
before
dat. suff.;
t+t > tt; -am
imp. 0 )

-em (sam -m
w/ lsg
subj)

-ki

-nndm
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3 m sg

natta

y-

3 f sg

ntatat

t-

lp l

nisni /
nicni

n- (hort. -anax
n-...-wat
for group
o f 3 or
more)

-anax

-nax

-na

-nnax

2 pi

nkniim

-m (imp. -awan
-wat,
except w/
dat. suff.)

-ewan
(inknum
w/ lsg
subj)

-wan

-kum

-nwan

3 pi

ntnan

y-...-n

-tan
-san
(after
suffixes),
-en (after
verb
stem)

-hum

-nsan

-as

-asan

-t (after
suffixes),
-a (after
verb
stem)
-tat (after
suffixes),
-et (after
verb
stem)

-ah

-s

-ha

-nnas

A few verbs (notably “come”, “go”, “say”, “give”) have irregular conjugations; for
these, the form o f the stem varies depending on the subject and dative agreement
markers as well as on aspect/mood. The a of l/2SgSubj is elided after vowels.

Contra Vycichl (2005:220), the independent forms are used for 2nd person direct objects
with 1st person singular subjects in all tenses/aspects, not just the future, eg tayyab-a-sak
“I beat you” (N2pl30), zri-x-anknum “I saw you pi.”, ga-zra-nknum “I will see you pi.”
(N2p9). Vycichl's analysis (ibid) of the distribution of 3rd person endings agrees with
my data, and is summarised in the table.

A contrast that at first sight looks as if it were between 1st person dual and plural is
apparent in hortative forms, where -wat is normally added to a verb in n-... only when
more than one person besides the addressee is included in “we” (there is some
disagreement on this requirement among consultants - N3p75.) However, it fits the
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paradigm better to decompose this into «-... marking the 1st person plural (whether for 2
or more) and -wat as an imperative plural marker determined by the number of
addressees, taken as all the people in the “we” group except the speaker.

The system is overall clearly Berber, and some of the differences result from purely
internal development. The use o f full pronouns rather than clitics for 2nd person direct
objects after the 1st person singular contrasts equally with other Berber languages and
with Arabic. Likewise, the loss of t- in the second person (contrast, even in its nearest
neighbours,

inAwjila,

/ t-...-am in El-Fogaha) cannot adequately be

explained by contact with Arabic, where precisely that prefix is characteristic of the 2nd
person in the imperfect; more likely it represents a simplification influenced perhaps by
the merger of verbal adjectives (which historically take no prefixes, eg Awjila mell-at
“you are white”) with verbs (see Adjectives.) There are other Berber languages in
western Algeria which have lost this t- (Destaing 1907:94), but in them this is a special
case of a widespread lenition of initial t-> h -> 0 - which does not occur in Siwi. A
better case can be made for Arabic influence in the addition of the prefix y- to the 3rd
person plural subject marker (unique within Berber; El-Fogaha and Awjila, like every
other Berber language, simply have -n.) The singular 3rd person forms,y-... and t-..., are
(due to common inheritance) strikingly similar to their Arabic imperfect equivalents yaand ta-\ an imperfect bilingual could easily be tempted to extend the parallelism to the
plural, which in Arabic is

(feminineya-...-na), and since Siwi has lost the

participle (see Demonstratives and relative clauses), the resulting hybridy-...-n would
not conflict with any other form of the verb. Given how many innovations Siwi appears
to share with other Berber languages such as El-Fogaha or Awjila, this seems more
plausible than postulating that every Berber languages except Siwi shares the loss of ias a common innovation, as Vycichl (2005:228) implies. On the other hand, internal
development, by analogy to the inherited masculine plural circumfix

for nouns

and adjectives, cannot be excluded.

The most conspicuous difference from other Berber languages is clear: the borrowing of
pronominal morphemes from Arabic to express pronominal complements of the Arabic
loan msabb “because o f / for the sake o f ’:
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msabb-ak

sldmd-y-assn

i

tdrwawen

lahsab

because-2M

teach- lS-3PDat

to

children

arithmetic

For your sake I taught the children arithmetic. (2009-06-28)

2.2

uyi-x

Ixatdm da-wo-k

buy-lSring

msabb-ha

MOD-DEM.M-2:M because-3F

I bought that ring for her sake. (2009-06-21)

2.3

yd-dwdl

msabb-hum

3M-retum

because-3P

He returned for their sake. (2008-05-05/294)

The specific forms chosen are dialectologically interesting: 3MSg is -ah, and there is no
gender distinction in the plural. Since local Bedouin Arabic maintains gender
distinctions in the plural, and mainstream Egyptian Arabic uses -u for 3msg., this aligns
them with the Western Desert oases, which agree on both features (Woidich &
Behnstedt 1982; Behnstedt & Woidich 1985:1:154). These preposition+pronoun units
are attested in my data only in elicitation, and the short a in 2M is phonologically
anomalous within Siwi. However, several factors nonetheless combine to lead me to
consider them a part of Siwi, rather than an artefact of elicitation: 1) the sentences I
used were with an unrelated Arabic form, min 'ajl- “for the sake o f ’; 2) the form msabb
“because o f ’, while it derives from Arabic min sabab- (compare Yemeni Arabic min
sibb “because o f ’ (Piamenta 1990)), does not seem to be attested in Egyptian Arabic
(Hinds & Badawi 1986) nor in Cyrenaican Arabic (Panetta 1943), both of which
typically use Sasan\ 3) it would be surprising if msabb (which is attested with nominal
objects - see Adpositions) was not able to take pronominal objects, and all the more
surprising if, in an otherwise Siwi sentence, a speaker should substitute a nonce semiArabic form for a familiar Siwi one; 4) more than one speaker independently confirmed
them on separate occasions.

A similar case is found in an Arabic defective imperative not included above: hayya
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“come on!” (already attested in Minutoli (1827:365): — ^

<hayya> “Ruste dich!”), pi.

(addressing more than one person) hayyu, eg:

2.4

hayy-u,

xlas -

tlaccant

t-umma.

come on-P

finished

pot

3F-cook

Come on, it's finished - the pot has cooked. (2009-06-25)

Both are examples of the relatively unusual phenomenon of borrowing inflected words
as such, rather than as stems, to be compared to the insertional borrowings discussed in
the Numerals chapter.

Apart from these, a couple o f systematic differences emerge on closer examination. In
particular, one notes the consistent absence of gender distinctions in the plural. This is a
more general feature of Siwi, extending to demonstratives and (optionally) adjectives as
well; however, such distinctions are very well-preserved throughout Berber, including
every other eastern variety on which I have information. Thus:
Table 4.
lm. pi.

lf.p l.
nasnin

Tumzabt standalone
- dative

Sened standalone

3f. pi.

sacwim

sammiti

natnin

natniti

chnini (/sninif)

klimi

klimti

nitni

nitenti

tier' (May/)

koum

koumet

sen

sent

knim

kimmiti

nitnin

nitinti

win

kmit

sin

snit

sekwen

sekmet /
sekwent

niten

nitent

awen

awent /
akmet

asen

asent

sakwin

sakmatin

antenin

antnatin

nisnin

nisinti
na

Nafusa neccen
standalone

Ghadames

3m. pi.

asant

- dative

- dative

2f. pi.

awdtn
acamt
asan
(preverbal (preverbal
awdti)
asamt)

anay (preverbal ayari)

- dative
Douiret standalone

2m. pi.

neccent
anag

nekkenin (m=f)
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standalone
- dative

anee

awan

akmet

asen

asnet

Awjila
standalone

nekkeni

kemmim

kemmimet nehin

nehinet

- dative

-dikkeni

-ikim

-ekmet

-isin

-isnet

El-Fogaha

nekkeni

ekni (m=f)

itani

itentin

- dative

-anag

-awen

-asen

-asnet

Siwa standalone

nisni

nknum

ntnan

- dative

-anax

awan

-asan

standalone

Gender distinction in the 1st person plural may be innovative - it is very rarely made in
affixes as opposed to independent pronouns (Andre Basset 1952:31) - but it seems
unlikely that practically all Berber varieties would independently have innovated a 2nd
and 3rd person gender distinction. This implies that Siwi has innovated in discarding
gender distinctions.

The Bedouin Arabic of Libya and western Egypt retains masculine-feminine gender
distinctions in the plural; I recorded forms like hin galan “they (f.) said” and intan
giltdn “you (f. pi.) said” from a person from Matrouh (2008-04-14/168), and heard
similar forms from the Bedouin inhabitants o f Maraqi just west of Siwa. Eastern
Libyan Arabic retains the distinction in the 2nd and 3rd persons (Owens 1984:91), as do
the dialects of central Libya (Caubet 2004). Contact with such dialects obviously
cannot account for the Siwi situation, not for El-Fogaha's loss of it in the 2nd person
plural. However, a well-known characteristic of sedentary dialects in Egypt and North
Africa is the merger of masculine and feminine in the plural. In the Nile Valley, this is
the norm; the exceptions, in the south around Luxor and in a few villages o f the
northeast (Behnstedt & Woidich 1985:1:77,11:142), are probably related to Bedouin
influence. The same applies in all of the Egyptian oases (Drop & Woidich 2007:45;
Woidich & Behnstedt 1982:53). Independent evidence makes it clear that Siwa has had
intense contact over a long period with some sedentary Arabic variety (Souag 2009); it
thus seems very plausible that contact with such a variety was what made Siwi, alone
among eastern (perhaps all) Berber varieties, lose gender distinctions in the plural.
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However, El-Fogaha's loss of them in the 2nd person plural, without any known contact
with such sedentary Arabic varieties, opens the possibility that contact merely
intensified a trend that had already begun.

Another important difference, not directly related to contact, is less obvious: whereas in
most Berber varieties the dative pronominal suffixes are mobile clitics, in Siwi they
have become agreement markers which occur whether or not an NP indirect object is
present, even when the indirect object is a non-specific indefinite, as in:

2.5

la

tas-as

dssarr i

hadd

NEG

give.ES!T-3SDat

secret to

anyone

Don't give a secret to anyone.

Underscoring this, they are now so closely bound to the verb that, for irregular verbs,
their presence affects the form o f the stem itself. The -d “hither” suffix common in
Berber has become unanalysable in Siwi, leaving “come” (infinitive tisdi) as an
irregular verb mainly based on the stem usdd, int. tasdd, but still retaining <7-less stems
in some forms and stems with a d outside agreement in others, thus (in the future): gusi-x, g-usi-t, g-usad, ga-t-ussd, ga-n-ussd, g-us-dm-d, g-us-an-d. When dative suffixes
are added, these irregularities are ironed out:

2.6

g-us-an-d

they will come (N lp239)

g-usad-n-ak

they will come to you (Nlp242)

g-us-am-d

you pi. will come (Nlp237)

g-usad-m-anax

you pi. will come to us (Nlp245)

g-us-ax

I will come (Nlp234)

g-usad-C-ak

I will come to you (Nlp248)

This is unattested elsewhere - but has no counterpart in Arabic either, where datives are
clitics with no effect on verb stem selection. It may be viewed as a natural consequence
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o f the widespread Berber preference for optional clitic doubling with datives, where an
optional pronominal clitic anticipates the noun phrase with which it co-refers (for
example Ghadames (Calassanti-Motylinski 1904:23), Kabyle (Chaker 1983:290),
Tamazight (Bentolila 1981:265)), combined with the transformation o f pronominal
clitics into postverbal suffixes with a fixed position, which has occurred not just in Siwi
but also in Awjila and El-Fogaha (though not Nafusi or Ghadames). The latter
development may be related to Arabic influence, and will be examined in 7.7.

2.1.2 Kwarandzyey personal pronouns

Kwarandzyey distinguishes the following paradigms:
Table 5.
Indepen
dent

Object o f si/ka
Subject (verbs / Direct object /
indza) / Gen. (n) Obj. of preposition
/ Phrase-final
contrastive focus

1 sg

aydy, ayi

ta-

11

ydy-

2 sg

ni

n-

-ni

ni-

3 sg

ana

a-

-a; -ana

a-; ana-

lp l

yayu

ya-

-yayu (-ayu after
a)

ya-

2 pi

ndzyu

ndz- (wd- with
imperative)

-ndzyu

ndzi-

3 sg

ini

i-

-i; -ini

i-; ini-

The functional difference between the short forms (a, i) and long forms (ana, ini) in the
3rd person is difficult to distinguish; they seem to be in something close to free variation,
and the same sentence is sometimes repeated with a different form. Insofar as they are
differentiated, the full form pronouns seem to be used to indicate a shift in reference - to
indicate that the referent of a pronoun is not the item most likely to come to mind in
context by default, but instead something more distant in the discourse. Since this issue
appears not to involve contact, it will not be investigated further here.

Object pronoun forms (long for third person - ana, ini not a, i) are also used for postphrasal “afterthoughts” conveying emphasis or contrastive focus, eg:
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?-ba

hamagir

yay

1S-EXIST

Hamaguir

IS

Me, I'm at Hamaguir. (N6pl09)

This construction appears not to be documented elsewhere in Songhay; but, while such
a position for standalone (not object!) pronouns is grammatical in Arabic or Berber, I
am not aware of a variety in which it is conspicuously common, and this is probably to
be seen as an endogenous innovation.

When a 3rd person object pronoun is added, verbs of the form CVC or CCVC with a lax
vowel {d/u) restore their original vocalisation, which is always u from u but is
unpredictable from a:
Table 6.
Verb
f?z
hab
man

+3sg obj
fgz-a
hab-a
man-a

“dig”
“sweep”
“touch”

dzab
fig
zban

dzib-a
fig-a
zbin-a

“bruise, smush” (N6pl33)
“bury”
“divide”

dzadz/dzudz
M

dzudz-a
fuf-a
srut-a

“pound”
“grind”
“swallow” (< Hassaniya)

Likewise, originally r-final verbs now ending in -a or -ya regain r:

tsba
fya
ihga

tsbar-a
fyar-a
ihdgr-a

“show”
“open”
“bully, oppress” (< Arabic)

Two verbs are irregular:

dza

dzam-a

“do, put” (cp. KC daij / dam)

tsyu

tsyuy-a

“read” (also more regular tsiw-a (Kw.), tsyaw-a

(Iff.))
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The Kwarandzyey pronominal paradigm is a fairly recent development from a much
more analytical system; unlike the less regular Berber or Arabic pronominal paradigms,
all the affixes are transparently derived from the same forms as the independent
pronouns. (The irregular change of y > f in the 1st person subject forms has parallels in
other words, notably mgfg / mayg “why?” < Berber ma-yar; and /fa / tya “go up”,
unknown etymology.) The form of the second person plural is specifically Northern
Songhay (with no similarity to Berber); other pronouns are pan-Songhay (with the
historical addition of plural yu to some of the 1st and 2nd person plural forms):
Table 7.
Kwarandzye

Tasawaq

Tadaksahak

Koyra Chiini Koyraboro
Senni

IS

y
ayay

yay

ayay

ay

ay

2S

ni

ni

nin

ni

ni

2S

0

0

0

0

0

ana

ngd

drjga

yga ~ ya

yga

3S subject

a

a

a

a

a

IP

yayu

iri

aari

yer

ir

2P

ndzyu

indi

andi

wor ~ war

war

2P

wa-

wa

ba ~ wa

wo

wa ~ wo

ini

ngi

ygi-yo

ygey ~ ygii

i

i

i

i

imperative
3S
independent

imperative
3P
independent
3P subject

i

There is no question of borrowing here; but the organisation of this paradigm is another
matter.

The greater degree o f fusion this represents is obviously reminiscent of Arabic and
Berber; but how similar are they in detail? In Arabic, Berber, and Songhay, bound
pronominal markers generally differ in form from independent pronouns. In Arabic and
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Berber, they also cannot be separated from their host (eg by an adverb); the same
applies in Kwarandzyey, as well as Tadaksahak (Christiansen-Bolli 2010:74), eg:

2.8

ini

yar

i-bab-ndqqds

Ihdrf

they

just

3P-PROG-subtract

letter

They just subtract a letter.

2.9

ayi

kuzzdydi

Sa-bd-zda

I

every day

lS-IMPF-walk

Me, I walk every day. (2007-12-22/11)

but not in southern Songhay languages, eg Koyra Chiini:

ja a

aljumaa han yer

since Friday day

1P1S

ta

tumbutu

boro

si

Top

Timbuktu

person ImpfNeg

fa ri
farm

Since on Fridays we Timbuktu people don’t do farm work (Heath 1999a:214)

Apart from separability, object markers (verbal or prepositional) behave similarly in all
three: they are in complementary distribution with full NP objects, or at most are
optional when the latter are present. Pronominal possessors in Arabic and Berber are
normally in complementary distribution with NP possessors, but for a subset of family
terms in Berber they are obligatory whether or not NP possessors are present (forms
without an explicit pronominal possessor are interpreted as 1st person singular); no
similar phenomenon appears in Kwarandzyey. Thus, for example, we get “Azzouz
GEN father” not a caique *“Azzouz 3S GEN father” :

2.10

lhaz

Kid,

Hadj Laid

fazzuz

n

9b ba

Azzouz

GEN

father

Hadj Laid, Azzouz' father (2008-02-05/17)

Differences are most conspicuous in subject agreement: there markers are obligatory in
Arabic and Berber - as well as the heavily Berberised Songhay language Tadaksahak
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(Christiansen-Bolli 2010:74) - whether or not a full NP subject is present, in all finite
clauses, except for subject focus constructions in Berber. In southern Songhay, by
contrast, pronominal markers are unnecessary, and normally absent, when a full NP is
present:

maabe di

moo

koy

rjgu

wande di

doo

griot DEF

also

go

3ReflSg

wife

chez

DEF

The griot, for his part, went to his (own) wife... (Heath 1999a:436)

i-kul

kaa

bara

AbsolPl-all

come except A

A

They all came except A (name) (Heath 1999a:225)

aywa i-kul

kaa

well

come

AbsolPl-all

Well, they all came (Heath 1999b: 85)

In Tasawaq, likewise, redundant pronominal subject markers, though common, are not
obligatory, being absent in examples such as:

darit m-mdy

tunfa

man

strength

NEG.PERF-have

“the man has no strength / the man is weak” (Kossmann 2003)

Kwarandzyey turns out to occupy an intermediate position between the two types. For
non-3rd person subject forms, the situation is clear-cut: just as in Berber, the subject
agreement marker is obligatory:

2.11

ayi

f-ba

ldmbw=ka

IS

1S-EXIST

garden=LOC

(Whereas as for) me, I was in the garden. (2007-12-28/04)
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except when the subject is in focus:

2.12

ay=a

mmay lkas=yu

1S=F0C

own

cup=DEM

I'm the one that deserves this cup. (2007-12-22/12)

For 3rd person subject forms, on the other hand, the grammaticalisation o f agreement has
gone less far. Whether or not a redundant agreement form shows up in this case
depends on at least two factors in addition to focus: subject specificity and auxiliary
choice.

Non-specific subjects consistently are not followed by subject markers, as most easily
illustrated by bayu “anyone” (other such non-specific indefinites are usually ambiguous,
because h(ay)a “any” ends in a, and interrogative “who?” is normally in focus):

2.13

tsdksi bay
now

s-kd-ddzam-a

anyone NEG-anymore-do-3S

Now no one does it any more. (2007-12-30/17)

2.14

bay

s-ba-bbdy

anyoneNEG-PF-know

gay

i-ddar hull

hereabouts

3S-go all

No one knows where they went at all. (2007-12-30/17)

The same applies to non-specific relative heads:

2.15

far

uy

ka-nna

a-m-gwa-ndz-a

just

REL

come-away

3S-IRR-remain-CAUS-3S

Just whoever came away he would stop. (2007-12-22/11)

Before certain functional categories that may be labelled auxiliaries for convenience in particular, the existential marker ba, and the verbal prefixes perfect ba, progressive
bab, and future/desiderative bafam - 3rd sg. a- is in complementary distribution with
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full noun phrase subjects immediately preceding the verb. The former two look like
verbs in some respects, but occur without aspect markers. The latter two lose their b
when preceded by the 3rdperson singular prefix. Thus:

Existential:
2.16

ndza

Ihsis

ba=a.ka

m-m-dzuy-a

if

grass

EXIST =3S.LOC

2S-IRR-uproot-3S

If there's grass (weeds) in it you uproot it. (2008-01-01)

vs.
2.17

a-ba

ssafiiyya

3S-EXIST

Chafaia

It's at Chafaia. (2007-12-06)

Perfect:
3gga

2.18

tsarfds ba-i'arram

PAST truffle PF-plentiful
Truffles were plentiful. (2007-12-06)
vs.
2.19

3ggQ ya-b-ga

amrar—ka

PAST lP-IMPF-find erg=LOC

skudzi=dzi,

a:

wood=ANA, uh

a-a-Carrant
3S-PF-plentiful

We used to find that wood on the erg, it was plentiful. (2007-12-06)

Future:
2.20

aywa amin

bc&am-dri

well,

FUT-go

Lameen

Well, Lameen is going to go. (2008-02-05)
vs.
2.21

a-afam-tfa
3S-FUT-goup

ttdyyara=ka
plane=LOC

He's going to go up in a plane. (2008-02-05)
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In general they display the same behaviour in the 3rd person plural:

2.22

ayinka ba
two

funi,

affu

EXIST alone, one

ba

funi

EXIST alone

Two are on their own, one is on its own. (2008-01-19/08)

2.23

Ikisan

ba

cups.PL

San

mu=ka

EXIST 1S.Gen

front=LOC

The cups are in front of me (2008-01-03/06)

2.24

3ggQ

izunk^adan

PAST gazelles.PL

ba-Sarrdm
PF-plentiful

Gazelles used to be common. (2007-12-30/17)

However, younger speakers seem to prefer to use i- even with ba:

2.25

an

Ihdybus

3 SGen children

i-ba-yddSdf

i-s-sab-nndn

huwwa

3P-PF-thin

3P-NEG-PROG-drink

milk

Her children were thin, they wouldn't drink milk. (2008-02-05/17)

2.26

an

tsiskawsn

i-ba-ddza

bar

tsagida

3S.Gen

hom.PL

3P-PF-do

like

forked stick

Its horns are shaped like a forked stick. (2008-02-05/17)

This difference is somewhat reminiscent o f the situation in local Arabic: as etymological
participles, existential kayan and future bayi do not take subject person agreement, and,
although the presentational copula ra- usually used to translate ba does take obligatory
agreement, the agreement markers it takes are those used for objects, not subjects.
However, since all o f these do take person agreement without an NP subject, the
similarity is not compelling.

With other forms, however, the subject agreement marker normally appears whether or
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not an NP subject is present, as long as the latter is specific (but irrespective of
definiteness):

2.27

madam

a tsa -d z a-s-kum-yarah

as long as

star=ANA

3S-NEG-yet-rise

As long as that star has not yet set (2007-12-21/33)

2.28

ndzuy bdyn
so that rain

a-b-ka
3S-IMPF-hit

so that rain would fall (2007-12-28)

2.29

lamsabih
Orion's Belt

a-b-ka
3S-IMPF-come

massax
thus

Orion's Belt is shaped like this (lit. comes like this.) (2007-12-21/33)

2.30

atsa
star

raMa i-b-ka
four

3P-IMPF-come

Four stars come. (2007-12-21/33)

2.31

ayinza i-b-kay
three

3P-IMPF-stand

The three stand. (2007-12-21/33)

2.32

ar—fu
man=one

a-kka
3 S-come

A man came. (2007-12-16/02)

Thus the innovation of redundant pronominal subject markers brings Kwarandzyey
closer to the model of Berber and Arabic; but the conditioning factors restricting their
use, though only relevant for a small minority of subjects and verbal “auxiliaries”,
remains a rather significant difference from either o f these languages. This is
significant for understanding the nature of the change; rather than an abrupt caique on
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Berber or Arabic, this seems to be a more gradual grammaticalisation process in which,
under Berber or Arabic influence, pronominal subject markers have become obligatory
for a larger subset o f nouns. Redundant pronouns, notably clitic doubling, tend to be
possible or obligatory for continuous sections, starting from the definite end, o f the
Definiteness Hierarchy (Croft 2003; Aissen 2003), given below with the portions for
which pronominal subject markers are obligatory in each language marked (illustrating
how much more similar Kwarandzyey is in this respect to Berber and Arabic than to
southern Songhay):
Table 8.
Most definite:
Koyra Chiini Kwarandzyey Arabic, Berber, Tadaksahak
Personal pronoun
V
V
V
Proper noun
V
V
Definite NP
V
V
Indefinite specific NP
V
V
Non-specific NP
V
Least definite
Subject agreement in Kwarandzyey thus has a double function, marking both agreement
and specificity; in the latter function, it fulfills the functions of a Stage II article, in the
terminology of Greenberg (1978).

On some accounts, the development o f rich subject agreement, as here, would be
expected to have other consequences for the grammar:
1. “Null” subjects marked only by the agreement should become possible
(Taraldsen 1980; via Newmeyer 2005:38), as in Arabic and Berber. Typological
correlations aside, such a consequence follows naturally from the assumption
that agreement markers like these derive from the reanalysis of existing subjectverb sequences, which as such initially involve filled subject positions anyway.
In this data it applies when, and only when, the agreement marker is present on
the verb: a-zda “s/he walked”, a-aSam-zda “s/he will walk” are acceptable
sentences, but sentences like *zda, *ba?am-zda, under that interpretation or even
the non-specific indefinite interpretation “did/will anyone walk?”, are unattested.
2. Verbs should raise to a higher position (Rohrbacher 1999). This is not supported
here (for discussion, see Conclusion).
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Inanimate 3rd person plural NPs often take 3rd person singular agreement:

2.33

iqdlman=dz=yu

tsuyu

i-b-ts=a.si?

lump.PL=ANA=PL

what

3P-IMPF-say=3S.Dat?

Those lumps, what do they call them (sg.)? (2007-12-06/AM)

2.34

ini

i-b-ts=a.s

‘la h ru z”,ya yu ya -b -ts—a.s

dlhaz=yu

they

3P-IMPF-say=3S.Dat‘7^rw z”, we lP-IMPF-say=3S.Dat amulet=PL

They [Arabs] call them (sg.) “lahruz”, we call them (sg.) “amulets” (2008-0119/07)

2.35

fa-ddsb-ndz-a.s

zg a -yu

ay=a

tdttb-ana

lS-wear-CAUS=3S.Dat

cloth=PL

1S=F0C

sew-3SEmph

I dressed it in clothes, I was the one who had sown them (sg.). (2008-01-30/10)

2.36 sskaydr—dz—yu,
bag.PL=ANA=PL,

nd-b-lbxs-ana
2S-IMPF-wet-3SEmph

Those bags, you wet them (sg.). (2008-02-05/17)

But this is not obligatory:

2.37

a-yysr

a-hnu-td-ndza

ddrariz,

a-rrigl-ini

3S-retum

3S-go out-hither-CAUS

wheels,

3S-fix-3SEmph

She's taken out the wheels again and fixed them. (2007-12-16/02)

igdmmwgn=f=yu,

2.38 fa-nnan-ndz
lS-drink-CAUS

dgg

i-ba-qqux

seedbed.PL=one=PL PAST 3P-PF-dry

I watered some seedbeds, they had been dry. (2008-01-st)

2.39

hbbwarad

luxxudz

wet garden. PL when

ys-b-dri,

ys-b-dri

lP-IMPF-go, lP-IMPF-go

yd-b-faz-i
lP-IMPF-dig-3P

The wet gardens [gardens whose water table is naturally high so they don't need
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irrigation], when we go to them, we go to dig them. (2007-12-30/17)

In Classical Arabic, inanimate plurals normally take 3rd person singular feminine
agreement; particularly in Bedouin varieties of Maghrebi Arabic, this remains an option,
and has been generalised even to many animate plurals (Marfais 1977:159). Is this
phenomenon in Kwarandzyey to be related to contact with Arabic? While tempting on
the face o f it, that conclusion would be premature. In Koyra Chiini, a similar
phenomenon sporadically appears in texts:

guusu woo

yo

i-i

faani ga

pit

PI

3P1-Impf

dig

Dem

3Sg

These big pits, they would dig them (Heath 1998a: 110)

dofor

woo

saddle Dem

yo?

belle

di

PI

Bella D ef

yo

ijga

o

hisa

ga

PI

SFoc

Impf

make 3Sg

Those donkey-saddles? It's the Bellas who make it. (Heath 1998a: 82)

The same seems to be attested in Koyraboro Senni:

aywa

larb-ey

w-ey

well

Toure-DefPl Dem-Pl

rfga

nda

i

ga

nee...

3SgF

with

3P1

Impf

say...

ljgey

bir-aw-ey

bara i

se,

3P1F

bow-DefPl

only

Dat,

3P

Well, those Toure's, they had their bows. With that (=bows) they were
thinking... (Heath 1998b:44)

While data from Songhay languages further south would be desirable, it appears likely
that this is a pan-Songhay feature rather than a Kwarandzyey contact-related innovation.

2.2 Gender
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2.2.1 Background

In both Arabic and Berber, nouns are lexically marked for gender, and pronouns, subject
agreement marking (as seen above), and adjectives (see Adjectives) all agree with their
referent in gender. In Classical Arabic, the masculine is unmarked while the commonest
feminine marker is -at- (others include -a'- and -a); this has been reduced in the dialects
to -a, with construct state -it/dt. Across Berber, the masculine marker is an initial vowel
(sometimes dropped), while the feminine marker is an initial tV- usually combined with
a final -t. In both languages, a small number of nouns, notably family terms, are not
overtly marked for gender (eg Arabic 'umm- “mother”, Kabyle Berber ydlli “daughter”)

For a minority of stems in both families, gender marking is also used derivationally. For
such nouns, addition of the feminine markers discussed above may change an animate
referent from male to female:

xal- “maternal uncle” (m.) > xal-at- (f.) “maternal aunt” - Classical Arabic

a-sli “groom” (m.) > ta-sli-t “bride” (f.) - Figuig Berber (Kossmann 1997:112)

or an inanimate referent from mass noun to count noun (see Numbers):

tamr- “dates (in general)” (m.) > tamr-at- “a date” (f.) - Classical Arabic

a-mlul “melons (in general)” (m.) > ta-mlult “a melon” (pi. ti-mlal) (f.) - Figuig
Berber (ibid)

or, in Berber, from fruit name to tree name:

a-mdsisi “fig” > ta-mdsisl-t “fig tree” - Tumzabt (Kossmann 2008:55)

A minor derivational use of gender marking is to form the name of a language of a
people from its ethnic name. In Berber and classical Arabic, this is done by adding
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feminine marking; in Egyptian Arabic, by contrast, the masculine is generally used.

In Berber, gender marking can also be used to indicate size, masculine > feminine
indicating a diminutive, and feminine > masculine an augmentative:

a-nsus “lip” (m.) - ta-nsus-s “small lip” (f.) - Figuig Berber (ibid)

t-mar-t “beard” (f.) > mar “huge beard” (m.) - Figuig Berber (ibid)

iles (lingua) “tongue” (m.) > t-iles-t (linguetta) “little tongue” (f.) - Nafusi
(Beguinot 1931:32)

In Songhay, by contrast, there is no grammatical gender. The derivational functions
handled by gender in Arabic and Berber are handled in southern Songhay, if at all,
through compounding or syntactically. Thus natural gender of humans or animals may
be expressed by adding a r u /h a r “male”, woy “female”:

ize “child” > iza-aru “boy, son”, iza-woy “girl, daughter” - Koyraboro Senni
(Heath 1999b)

The name of a plant may be formed from that of its fruit by adding naa “mother”, and
that o f its seeds, or more generally grains, by adding ize “child”:

duijguri “beans” > duqguri-naa “bean plant”, dwjguri-ije “seed (of bean)” Koyra Chiini (Heath 1999a:78)

Diminutives are also sporadically formed by adding “child”:

fufu-tondi “grinding stones” > fufu-tondi-ije “small grinding stone” - Koyra
Chiini (ibid)

2.2.2 Siwi
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As the above description may have suggested, the differences between gender marking
morphology in Berber and Arabic are small enough that contact effects are not
particularly conspicuous; however, a few are discernible. In particular, Arabic loans
have added significant morphological irregularity to a formerly rather consistent gender
marking system.

In Berber, as seen above, the circumfix

is found on almost all feminines, with

rare exceptions, mainly kinship terms referring to females. Some Arabic loans have
been fully integrated into the inherited Berber feminine marking system, eg:

timadrdst “school” (< Ar. madras-at-)
tmasdrt “oil press” (< Ar. maSsar-at-)
thufr9t “hole (in earth)” (< Ar. hufr-at-)
timdrkdbt “boat” (< Eg. Ar. markib- m./f. < Cl. Ar. markab-)

The oldest attestation of a feminine singular borrowing into Siwi from Arabic,
<Tschaschef> (tsasdt) “cap” in the very short wordlist of Homemann (1802), falls into
this category.

However, many words have remained closer to their Arabic form. Most commonly,
they keep the initial Arabic article (without any definite sense) while taking a final
feminine marker -t/-dt\

slqbilt “tribe” (< Ar. al-qabil-at-) (Nlp215)
dKelt “family” (< Ar. aM a'il-at-) (Nlp215)
dlfdttdt “silver” (< Ar. al-fidd-at-) (Nlp215)
dljmdt “Friday” (< Ar. al-jwnuZ-at-) (Nlp218)

Examples of this can already be found in Caillaud (1826), eg <El-Fatete> {alfdttdi)
“silver”. The final -th t could be interpreted either as the Arabic constmct state or as a
Berber feminine marker; but, since in dialectal Arabic the construct state is incompatible
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with the definite article, it is probably better considered as the substitution of a Berber
feminine suffix for the Arabic one. An alternative analysis would take this strategy to
have been first established through learned or very early borrowings from Classical
Arabic, where the suffix -at- is in principle pronounced sentence-medially whether or
not the noun is in the construct state. In other Berber varieties the form -at (with a
schwa) is not normally attested on native words, but in Siwi the shortening of i yields it
regularly in a minority of native words, eg tinifat “lentil”. This strategy for adopting
feminine Arabic nouns is in any case rather widespread in Berber, found for example in
Figuig (Kossmann 1997) and Kabyle (Dallet 1982).

At least one masculine Arabic noun with a final -t gets assigned to the feminine: from
Cl. Ar. waqt- “time” :

2.40

Iwaqt ta-ta,
time

annhar

M OD-this.F day

ya-twil-a
3M-long-PF

At this time, the day is long. (2009-06-19)

This is not, however, a general rule; contrast, for example, from Cl. Ar. sabt“ Saturday” :

2.41

g-us-ax

g

IRR-come-lS on

assabt

wan

g-usad

Saturday

R EL.M

IRR-3M.come

I will come next Saturday (2009-06-23)

Cases like these make a final -t a less reliable indicator o f gender than it would have
been in pre-contact Siwi.

In some probably more recent loans, even the substitution of final -/ for Arabic -a does
not occur:

Karbiyya “car” (< Eg. Ar. Carabiyy-a)
alkosa “courgette” (< Eg. Ar. il-kds-a)
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larda “termite” (< Ar. al-'ard-at-) (Nlp250)
mdfruka sweetbread sp. (< Ar. ma-fruk-at-, lit. “rubbed (f.)”) (Nlp215)

This too is already attested in Caillaud (1826), who gives <Kawa> for “coffee” (modem
dlqahwa). As a result, fmal -a, formerly with no close connection to gender and still
found on some masculine singulars (eg atefsa “non-venomous snake”, ahdda “drool”),
becomes a rather reliable indicator o f feminine gender for singulars without a Berber
nominal prefix, eg:

2.42

Iqahwa

ta-qqdd

coffee

3F-bum

The coffee is hot. (2009-06-23)

Interestingly, a fourth logical possibility - a Berber feminine prefix with an Arabic
singular -a rather than a Berber feminine suffix - is not attested for Arabic borrowings.
No case has been observed where -a is suffixed to a noun of Berber origin.

As noted by Vycichl (2005:211), certain Arabic loans are grammatically feminine
despite having no feminine morphology and no natural gender. (No example of the
opposite phenomenon, grammatically masculine nouns with feminine morphology, has
been noted.) Thus “road”, “cart”:

2.43

td-dduwwdl

sg

3F-retum.INT from

dlmasrab

tin

road

REL.F3F-come-PF

t-usid-a

S3gd-ds

ffom-3S

She was returning by the road by which she had come. (2009-06-21)

2.44

dddrb n
road

mdssus

ta-twdl-t

GEN Messous

FSg-long-FSg

The Messous road is long. (2009-06-23)

2.45

dlkdrru tat ok
cart

DEM.F.2:M

zr-ax-tdt

g

see-1 Sg-3FObj

inroad
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That cart, I saw it on the Messous road. (2009-06-23)

At least for “road”, the form-gender mismatch is probably motivated by retention o f the
gender of the word replaced by the borrowing, rather than by the gender o f the
borrowing itself. In Classical, Egyptian, and Eastern Libyan Arabic (Hinds & Badawi
1986, Benkato pc) both masrab- and darb- are masculine, although another word for
road, tariq-, can take either gender in Classical or Egyptian and is feminine in Bedouin
Arabic (Panetta 1943:57). The eastern Berber word for “road” that the first two
borrowings would have replaced, on the other hand, was most probably feminine, like
Awjila tebarut “strada, via”, El-Fogaha tabarut / tabarukt “strada”. dlkarru “cart” is
ultimately from Italian carro, which is masculine, via Bedouin Arabic, where it is also
masculine (Panetta 1943:82; also Benkato, p.c.); there is no information available on
equivalents in other eastern Berber languages, and I have not found an inherited word
for “cart” in dictionaries of other Berber languages such as Tumzabt, Ouargli, and
Tamasheq o f Burkina Faso, but assuming that the gender was inherited from some term
(perhaps generic) with a similar meaning and a feminine gender (like Eg. Ar. Sarabiyya) would provide the neatest explanation.

The derivational use of the feminine in Siwi differs in some respects from both Arabic
and most Berber. The addition o f feminine marking to indicate natural gender remains,
eg funas “bull” vs. t-funas-t “cow”, a-kubbwi “boy” vs. ta-kubbw-dt “young bride”. The
use of the feminine to form count nouns from mass nouns is less prevalent than in many
Berber varieties, being mainly restricted to Arabic loanwords; for discussion, see
Numerals. Siwi has retained the widespread Berber method (Kossmann 2008:55) of
productively forming tree names (feminine) from the names of their products
(masculine) through circumfixation of t(a)-...-t with gender change:
Table 9.

lote

fruit

tree

dnnbaq

t-annbaq-t

pomegranate a-rmun

ta-rmun-t

olive

a-zdmmur
a-zdmm

ta-zdmmur-t

fig

a-mucci

ta-muccd-t

(2009-06-25)
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The diminutive use of the feminine (and augmentative use o f the masculine) is
unproductive in Siwi; however, sporadic traces remain in words such as:

aqarrus

basket sp. (larger)

taqarrust

basket sp. (smaller)

asrum

piece of guts

tasrumt

smaller/less prepared piece of guts

(2009-06-23)

Could the loss of the diminutive by feminisation in Siwi be a caique from Arabic? The
diminutive is no longer productive in Cairene Arabic, but that dialect's influence on
Siwi appears too recent to account for the loss. In Cyrenaican Arabic (Owens
1984:75) and Bahariya Arabic (Drop & Woidich 2007), as in Classical, it is formed
primarily by internal templatic modification (roughly speaking, infixation o f -ay-/-ewith associated vowel modification). The productivity o f this category might be
expected to reinforce it in Siwi rather than weaken it. On the other hand, the fact that
diminutive formation is not a systematic function of feminine marking in Arabic might
motivate removing it from the functions of feminine marking in Siwi. (The Arabic
diminutive is sometimes accompanied by affixation of the feminine ending, but this
merely makes feminine marking explicit on diminutives formed from feminine nouns
without marking, eg Cyrenaican batun “stomach” (f.) > ubten-a.) It is not clear that this
change can be taken as the result of contact, rather than, say, system-internal
simplification (perhaps encouraged by second language acquisition o f Siwi, or by
change in discourse expectations), or just drift.

In Siwi, unlike most Berber languages and unlike Classical Arabic, language names
(including siwi “Siwi”) are masculine, even though zlan “speech, language, situation”
is grammatically plural:

2.46

jir

n

fammi

ya-ssawal

child

GEN

pt. uncle 3M-speak.INT

fcirbi d

anglizi

Arabic and English
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My cousin speaks Arabic and English and French. (2009-06-23)

This clearly represents influence from regional Arabic: in both Egyptian and Eastern
Libyan Arabic, language names are consistently masculine. This applies all the more
since all attested language names in Siwi are themselves Arabic borrowings (or
borrowings via Arabic.)

2.2.3 Kwarandzyey

Kwarandzyey, like all Songhay languages, has no gender system - nothing takes
agreement based on a noun's gender. However, it has borrowed Arabic and Berber
nouns in such great numbers that the Arabic and Berber feminine affixes have become a
reliable indicator of natural gender on nouns referring to animate higher beings, and the
Berber ones have attained some limited productivity even with Songhay stems; in short,
derivational gender morphology has been borrowed, while inflectional remains
unproductive and serves no function within the system.

Sex is explicitly marked in Kwarandzyey on many (but not all) nouns referring to
humans, monsters (genies, ogres, etc.), domestic animals, and palm trees, eg:
Table 10.
nana “mistress/'white' woman”

sonnu “master/'white' man”

vs.

agwdd “(male) jinn”

vs.

tsagwddts “female jinn”

amkkdn “billy-goat”

vs.

tsdksi “nanny-goat”

itsum “male palm tree”

vs.

kungu “female palm tree'

A couple o f wild bird species' sexes are also distinguished by words primarily referring
to social class, eg:

iskorman Ihdrr “Lanius senator? m.” vs.

iskdrman ahortdn “L. senator? f.”

(bird sp. free)

(bird sp. hartani/serf)

(N6pl20, identified through illustrations)
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but these distinctions are conceived o f as relating to the colour of the bird, and I did not
find any speaker who was aware that the two differ in sex.

Most such gender pairs are suppletive, eg sdnnu/nana above, or fammi/xari
“paternal/maternal uncle” vs. lalla “aunt”. The sex of such a noun’s referent can not in
general be guessed from its form. However, Berber borrowings are so common, and so
distinctive in shape, that the Berber gender affixes a-/i- for males and tsa-...(-ts)/tsi-...~
(ts) have become rather reliable indicators of the referent's sex for nouns referring to
humans or domestic animals, eg:

izzdd “rooster”

tsardmts “she-camel”

amkkan “he-goaf ’

tsarugwad “maiden nanny-goat”

af3gwrds “unmarried young man” tsangwad “unmarried young woman”
aru “man” (< Songhay)

tsifqiran “old women whomeet to sing madih”

isri “groom”

tsamqmas “bride”

This does not always hold even for domestic animals: for example, isni “sheep/goat” is
masculine in form but generic in meaning (and by default feminine in reference), and
tsafallas “chick” (Ifrenyu) feminine in form but generic in meaning (the sex of a chick is
notoriously hard to determine.) It does not hold at all for wild animals; for example,
asiyydd “ostrich” or ayarza “rodent” have “masculine” forms, and tsiraw “bird” (<
Songhay) or tsigraz “beetle” have “feminine” ones, but in fact all of these refer to
animals of either gender.

The inherited Songhay method o f forming feminines by adding -way “woman” is
retained for only two words: izi “boy” (KS ize) > izway “girl”, tsa “brother” (KS cere
“friend”) > tsaway “sister”. However, the enormous influx o f Berber words has led to a
number of derivational pairs in which the feminine is formed by adding ts-...-ts to a
masculine noun starting with a- or i-:
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Table 11.
adabbar “male in-law”> tsadabbarts “female in-law” (Zenaga adabbay, f.
tadabbaL)
azar “male neighbour” > tsazarts “female neighbour” (Nlp258) ( « Ar. jar-)
atezzi “widower/divorce” > tsafazzits “widow/divorcee” (N6p33) (N Tam.
afazri, f. taSazrit “bachelor” < Ar.)
ahartan “hartani man” > tsahartant “hartania woman” (Nlp201) (Zenaga
ahardan, f. tahardant; also in Arabic)
afrax “bastard (m.)” > tsajraxts “bastard (f.)” (N9pl21) (N Tam. afrux “petit
d'un animal”, f. tafruxt < Ar.)
abarran “stranger (man)” > tsabarrants “stranger woman” (Nlp201) (N Tam.
abarrani < Ar.)
amamad “marabout (man)” > tsamamadts (Ifr.) “marabout woman” (N Tam.
amrabd, f. tamrabatf)
agwad “(male) jinn” > tsagwadts (N6p) “female jinn” (Zenaga ugrudan pi.)
izuma “ram” > tsizumats “ewe” (cp. N Tam. izimmar, f. tizimmart)
ayyar “he-donkey” > tsayyarts “she-donkey” (N6p56) (Tetserret afyil, Zenaga
a?z(z)iy, f. ta?z(z)aL)

This is not restricted to etymologically Berber words, but appears even in words of
known Songhay origin, indicating some degree of productivity at least historically:

amyazzinuw “old man” > tsamyazzinuw(ts) “old woman” (from Berber amyar
“old man” plus Songhay zzin-uw “old”, cp. KC jeen-o, KS zeen-a; now largely replaced
by bbahnini, yammahanna, lit. “grandfather”, “grandmother”)
afandu “blind man” > tsafanduts “blind woman” (both fromfandu “blind (adj.)”;
cp. Tasawaq^/SwJd (Kossmann 2003:np)) (N7pl21)
fum bu “stinky, smelly” > tsafumbuyts “stinky woman” (N7p) (Songhay, cp. KC
fumb-o)

The use of gender affixes to mark countability (see Number) and size has not been
adopted. The closest semantic equivalent of a diminutive is formed syntactically with
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the adjective ksdda “small”, eg adra kddda “small mountain = hill”, gungwa kddda
“small chicken = chick”; for countability, see Numerals.

Berber feminines, as exemplified above, are simply borrowed as they are; the occasional
lack o f final -t in comparison to Northern cognates often reflects a source in Western
Berber. Arabic feminines are typically borrowed with the definite article and with final
-a becoming ~9ts, eg:

zzlafdts

plate (< M. Ar. zlaf-a < Cl. Ar. zalaf-at-\ cp. N Tam. tazlaft)

h q b ih ts

tribe (< qbil-a < qabTl-at-; cp. N Tam. taqbilt)

zzmcfidts

group (< jm a f-a < jamaf-at-; cp. N Tam. dzmaSt)

zzihdts

direction, region (< jih-a < jih-at-’, cp. N Tam. Iziht)

rraydts

flag (< ray-a < ray-at-\ cp. N Tam. tray a)

ssddrdts

plant (< sdjr-a < sajar-at-; cp. N Tam. dsszart)

lhats

alley, street in traditional town (<har-a<har-at-“neighbourhood”)

Ibuyats

pit-cooking by embers buried in hot sand (< buy-a)

Ifdlkdts

coccyx (Hass.fdlk-a “vertebra” < Cl. Ai.falk-at-)

This is a widespread strategy for the adoption of Arabic loans in Berber, as discussed
above for Siwi, and many, perhaps even all, of these loans may have entered the
language via Berber, lhats is attested with pluralyu in Cancel (1908:335) <lehathio>,
and hqbildts (ibid:339) as <el qebilets, el qebila>, confirming that these include pre
colonial borrowings. While the the Northern Tamazight forms from Taifi (1991) often
clearly cannot have been the direct source, it is striking that so many of these forms
have also been borrowed into Northern Tamazight; no good Southern Tamazight
dictionary to compare exists, but I suspect the correspondence would be even better
there. However, some speakers (who knew no Berber) displayed a metalinguistic
awareness of this strategy, regarding it as the “right” way to turn Arabic words into
Kwarandzyey, so the Berber intermediary may no longer be synchronically relevant to
speakers' understanding of this correspondence rule.

Often, however, the -a remains -a:
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dlbaladiyya

town hall (< MSA baladiyy-at-)

ttabla

table (< M. Ar. tabl-a < Fr. table; cp. N Tam. ttabla)

ssumbra

room (< sumbr-a < Fr. chambre)

almarmita

(modem) pot (< marmit-a < Fr. marmite)

Iqarta

bottle (< qarta < qart-at-; cp. N Tam. talqartatt)

trayya

the Pleiades constellation (< trayy-a < Ourayy-d)

labtsayma

plant sp. (Hyoscyamus falezlez) (< bOaym-a (heard by me at

Abadla, also in Taine-Cheikh (1988) for Hassaniya)
mmwalbayna

plant sp. {Euphorbia sp. - guyonianal) {mmwal-lbayna, lit.

“mother o f buttermilk-DIMIN”, in Premare (1993), Heath (2004))

This seems to be particularly common in more recent loans that probably entered
directly from Arabic; thus “table”, “room”, “pot” are French loans into Arabic and thus
probably post-1830, “town hall” is a post-1962 political concept, and “bottle” is a
product which has never been manufactured in the oasis, while wild plant names and
astronomical terms relate to herding and desert travel, traditionally Bedouin specialties.
It can be regarded as the default for new loans. However, it was already present, at least
as a variant, in 1908: as well as “tribe” above, Cancel gives <el r'aba> (334)!<r'abets>
(346) “oasis” {lyabats < yab-a < yab-at-), <el hadjala> (339) “widow” (not recorded by
me as Kwarandzyey; local Arabic hajjala (N6p33.))

Unlike tsa-...-ts, neither -a nor -dts are attested as suffixes to words of Berber/Songhay
origin, suggesting that they are not productive. No native Songhay words end in -dts,
nor start in al- or a morphologically simplex geminate, so words of the form al-...-ats or
dl-...-a referring to humans or domestic animals should refer to females about as
predictably as in Arabic - but, as the list above suggests, such words are in practice
fairly uncommon.

In one instance, the feminine ending has disappeared, due probably to historic voicing
assimilation (*dt > *dd > d, since gemination is non-contrastive word-finally):
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hamada, open desert (< hmad-a). Cancel (1908:346): <el hamed'>

Language names are often borrowed from Arabic in modem Kwarandzyey, including
the feminine ending, eg:

2.47

wa,

ana

ndza

yeah, 3S

with

Karbiyya.
Arabic

Yes, it's in Arabic. (2008-01-19/04)

2.48

ndza

Ibdlbaliyya

with Belbali

na-m-ts=a.s

nan

2S-IRR-say=3S.Dat 2S.Gen

kamb ininka
hand both

In Kwarandzyey you'd call it “both your hands” (2008-02-05/10)

However, the corresponding etymologically masculine ethnic adjective is not usually in
common use (for example, bdlbala-kwdy is preferred to bdlbali for “a Belbali person”),
so it is unlikely that these can be regarded synchronically as derivational. Traditionally
language names were formed as compounds ending in dzyay “speech”, eg yaban-dzyay
“Arabic”, but the only such compound still in everyday use is kwara n dzyay
“Kwarandzyey = speech o f Kwara/town”.

2.3 N um ber

To a much greater extent than gender, number is a semantic property o f the noun
phrase's referent, rather than a lexical property of the noun phrase's head - an early
system morpheme, in Myers-Scotton's (2002) 4-M model terminology, ie one
determined by the properties of the referent rather than by how the phrase is put
together. Nonetheless, in many languages at least some nouns are marked lexically for
number in a manner not predictable from their semantics alone; thus, for example, in
English underwear is singular and boxer shorts plural, even when being used to refer to
precisely the same item, and in Arabic or Kwarandzyey collectives such as “locusts”
(jarad-, tsuma) take singular agreement with plural reference.
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Arabic, Berber, and Songhay all display number agreement between noun phrases and
items referring back to them, notably pronouns and verbal agreement markers, as seen
above:

Classical Arabic:
at-tifl-u

'akal-a-hu

al-'atfal-u

vs.

'akal-u-hu

the-child-NOM ate-Pf3MSg-3MSgO the-children-NOM
The child ate it.

vs.

ate-Pf3MPl-3MSgO

The children ate it.

Figuig Berber:

lla-tt

di-s

i-musan...

vs. t-dlla

be-3MPl in-3S MPl-place.PL

t-saris-t

ta-msqqran-t...

3FSg-be FSg-reservoir-FSg FSg-big-FSg

There are places in it...

There is a big reservoir... (Kossmann 1997:385-6)

Koyra Chiini:
surgu di

yo

saa

di

kaa

na

i

sinti...

Tuareg DEF PL

time

DEF

REL

0

3P

begin...

The Tuaregs, when they began... (Heath 1999a:434)

vs.

m aabedi

koy

a

har

ga

griot

go

3S

say

3SObj Aamadou

DEF

aamadu

se
DAT

The griot went and told it to Amadou. (Heath 1998a:439)

In Classical Arabic, number agreement depends on animacy - animates take plural
agreement with gender determined by the head, inanimates take feminine singular
agreement irrespective o f the head noun's gender in the singular. It also depends on
word order - when the verb precedes the subject, it agrees in gender and person but not
number. In modem Arabic colloquials the system is rather more fluid, with the choice
between plural vs. feminine singular agreement for plurals depending on different
factors in different varieties.
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Arabic and Berber also display number agreement within the noun phrase - like gender,
number is marked on the head noun and on items agreeing with it, including adjectives,
demonstratives, and relative pronouns, eg:

'ula'ika

l-'atfal-u

s-siydr-u

'akal-u-hu

those.MPl

the-children-NOM

the-small.MPl-NOM ate.PF-MPl-MSgObj

Those small children ate it. (Classical Arabic)

None of these items' plurals are necessarily predictable from the singular; in other
words, plural forms are part of the lexicon.

In Berber, words referring to liquids (water, blo o d ,...) and to items consisting o f two
identical components (trousers, scissors,... - as in English) are often plural in form and
take plural agreement. In Arabic, they are normally singular.

In southern Songhay, nouns and adjectives have no lexical plurals. In all varieties, the
plural is marked by a clitic suffix which is attached not necessarily to the head noun but
to the last word of some subset o f the noun phrase - usually N+Adj, but in Koyra Chiini
N+Adj+Dem. In most varieties, it is also marked separately on the demonstrative.

2.3.1 Siwi

2.3.1.1 Semantics

The semantics o f plural marking do not differ much between Arabic and Berber, leaving
little room for Siwi to display semantic influence. However, Arabic borrowings
referring to liquids or paired items have often retained their original number, making
number less predictable for these sets. Thus while inherited liquids (eg aman “water”,
idammdn “blood”, issrsen “urine”, tisukaf “saliva.”) are usually plural, eg:

2.49

aman g-i-dsrs-Bn
water IRR-3-scarce-PL
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Water will be scarce. (2009-10-13)

2.50

idammdn-dnsdn

i-idnhdrq-an!

blood-3 SGen

3-bum.INT-3PL

Their blood gets hot! (when they watch sports) (N3p5)

borrowed ones are typically singular:

2.51

Iqahwa

td-qqad

coffee

3F-bum

The coffee is hot. (2009-06-23)

2.52

ssay

hami

tea

warm.M

The tea is warm. (2009-06-23)

Some bipartite items are inherently plural, eg:

2.53

us-i
give-lSDat

timitaz

ya-cc-in-a

scissors

3-eat-PL-PF

Give me sharp scissors. (2009-06-25)

This is not in general applied to Arabic borrowings:

Table 12.

sg

pi

tweezers

almugbas

larrTgabis

(N 3pll7)

pliers

takammasat

tikammasiyyen

(N 3pll7)

pliers

alkallab

dlkdllabat

(2009-06-23)

Ikdllab

da-w-ok

hsfar

pliers

MOD-that.M-2:M

yellow.M

That pair of pliers is yellow. (2009-06-23)
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da-wiyy-ok

lsdfr-dn

MOD-that.Pl-2:M

yellow-PL

Those pliers (pi) are yellow. (2009-06-23)

But in at least one loanword, by no means recent (cp. Minutoli (1827:357):
<'sr'wyln>), it has been:

2.55

ssrawiten-nnas

twil-m

trousers-3SgGen

long-PL

His trousers are long (2009-06-23); cp. Eg. Ar. sirwal, pi. sarawll (Hinds &
Badawi 1986)

2.56

sraw hn
trousers

dgzal-dn
short-PL

short trousers (N2pl43)

2.57

td-lsa

ssrawihn

3FS-wear

trousers

She wore trousers (N ip 154)

Classical Arabic allows the use of sarawll- as a singular, perhaps explaining why a
Berber plural marker was felt to be necessary; but in no relevant dialect o f Arabic is
“trousers” grammatically plural in reference to a single pair o f trousers. This must
represent the influence o f a Berber model.

In Berber, grains have a certain tendency also to be plurals, unlike Arabic; thus in Siwi,
“barley”:

2.58

tumzen

hln-t-dn

barley

sweet-EP-PL

“tasty barley” (2009-11-11)
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No Arabic loans with unambiguously appropriate reference were found. However,
yarddn “wheat” was found to show masculine singular agreement:

2.59

yardan

n

a-kwayyas

wheat

GEN

M-good

good wheat (2009-11-11)

Cognates are plural throughout Berber; cp. Kabyle irdd (sg. rare, poetic = “grain of
wheat”) > irddn, Taznatit ihdd “wheat plant” > ihddn “wheat”. Its change to the singular
could plausibly be related to Arabic influence.

2.3.1.2 Morphology

Morphological influence is more conspicuous. The core system has been retained:
nouns o f Berber origin in general take Berber plurals, with unproblematic cognates
elsewhere in the family. The Berber plural system is fairly complicated, and has already
been described for Siwi by Vycichl (2005:200ff) and Laoust (1931:84ff); however, a
brief comparative excursus is necessary to confirm its adherence to Berber norms. For
Tuareg, Prasse (1974:50ff), by postulating vanished former *h's in a number of contexts
to explain certain vocalic irregularities, reduces the system to eleven plural classes; for
convenience of comparison, I will use his classification, excluding his Plurals 8 and 10
(restricted to a total of three nouns in Tuareg, with no counterparts in northern Berber),
and 11 (prefixation of the plural word id - found at least sporadically in every major
branch o f Berber, but with no Siwi counterpart). Comparisons are drawn from Dallet
(1982) for Kabyle, Boudot-Lamotte (1964) for Taznatit, Paradisi (1960) for Awjila,
Paradisi (1963) for El-Fogaha, Kossmann (1997) for Figuig, Beguinot (1931) for
Nafusi; bracketed numbers indicate the plural type taken by a cognate, where different
from that o f the Siwi form.
Table 13.
Plural 1 (affixal, “external”): i-...-dn m. / t(i)-...-en f. (with /- > a- / _CC, here and
throughout). The normal plural pattern for adjectives. In some cases a vowel reduced
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to a in the last syllable of the singular reappears in the plural.
asen > isenan “tooth” (Nlp70) (Awjila asin > sinen, El-Fogaha is in > is inen,
Nafusi sin > isineri)
akarcun > ikarcunan “donkey foal” (N2pl9) (Taznatit akrissun > ikrassan (2))
adyay > dyayan “rock” (N2p71) (Kabyle adyay > idyayan)
armun > rmunan “pomegranate” (Nlp74) (Nafusi armun coll.)
tarmunt > tarmunen “pomegranate tree” (Nlp74) (Nafusi tarmunt > termunin)
tamdamt > timadmen “toe” (Nlp68; also timdam (3), N 3pl02) (? Figuig tifdant
> tifadnin)
tasammatt > tisammiten “rope” (N2p77) (El-Fogaha tsemmit > tsemmitin)
tarjat > tirjen “ember” (N2p73) (Kabyle tirgatf > tirgin)
tfunast > tfunasen “cow” (N lpl59) (Kabyle tafunast > tifunasin)
Plural 2: m. i-...aC, f. ti-...aC (with no suffix, ablaut o f last vowel to a.) The rarity of
this plural in Siwi compared to other Berber languages is striking; it is commoner with
feminine nouns than with masculine ones.
abarsit > ibarsat “child's canine tooth” (N3p46)
atarku > itarka “rope to tie donkey” (N2p259)
taymast > taymas “molar” (Nlp70) (Figuig tiymass > tiymas)
tasart > tisar “hand-mill” (N2pl06) (Figuig tasirt > tisar)
tarkast > tirkas “shoe” (N lplO l) (Figuig tarkass > tirkasin (1))
turart > turar “hill” (N ip 122) (Kabyle tawrirt > tiwririn (1) / tiwrarin (4))
tiyarzazt > tiyarzaz “hare” (N ip 158) (Figuig tayarziss > tiyarzaz)
Plural 3: i-...-an m. / ti-...-en £, with vowel deletion except in (V)CVC roots, where a >
u and / is preserved.
ajmej > ijamjan “slave” (N2pl48) (Figuig ismaz > isamzan)
ayram > iyarmwan “date stone” (N2p210) (El-Fogaha pi. igorman, sg.
unattested)
i f f i > lf f an “breast” (Nlp67) (Figuig iff > iffan)
Has > Usan “tongue” (Nlp70) (Kabyle ilas > ilsan)
awas > iwsan “sword” (N ip 156) (Awjila awis > wissen (1))
as tit > isattan “bird” (Nlp79) (Figuig azdid > izdidan (1), El-Fogaha zadid >
izdad (2))
tad > itudan “finger” (Nlp69) (Figuig dad > idudan)
izit > izitan “donkey” (N ip 159) (Awjila azit > zitan)
tasrumt > tisarmwen “intestines” (Nlp70) (Awjila tserimt > tsermiri)
Plural 4: i-...-an, with vowel shortening (elsewhere in Berber, substitution of -a- > -i- in
Awjila) and doubling of the final consonant. Uncommon, and not so far attested with
feminines.
fu d > ifuddan “knee” (Nlp67) (Figuig fu d > ifaddan, Awjila afud > fidden)
fu s > ifassan “hand” (Figuig fu s > ifassan, Awjila afus > fissen)
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Plural 5: i-...-awan m. / t(i)-...-awen f. Typically, this is added to an already vowel-final
word, whose last vowel is overwritten.
akbdr > ikabrawan “robe” (N2p58) (Awjila tekabert > tekabrin “shirt”)
amatta > imaUawan “tear (eye)” (Nlp71) (Figuig amattaw > imattawan)
tmdlli > tmallawen “palm dove” (N ip 160) (Figuig tmalla > timallawiri)
tsanti > tsdntawen “pillow” (N lp l 11) (? Awjila tasumt > tasumin (1))
Some words preserve the initial vowel:
uli > ulawan “heart” (Nlp70) (Figuig ul > ulawan)
Plural 6: i-...-iwan m. / t(i)-...-iwen f. This too is usually added to an already vowel-final
word.
sal > isaliwan “land, country” (Nlp86) (Awjila asal > salawen (5))
azgan > izagniwan “h a lf’ (Figuig azgan > izagnan (4))
alafsa > ihfsiwan “snake (non-venomous)” (Nlp76, N2p99) (Figuig talafsa >
tilafsiwin)
tayma > taymiwen “thigh” (Nlp67) (Kabyle tayma > taymiwiri)
tadri > tadriwen “thorn” (N2p55) (Awjila dderi > ddriwin, El-Fogaha tadrit >
tadriwan)
Plural 7: t(i)-...-a, usually from a singular of the form ti-...-at. Very productive with
Arabic roots, but not especially common with Berber ones. Only attested with feminine
nouns.
tmart > timira “beard” (N2p219) (Figuig tmart > timira)
tyatt > tiyida “goat” (2009-06-21) (Figuig tyatt > tiyidad (2))
tsilat > tisila “arch o f foot” (Nlp68) (Kabyle tisilaf > tisila “sandal”)
tazagnat > tizagna “needle” (N2p219) (Nafusi tissegnit > tessegndi (2?), Kabyle
tissagnit > tissagnatin (4), Fogaha tsegnit > tsegniwin (6))
tfiyat > tfiya “piece (esp. o f rock)” (N2p45) (? Kabyle tifaywaft > tifaywa “head
of artichoke”)
Plural 9: suffixed -t (with internal change.) Historically this was used only on a couple
of relational terms, notably “son”; in Siwi, traces survive only in a couple of historically
compound nouns:
ammwa > itma “brother” (Nlp40), original *w “son” > *i-t “sons” + ma “mother”
(Figuig yuma > ayatma, El-Fogaha amma- > ayetma-)
bunadam > itadam “person” (also bunadman, 2008-08-03/246), original Ar.
*ban “son” > Ber. *i-t “sons” + adam “Adam” (cp. Alg. Ar. bnadam “person” < ibn-+
'adam-)
This account leaves out minor complications such as the treatment of vowel-final
words, and excludes a few irregular cases, some dropping a root consonant as in tlacca
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> tacciwen “girl” (N2p41), agban > gbiwdn “house”, some gaining one as in axxa >
tixaxxa “maternal aunt” (N2p41), as well as suppletive plurals like far > taska “foot”,
wdltma > tisdtma “sister” (N2p24). Even so, it is clear that, by and large, Siwi has
retained the rather complex Berber plural system without significant reduction. The
reassignment of words from one plural type to another is not a major change; it is
common for the same etymon to take different plural types in different Berber
languages, and even as alternates within the same language. If Plural 2 has become
rarer, judging impressionistically, it has still remained productive enough to be applied
to Arabic loans (see below.) The most significant change in the system is the loss of
Plural 11 (id-) noted above; but this loss too is common to many Berber varieties (eg
Kabyle.) One might speculate that the absence in Arabic o f any comparable structure
with a plural prefix encouraged its loss; but the fact that, alone among the Berber
plurals, it requires no accommodation of the noun to Berber norms, means that
elsewhere in Berber it is commonly used as a plural for loanwords (Kossmann
1997:105), so one might equally have expected Arabic influence to increase its
frequency.

One change is not apparent in the table above: the development of a new subtype of
Plural 1 with the affixes m. i-...-iyyan, f. ti-...-iyyen, not noted by Laoust and Vycichl. I
account for this development through a combination of internal development and
external influence, as follows (although more Eastern Berber data would be useful to
test this): All Berber languages have borrowed Arabic nouns with the nisba suffix -iyy-\
these often take Plural 1, with the geminate yy dropped from the singular (as in Arabic
for masculine nouns) but reappearing in the plural. (For inherited Berber vowel-final
nouns, a common solution is to put an epenthetic -t- between the stem and the plural cp. Prasse (1974:73).) Since Siwi has undergone a sound change i > d / _t# (ie before
the feminine suffix), feminine nouns originally ending in ...i-t with plurals ...iyy-en
ended up with sg. ...a-t, pi. ...-iyy-en, as in:

tsasdt > tsasiyyen “skullcap” (N2p237; already in Minutoli (1827:357)
Oa-viLiu <, ie <ts'st> pi. <ts'syn>) (El-Fogaha tsasit “fez”, Kabyle tasasit > tisusay
(2), Figuig tsasayt >tisusay (2); all from dialectal Ar., cp. Alg. Ar. sasiyy-a)
Since a is the default epenthetic vowel in Siwi, -iyy- would naturally be reinterpreted as
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part o f the suffix, creating a new subtype o f Plural 1 ((,ti-)...-iyyen rather than ti-...-eri)
which was extended to nouns for which there is no evidence that they ever ended in -i:
Table 14.
ta-muksa > timuksaw-iyy-en “melon” (Nlp230, 2009-06-24) (Ouargla tamisa
“courge coureuse” (Delheure 1987))
ta-ngugas-t > tangugs-iyy-en “wagtail (bird)” (Nlp78; Laoust (1931) writes
tamgugast)
ta-rfut-at > tarfut-iyy-en “women's garment” (N2pl2) (Cl. Ar. al-fut-at- “cloth
s p ”)
ta-mayyat-t > ti-mayyat-iyy-en “women quick to get angry” (2009-06-25/a) < anyat “get angry quickly” < Ar. yad- “anger”
ta-fallilas-t > ti-falleles-iyy-en (N2pl29) / ta-flils-iyy-en (N 3pl0) “swift,
swallow (bird)” (N2pl29) (Kabyle tifilallast > tifllallas (2)); but also given with
inherited pi. tifallilas (Nlp80)
ta-kammas-at > ti-kammas-iyy-en “pliers” (N 3pll7) (MSAr. kammas-a, -at)
tamtmat > tamtm-iyy-en “tomato (count form)” (2009-06-24) (Eg. Ar. tamatma/-aya, pi. -at)
Analogy yielded a masculine form {(i-)...-iyyan after i-...-an) that is likewise being
extended:
Table 15.
a-haddad > i-haddad-iyy-an “blacksmith” (2008-04-25/215) (Cl. Ar. haddad-)
batatas > batatas-iyy-an “potato” (2009-06-18a) (Eg. Ar. batatis)
malat > malt-iyy-an “turkey” (N2pl01) (Eg. Ar. dik malti “a cock with a long
featherless neck”; Dakhla malta Truthenne, Bahariya malti, malati Truthahn (Behnstedt
& Woidich 1985).) The singular without -i must have been back-formed by reanalysis
of the plural.
albahh > albahh-iyy-an “black duck” (N3p9) (Eg. Ar. bahh “ducks (coll.)”,
count -a, pi. -at)
addud > addud-iyy-an “small ants” (N2pl29) (? Cl. Ar. dud- “worm”)
bucicmas > bucicmas-iyy-an “bird sp.” (N3pl 1)
arruram > arrurm-iyy-an “reptile sp. (skink?)” (Nlp99; speaker uncertain about
plural)
However, another factor besides analogy looks likely have encouraged this
development. Eastern Libyan Arabic has a plural -iyy-a (itself probably generated by
reanalysis of the many plurals in -a of -f-final nouns) particularly used for foreign
loanwords referring to professions, eg znaral > znaral-iya “general” (Panetta 1943:70).
At least within the sphere of profession terms, it plays the role of a default plural for
items that do not fit into Arabic nominal patterns and hence would otherwise seem
difficult to pluralise; many of the words above, such as bucicmas or arruram or batatas,
appear similarly anomalous within Siwi, and do not take the Berber nominal prefix.
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Again like most other Berber languages, Siwi retains Arabic plurals for a high
proportion of nouns borrowed from Arabic. The complexity o f Arabic's system of
broken plurals, exceeding even Berber, is well-known; where a word has multiple
alternative plurals, as so often in Classical Arabic, I have cited only the most closely
cognate one, even if it is not the most common. To aid comparison, I have annotated
the following comparisons with the numbers used by Ratcliffe (1998) where available.
He gives the following as productive broken plurals in Classical Arabic (although 3 and
4 can obviously be given a unified treatment), omitting a few types productive only with
roots containing a long vowel or glide:
Table 16.
1) Ci/uCC
CaCC
CaCaC
2) Ci/uCCat
CaCCat
CVCVCat
3) CVCCV(:)C
4) CV:CVC(at)
CVCV:C(at)
5) Ca:CiC
6) CVCa:C
CaCu:C
CaCi:C (n.)
CaCi:C (adj.)
Siwi

->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->

PaCCa:C, CuCu:C
CuCu:C, ?aCCa:C, CiCaaC, (?aCCuC)
?aCCa:C
Ci/uCaC
CaCaCa:t, CiCa:C, Ci/uCaC
CaCaCa:t, CiCa:C
CaCa:Ci(:)C
CawarCiC
CaCa:?iC
CuCCa:C, CaCaCat, CuCCaC
?aCCiCat, CuCuC
CuCuC, ?aCCiCat
CuCaCa:?, ?aCCiCa:?; CuCuC
CiCa:C

Not listed
(CuCu:C-at-)
(CuCu:C-at-)

(CiCCa:n)
(CaCa:Ca:)
- unattested in

O f these, the forms in bold are found in Siwi, while the forms in italic are only
occasionally attested in my data. The rest are unattested; more detailed lexical data
might reveal instances, but they may safely be considered rare in Siwi. Apart from
these forms, plurals in -an-, considered irregular in Classical Arabic by Ratcliffe, are
found in several cases; their congruence with Berber's Plural 3 perhaps aids their
retention.
Table 17.
Cl. Ar. CVCC > CuCu:C / 'aCCuC (1)
Siwi

1-CCsC / 1-CoCC > 1-oCCuC. Note that the article in this plural type in Siwi

remains h - irrespective o f the following consonant, an anomaly already noted in
passing by Laoust (1931:93); were it directly derived from CuCu. C, we would expect it
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to show its allomorph of gemination with following coronal consonants, as the closely
related plural type 1-CCuCa discussed below does. We could explain this by an
anomalous fusion of the two plural types 'aCCuC > *dCCdC and CuCu:C > *CCuC to
* 'aCCu. C. Such a plural is attested in Yemeni Arabic, but all the sources I have been
able to check, if they mention it at all, give the same single example for it: famm >
'aSmum (Watson 1993:432). However, in Geez the corresponding plural type not only
exists but is regular for singulars of the form CaCaC and attested for ones of the form
CaCC (Ratcliffe 1998:89). There are other likely traces o f south Arabian influence in
Siwi, such as the treatment of m as a “solar” consonant, the presence of addressee
agreement, and the actor noun/adjective pattern a-CsCCeCi (Souag 2009); if we assume
the 'aCCu:C pattern was more widespread in early stages of Yemeni Arabic, this might
fit the same pattern. It should not be surprising to find south Arabian linguistic features
in Siwa; the early Arab migrations spread such features as far west as Spain (Corriente
1989).
ddddrs > Iddrus “lesson” (N2pl81) (Cl. Ar. dars-, pi. duriis-)
dsshar > teshur “month” (N lpl39) (Cl. Ar. sahr-, pi. suhur-, ’ashur-) (with
secondary 3 > a before final r)
3nYi3zz > hnzuz “canal” (N ip 160) (Cl. Ar. (Lisan al-fArab) nazz-/nizz- “such
water as flows out of the earth”, no pi. given)
3zzsnd > teznud “palm-wood stilt” (N3pl32) (Cl. Ar. zand-, pi. zunud-, 'aznud“stick for producing fire”)
dKdrq > laSruq “vein” (N2p231) (Cl. Ar. Sirq-, pi. turuq-)
3lksff > ldkfuf“palm (of hand)” (Nlp69) (Cl. Ar. kaff-, pi. kufuf-, 'akuff-)
Without the article (because inalienably possessed):
fammi > i'mumi “paternal uncle” (N2p234) (Cl. Ar. famm-, pi. fumum-)
Cl. Ar. CaCC > CuCu:C-at (1*)
Siwi

1-CCoC > 1-CCuCa. This plural is rather marginal in Classical Arabic, but

survives in Egypt and is well-attested in much of North Africa; Heath (1987:108) treats
it as it the dominant pattern for sound triliterals in Moroccan Arabic. Yet it seems to be
absent or at most marginal in Eastern Libyan Arabic, judging by Owens (1984:61 ff),
underscoring the fact that most Siwi loans from Arabic have not entered via a Bedouin
source. Both this and the previous plural are for original CVCC nouns; it is not clear
whether their respective distributions over such nouns can be predicted. In some cases
this pattern is attested in Classical Arabic:
ssqar > ssqura “hawk” (Nlp79, N3p8) (Cl. Ar. saqr-, pi. suqur-at-\ Eg. Ar. sa'r,
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pi. su ’ura)
hfhdl > Idfhula “(type of) irrigation canal” (N ip 182) (Cl. Ar.fahl-, pi. fuhul-at“stud (animal)”; Eg. A i.fahl, pl.fuhula “stud bull; irrigation ditch”)
But more often it has replaced a different plural pattern:
zzmar > zzmura “flute” (N3p86) (MSAr. zamr-, pi. zumur-)
ssbah > ssbuha “face” (2009-11-11, correcting N2p65) (cp. Cl. Ar. subh-, pi.
'asbah- “morning; clear/plain thing”.) Earlier sources give a Berber plural, cp. Walker
(Walker 1921:61) sobahh > sobahhan, Laoust (1931:174) sobah > sobdhan.
Ksrs > lafrusa “long wooden bar on a wagon” (N3p92) (Cl. Ar. Cars-, pi. furus“the wood upon which stands the drawer of water”; Eg. Ar, fan s, pi. firs an “shaft and
attached harness (of a cart)”; Western Delta fan s Deichsel des Eselkarrens (karru)
(Behnstedt & Woidich 1985))
rrbat > rrbuta “fence-tie” (N3p89) (Cl. Ar. ribat-, pi. rnbut- “a thing by which
one ties or makes fast”) (Eg. Ar. rub at, 'arbita/ribita “tie”)
rnnwdl > rrmula “sand” (2009-06-25) (Cl. Ar. rami-, pi. 'armul-; Eg. Ar. rami,
pi. rimal)
ddhan > ddhuna “oil” (2009-10-13) (Cl. Ar. duhn-, pi. dihan-, 'adhan-; Eg. Ar.
dihn/duhn, pi. duhiin)
h q h m > hqlum a “pen” (N2p5) (Cl. Ar. qalam-, pi. 'aqlam-, qilam-; Eg. Ar.
1alam, pi. i'lima, Vlam, 'ilima)
nnbaq > nnbuqa “lote-fruit” (N3pl 11) (Cl. Ar. nabiq- coll., count pi. nabiq-at-;
Eg. Ar. naba' coll., count pi. naba'-at)
hdsdr > hdsura “land by side of canal” (N3pl03) (Cl. Ar.jisr-, p\.jusur~,
'ajsur- “bridge”; Eastern Delta jisr Ufer eines kleinen Kanals (Behnstedt & Woidich
1985)) (the article does not assimilate because d < j )
Cl. Ar. CVCC > 'aCCa:C (1)
Siwi

al-CVC > 1-CwaC, a-CCuC > 1-CCaC, -aCoC > -aCaC... Rarer than the previous

two in general, but commoner with words whose middle radical is w.
zir > hzyar “pot sp.” (N3pl03)
alhos > hhwas “date-drying yard” (Nlp217) (Cl. Ar. haws- > 'ahwas“courtyard”)
alkoz > hkw az “metal cup” (Nlp271) (Cl. Ar. kuz-, pi. 'akwaz- “cup with
handle”)
afrux > Idfrax “chick, bastard” (Nlp80; or fruxsn 2009-06-21) (Cl. A i.farx-, pi.
firax-; Siwi sg. probably based on alternative Ar. pi. ’afrux)
Iburj > Idbraj “palm grove, pigeon tower” (N2p48, 239) (Cl. Ar. burj-, pi.
'abraj- “tower”; Khaija Ar. barg Tuim, eine Gruppe von Palmen aus einer Wurzel;
Bahariya Ar. burz mehrstammiger Wurzelstock der Palme (Behnstedt & Woidich 1985))
a h f > «/q/’“thousand” (with numbers 3-10 only - “thousands” is luluj) (N3p7)
(Cl. Ar. 'alf-, pi. 'alaf- (with 3-10), 'uluf- (>10); Eg. Ar. 'alf pi. 'alaf (as num. or n.),
'uluf (only as n.) Note the retention o f the Classical paucal/abundant distinction in this
word.)
Without the article (because inalienably possessed):
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xali > xwali “maternal uncle” (N2p234) (Cl. Ar. xal-, pi. ’axwal-)
Cl. Ar. Ci/uCC-at > Ci/uCaC (2)
Siwi

l-CoCC(-ot) > 1-CCoC. Marginal (and often clearly recent) but attested.
ssuqqat > ssquq “flat (apartment)” (N ip 192) (MSAr. siqq-at-, pi. siqaq-)
tVassat > laVsas “hut” (N lp l9 1 ) (MSAr. Viss-at-, pi. Visas-)
das > dsas “satellite dish” ( N l p l l l ) ( < En. via Eg. Ar.)

Cl. Ar. CVCCV(:)C > CaCa:Ci(:)C (3)
Siwi

l-CoCCo/VC > 1-CCaCiC. Very common and productive. Note the

generalisation of -iC irrespective of original length.
mmahbds > mmhabis “ring” (N ip 155, 2009-06-27) (Eg. Ar. mahbas, pi.
mahabis “clasp, clip (of a necklace, bracelet, etc.”)
mmarbat > mmrabit “planting bed” (N lp l6 2 ) (? Cl. Ar. marbid-, pi. marabid“lodging-place, o f livestock or humans”, Eg. Ar. marbat, marabit “hitching place for
livestock, stable”)
ammayrab > mmyarib “Maghrib prayer, dusk” (N2p9, in idiom ben-dmmyarib
“time before sunset”) (Cl. Ar. mayrib- > mayarib-)
lmugbwas > h m g wabis “tweezers” (N 3 p ll7 ) (instrumental noun from root qbs
“take with the ends of one's fingers”)
alganfud, h g n a fid “hedgehog” (N lp l5 9 ) (Cl. Ar. qunfud-, pi. qanafid-)
Ibdryut > Ibrayit “louse” (N2p230) (Cl. Ar. baryud- > barayid-)
mmdsVuda > hm saVid“female donkey” (N lpl59) (Cl. Ar. masVud-, pi. masaVid“happy”, by euphemism)
laJVa > llfaVi “viper” (Nlp76) (Cl. al-'afta, pi. al-'aJaVT)
Also found with historical CV:CV:C, reflecting regional dialectal developments
(no available examples have direct Cl. Ar. counterparts)
Ifanus > hfwanis “lantern” (N lp l5 7 ) (Eg. Ar.fanus- > fawariis-, from Greek)
dlmasurdt > hmwasir “iron pipe” (N2p57) (Eg. Ar. masur-a > mawasTr / -at,
probably < Persian)
ssiqal > sswaqil “lower leg” (N lp67) (Historically a plural o f a plural; Cl. Ar.
saq- > siqan-)
dlbdntlun > Idbnatil “trousers” (N lp l3 3 ) (Eg. Ar. bantalon, pi. manatTl, cp. Fr.
pantalon, It. pantalone)
ccwacim “black people” (2009-06-24) (sg. unattested, but cp. Eastern Libyan
Arabic sosan(-a) > suwasln (Owens 1984:61))
Cl. Ar. CV:CVC(-at) > Cawa:CiC, CVCV:C(-at) > CaCa:'iC (4)
Siwi

1-CaCoC > 1-CwaCoC, 1-CCVC > 1-CCayoC

lhafar > lahwafar “h o o f’ (N ip 198, N 2pl65) (Cl. Ar. hafir-, pi. hawajir-)
Ikaram > lakwaram “chain with precious stones decorating braids” (N ip 157,
N3p45) (Khaija Ar. kdrim, kawarim “eine Art Perlen (als Hochzeitsgeschenk)”
(Behnstedt & Woidich 1985))
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ssardb > sswardb “lip” (Nlp67) (Minutoli (1827:366) id:
(Cl. Ar. sarib-, pi. sawarib- “moustache”)
ssrit > ssraydt “tape” (N2p232) (MSAr. sarit-, pi. sara'it-)
Cl. Ar. CaCi:C > CuCaCa:', 'aCCiCa:', CiCCah (6)
Siwi

CCiC > 1-CoCCa
Ssir > Kasra “sharecropper” (N2p260) (Cl. Ar. fasir-, pi. 'a^sira'- “one-tenth”)
asqiq > (')sdqqa “(full) brother” (2008-08-03/251) (Cl. Ar. saqfq- >'asiqqd'-)
arfiq > rrdfqa “friend” (N2p58) (Cl. Ar. rafiq- > rifqah)

Cl. Ar. CaClC > CuCaCa', CaCaCa
Siwi

CCoC(-i/-ot) > CCaC-a

ssmiyydt > smaya “name” (N ip 109) (Cl. Ar. ism-, pi. 'asma'-; Eg. Ar. 'ism, pi.
'asma, 'asaml, but cp. M. Ar. smiyya “name” - a remarkable divergence from modem
regional Arabic)
afaqri > hfqara “poor” (2009-11-11) (Cl. Ar.faqir-, pl.fuqara'-; Eg. Kr.fa'ri, pi.
-yyin “unlucky”)
litim > Idytama / laytam (2009-11-11) (Cl. Ar. yatfm-, pi. 'aytam-, yatama)
Ihtiyydt > Idhtaya “group of gardens” (N2pl43) (Ar.: hatiyya, pi. hawati “Feld”
(Bahariyya) “sandiger (Acker-)Boden am Wtistenrand” (Western Delta) (Behnstedt &
Woidich 1985))
al-fu?lan > ol-foftan (*):
h g fu d > dlgafdan “young camel” (N2pl88) (Cl. Ar. qafiid-, pi. qifdan-)
External:
-In > in (rather marginal in Siwi):
mrabdt > mrabtin “old man with the power to lay a curse” (N3p49) (Cl. Ar.
murabit-, -Tna “warrior manning a frontier-post (ribat-)” with post-classical
development > “holy man”, cp. M.Ar. mrabdt “marabout”)
azrab > zzrabin “shoe, shoes” (N 2pll5) (etymology unclear; perhaps Cl. Ar.
zarabi “carpets”?)
Sudani > sudaniyyin “peanut” (2009-06-23) (< Eg. Ar.fu l Sudani)
ssna > Idsnin “year” (Cl. Ar. san-at-, pi. sin-Tn-) The article's non-assimilation
here is surprising, but the same phenomenon is observed in some registers of Algerian
Arabic (eg Rabah Driassa w-ddwat-dk h-snin “and the years have brightened you”) and
Kabyle (achal n lesnin “how many years”2), although not in Eastern Libyan Arabic
(Benkato pc.)
-at > -at:
miyya > hm yat “hundred” (2009-07-01) (Cl. Ar. mi'-at-, pi. mi'-at-)
sswal > sswalat “sack” (N2p237) (Eg. Ar. suwal/siwal, pi. -at)
Ibamya > Ibamyat / tibamiyyen “okra” (2009-06-25) (Eg. Ar. bamya)
2

http://imedyazen.blogspot.eom/2007/l 1/fama-lkuca.html
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karru > karruwwat “cart (for goods)” (N ip 197) (ELA karru, -wat < Italian
carro)
-ah > -a: Rare in my data. My consultants generally preferred i-...-9n plurals for
agential nouns of the form aCdCCaC (eg atubbax > itebbaxan “cook” (N2p238)) and
nisba nouns (alibi > ilibiyydn “Libyan” (2009-11-11)), but Naumann's notes (pc) show
that some speakers have a strong preference for -a with such nouns. This plural is
widespread in dialectal Arabic; it is the default in Egyptian for occupational nouns in -gi
(Gary & Gamal-Eldin 1982:75), and, more comparably, in Eastern Libyan Arabic for
occupational nouns of the form CaCCaC (Panetta 1943:69). Its use alongside Berber PI
1 for these nouns is paralleled in Eastern Libyan Arabic, where such nouns may freely
take -a or -in (Owens 1984:60).
nnayyag > myyaga “heron” (N lp79) (actor noun from Cl. Ar. root nyq “to croak
(eg crow)”)
azdggali > zdggala “young worker”3 (Nlp275)
As the examples indicate, these are almost invariably identical to Classical Arabic
templates, allowing for (as in Algeria and Morocco) regular shift of short vowels > a.
The cases with unexpected non-assimilation of the article all have counterparts in other
dialects. Not all Classical nominal plural templates are represented; but all the most
frequent ones are, and other gaps are either coincidental or shared with Libyan and
Egyptian Arabic dialects in general. Only one clearly Siwa-specific innovation was
found - cases where the Arabic suffix -at was preceded by a non-etymological -iyy-:

shilf-a > shilf-at / shilf-iyy-at “turtle” (N2pl26) (Cl. Ar. sulahfa-t-, pi. salahif-,
Eg. Ar. sihlif-a, pi. -at / sahalij)
dl-bum-a > bum-iyy-at “owl” (N lp74) (Cl. Ar. bum(-at)-, pi. 'abwam-’, Eg. Ar.
bum, unit sg. -a, pi. -at)
9s-safa > 9S-sa<
i-iyy-at “watch” (2009-06-18a) (Cl. Ar. saf-at- “hour”, pi. -at\
Eg. Ar. saS-a, pi. -at)
b9sbas-a > b9sbas-iyy-at “torch” (2009-06-27) (cp. Cl. Ar. bss “shine, glisten”;
Eg. Ar. basbus(-a), pi. basabis “ember”)
yrab-a > yrabw-iyy-at “raven” (N3p9) (Cl. Ar. yurab-, pi. yirban- / yurb- / 'ayribat- / ’ayrub- / yarabin-; Eg. Ar. yurab, pi. yirban / yirba / yiriba) - more common was
ta-yrab-t, ta-yrabw-en
3 Probably an agent noun = person who bears a cudgel (Eg. Ar. zu'la, Bahariya/Kharga zagla), often
carried by peasants; the zdggala traditionally had the role o f defending Siwa's fields from marauders.
Laoust (1931:175) links it with Nafusi azawali “poor”, but this is a loanword from the Turkish zavalli
“poor” found throughout the Maghreb, itself deriving from Arabic zawal, and a correspondence w - g is
particularly unlikely in such a recent loan.
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al-bas-a > al-bas-at / al-bas-iyy-at “ball” (2009-06-27) (ELA bas-a, game sp. Benkato pc)
h-kdew-a > h-kdew-iyy-at “squash” (2009-06-25)
I take this to result from analogy with the new subtype of inherited Plural 1 discussed
above, already often applied to Arabic words with Berber nominal affixes. The
widespread colloquial Arabic plural suffix -iyya, also found in Egypt (Wolfdietrich
Fischer & Jastrow 1980:91) and Eastern Libya (see above) can scarcely play a direct
role here: on the one hand, not one of the comparisons available takes -iyya in Egyptian
Arabic; on the other, -iyya consists of -iyy- plus a feminine singular ending (also used
dialectally for masculine plurals), whereas all o f these consist o f -iyy- plus a plural
ending, always feminine in the case o f the Arabic-style plurals.

The interaction between number marking and nominal affixes is noteworthy. It will be
noted that all of the Arabic loanwords with Arabic plurals listed above lack Berber
nominal affixes, and in fact Arabic plurals appear to be the only plural type found with
Arabic loans featuring Arabic articles and lacking Berber nominal affixes. For ones
which have adopted Berber nominal affixes, however, there are three possibilities. In
one isolated case, an Arabic noun suppletively has a Berber plural:

aryif > tyara “bread” (Nlp89, N 2pl) (Cl. Ar. rayif- “lo a f’; El-Fogaha tageri)
They may adopt the Berber gender/number prefix in the singular but retain an Arabic
plural without the Berber affixes and with the Arabic article, as Laoust (1931:93) noted:

albdt > Idbtnt “male goose” (N lp79, N 2pl01) (Cl. Ar. batt- “duck”, pi. bitat-',
Eg. Ar. batt-a, pi. -at)
afrux > Idfrax “chick, bastard” (N lp80; or fruxan 2009-06-21) (etym. above)
alhos > lahwas “date-drying yard” (Nlp217) (etym. above)
alkoz > hkwaz “metal cup” (Nlp271) (etym. above)
tgdrsdt > hgrus “money” (N2p56) (< Ger. Groschen via Eg. Ar. 'irs > 'urus,
with back-formed singular)
tfassdt > lattds “hut” (N lpl91) (etym. above)
Nouns which in the singular have no reflex o f the Arabic article or of a Berber affix are
comparable to some Berber nouns (eg fu s “hand” > ifassan), and may be considered to
fall in this category:
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galluni > laglalin “plastic water container” (Eg. Ar. galon, pi. -at < English
“gallon”) (N2p 11)
Or, more frequently, nouns with Berber nominal affixes simply take a Berber plural:
Table 18.
Plural 1:
amazdag > imdzdigdn “mosque” (Nlp232) (early loanword < Cl. Ar. masjid-)
attaw > ttawan “light” (Nlp219) (Cl. Ar. daw'-)
akaddab > ikdddabdn “liarm .” (N lpl93) (Cl. Ar. kaddab-)
tayrabt > tayrabwen “crow” (Nlp79) (Cl. Ar. yurab-)
tmasart > tmasiren “oil press” (Nlp217) (Cl. Ar. maSsar-at-)
twarqat > tiwdrqen “le a f’ (N ip 150) (Cl. Ar. waraq-at-)
Plural 2:
amaSbus > ima^bas “tail” (Nlp269) (passive participle from Cl. Ar. ffa, cp.
'aSbasa “(of camels) have dried urine and dung clinging to their tails)”)
tasqaft > /asgq/^ceiling” (Nlp220) (Cl. Ar. saqf-)
taxyamt > taxyam “tent” (N2p253) (Cl. Ar. xaym-at-)
Plural 3:
aganni > igannan “genie” (N2p21) (Cl. Ar.jinn-iyy-)
a lfa f> Ijifan “turban” (Nlp75; Minutoli (1827:357) ubuoJl < qLqJI) (derived
from Cl. Ar. root l f f “fold, wrap”)
albab > Ibiban “door, gate” (Nlp91) (ambiguous - Cl. Ar. bab-, rare pi. bJban-)
Plural 7:
thufrat > tihufra “hole (in earth)” (Nlp220) (Cl. Ar. hufr-at-)
trisat > tirisa “feather”, coll. arris (N ip 198) (Cl. Ar. rTs-at-)
tbattat > tibatta “goose f.” (N2pl01) (Cl. Ar. batt-at-)
tiqamhat > tiqamha “unit of water measurement (l/96th of a day's water,
twazbaty (N2p64) (Cl. Ar. qumh-at- “enough water to fill the mouth” (Lisan aM Arab))
tsatlat > tisatla “seedling” (N lpl83) (Eg. Ar. satl-a)
It is notable that Plural 7 seems rather more frequent with Arabic feminine nouns than
with Berber ones. Perhaps this stems from a reinterpretation o f the Arabic construct
state {-at) vs. free state {-a) as a Berber singular-plural pair; more likely, it started out as
a default plural for nouns ending in -at, which are most often Arabic borrowings.

One measure of the productivity of Arabic plurals is their application to non-Arabic
words. By that standard, their productivity is very low: there is only one clear-cut case,
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using the fa-CCaCdC plural measure:

agurzni “dog” > litgrazdn (Nlp77)
This word is unattested in Arabic, and is attested quite early in Siwi: Minutoli
(1827:355) gives the plural as Gjl^&JI <’lqr'zn>. Its closest direct analogue is in Awjila
<guerzeni> “to bark”, recorded by Muller in the early 1800s (Pacho 1979:319); but,
apart from the r and the position of the i, it is also strikingly similar to a widespread
Berber word for “dog” with slightly irregular correspondences (Awjila gzin > gzmen,
Figuig agzin > igzindn “puppy”, Zuara aqzin (S. Oomen p.c.), Kabyle aqzun > iqwzan).
The obvious explanation is that it derived from a reshaping of the latter root under the
influence of the former; in any event, the word appears to be of Berber origin. Not only
the use o f an Arabic plural but the choice of this particular plural template is surprising;
for one thing, as seen above, the commoner plural of this form is 1-CCaCiC, with an i in
the last syllable; for another, one would expect the final -i to be reflected as a final -a ,
*liigrazna (as in many nisba nouns, eg asftdi > ssfayda “Saidi”.)

I also heard zalaq > zwaliq “billy-goat” (N2p49); cp. Awjila azalaq > zuliq (other
Berber cognates as far afield as Tuareg are given in Blench (2001).) The speaker
expressed uncertainty over the plural, which disagrees with earlier researchers' data (eg
Vycichl (2005:206) izulaq), so it probably represents a mere nonce coinage in response
to my questions. Nonetheless, even as such, it demonstrates the psychological
productivity of Arabic-style plurals.

A problematic possible example, depending on the etymology accepted, is:

IgBrbuj > lgwrabij “elbow” (Nlp69; Walker (1921:61) garrbooj > lagrabeej.)
Awjila aqarbuz “stalk, stem of le af’ (Paradisi 1960) is comparable if we allow an
irregular correspondence o f Awjila j to Siwi z (Awjila q= Siwi g is no problem, cp.
“kidney”), and a shift from “stem (of leaf)” to “joint” and hence “elbow” is conceivable.
On the other hand, if we allow an irregular correspondence of j to original s, then this
can be derived from Cl. Ar. qarbus- “pommel (of a saddle)”, due to its similar shape.
Neither etymology is compelling.
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If Arabic plurals are applied to borrowings not from Arabic, this too constitutes
evidence of productivity. Unfortunately, given the diversity o f Arabic dialects and the
inadequate lexicographic materials available on them, it is difficult to prove that a word
was not borrowed via Arabic. The best relevant candidate is:

h-kdew-a > h-kdew-iyy-at “squash” (2009-06-25) Perhaps from a sub-Saharan
source - the d is problematic, but one thinks of Hausa kabeewa “pumpkin”, with
cognates throughout Chadic (Skinner 1996); I take this to have been borrowed into
Taznatit and Figuig Berber t-kabiwa-t, with the Berber feminine circumfix, and Alg. Ar.
kabuya “pumpkin” (whose uy sequence clearly marks it as non-Arabic.) Not found
(neither with d nor b) in dictionaries of Chadian, Sudanese, and Egyptian Arabic; not
recognised by speakers of Eastern Libyan Arabic (Benkato pc.)

Other possible evidence for the productivity of the Arabic plural can be found in its
usage with recent Arabic loanwords that, in Cairene Arabic, would take an external
plural. This is less convincing, because the dialectal diversity o f the region has not yet
been fully mapped and there might be a dialect in which they take these plurals;
however, if the plurals in question turn out to represent Siwa-specific innovations, they
would prove the point:

Karbiyya > lafyabH “car” (N lpl08, N ip 166) (Eg. Ar. farabiyy-a, -at)
gdlluni > hglaUn “plastic water container” (Eg. Ar. galon, pi. -at < English
“gallon”) (N 2pll)
The Arabic dual remains in use for a handful of measure terms, as discussed in more
detail under Numbers.

2.3.2 Kwarandzyey

As seen above, number in Arabic and Berber is marked on individual words and in
particular on the head noun, whereas number in Songhay is marked on the noun phrase
as a whole; in southern Songhay, the only nominals that can be inherently marked for
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number irrespective of the presence or absence of the NP plural marker are pronouns
and numbers used as NP heads. Kwarandzyey combines both systems; the clitic =yu
marks plurality at the end of the core NP, but a large minority o f nouns, mainly but not
exclusively loanwords, have distinct plural and singular forms.

2.3.2.1 Semantics

In southern Songhay, inherently plural nouns are rare in general, although available
dictionaries suggest that a couple exist, eg Koyraboro Senni daaru-hay-ey “things to be
laid out, (table) settings” (no sg. given.) Liquids (eg KC hari “water”), paired items (eg
KC kambu “pliers sp.”), and grains (eg KC gaysi “fonio”) do not require the plural
marker. Verbal nouns are marked by an ending almost invariably homophonous to a
plural ending; however, such nouns are in fact number-neutral, and compatible with
further plural or singular markers (Heath 1999b:89). In Arabic, likewise, liquids,
paired items, grains, and verbal nouns are all normally grammatically singular. In
Berber, on the other hand - as seen above - all except the verbal nouns tend to be
grammatically plural.

Kwarandzyey has developed a number of inherently plural nouns. They include at least
one inherited Songhay item:

gnay=yu “utensils, stu ff’ (*gn9y)

Deverbal nouns (see Verbs), except where used as count forms, are formed with the =yu
clitic, which behaves syntactically exactly like the homophonous plural marker, being
separated from the stem by adjectives and low numbers:

2.60

g wa= fv

hdnnu-yu

sit=one

good=PL/VN

some good sitting-down (N6p62)

as well as, like the plural marker (see “Case” below), turning into =i in non-topicalised
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subjects directly adjacent to the verb:

ttahaqqas

tdrfas n

dzuy=i~hnan

because

truffle GEN

uproot=3P=good

2.61

Because truffle-picking is great. (N 6pl33) (Arabism - “truffle” should be
tsarfds)

2.62

bassah an

sku=i=ggab

but

caught=3P=difficult

3 S.GEN

But its being caught (for it to get caught) is hard. (2008-01-01/05)

and genitive markers and postpositions:

2.63

Iwaqt dzum—i

win

time

G2

sow=PL

the time o f sowing (2008-12-30/17)

The most economical interpretation of these facts is that deverbal nouns are simply bare
verb stems which (unless turned into count forms) are automatically assigned inherent
plurality in Kwarandzyey, and that the =yu they take reflects this rather than being a
deverbal nominalising morpheme that coincidentally happens to be homophonous,
occur in the same positions, and undergo the same idiosyncratic merger with subject
markers.

Berber loanwords referring to paired items or items consisting of multiple equal parts
remain grammatically as well as formally plural, eg:

2.64

a-dddb

isawran

kuk=yu

3S-wear

trousers

long=PL

he's wearing long trousers (N6p54)

Examples include:
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isawran “trousers” (Zenaga (a)srdwydn (no sg.), MA asarwal > israwaln,
Ouargli asrawil > israwilan, Cl. Ar. sirwal-)
tsimakradan “scissors” (Zenaga tdmkuruD > tamkuradan)
isuban “three rocks on a fire to support a pot” (? cp. Cl. Ar. minsab- “trivet”,
presumably via Berber)

Some native speakers of Kwarandzyey carry this feature over into their Arabic, as in the
following code-switching example:

2.65

lamqass=dzi

walu

ma

Igi-t-hum-s

scissors=ANA

no

NEG

find-lSPf-3P10bj-NEG2

K/A

K/A

A

A-A-A-A (K=Kwarandzyey, A=Arabic)

=K

Those scissors - no, I didn't find them. (N9p52)

Inherent plurality is less well attested in Arabic loanwords, but includes constellation
names, eg lamsabih “Orion's Belt”, corresponding to Hassaniya Imasbuh, lit. “the
crucified/stretched out one” (Monteil 1949) and asswabaf “the Big Dipper”, from the
root sM “seven” (equivalent singulars referring to a single star in the constellation are
unattested), as well as the common word lhaybus “children”, corresponding to
Moroccan Arabic hibus “«. coll. jeunes poux; poux, vermine du corps et des vetements
(terme poli pour qmal/gmal)” (Premare 1993). For a similar development, presumably
motivated by fear of the evil eye, cp. Tumzabt buraxs “enfants, surtout gar^ons”
(Delheure 1984) = “grillon, criquet, grande sauterelle” elsewhere in Berber (Nait-Zerrad
1998:s.v. BRXS/S2). Thus:

2.66

lhaybus

kadda=yu

children

small=PL

the little children (* lhaybus kadda)

On the other hand, the effects of Berber in this domain are substantially less than in
Tadaksahak, where liquids such as “water” or “blood” have become grammatically
plural. In Kwarandzyey, these remain singular, eg:
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n

ir=yu,

a-yyanuw

GEN

water=DEM, 3S-cold

This reservoir's water, it's cold. (2007-12-28/04)

Even in Berber loans, borrowed plural morphology is not always a sign o f plurality.
tsamzan “barley” (N ip 124) (Figuig timzin, plurale tantum) and igarwan “sky” (Zenaga
pi. only iganwan; Tashelhiyt igdnni > iganwan, Ouargli azanna > izannwari) have been
borrowed with their plural morphology, but have no intrinsic number, and are singular
by default:

2.68

tsamzan
barley

yara
yellow

yellow barley (2007-12-21/31)

2.69

igarwan
sky

a-b-kan-ts—a.ka
3S-IMPF-fall-hither=3 S .LOC

The sky will fall in on it. (2007-12-21/31)

2.3.2.2 Head-internal plural morphology

2.3.2.2.1 Berber-style plurals

The commonest and most productive head-internal plural types are of Berber origin.
Prasse's classification, seen above as adjusted for Siwi but repeated here with his
internally reconstructed Proto-Berber forms, and minus Plurals 8, 9, and 10 (archaisms
restricted to one or two nouns apiece; Plural 9 is reflected in Kwarandzyey only in the
family name formative its- “sons/tribe o f ’), and Plural 11 (formed with a plural word
d/id/idd placed before the noun, with no Kwarandzyey counterpart), is as follows; the
ellipsis sign is used to refer to a stem with unmodified internal vocalisation:
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Table 19.
Plural 1
Plural 2
conserved)
2b
Plural 3
Plural 4
Plural 5
Plural 6
Plural 7

stem
-u(:)-a-i(:)-a-u/i-a:-

-u/i-

Lameen Souag

suffix
-an m. / -i:n f.
0

(length o f ablauted vowel

0
-a:n m. / -i:n f.
-an m. / -i:n f.
-a:wan m. / -a:wi:n f.
-i:wan m. / -i:wi:n f.
-a:

The prefix, which he discusses separately, is to a first approximation *i:~ for masculine
plurals and *ti:~ for feminine ones. With a sound change o f short *i/u/a > a, these types
apply equally well to most Northern Berber languages, including Middle Atlas
Tamazight, Figuig, and Taznatit; as seen above, it works for Siwi as well.

The situation in Zenaga, on the other hand, shows important differences which have not
yet been fully accounted for, only partly due to the retention of original short vowel
quality but not length distinctions, in contrast to Northern Berber which has retained
(reflexes of) length distinctions but not of short vowel qualities. Taine-Cheikh
(2006) makes the most conspicuous differences clear: in contrast to other Berber
languages, Zenaga has short vowels in the feminine (~3n) as well as the masculine (-an),
and has rather consistently added ~(V)n to Plurals 2 and 7, with only rare optional
archaisms (ta?mmart “beard” > tu7mmura[?nj) attesting to the original situation. She
only catalogues vocalic alternations rather than fully explaining them, but notes that the
predominant vowel patterns for plurals display a/a in the last vowel outside the suffix.

Berber plurals in Kwarandzyey show rather strong similarities to the Zenaga situation,
even when applied to words for which no Zenaga cognate is known. The final -n in
Berber already marks most plural types; in Kwarandzyey as in Zenaga, it was
generalised to all o f them, obscuring the distinction between 2 and 1 (for C-final words)
or 2, 3, and 7 (for V-final words.) For most speakers in Kwara (but not Ifronyu), a
further generalisation has taken place: a pleonastic

-3n

has been added to plurals in -an,

ensuring that all productive Berber plural types end in -sn, and allowing -an, -aysn, and
-awdn plurals all to be reinterpreted as -aC-sn plurals with different filler consonants
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Remarkably, the addition o f -n to Plurals 2 and 7 may be

a specifically Zenaga innovation within Western Berber: Tetserret seems not to display
it (eg talla > tillaw “coussin” (Lux)), although the impact of Tuareg and the paucity of
data means this must be treated with caution. If borne out, this suggests that the
Western Berber variety that influenced Kwarandzyey was of a specifically Zenaga type,
making it more probable that that influence occurred in Tabelbala rather than before
reaching it.

Table 20.
Prefix Stem
(ts)i- ...u...
(ts)i- ...aC
took PI 2
(ts)i- ...a
PI 3 / 7

Suffix
-dn
-dn

Likely
model
1
1+2

Main source
words ending in -uC
words ending in -aC, words that

-n[dn]

2+3+7 [+1 ]

words ending in - V, words that took

Another four minor types are too infrequently attested to generalise about the sources
of:

(ts)i(ts)ii0

...a
...a

-wdn
-ydn
-dn (-un)
-an

5
5 (6?)
1
3 (or < Songhay?)

Note that the “feminine” plural, like the masculine one, ends in -dn. In Northern Berber
the feminine plural ends in -in; the common laxing of vowels in final closed syllables
might be expected to turn this to -dn, but this could equally well be explained as Zenaga
influence. The same sound change has more clearly acted to increase apophony; the
vowel reduction affected final syllables, but left the same syllables intact when plural
-dn was added.

2.3.2.2.1.1 In (ts)i-....aCdn

The plural in (ts)i-....aCdn is the commonest type for consonant-final nouns. Most
instances of this plural appear to derive from regular Berber external plural of nouns
with a in their last syllable, eg:
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Table 21.
Kwarandz
yey

Middle
Atlas

Figuig

Taznatit

Zenaga

sparrow

abdrddn

abardal

abardal

-

-

>

ibdrdamn

ibdrdaln
[1]

ibardalan
[1]”

Attested
only in
Kwara;
Ifronyu has
ibarddn,
-yu

stranger
(m.)

abdrran

abarrani

“

Ultimately
< M. Ar.
bdrrani

'

>

ibarramn

in-law (m.) adabbar
idabbaran

ibdrraniyn
[1]"

-

-

-

addggwal

addkkwal

-

adabbay

idulan [3]

iddwlan

billy-goat

amkkan

>

imkkan[an -

Notes

<adabbedj
en>,
<adubbuju
ri>
amkan
“jeune bete
(tout
animal de
paturage)”

-

-

dmkanan

J
anklet

axarxar

axdlxal

axdlxal
(Sahli
2008:121)

{taxdlxalt ahhayhiy
“cheville”)

>

ixdrxardn

ixalxalan
[1]

-

(tixdlxalin
[1])

room

mmds

ammas
“milieu”

ammas
“milieu”

ammas “le ammas
milieu”
“interieur”

>

immasdn

-

-

-

abaya

tsdxsdbts

taqassabit
“tunique
longe”

taqsssabt
“piece of
woolen
weave”

aqassab
“gandoura
en laine”

>

tsixsaban

tiqassuba

tiqdssabin

iqaswab
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n

-

-

(N lpl96)
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[2]

paper,
letter

tsagardas

-

[1]
-

>

tsigardasa
n

-

-

-

tiPgardass
dn

horn

tsaskdwts

-

-

ass aw

tdskah

>

tsiskawsn

-

-

assawan
[1]

taskun

bird sp.
(hoopoe?)

tsazabbant tasiwant /
tasiwwant
s
“milan”

tasiwant
“grand
oiseau des
montagnes
59

tasiwant
“oiseau de
proie
(milan?)”

>

tsizdbband tisiwanin
n
[1]

tisiwanin
[1]

tisiwanin
[1]

-

taPgardaS

-

(N6pl21)

Its historical productivity is demonstrated by its application to at least one Songhay
word also with original *a in the last syllable:

tsaraw > tsirawan “spoon” (Songhay; cp. Tagdal se:raw, Tasawaq se:raw,
Emghedesie <kerau>, Zarina kawra - Nicolai (1981:281))

However, a large number of words in this class come from singulars which originally
had a in the last syllable:

Table 22.

marabout

traditional
purse

sack

Kwarandz
yey

Middle
Atlas

Figuig

Taznatit

Zenaga

amamdd

amrabd

amrabad

imamaddn

imrabddn
[1]

imrubdan

-

-

aqrdb

aqrab

laqrab

aqrab

-

iqrabdn

aqrab [1]

laqrabat
[Ar]

-

-

(N5pl07)

asagds

asgars

-

-

assawgras

Metathesis

Notes
Ultimately
< Cl. Ar.
murdbit-
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gar > arg
> Qg
>

isagasan

isugras [2] -

-

9ssugrassa (N 9 p ll2 )
n

heel

awraz

iwarz

-

-

OWY3Z

>

iwrazan

iwarzan [3] -

-

urizan

tooth

tsaymmdst

tuymdst

tiymdst

-

>

tsiymasdn

tuymas [2] tiymas[ 2]

tiymas [2]

-

(N lp268)

ewe

tsazamman tizimmdrt
is
“agnelle
qui ne tete
plus”

tiymass

tizmdrt
“ewelamb”

(N lp81,
N8p61)

(izma
“mouton
soudanais”
)

tsizdmman tizimrin [1] tizmarin
an
[4]

{izmatan
[1])

-

(N lp l6 4 ,
N10p36)

road

tsayazamts (ayaras)

tizdmmdt

(tcPrdS)

Assuming
a blend of
tazammat +
ayaras;
otherwise
problemati
c

>

tsiyazaman (iyarasn
[1L>

palm (of
hand)

tsaskkdrts,
tsiskkarts,
tsikttdrts

tidikdlt

>

tsiskkaran

tidukal [2]

-

tizdmmatin (tu?rsa?n)
ddigiy

-

-

ddigiyan

(Nlp67).
Also -yu.

In all these cases, this can plausibly be motivated by original vowel ablaut o f either the
last vowel of the stem or the last vowel of the plural form to a; but in every case an
originally more irregular plural formation has been regularised to fit the pattern
(ts)i-....aCan. The same probably applies to the few cases with historic *-i- in the final
syllable:
Table 23.

rooster

Kwarandz
yey

Middle
Atlas

Figuig

Taznatit

Zenaga

Notes

izzad

-

yazid

iazid

awazud /
awayzud

Cp. Kabyle
ayazid >
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pi. iyuzad
[2]
>

izzadan

corridor,
reception
room

tsasaqqafts tasqift

>

tsisaqqafan tisqifin [1]

-

iyaziddn
[1]

iazidan [1] uwazudan

tasqift
“toilette”

tasqift
'

tisqifin

tisqifin

Ultimately
< M. Ar.
sqif-a
(Nlp67,
N5p225)
-yu plural
also
attested.

The above explanation is supported by out-comparison for the words with historic *« in
the last syllable that have entered this class:
Table 24.
Kwarandz
yey

Middle
Atlas

Figuig

Taznatit

Zenaga

jinn, devil

agwad

-

-

-

<ogrodh>

>

igwadan

-

-

-

ugrudan

square
seed-bed

agummwun agdmmun

ayammun
“champ”

agdmmun

>

igummwan[ igdmmunn
an]
[1]

iydmmum
*[1]

igammuna
n [ 1]

gazelle

azunkwad

“

izunkwad9n -

-

-

Notes

(Nlp217)
Cp.
Temacine
ayammun
>
iyamman
[2]
(Ghettas
pc)

-

(Nlp227,
N9p80)

azdnkud
“gazelle
dorcade”

Also
attested
with =yu

azankudan

Inconveniently for historical analysis, a number o f words in this class have unclear
etymologies:

abbag > ibbagdn “tale, story” (also -yu; N lp91)
akarrad > ikarradan “bale” (N5pl97)
asilay > ?isilayan “puddle” (N6p85; consultant uncertain about plural) (Cp. MA
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iliy, -dn “petite riviere”, allay “fond”, talayt “terre tres humide”)
asuddd > isudaddn “pulley-support” (Nlp261) (probably instrument noun from
Zenaga WDD “stand”, *as3wdVd, but last vowel unclear)
tsasdkmats > tsisdkmatsdn “elbow” (Nlp81) (Probably instrument noun from
same root as pan-Berber, eg MA tiymart, tiymrin\ but last vowel unclear)
or comparanda whose vowels vary (although in the former case all comparanda have a
in the plural anyway):
Table 25.
Kwarandz
yey

Middle
Atlas

Figuig

Taznatit

Zenaga

Notes

spot

tsansqqad

tandqqitt

timqqdt

-

tanquD

< Ar. nuqtat-.

>

tsiridqqadd tinsqqad
n
[2]

tim qqad
[2]

-

tunqadsn

bird sp.
azdrrag/
(wheatear) azdrrsg

-

-

-

-

>

-

-

-

-

izdrragdn

(Ifrenyu:
azdrrig)

2.3.2.2.1.2 In (ts)i-....<u>...-3n

A rarer class for consonant-final nouns is (ts)i-....<u>...-dn, with u substituting not just
for the last vowel but for any vowels within the stem. In every case whose etymology is
clear, this is historically correct for the last vowel, which derives from an original *u,
presumably via an external plural, but is not necessarily etymologically correct for other
stem vowels:
Table 26.
Taznatit

Zenaga

Kwarandz
yey

Middle
Atlas

Figuig

brick

adddb

ttubiyt

coll. uttub, dttub
sg. tuttubt

>

iddubsn

ttubiyat
[Ar]

tuttubin [1] -

-

burnous
(clothing

abands

-

-

-

abanus
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sp.)
>

ibunusdn

-

parcel

ammus

akmmus
“gros balot
noue ; gros
n o u et;
baluchon”

>

immusdn

ikmmusn
[1]

sheep's
head (in
cooking)

azraf

azdllif
azdllif
“tete; tete
du mouton
ou de
chevre
passee au
feu”

Ultimately
< M. Ar.
zdlluf /
za////’“id.”
< Ar. z lf
“bum”

izrufdn

izdllifn [1]

izBlfan [3]

(N3p2)
Also with
yu for
some
speakers.

tsamamds

-

-

-

tdmdrwuS

tsimumusd n

-

-

tmdrwassd (N9p28)
n

bride

maiden

lock (of
hair)

(N8p73,
N7p34)

takdmmust <tegmous
“poignee
> “sac”
de qqch ” (GMS)

-

-

<tegmouse (N5pl88)
n>

tsangud

Cp.
Tadaksaha
k tdyjgud >
tmgaddn
“girl”

tsinguddn

-

tsagdddds

tagdttuyt

tsigdddusd tigdttuyin
n
stake

ibdrnas [2] -

-

-

-

-

(N8p90)

tuguttiPd

Cf.
Kossmann
1999 #343:
Med.
Tashelhiyt
tagdttust
(N5p52)

-

-

tuguttayn

tsagus(t)

tagwust

-

-

-

tsigussn

tigwusin [1] -

-

-

(Nlp218)

The original form o f one member o f this class is unknown (pan-Berber adad “finger” is
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presumably related, but the g remains to be explained):

agddddd > igddduddn “finger”
2.3.2.2.1.3 In (ts)i-....-Can[dn]

Another rather common plural formation, of diverse origins, is (ts)i-....-Can[dn]\ the
longer form with -an is common in Kwara but not used in Iffonyu. This is applied to a
significant number of consonant-final nouns, including ones whose historic last vowel
was */, *u, or *a. In such nouns, it often reflects the most closely corresponding Berber
plural, Prasse's Plural 3 - but, interestingly, it also occurs with feminine nouns, which in
northern Berber take -in rather than -an in this plural type:

Table 27.
Kwarandz
yey

Middle
Atlas

Figuig

Taznatit

Zenaga

chick

tsafdltes
(Ifr.)

tafullust
“poule”

fullus

fullus

>

tsifdlsan

tifullusin
[1]

ifullusdn
[1]

ifullusdn
[1]

-

(N5p27)

Hp

adrds

“

“

adlis

—

Cp. NaitZerrad,
D LS4

>

iddrsanfen
]

In Kwara,
gungwakadda is
used.

adlissn [1]
'

kidney

tsagdzzarts tigzdlt

>

tsig3zran(d tigzlin
n)
[1/3]

'

'

-

-

'

intestine

asam

asrdm

>

isaman[dn

i

isdrman
[3]

she-camel

tsardmts

talydmt

>

tsirman

tihymin [3] tihymin [3] tilmin [3]

(NlOplO,
N lp219,
N lp279)

tagzdL
tugzayin

”

Notes

(Nlp263,
N 6pl5,
N 6 p ll4 )

-

-

-

-

-

-

(N lp l2 1 )

talydmt

tahm t

tayiPmt

(Nlp212)

tiPymdn

Some
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prefer -yu.
buttock,
hip joint

tsamdssdd

imdsli
“fesse,
flanc”

>

tsimdsdan

imdslan [3] imdsdan
[3]

tent,
(spider)
web

tsaxdyydmt (iaxam)
s

>

tsiximangn (ixamn [1]) (ixuyam
[2])

bit, piece

agddddm

big lump

amdssad
tamsat
“cuisse”
“cuisse”
(Kossmann
1997);
tamdssat
“thigh”
(Sahli
2008:65)

(axyam)

timdsdin
[3]

a m asf
“fesse”

dmusfan

taxamt
'

tixamin [1] -

agdttum
“longue
tige;
baguette,
branche de
petite
dimension,
rameau”
-

-

aqdlldm

aqdllsm
“marcottage”

”

“

iqdlmandn

-

-

-

(Nlp64,
N7p50)

ugudma?n

(N8pl23)

-

(N9p64,
N6p94)
Cp.
Ouargli
akrad >
akraddn
[1] “petit
criquet,
petite
sauterelle
qui ne vole
pas”

hind leg of akrdd
grasshoppe
r

palm shoot agwdl

Ultimately
< Ar.
xaym-at-

agadmi
“tout
morceau
de bois”

igddmansn igddman
[3]

ikdrdan

(N9pl25)

-

-

-

-

(N5p296,
N7p49)

-

-

-

oPgulli

Cp. Chi.
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/ grove not
deliberate
ly planted

igwallan[an ]

-

-

“jardin,
terrain de
culture”

iggl “jeune
plante,
jeune
pousse”
(Boogert
1998)

uPgulldn

(N5p221,
N lp217)

However, this plural type is most commonly used with vowel-final stems (excluding the
feminine ending -ts/t from the stem). Most commonly, the a replaces the final vowel.
This happens in two sets of circumstances: for etymological vowel-final words ending
in -a or -i (none ending in -u have been observed):
Table 28.
Kwarandz
yey

Middle
Atlas

Figuig

Taznatit

Zenaga

mouse

ayarza

ayarda(y)

ayarda

ayahda

-

>

iyarzan[dn iyardayn
]
[1]

iyardayan
[1]

iyahdan [1] -

irrigation
canal,
canalirrigated
garden

tsarga

targa /
ta rw a /
tarza

targa

tahga

>

tsirgan[dn
]

tirggwin [3] tiragwin
[3]

packsaddle

tsabarda

tabarda

tbarda

>

tsibardan

tibardiwin
[6]

tbardiwin
[6]

-

-

co-wife

tsakna

takna

tasna

-

-

tsiknandn

takniwin
[6]

tisanwin
[1] / tisna
[2]

fennec

ak*asi

>

ikwasan[an ]
'

aqursan
(Ayt
Khebbach,
own data)
-

tahgwin
[3]

-

Notes

(N6p63,
N7p34)

(N9p80)
Ultimately
< Ar.
bardaf-at(N5pl4)

(N5p31)
'

'

ayarsiw

agarsi /
dgarsay

iyarsiwan
[1]

gursayan / (N5pl89)
garsdyan /
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agarsdwn
acacia

amadi

-

-

-

imadan

amdrdd,
t(a)marad
tmarddan

(Nlp268.)
Rare; most
speakers
use -yu and
reject this
plural
form.

tmalliwt

i?milli
“pigeon,
tourterelle”

tsimallan[ timilla(tin) timalliwin
an]
[2b(+l)]
[6]

timalliwin
[1]

aPmdlldn

(N10p35)

X-shaped
saddle

tsahwits

tahawiyt

tahawit
“palanquin
ou se
tiennent les
femmes
lorsqu'elles
voyagent a
dos de
chameau”

>

tsihwandn

tihawiyin
[1]

-

(Nlp214,
N9p24)

amphora,
storage jar

tsaxabits,
tsaxabdts

taxabiyt
txabayt
“jarre en
terre;
grand
cruche,
gargoulette
99

>

tsixabanan tixubay [2] tixubay [2] -

collared
dove

tsamalli

>

tamalla

tmalla

-

sandgrouse tsagarrats
/
tsagarrart

tzimatt
“sorte
d'oiseau
j aune”

>

tizirna [7]

tsigarranfa n]

tihiway
[2b]

Ultimately
< Ar.

-

(N5p226)
Cp. Chi.
pi.
tigrnad /
tigrnatin
(Boogert
1998)

-

and for etymologically r-final words which have lost the r:
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Table 29.

wall

Kwarandz
yey

Middle
Atlas

Figuig

agada

agadir /
ayadir

—

Taznatit

Zenaga

'

'

-

-

Notes
(NaitZerrad
G D R 1)

>

igadan[an] igudarn [2] -

chest (of
body)

azma

admdr

-

-

admari

>

izmanan

idmarn [4] -

-

admardwn

mountain

adra

adrar

adrar

-

-

(many use
yu)

>

idrann

idrarn [1]

idraran [1] -

-

(N 8pll8)

beam,
trunk

asuqqwa

tazdqqurt

-

>

isuqqwanan tizdyrin [3] -

sinew, root azuwwa
>

azur
“racine”

izuwwan[a izuran [3]

azaqqu

(assa.Tr)

izayran [3] (saTran)

azwar

-

azur
“intestin”

izawran

-

uziirdn

(Nlp238)

in]
“
ansar
“moucher”

aTsansar
“fait de se
moucher”

-

-

-

-

(Nlp277)

azra

azrur
“grappe”

azrir “fibre
de la tige
du
palmier”

>

izranan

izrum [1]

izriran [1]

-

-

(N9pl37)

fingernail

iska

iskdr

issar

issa

askdr

>

iskanan

askarn [4]

assaran [4] issan [4]

snot

asansa

>

isansanan

date
rachilla
(stalk to
which
dates are
attached)

A number o f words of this class are of unclear etymology, eg:
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awiri > iwirandn “hut”
aydmbwi > iydmbwandn/iyummwan “hip-bone (crete)” (N lpl09, N6p85, N 8pl30)
asankri > isankrandn “skink” (probably from something like asmrkal (Boogert
1998:102), but final -i unexplained)
tsikwats > tsikkwandn “palm-fibre shopping bag (qujfa)” (N8pl33) (many
speakers prefer -yu)
2.3.2.2.1.4 In (ts)i-....-wan[dn] / (ts)i-....-yan[dn]

Some speakers have variants with semivowels for certain words ending in -a: (ts)i-....wan[dn]/ (ts)i-....-yan[dn]. One might assume this to be a retention, but in fact the
words in question (none with Zenaga cognates found) often historically ended with r.
Table 30.
Kwarandz
yey

Middle
Atlas

Figuig

Taznatit

threshingfloor

anana

anrar/
arrar

anrar

annal “petite
piece dans
laquelle on
entrepose le bois
et I'herbe pour les
animaux”

>

inanaysn

inurar [2] / inurar [2]
irram [1]

*fastbreaking

afddda

(Idfdur)

>

ifdddawdn
(Ifr.)/
ifdddandn
(Kw.)

(id Idfdur)
[11]

basket sp.
w/ conical
cover

tsadara /
tsadara

-

afdar

Notes

(N6pl03,125)
only in idiom
Idmfoltem n
afddda teacher
GEN afddda, the
Taleb's sheep
which was the
first butchered on
Eid. Ultimately <
Ar.fir.
means: second
day o f Eid, when
the sheep
carcasses are cut
up (N6p81,
N 6 p ll7 )
Used in Touat
Arabic: tadara
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-

-

Especially: name
o f mountain SE
ofYami

2.3.2.2.1.5 In (t)i-...-an alone

There are two attested plurals in

with no vowel appearing in the last syllable

o f the stem:

astuq > istqun “cheek” (N lpl09, N8p90 - also istuqan) - cp. Igli4 sduq < Arabic
sidq- “flesh of the inner cheek”
tas9mts > tismdn “sandal” - cp. Figuig tisumma “vieux sandales” (no sg.
attested)
They appear to be irregular survivals of Plural 1, although external cognates suggest that
this is unetymological.

2.3.2.2.1.6 Irregular cases

There is one unique case of a Berber-like plural without a (ts)i- prefix, on an
etymologically Songhay word which can reasonably be classed as core vocabulary:

kankdm > kankman “breast” (< Songhay; cp. Tagdal/Tabarog/Tasawaq kaijkam
(Rueck & Niels Christiansen 1999), southern Songhay kaykam: DC “suckle, squeeze”,
KS “squeeze”)
This could be seen as a Berber plural, or even (implausibly) as an Arabic plural based
on forms like Ikas “cup” > Ikisan. However, Eastern Songhay and Tadaksahak-Tagdal
both have (indefinite) plural endings o f the form *yan, corresponding to Western and
Kwarandzyey-Tasawaq *yo. It is possible that kankman represents an isolated survival
of this plural ending in Kwarandzyey.

In one case, an Arabic singular appears to take a Berber plural:

Idfqira “Sufi woman” > tsifqirdn “Sufi women” (Nlp93, N7p83) (MA tafdqqirt
> tifdqqirin “vielle, vieille et pauvre femme, mere”
4

http://siratigli.yoo7.com/montada-fl 2/topic-t281.htm
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But here the plural seems to refer primarily to the local institution of regular women's
meetings to recite madlh, giving it a certain semantic independence from the “singular”.

23.2.2.2 Arabic plurals

A number o f Arabic words have also retained their plurals. Thus, for example (the
Maghrebi Arabic forms are in every case identical, sometimes apart from the article):
Table 31.
Cl. C iC a O M .A r. C C al(l):
Ikurt > h k wrat “rock” (N lpl51)
CuCuC, CuCuC > CCuC (1):
(l)hdnk > (la)hnuk “elongated hexagonal piece o f wood in a pulley” (N lpl61,
N8p68)
hktab > Idktub “book” (N lplO l)
Iqarta > h q r u f “bottle”
ClCan > CiCan (1*):
Ikas > Ikisan “cup” (N ip 198)
CaCaCiC > CCaCoC (3):
Imdfsdl > Idmfasdl “joint” (N5p89)
CaCaCiC > CCaCiC (3):
lhanut > lahwanit “shop” (N9pl25)
Iqadus > hqwadis “pipe” (N9pl37)
CaCa'iC > CCaysC/CCawoC (4):
tsmag > tsmawdg “sock” (N8pl00) - but more often heard with -yu
CawaCiC > CwaCoC (4):
qahb > qw ahb “elongated hexagonal piece of wood in a pulley” (Nlp261)
Ibarda > hbbwardd “gardens not needing irrigation (located close to the erg)”
But whereas the Berber plurals have been profoundly restructured, the Arabic ones are
all o f precisely the same forms as in regional Arabic; a morphological analysis here
would merely duplicate existing sources on Maghrebi Arabic, such as Heath (1987).
Given the current situation of near-universal bilingualism, such plurals seem likely to
reflect knowledge of Arabic as well as, or even instead of, knowledge o f Kwarandzyey
- although in rare cases, such as tsmag “sock”, a word found in Premare (1993) but at
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present known to very few Arabic speakers in the area, this may not necessarily apply.
No cases o f an Arabic plural type being applied to a Songhay word have been observed.

Additionally, the Arabic dual remains in use for a handful of measure terms, as
discussed in more detail under Numbers.

2.3.2.2.3 Borrowed nouns with no lexical plurals

Many borrowed nouns, Berber and Arabic, have no lexical plural, taking yu just like
Songhay nouns. Cases o f inter-speaker variation have been mentioned above, but for
many nouns I have no record of any speakers accepting a head-internal plural:

afakkuz, -yu “staff’ (N lpl07) (Figuig Itekk^az, pi. i?dkkwazdn < Ar. fukkaz-)
amaydg, -yu “farming tool with two-pronged end” (N6pl5) (Kabyle amaydg >
imuyag “un des cotes du fer d'une pioche, d'une hache”)
adbir, -yu “big drum” (N ip 105) (ultimately < Ar. tabl-)
tsyarzuz, -yu “rabbit” (Nlp205, N10p35) (Figuig taydrziss > tiydrzaz)
tsdksi, -yu “ewe” (N10p35) (Zenaga tdksih, pi. taksdri)
tsazgdwts, -yu “big bag made from palm” (N8pl07) (Figuig tazgawt > tizgawin)
tsabadud, -yu “flute” (Nlp268) (cp. MA abuda “espece de roseau”)
lhaz, -yu “amulet” (N6p93, 2008-01-19/07) (< Arabic al-harz-)
hqsdyba, -yu “(traditional) trap” (2008-01-19/08) (MA qsdyb-a “little stick”)
In a significant minority of cases, it is the original plural, rather than the singular, that
has been adopted as the sole form:

iknawdn “twin/s” (N lpl26) (Kabyle ikdn > akniwan)
ts(iy)yagdn “charcoal, embers” (Nlp83) (Zenaga turugd > turgun / turgdri)
sidawdn “sheep sp. said to come from the south” (2007-12-21/31) (Taznatit
asidaw > isidawsn “le mouton a comes et sans laine de Soudan”)
lahbub “grain” (N7p99) (Cl. Ar. al-hubub- “grains”)
Occasionally, the etymologically plural form may even have a singular feminine suffix
added to it, producing a sort of hybrid form:

tsiskdnt “piece o f dung” (Taznatit tiskdt > tiskin “crotte, fiente”)
2.3.2.3 Inherited -yu and its distribution
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How has contact, and in particular large-scale borrowing of nominal plurals, impacted
the distribution of the NP plural clitic =yu?

For the majority o f nouns without a lexical plural, =yu appears at the end of the “core
NP”: the basic order is N Adj Dem =yu, followed by relative clauses (see
Demonstratives), eg:

2.70

dzydy=fw

kadda=yu

word=one

little=PL

a few words (2007-11-15/5)

2.71

ba

bya=y=yu

person big=DEM=PL
these old men (2007-12-22/11)

2.72

3gga

Sa-b-sku-ndza

tsyaraz=yu

PAST lS-IMPF-be caught=CAUS hare-PL
I used to catch hares (2007-12-06/AM)

=y« is compatible with —fu “one”, interpreted as a specific indefinite marker:

2.73

Sa-nndn-dz

igummwann=f=yu

lS-drink-CAUS

seedbed.PL=one=PL

I irrigated some

seedbeds. (2008-01-03/06)

However, as in other Songhay languages, eg Koyra Chiini, it does not otherwise appear
when a numeral is the last element of the core NP (see Numerals):

2.74

tsa

inza

brotherthree
three brothers (2008-01-30/10)
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But it reappears if a demonstrative or adjective follows the noun+numeral (elsewhere in
Songhay, numbers follow adjectives anyway):

2.75

adra

inza

bya=y=yu

mountain

three

big=DEM=PL

these three big mountains

2.76

ya-b-dzam-ana

,iasriyyam=y=yii

1P-IMPF-do-3S

ten days=DEM=PL

We do it for these ten days. (2008-01-19/04)

If more than one adjective is present - a textually rare phenomenon studied mainly
through elicitation - it may appear on both adjectives:

2.77

fa-ggwa
lS-see

yu

bya—yu

bibdy=yu

camel big=PL

black=PL

We saw big black camels. (N 6pll6)

or, as in southern Songhay, only on the last:

2.78

uy=kddda

yaqsdh=yu

ABS=small

tough=PL

little tough guys (N6pl35)

When the noun has a lexical plural and is not followed by an adjective or
demonstrative/relative, =yu is absent:

2.79

3gga

izunkwaddn

PAST gazelles.PL

ba-farrsm
PF-plentilul

Gazelles used to be common. (2007-12-30/17)
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San

mu=ka

cup.PL EXIST 1S.GEN

front=LOC

The cups are in front of me. (2008-01-03/06)

However, it again reappears if such a modifier follows the noun:

2.81

g-bg

iggdgndn=y=yu

3S-EXIST

wall. PL=DEM=PL

There are these walls... (2007-12-22/11)

2.82

Ihwaydj
thing.PL

fts=yu kull
bad=PL all

a-b-tsku-ndza

a-b-3nya

ya

3S-IMPF-be caught-CAUS

3S-IMPF-eat right

All bad things it catches and eats. (2008-01-01/08)

2.83

sskaydr—dz —yu,

i-b-ltexs-ana

bag.PL=ANA=PL

3P-IMPF-wet-3S

These bags, they wet them. (2008-02-05)

2.84

ttbasa=fw

bbya-hdyn—yu

plate.PL=one big-size=PL
some huge plates (2008-02-05)

as already evidenced in Cancel (1908):

izzadhen

kedda iou

roosters

small pi

“petits coqs”
male chicks (Ca328)

The resulting rule may be summed up as: =yu is added to the last element(s) of the core
NP if and only if the last element of the core NP is not already inherently marked for
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plurality. This might seem like a large change - but in fact southern Songhay already
has a tiny minority o f inherently plural nouns, specifically numbers with the a/i- prefix
and personal pronouns, and these behave rather similarly. Thus in Koyra Chiini:

a-guu

kaa;

a-guu

Abs-five

come; Abs-five

Five came;

The five came. (Heath 1999a: 88)

yer;

yer

woo

yo

we;

we

this

pi

we;

di

yo

kaa

D ef

PI

come

we here (Heath 1999a: 100)

In most eastern Songhay languages, the definite plural marker -ey already appears
independently on the demonstrative and on the noun/adjective preceding it:

hug-ey

w-ey

house=DefPl Dem-Pl

ra
Loc

in these houses (Heath 1999b: 130)

Cases like this, rare though they are, provide a natural model for bilingual speakers
seeking a way to cope with code-switched plurals. The phenomenon of double marking
o f plurality in cases where the matrix language marks it in a different position than the
embedded language is well-attested in code-switching, notably between English and
Bantu languages; in fact, in Shona it was found to occur with a majority o f code
switched

nouns,

but

only

17%

of

borrowings

(Myers-Scotton

1993:132).

Kwarandzyey's requirement of it as a grammatical rule is thus a rather plausible
example of the grammaticalisation within a single language o f what was originally an
artefact of codeswitching between two languages.

2.4 Definiteness

Arabic differs from all documented Berber languages in explicitly marking definiteness,
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not only on the noun but also on any adjectives modifying it. Definiteness marking is
widespread but heterogenous and probably not reconstructible in Songhay; Eastern
Songhay has explicit definite clitics following the adjective position, while Western
Songhay uses the former anaphoric article di as a definite article. Both Siwi and
Kwarandzyey stand somewhat apart from the rest o f their families - Siwi in marking
definiteness, Kwarandzyey in not doing so - but whether external influence is
responsible for this situation is questionable. The nature o f definiteness marking is also
highly relevant to the form taken by Arabic loanwords.

2.4.1 Siwi

2.4.1.1 Reflexes of the Arabic article

The Arabic definiteness marker is routinely borrowed into Siwi, but only as a fossilised
prefix, not as a productive element. The Classical Arabic article has two allomorphs:
al- before non-coronals and aC- (with gemination of the following consonant) before
coronals. In Siwi, the former becomes /- (with schwa-insertion determined by the
syllabic structure) and the latter C-, and the resulting borrowed allomorphy has become
productive in the morphology of adjectival nouns (see Adjectives). Thus, for example
(repeated from Plurals above):
Table 32.
Non-coronal (“lunar”):
hfhdl “irrigation canal sp.” (Cl. A i.fahl-)
Kdrs “long wooden bar on a wagon” (Cl. Ar. fars-)
h q h m “pen” (Cl. Ar. qalam-)
Ibuma “owl” (Cl. Ar. bum-at-)
Coronal (“solar”):
ssqar “hawk” (Cl. Ar. saqr-)
zzmar “flute” (MSAr. zamr-)
rrmwdl “sand” (Cl. Ar. rami-)
ddhan “oil” (Cl. Ar. duhn-)
j is often treated as a coronal, unlike Classical Arabic. This conforms to its modem
pronunciation: whereas Classical j was a palatal stop [j], Siwi j is [dz] ~ [z]. It also
agrees with both Eastern Libyan Arabic (Owens 1984:47) and Cairene Arabic (Gary &
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Gamal-Eldin 1982:127), where the reflex of j is assimilated to the article. Thus eg:

djjwab “letter” (2009-10-13) (C l A t.jawcib- “reply”)
djjbdn “cheese” (2009-06-19.a) (Cl. Ai.jubn-)
On the other hand, in some loans - by this very token probably older ones - it is treated
as non-coronal:

sljm st “Friday” (2008-04-27/224) (Cl. A t. jumuC-at-; note irregular loss o f f)
m, with less phonetic justification and contrary to both Eastern Libyan and Cairene
Arabic, displays a similar variation between the two allomorphs o f the article:
Table 33.
mmafrbss “ring” (N lpl55, 2009-06-27) (Eg. Ar. mahbas “clasp, clip (of a
necklace, bracelet, etc.”)
mmdyrsb “Maghrib prayer, dusk” (N2p9) (Cl. Ar. mayrib-)
mmdsluda “female donkey” (N ip 159) (Cl. Ar. maslud- “happy”, by euphemism)
vs:
lmugbwas “tweezers” (N 3pll7) (instrumental noun from root qbs “take with the
ends of one's fingers”)
Imasurdt “iron pipe” (N2p57) (Eg. Ar. masur-a, probably < Persian)
Vycichl (2005:194) tentatively suggested that the 3m- allomorph represents a Yemeni
dialectal feature.

Another important class of exceptions to the normal assimilation rule, the hC C uC
plurals, have been discussed above.

In general, Arabic nouns borrowed into Siwi either retain the article or gain a Berber
gender/number circumfix; it is much rarer for them to be borrowed as bare stems (but
occasional cases are attested, eg gdlluni “plastic water container” above.) In the rare
cases where the Berber circumfix is added to the article (eg albab “door” above, pi.
Ibiban; snnbaq “lote-fruif ’ > t-snnbaq-t “lote tree”), the Arabic article can be
interpreted as synchronically part of the stem. Predictably enough, the Arabic article is
never found on the outside of an already present Berber circumfix.
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2.4.1.2 Siwi definiteness m arking

The Arabic definite article, though copiously borrowed into Siwi, has no meaning in
Siwi beyond serving as an alternative indicator o f noun-hood alongside the Berber
nominal prefixes. However, Siwi turns out to have a definiteness marking system o f its
own based on stress, with no reported parallels elsewhere in Berber and no direct Arabic
parallels. In general, ultimate stress marks the indefinite, penultimate the definite.
Pronominal genitives always have penultimate stress. In number-noun combinations,
the noun receives penultimate stress while the number is stressed according to its
definiteness. Because, as will become clear, this is unlikely to have anything to do with
Arabic influence, I will not treat this system exhaustively here (there are undoubtedly
other issues in stress assignment to consider); a simple way to exemplify it is by
contrasts such as the following, from the start of a narrative (2008-08-03/246), where
the same noun with the same referent appears in turn first as indefinite (underlined),
when being introduced as a discourse participant, and then as definite (bold), referring
to an already mentioned participant:

2.85

y-ummw-ds

i

abba-nnds:

“uyw-a

nis

rji-x

I

dream-IS

femnam a n n i....
3M-say-3SDatto
dream

father-3SGen lo-PROX

that...

He told his father: “Lo, I have dreamt a dream that [12 stars and the sun and
moon bowed down to me]”

abba-nnds

y-ummwa-s:

“a wdldi,

la xdbbar-dsdn

father=3SGen 3S-say-3SDat my son,

NEG tell.INT-3PDat

Idmnam

warm drzi-t

da-w-ok

y itma-k ”

dream

REL

MOD-Dem.M-2:M

to brothers-2S

dream-2 S+3SObj

“My son, do not tell your brothers the dream which you have dreamed.”

Lameen Souag
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2.86

ya-ssi-n

dad-san

akbar namma

laqmis...

3-take-PL

with-3PL

robe

shirt...

or

They took with them a robe, or [rather] a shirt...

i-laggan-an

laqmis s

3-wet-PL

shirt

idamman.

INST blood

They wet the shirt with blood.

2.87

ijjan

gad-san

y-ummwd-san: diy

anu...

one

in-3P

3 S-say-3PDat EXIST well

One of them told them: there's a well!

ya-hh-an

y

anu

3-go-PL

to

well

They went to the well.

This system is productive even with names, which, being intrinsically definite, in Siwi
typically receive penultimate stress irrespective o f the stress o f their Arabic
counterparts: ftmsyaSqub “Jacob” (ArabicyaSqub-) (2008-08-03/246), mahmud
“Mahmoud” (Ar. mahmud-) (2008-04-17/190), and even lam in “Lameen” (Ar.
al-'amin-) (2009-06-17). Occasionally the original stress pattern is preserved, eg
banyamin “Benjamin” (2008-08-03/246).

Which o f these stress patterns is to be regarded as unmarked? A plausible answer may
be found by looking at the verbal system. There, in bisyllabic stems without suffixes,
stress is penultimate: eg n-xaddam “we work” (2008-04-27/224), ga-t-sabbal “she will
put blame” (2008-08-03/247), i-saxar “he plays” (2008-08-03/246). In isolation this
could be interpreted as stem-initial stress, as suggested by Louali and Philippson (2004),
since no attested verb stem in Siwi is longer than disyllabic; but in fact, while it always
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appears possible to place stress on the stem, in verb complexes with suffixes it is also
common to place stress on the penultimate, suggesting that it is position relative to the
end rather than the beginning that matters: ge-y-nfu-yanax “he will benefit us” (200808-03/246), mmwi-y-asm-a “I have told them” (2009-06-23/a).

The same is probably true diachronically: the most plausible explanation for a stress
alternation like this would be that the ultimate stress forms (indefinites) were originally
marked by a vocalic suffix. This would exactly parallel Ossetian, as described by
Thordarson (2009). There, stress can only fall on either the 1st or 2nd syllable, and the
proclitic definite article /-, preserved in the Digor dialect, thus moves the stress o f NPinitial words stressed on the 2nd syllable to the 1st syllable. In the Iron dialect, the
proclitic has been lost, but the stress shift continues to apply, becoming the sole overt
marker o f definiteness.

For the hypothesised indefinite suffix to have been deleted by a regular process, we
would need a rule deleting certain word-final vowels (at least.) Siwi, and indeed all
modem Berber languages, do not allow short/lax vowels word-finally, and do allow all
other segments; a mle deleting final short/lax vowels would explain this phenomenon,
and only such a mle would not leave us with the problem of accounting for the
acceptability of all final segments other than short/lax vowels. But since this sound
change applies to all Berber languages, such a mle would need to have applied quite
early, making Arabic influence implausible despite the fact that this category coincides
with one also used in Arabic.

The fact that the definite is the unmarked form in Siwi explains why Arabic nouns
typically enter the language with the definite article. In all regional Arabic dialects,
reflexes of al- mark the definite and the indefinite is unmarked, so one would otherwise
expect the indefinite forms of the nouns to enter the language. On the other hand,
Arabic nouns appear to retain the article rather often in entering other languages; other
cases where this appears to be typical include all Berber languages, early Spanish, and
Songhay (see below), though not, for example, Turkish or Persian. Whether a similar
explanation can be carried over to those cases is a matter for future research.
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2.4.2 Kwarandzyey

2.4.2.1 Reflexes of the Arabic article

In general, the Arabic definiteness marker is borrowed into Kwarandzyey only as a
fossilised prefix, not as a productive element. Numerous examples have already been
seen above.

Some Arabic loanwords appear both with and without the definite article, particularly in
the speech of younger speakers, eg:

2.88

yd-ddzum
lP-plant

Ibdssar.

yd-ddzum

bdssdr ndza

Ikurzit.

onion.

lP-plant

onion and

courgette

We planted onions. We planted onions and courgettes. (2008-02-05) (< Ar.
basal-)

2.89

purtabl

ba

ttabla=dzi

mobile

EXIST

table=ANA

There's a mobile on the table. (N6pl04) (< Fr. portable via Ar.)

2.90

Sa-kks
lS-leave

San

Ipurtabl

g a -tsa

IS.GEN

mobile

home=LOC

I left my mobile at home. (N6pl04)

But, as the first example illustrates nicely, the variation cannot in general be accounted
for as definiteness marking (in Arabic, both sentences in the first example would require
the definite article.) There are also nouns where an Arabic article is in apparently free
(probably sociolinguistically conditioned) variation with a Berber circumfix, eg
tsaqsoybdts ~ hqsdyba “traditional trap” .

2.4.2.2 Kwarandzyey definiteness marking
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Definite nouns, like non-specific indefinites, are left unmarked (see Demonstratives for
the anaphoric marker, Numbers and quantifiers for the specific indefinite marker), eg:

2.91

yaSni ya-afam-chr timszgida
ie

lP-FUT-go

mosque

That means we're going to the mosque (2007-11-15/05)

The absence of a definite marker is shared with Berber, but is probably inherited from at
least Proto-Northern Songhay. Tadaksahak ayo, presumably cognate to the
Kwarandzyey demonstrative, is not a definite marker but an emphatic determiner
marking topics or other salient elements (Christiansen-Bolli 2010:154), and definites
without it are frequent:

Aywa

t-a-ndjus-t

a=bben

resume

f-sg-story-f:sg

3s=be.finished

Well, the story is finished.

ceed(i) a=f-keeni

ganda

spoon 3s=imperf-lie earth

ka
loc

The/a spoon lies on the ground.

Tasawaq appears even closer to the Kwarandzyey situation: there, no definite marker is
reported, and definites and non-specific indefinites appear to remain unmarked:

way

kayna bti-si

womanlittle

FUT-NEG.EXIST

hitgii

kuna

house inside

“la petite femme ne sera pas dans la maison”
The little woman will not be in the house. (Alidou 1988:60)

Western Songhay gives no evidence for a proto-Songhay definite marker; its definite
article di has transparently developed from the anaphoric demonstrative found
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elsewhere throughout Songhay. But Eastern Songhay (excluding Benin Dendi)
consistently shows a clitic definite article -o pi. -ey. If this is an archaic feature, it
would suggest that northern Songhay's lack o f the article might result from Berber
influence. But there seems to be no conclusive evidence for this; in fact, the
demonstrative woo, Eastern Songhay pi. w-ey, appears an obvious potential source for
the definite article, via a familiar grammaticalisation path (Greenberg 1978). In the
absence o f such evidence, it is probable that the similarity between the Berber and
Songhay situations is ancient, rather than being the result of recent contact.

Note that both the definite and the non-specific indefinite are unmarked in
Kwarandzyey, whereas only the non-specific indefinite is unmarked in Maghrebi
Arabic. For older borrowings via Berber, the definite article is expected in any case; but
for borrowings direct from Arabic, this would lead us to expect that forms with and
without ol- would both be plausible candidates to be borrowed, although the higher
frequency o f defmites might lead them to be borrowed more often. As seen above, this
appears to be the case.

2.5 Case m arking

Songhay does not distinguish nominative vs. accusative case; primary postpositions, in
Kwarandzyey and elsewhere in Songhay, could potentially be interpreted as case
markers, but these are dealt with under Adpositions. Classical Arabic retained three
cases from proto-Semitic, but these have been lost in every known surviving dialect,
and grammarians' comments make it clear that they had disappeared from everyday
speech in the towns from a very early period; there is no realistic chance o f either Siwi
or Kwarandzyey having been influenced by a dialect of Arabic with case. In Berber, on
the other hand, the situation is more interesting. There, most varieties distinguish two
“states” o f the noun for nouns with the Berber prefixes: the “bound state” (etat
d'annexion), a form used for objects o f most prepositions and for subjects when (and
only when) they directly follow the verb, and the “absolutive state” (etat libre/absolu),
used everywhere else and serving as the citation form. Thus in Kabyle (Chaker 1988):
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yd-nya

wa-rgaz...

3MSg-kill

B-man

The man killed...

yd-nya

a-rgaz.

3MSg-kill

A-man

He killed the man.

i

wa-rgaz

to

B-man

to the man5

This case marking system - sg. m. a- / f. ta- for direct objects and citation forms, m.
wa- / f. td- for subjects and prepositional objects, to pick the commonest allomorphs shows similarities to Semitic and Cushitic, and shares with the latter the typologically
unusual property of being marked-nominative; if the case system is a shared Affoasiatic
inheritance, as Sasse (1984) suggests, then it must a fortiori date back to proto-Berber.

Kwarandzyey displays what at first sight looks like remarkably like Berber “state”
marking at the other end o f the noun phrase. The plural marker =yu is replaced with
=z= (postvocalically =y=) in the following circumstances:

•

on a subject directly adjacent to a verb and not topicalised (irrespective of the
presence or absence of agreement markers):

2.92

iggdanon=y=i-ba-jfdg

dzaw

n

tsir=ka

walls=DEM=3P-PF-bury

earth

GEN

under=LOC

These walls are buried under the earth (2007-12-22/12)

•

directly preceding a postposition or genitive marker:

5 http://www.imyura.net/Timenza/tabid/57/articleType/ArticleView/articleId/505/Rumpelstilzchen-steqbaylit-Arezqi-n-Sedi.aspx
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gungwa=y=si
chicken=PL=DAT

Chickens: we'll go on to chickens. (2007-12-21/31)

2.94

tsirzuz=i=n

rrbatets

hare=PL=GEN

herd

a herd of rabbits (2007-12-30/17)

However, the striking similarity is reduced when this phenomenon is considered in a
broader perspective. The deletion o f final -i/-u intonation-phrase-intemally is a
widespread phenomenon in Kwarandzyey. For nominals, excluding monosyllabic
nouns, adjectives formed with the suffix -u(w), and words which end or historically
ended in a semivowel, it applies consistently in the contexts listed above, but also in
other contexts: before adjectives or numbers; before the plural marker; and before
demonstratives. For verbs, more investigation is required; it appears to be optional in a
number o f circumstances, but obligatory at least before pronoun+postposition units and
causative/centrifugal suffixes. In short, final -i/-u deletion seems to be obligatory when
syntactically closely bound items occur adjacent to one another in general. While the
Berber state marking system too seems to involve marking o f syntactically closely
bound items adjacent to one another, it is substantially more restricted; looking at the
plural clitic in isolation gives a misleadingly great impression o f similarity, as a side
effect o f the coincidental fact that the Kwarandzyey plural ending and the Berber state
prefix occur in rather similar syntactic environments. Independent parallel development
appears to be the most likely explanation.

As for Siwi, it has no case (or “state”) marking. Has it lost it under Arabic influence?
The obvious answer, “yes”, is plausible, but some potential complications must be
considered. Siwi is not alone in Berber in lacking the “state” distinction. At present it
appears that almost no Berber language of Libya nor Egypt retains it: Sened, Nafusi,
Ghadames, Sokna/El-Fogaha, Awjila, and Siwa all display the same form irrespective of
syntactic position, as already noted by Laoust (1931:97). Moreover, just west of the
caseless varieties are others where case marking appears to have receded: Zuara (near
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the Tunisian border) and Ouargla (eastern Algerian Sahara) retain reflexes o f the etat
d'annexion after certain prepositions (Mitchell 1953; Biamay 1908:172, 193) but not for
postverbal subjects, yielding contrasts such as Zuaranydfrdh argazis “Her husband
[unmarked] was happy” vs. nwargaz ismis s(d)fid “belong to [lit. of] a man [annexed]
called Sa?id” (Mitchell 2009:198), and Ouargla d ouberchi “with the clod [annexed]”
and inna ias aberchi “the clod [unmarked] told him...” (Biamay 1908:230) - unlike the
closely related Tumzabt, which keeps the usual Berber system (Brahim Abdessalam &
Bekir Abdessalam 1996). This might suggest that the partial or full loss of case was an
early development in eastern Berber, and hence perhaps predated Arabic. But all of
these languages are of course under heavy Arabic influence, and in fact we have direct
evidence for some o f them that this is a recent development: Lanfry points out fossilised
instances of “state” marking, in some Ghadames songs and in medieval Nafusi (Lanfry
1972:181-2; Lewicki 1934), so its loss in these languages demonstrably postdates the
beginning o f Arabic's domination. Moreover, both cases include postverbal subjects,
making it unlikely that the loss of subject marking in Zuara and Ouargla reflects an
innovation prior to the split o f eastern Berber. This suggests that the loss of case
marking, rather than being an early property of eastern Berber, has happened separately
in different areas, including Siwa, under Arabic influence. A probable factor is the entry
of large numbers of Arabic nouns retaining the Arabic definite article, since these are
not reported to take “state” marking in any Berber variety; this would lead the already
rather minimal functional load o f case marking to be reduced.

Traces o f earlier case marking in Siwi would further strengthen this hypothesis. No
clear-cut examples have as yet been noted in Siwi, but one suggestive phenomenon
appears: the prefix tdmm- on names of some wells, eg tdmmazzid, tdmmdksal (N2p216).
The change nw > mm is attested in Siwi, notably for the verb “to say” (2m. mmwi-t, cp.
Medieval Nafusi ta-nwi-t (Lewicki 1934:304)), so one might propose that these derive
from a shortened version of tdtt n “well o f ’ , plus the masculine constmct state: *tdtt n
wazzid, *tatt n wdksal. In the absence o f any Siwi attestations of *azzid, *aksal, this is
problematic; *aksal would be the expected infinitive of the verb *ksdl, attested in
Ghadames (Lanfry 1973) and Ahaggar Tuareg (Foucauld 1951) with the meaning of
“gather (scattered objects, from a surface into a container)”, but this is scarcely
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compelling. On the other hand, there is possible evidence for relating the mm to
genitive n: the place names tdllahram, tdrrdbtf (Nlp243), pm m usi (N2p25) fit the same
pattern if interpreted as *t3tt n lahram “well of the forbidden/wrong”, *tatt n rrbif “well
of the spring/vegetation”, *t3tt n musi “well of Musa”, with application o f the still
productive assimilation rule n+l/r/m > ll/tr/mm.

2.6 Conclusions

In this contact situation, morphemes expressing NP features appear to be first borrowed
as parts of specific words; in both languages, most o f them continue to be restricted to
words to which they are etymologically appropriate. In effect, they are initially
confined to frozen Embedded Language islands, and then recreated - or not - by
reanalysis, potentially carried out by monolingual speakers. While this suggests that
free morphemes should be more easily borrowed than bound ones, it also suggests that
the borrowing of bound morphemes is limited not by whether they are segmental or
templatic - as might have been expected - but by their frequency and analysability;
indeed, the marginal productivity of borrowed templatic plural morphemes in both
Kwarandzyey and Siwi demonstrates once again that these are borrowable.

The nature o f borrowed morphemes' functions, and their congruence with the existing
system, then plays a large role in determining whether or not they are interpretable as
having a function in the host language. Morphemes expressing semantically relevant
features like number, sex, or person are readily interpretable as having a function, and
hence more easily become productive. Ones expressing tracking functions, such as
definiteness, or gender for inanimate referents, have a function in the host language only
if it already has a congruent tracking system, or if (implausibly) it borrows sufficiently
many NP islands; little motivation exists for making them productive. In MyersScotton's (2002) terminology (see ch. 6), content morphemes and early system
morphemes enter more readily than late system morphemes; the same is observed in
code-switching. Such a pattern is inherently not applicable to caiques, which play a
significant role in the influence observed but primarily affect paradigms rather than
forms.
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3 Adjectives

Many languages have one or more word classes definable on morphosyntactic grounds
whose members normally express properties of the referent of a noun phrase, rather than
referring themselves or expressing events. Members of such a class are termed
adjectives. According to Stassen (1997:30), no language has a predicate encoding
strategy specific to adjectives; instead, adjectives use the same encoding strategies for
predication as either intransitive verbs, nouns, or more rarely locationals. Depending on
which predication construction an adjective uses, I will term it a verbal adjective or a
nominal adjective. Some languages, such as Japanese, use both verbal and nominal
adjectives; others have only one or the other.

In each of Siwi, Kwarandzyey, and Arabic, at least one morphosyntactically defined
class of adjectives exists; the syntactic and morphological properties of these classes
vary significantly between the different languages. As will be seen below, the inherited
differences between the adjectival word classes available in Songhay and Berber, and in
the form of adjectives, have both had a substantial effect on the adaptation o f loans from
Arabic into these languages.

The bounds of adjectival classes, here and in general, vary in ways that make them
potentially inconvenient for cross-linguistic comparison; often an adjective in one
language corresponds to a verb or a noun in another one. The intuition that crosslinguistic comparability could be achieved by comparing different strategies for
expressing properties is hard to justify, since the observed differences in strategies can
themselves often be thought of as reflecting differences in what counts as a “property”;
many properties can be viewed as the results of events (eg painted), or can be reified as
entities of which their referent may be an example (eg male) on the other. Since my
main interest here is in contact influence, I will focus primarily on loans which are
members of an adjective class in the recipient language, while also discussing (when
relevant) concepts expressed through an adjective in the donor language but not in the
recipient language. I will not discuss properties (for example, painful) which are
expressed non-adjectivally in all languages involved in the contact, irrespective of
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whether they are expressed adjectivally in other languages such as English.

Three key dimensions o f variation relevant here are adjective word class (nominal vs.
verbal), agreement inflection, and comparison, all of which can be affected by contact.
Comparative forms are known to have been borrowed in several languages, eg Brahui
-tir from Baluchi (Andronov 2001:46), Tsatp i11 from Mandarin bi (Thurgood & Li
2002:19), and numerous cases throughout the various Romani languages (Matras
2009b: 14); in connection with Arabic, the systematic borrowing of suppletive Arabic
comparatives is seen both in some eastern Berber varieties (as discussed below) and in
Domari (Matras, ibid.), while the borrowing o f an Arabic template for productive
comparative formation is attested in Western Neo-Aramaic (Lipinski 1997:279) as well
as Siwi (below.) The borrowing o f adjectives together with their inflection may be less
common, but is attested in Maltese (Fenech 1978:54) and some Berber languages (as
seen below); the close congruence of Arabic, Berber, and Romance agreement systems,
both based on two genders (masculine/feminine) and (at least in most sedentary
varieties) two numbers (singular/plural), no doubt makes this easier. More surprising
would be a borrowing of agreement inflection into a language with no such noun
classes; Chamorro comes close to being an example, but there feminine endings on
Spanish-origin adjectives are restricted to human referents with natural gender (Stolz
2003:278), making them more comparable to the productive borrowing of derivational
markers of natural gender (see Nouns.) I am not aware of any cross-linguistic study of
what happens when languages with verbal adjectives and ones with nominal adjectives
influence one another. Field's (2002:41) Principle of System (In)Compatability might be
taken to predict that the word class of adjectives should remain constant irrespective of
external influence:

“Any form or form-meaning set is borrowable from a donor language if it
conforms to the morphological possibilities of the recipient language with regard
to morphological structure... No form or form-meaning set is borrowable from a
donor language if it does not conform to the morphological possibilities o f the
recipient language with regard to morpheme types.”
However, Japanese suggests otherwise, presenting an interesting contrast of a verbal
adjective class, largely inherited, and a nominal adjective class consisting mainly of
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Chinese loanwords. As will be seen below, within Kwarandzyey the incorporation o f
borrowed adjectives into a new word class reflecting their properties in the source
language, as opposed to the existing adjective class, is quite atypical but solidly attested.

3.1 Background

3.1.1 Arabic

In Arabic, attributive and stative predicative adjectives are not formally distinguished,
and predication (as with nouns) is handled by simple juxtaposition using the indefinite.
Corresponding inchoative verbs exist using the same root consonants with a verbal
template. Some adjective classes, such as passive participles, exist predicably for any
transitive verb, and are thus best considered as deverbal. Others have forms which
cannot be predicted from the corresponding inchoative verb, although the converse is
true; in such cases, the verb is best viewed as derived from the adjective. The examples
below illustrate the stability o f this pattern across Classical and modem colloquial
varieties of Arabic.

Arabic (Classical):

walad-u-n

kabir-u-n

(attribution - uses

boy-NOM-INDEF

big-NOM-INDEF

adjective)

al-walad-u

kabir-u-n

(stative predication -

DEF-boy-NOM

big-NOM-INDEF

uses adjective)

a big boy

The boy is big.

Compare:

(nominal predication)

dalika

walad-u-n

that.M.SG

boy-NOM-INDEF

That is a boy.

Contrast:

kabur-a

al-walad-u

get big-3MSPf

the-boy-NOM uses corresponding verb)
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The boy got big.

Arabic (Algerian):

bnita

kbir-a

girl

big-FSg

(attribution)

a big house

dl-bnita

kbir-a

DEF-girl

big-FSg

(stative predication)

The girl is big.

like

hadik

bnita

that.F.SG

girl

(nominal predication)

That is a girl.

al-bnita

kdbr-st

the-girl

get big-3FSPf

(inchoative predication)

The girl got big.

sd-dar

kbir-a

DEF-house

big-FSg

(stative predication)

The house is big.

like

hadik

dar

that.F.SG

house

(nominal predication)

That is a house.

9d-dar

ksbr-dt

the-house

get big-3FSPf

The house got big.

As illustrated by the difference of gender in these two example sets, adjectives and
verbs in Arabic both agree in number and gender with their referent/subject; but
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adjectives, unlike verbs, show no person agreement. Attributive adjectives in Arabic
also agree in definiteness (and, in Classical Arabic, case) with their referent; predicative
adjectives are always indefinite (and, in Classical, nominative.)

In Classical Arabic, adjectives agree in gender for human referents irrespective of
number; in many though not all colloquial varieties, plural agreement consistently does
not distinguish gender:

Algerian Arabic:

dn-nsa

twal

the-women

tall.PL

The women are tall.

dr-rjal

twal

the-men

tall.PL

The men are tall.

In Classical, non-human referents take the feminine singular agreement forms in the
plural:

al-buyut-u

kabTr-at-u-n

the-houses-NOM

big-FSg-NOM-INDEF

The houses are big

Adjectives with the definite article can always be used as noun heads:

Arabic (Classical)

ja'-a

al-kabir-u

come.3MSgPf

the-big-NOM

The big one came.

In Classical Arabic, the same applies to indefinite adjectives. However, In Algerian
Arabic, an indefinite adjective is not normally used as a noun head alone; instead,
wahsd “one” is used as a head.
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3.1.2 Berber

Typically in Berber, most properties that in Arabic would be expressed as adjectives are
expressed exclusively by stative/inchoative verbs. With intensive aspect, such verbs
express a stative meaning; with the aorist, they express an inchoative. Attributive forms
use the “participle”, a form with a suffix

used for a verb whose subject is the pivot

of a relative clause or is in focus, and productive for all verbs, not just for
stative/inchoative ones. However, up to two distinct classes of adjectives, depending on
the language, must be recognised.

In a number o f languages, an adjectival subclass of verbs can be justified on
morphological grounds. Berber verbs normally have three morphologically distinct
aspectual forms in the positive: aorist (used for the imperative and future), intensive
(used for imperfect aspect), and preterite (used for perfect aspect.) Several languages,
such as Kabyle (Vincennes & Dallet 1960:23) and Tamasheq (Heath 2005a), have
retained a subclass of stative/inchoative verbs whose preterite takes a special set of
subject agreement affixes, different (except in the 1st person singular) from those used
with all other verbs, and is stative in meaning. This is believed to be an archaic feature,
cognate to the Semitic perfect conjugation (Diakonoff 1988:32). Whereas the 2nd person
and 3rd person singular forms of the verb in Berber normally include prefixes, this
conjugation is exclusively suffixal. Thus:

Kabyle:

kdcc
2Sg

mdqqwr-dd

fdll-i

big-2SgSTAT on-lSg

You're bigger than me. (Vincennes & Dallet 1960:163)

vs. with the prefix:

amk

ara

t-xddm-dd!

how

FOC.FUT

2Sg-work-2Sg?

How will you work? (Vincennes & Dallet 1960:138)

Like any other verb, these cannot act as nominal heads; instead, the same construction is
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used as for subject relatives, with a dummy head (usually demonstrative) and a so-called
participle with suffixed -n, eg:

Tamashek:

a

labas-an

DEM be.bad.Reslt-PtcplMSg
something bad (Heath 2005a:640)

Most Berber languages (with the exception o f Tuareg) have some nominal adjectives properties expressed by exclusively stative forms marked, like nominals, for number
and gender and not aspect or person, but capable of modifying a nominal head as well
as o f acting as a nominal head in their own right. These agree in number and gender
with their referent, but not in case (or “state”, as it is often termed in Berber studies.) In
many (perhaps most) cases, such adjectives have corresponding stative/inchoative
verbs; however, there are adjectives with no corresponding verb, eg tezdid “new” (from
Arabic) in Tashelhiyt (Aspinion 1953:199). When adjectives are used in predicative
contexts (rather than corresponding verbs), they typically use the language's nominal
predication construction, whatever that may be - verbal g in Tashelhiyt (Stumme
1899:49; Aspinion 1953:90); particle d in Ayt Seghrouchen (Bentolila 1981:246),
Eastern Tarifit (Kossmann 2000:129), Figuig (Kossmann 1997:241), Kabyle (Vincennes
& Dallet 1960:150); simple juxtaposition in Nafusi (Beguinot 1931:63, 118). Eg:

Tashelhiyt (Stumme 1899:49, 84, 132):

ta-zru-t

ta-sdggan-t

FSg-stone-FSg

FSg-black-FSg

(nominal adjective rather than participle)

a black rock

a-frux=ad

i-sdggan

MSg-child=DEM

3FSg-black.INT

(predication with stative verb)

This boy is black.
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or:

a-frux=ad

i-ga

a-sdggan

MSg-child=DEM

3MSg-be

FSg-black

(predication with adjective)

This boy is black.

like:

t-gi-t

a-msydar

2Sg-be-2Sg

MSg-traitor

(nominal predication)

You are a traitor!

Nominal adjectives can be used as noun heads:

i-mmutr=i

u-bdrsan

3MSg-see.PRET=3MSgDO MSgNOM-black
The black guy saw him. (Figuig - Kossmann 1997:119)

Where a corresponding verb is available, it also provides the most natural way to
express an inchoative:

mikk

zdwy-dnt

n-tdttds

yur

if

red.PT-3Pl

lPl-sleep.INT month

If they [our eyes] turn red, we'll sleep for a month (Figuig - Kossmann
1997:528)

In Nafusi, the 3rd person affixes of the stative conjugation have been formally retained
for some words, but agree only in number and gender, being indifferent to person
(Beguinot 1931:64). For adjectives that have retained both the remnants o f the stative
conjugation and the corresponding nominal adjective, Beguinot (1931:118) claims the
former is used for the indefinite and the latter for the definite. This may well only be a
consultant's attempt to shoehorn the Berber categories into the Arabic ones available to
him for translation, but suggests at least that the two are semantically differentiated.
Thus:
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busil

mdssdk

busil

a-maskan

boy

little.STAT[MSg]

boy

MSg-little.ADJ

a little boy (un ragazzo piccolo)

the little boy (// ragazzo piccolo)

3.1.3 Songhay

In southern Songhay languages, a word class of attributive adjectives may be defined
syntactically, as those modifiers that may come between the head noun on the one hand
and the demonstrative and/or plural marker on the other. In predicative function (stative
or inchoative), adjectives are expressed by corresponding verbs. Sometimes the two are
segmentally identical, but in other cases the attributive form is derived from the verb by
suffixation, typically o f a variant o f -o or of the possible Mande borrowing -nte, or
reduplication (sometimes with irregular vowel changes.) In the northern languages
Tasawaq and Tadaksahak, the suffix -an, borrowed from Tamasheq, is also used. In the
Songhay languages with tone, the two may also be distinguished tonally.

Songhay (Koyra Chiini):

har

futu-nte

di

(Heath 1999a:73)

man

bad-Adj

the

(adjectival attribution)

“the bad man”

ni

futu

2Sg

bad

(stative predication)

“You were bad’

vs.

woo

ci

alhoor

(Heath 1999a: 143)

Dem

be

limestone

(nominal predication)

“this is limestone”

In southern Songhay, when an adjective is present, plurality o f the noun phrase is
marked on the adjective, not on the head. The plural marking morpheme(s) could be
analysed either as semantic agreement (with the referent, not the head) or as a separate
word. A test for which analysis is preferable would be whether the plural marker
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appears more than once when more than one adjective is present; unfortunately, no such
data has been noted in the grammars consulted. Quite a different situation is found in
Tadaksahak, which, under heavy Berber (Tuareg) influence, has made plural marking
obligatory for both nouns and adjectives within the same noun phrase; there are some
indications that this has become possible (though not obligatory) in Tasawaq too
(Alidou 1988; Kossmann 2003).

In southern Songhay, an adjective acting as a nominal head takes a special 'absolute'
prefix i- or a-, eg:

Koyra Chiini: i-jeen-o

di

ABS-old-ADJ DEF
the old one (Heath 1999a:87)

In Tadaksahak, instead, the definite marker ayo is used as a dummy head:

ayo

yaynaay-an

DET

be.new-ADJZR

the new one (Christiansen-Bolli 2010:167)

3.2 Comparatives

3.2.1 Arabic

Arabic has a special comparative form o f triliteral adjectives, called “elative” by
Arabists, formed from the three root consonants by inserting them into the fixed
template 'aC]C2aC 3 . For example, kabir- “big”, root consonants k-b-r, becomes 'akbar-:

bayt-u-hu

'akbar-u

min

house-NOM-his

bigger-NOM from

bayt-i-ka
house-GEN-your.MSg

His house is bigger than your house.
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This comparative form has some interesting properties. It can be formed only from
adjectives corresponding directly to triliteral verbs; to form a comparison with
adjectives not fitting this scheme, a synthetic form with a corresponding abstract noun is
used, eg:

muhtaram- “respected” (from the verb ihtaram-a “respect”)
ihtiram- “respect (n.)”

=>

'akOar-u

htiram-a-n

more-NOM

respect-ACC-INDEF

“more respected”

Unlike non-comparative adjectives, it does not display agreement in number or gender.
(In Classical Arabic, agreement in gender is impossible when this form is used as a
comparative, but optionally permitted when it is used as a superlative or otherwise; in
North African dialects, I have never encountered agreement in gender for a
comparative.)

buyut-u-hu

'akbar-u

min

buyiit-i-ka

house-NOM-his

bigger-NOM from

house-GEN-your.MSg

His houses are bigger than your houses.

It also cannot be formed from adjectives already of the form 'aCjC2aC 3 , which typically
refer to colours (white, black, red...) or physical defects (lame, blind, deaf...)

This form is also used, either alone in the definite or with a following plural nominal in
the (analytic) genitive, as a superlative. Thus:

huwa al- 'akbar-u
he

the-bigger-NOM

It/He is the biggest.
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huwa

'akbar-u

l-buyut-i.

he

bigger-NOM the-houses-GEN

It is the biggest house.

huwa

'akbar-u-hum

he

bigger-NOM-3MPlGen

It/He is the biggest of them.

In addition to regular forms for “better”, an irregular but common one exists, with a
non-elative form and with no morphologically corresponding non-comparative form:
xayr- “better”.

The comparative form is unproductive in many Maghrebi dialects, which instead use a
construction with a preposition “on”, probably a caique on Berber (Aguade & Vicente
1997):

dar-u

kbir-a

fla

dar-dk

house-his

big-FSg

on

house-your.Sg

His house is bigger than your house.

However, even these typically retain at least some Classical comparatives, notably xir
“better” and kOdr “more” (the latter has become suppletive, since the adjective kaOirhas been lost.) With retained comparatives (elative or otherwise), man “from” is used,
just as in Classical, and just as in Classical, gender agreement is not found.

3.2.2 Berber

Neither Berber nor Songhay has a morphological comparative. Berber languages use
several strategies. The commonest is probably the use of a normal predicative form of
the adjective / stative verb together with a comparandum marked by the preposition
“on”, eg:
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face

mdqqwr-dd

fdll-i

2Sg

big-2SgSTAT on-lSg

You're bigger than me. (Vincennes & Dallet 1960:163)

Tashelhiyt:

m kki mdqqur-dy
lSg

big.PT-lSg

f

baba=k

on

father=your

I'm bigger/older than your father. (Aspinion 1953:248)

A couple of high-frequency concepts, such as “better than” and “more than”, tend to be
expressed by specific transitive verbs bearing no morphological relation to their non
comparative counterparts:

Tashelhiyt:

t-ifiyi

t-n f

a-yrum

FSg-meat

3FSg-better

MSg-bread

Meat is better than bread. (Aspinion 1953:246)

In some cases, such verbs can be combined with adjectives or adjectival nouns to offer
an alternative means of expressing comparison:

Tashelhiyt:

a-frux=ad

i-mdqqur

y-uf=iyi

MSg-child=DEM

3MSg-big.INT

3MSg-better=lSgAcc

This boy is bigger than I. (Stumme 1899:50)

Kabyle:

if-dy-ksm

t-ihhdrsi

better-lSg=2FSg

FSg-clevemess

I'm cleverer than you. (Vincennes & Dallet 1960:163)

Tamasheq:

0-ojcer

abba-nnet

3MSg-surpass father-his

t-dssdjrat-t
FSg-length-FSg

He is taller than his father. (Heath 2005a:244)

In some languages Arabic influence has led to the development o f other strategies. The
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borrowings xir n “better than” and aktar n “more than” are found in Kabyle (Vincennes
& Dallet 1960:163), and are suppletive there just as they are in Algerian Arabic. In
Nafusi, Beguinot (1931:120) reports that the Arabic borrowing aktar “more” is used
adverbially to form comparatives, with the genitive particle n marking the
comparandum:

nac

muqqar

aktar n

lSg

big.STAT

more

a-tarras

uh

GEN MSg-man

that

I'm bigger than that man.

In both Nafusi and the closely allied Zuwara dialect, for some adjectives, Arabic
comparatives (suppletive relative to Berber) may also be used:

Nafusi:

nac

akbar n

a-tarras

lSg

bigger GEN MSg-man

uh
that

I'm bigger than that man.

Zuwara:

wallis

haddukan

asahl-is

NEG.EXIST anyone

kinder-3SgPoss

There is no one kinder than him/her. (Mitchell 2007:7)
(< Arabic 'ashal- “easier” < sahl- “easy”)

In Nafusi, the one example Beguinot gives is suppletive, non-comparative “big”, as seen
further above, muqqar. In Zuwara, while little relevant published data is available,
Mitchell (1954:416) gives an example o f this pattern being extended to the Berber
adjective asattafiiblack”, though he adds that it is “chiefly... confined to Arabic loans” :

wuhanit

d

a-sattaf,

lakin

wuhanit

asdaf-is

this.MSg

COP

MSg-black

but

this.MSg

blacker-3SgPoss

This is black, but this one is blacker.

It is noteworthy that where elatives have been borrowed, the comparandum always
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seems to be marked by a genitive construction. This may be motivated by the phonetic
similarity of genitive n to Arabic man “from”.

3.2.3 Songhay

In southern Songhay, the adjective is left as it is, and the comparandum marked with the
preposition “with” (ndci) (Heath 1999a:316ff; 1999b:341; 2005b: 140). Thus:

Songhay (KC):

a

boori

3SgS be-beautiful

nda

ay

with

lSg

“She is more beautiful than I.” (Heath 1999a:318)

However, “better than” and “more than” are, as in Berber, expressed by separate verbs,
bearing no relation to non-comparative counterparts:

Songhay (KS):

ay

bag-aa

lSgS

better-3 Sg

“I was better than him.” (Heath 1999b:342)

boro

kul

person all

si

bis-ey

kotto

ImpfNeg

surpass-3Pl

magic

“No one surpasses them in magical power” (Heath 1999b:341)

In northern Songhay, while insufficient material is available, it appears that
constructions with verbs of “surpassing”, comparable to some of the Berber examples
above and probably reflecting Berber influence to some degree, are used:

Tasawaq (Kossmann 2003):

haawi-ghd

a

bisa

cf1

cow-this

3s surpasshis

seeraynas

=

friend fatness =

“this cow is fatter than the other”
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a-gha-scf

3s IMPF-be.strong 3s-that-there

bibi

— bibi-teere

blackness=be.black- AB ST

“this thing is blacker than that one”

Tadaksahak (Christiansen-Bolli 2010:249):

ay=n

a-falca'qu

a=yy-agdr

nd

ayo

wani

3s = g e n

SG-be.flat

3s=be.more

opp

def

of

This (receptacle) is flatter than that one

3.3 Deadjectival abstract nouns

Arabic and Berber form abstract nouns from adjectives by imposing specific templates.
The commonest of these in Arabic is CaCaC-at-, eg (Classical):

nadif- “clean” > nadaf-at- “cleanness”
hulw- “sweet” > halaw-at- “sweetness”

In Berber, all verbs have verbal nouns, and deadjectival abstract nouns are normally
analysed as the verbal nouns of the corresponding stative verbs. The templates used
vary from case to case; some common examples are td-CCdC (in Kabyle, Tarifit), taCdCC-i (at Figuig):

imyur “get big” > td-mywdr “bigness” (Kabyle: Vincennes & Dallet 1960:45)
mydr “get big” > ta-mayri “bigness” (Figuig: Kossmann 1997:172)

The abstract nouns are often borrowed from Arabic in the case of Arabic borrowings:

hla “be sweet” > hhlawDt “sweetness” (Figuig: Kossmann 1997:163)
aylay “be expensive” > teyla “expensiveness” (Kabyle: Vincennes & Dallet
1960:45), cp. Algerian Arabic yali “expensive”, h-yla “expensiveness (def.)” <
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Classical yali, al-yala'-

Songhay (Heath 1999a:64; 1999b:94; 2005b:96; Zima 1994:32; Tersis-Surugue
1981:146ff; Kossmann 2003; Christiansen-Bolli 2010) has several suffixes for forming
abstract nouns from verbs (including adjectives). The most widespread and often the
most productive of these, found in every Songhay language except Koyra Chiini, is the
addition o f a suffix homophonous to the (indefinite) plural clitic yo/yan. However, -i/ey (the latter is homophonous with the definite plural clitic in eastern Songhay) is also
common with adjectives, and is described as the most productive suffix for adjectives in
Koyraboro Senni and Koyra Chiini. Eg:

Songhay (KC):

jeen “old” > jeen-ey “old age” (Heath 1999a:64)

Songhay (KS):

faraa “be tired” > faraa-yarj “being tired” (Heath 1999b:89)

3.4 Siwi

As noted above, what in Arabic would be expressed as an adjective is typically
expressed in Berber languages using a stative/inchoative verb. This strategy is often
used in Siwi too to translate Arabic adjectives; however, no trace of the stative
conjugation survives, so no justification for setting up an independent class of verbal
adjectives has so far been observed. But as noted above, most Berber languages also
exhibit a more limited set of nominal adjectives. These do constitute a word class in
Siwi, distinguished from nouns by showing gender and number agreement with singular
referents but optionally only number agreement with plurals referents, and from verbs
by not agreeing in person; they are normally negated with la, whereas the least marked
negator for nouns is qacci.

Siwi shows pervasive strong influence from Arabic in every one of the morphosyntactic
characteristics of adjectives discussed above. This was no doubt facilitated by the
extent o f lexical borrowing; the following non-exhaustive list of Siwi nominal
adjectives illustrates both their number and how many of them derive from Arabic. In
the Arabic section, attestations from two early 19th century sources - Caillaud
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(1826) and Minutoli (1827) - are compared where available, suggesting that the
dominance of Arabic in the domain o f adjectives predates modem education, and even
Siwa's incorporation into the Egyptian state nearly two centuries ago.
Table 34
B erber origin:
white
black
green
red
short
thin
big
cold
new
right
bitter
slippery
dark
dirty

amallal
azdttaf
awray
azdggay
agzal
azdad
azuwwar
asdmmat
atrar
ahmfusi
azay
aldtlat
asdllas
alukkewi

big and broad
big and round

zaxar
bdlbdl

A rabic origin:
yellow
blue
small

Idsfdr
asmawi
ahdkkik

sweet
sour
outstanding
good

ahlu
hamdt
azfim
akwayyis

bad
tall

asmal
atwil

old
old (man)
low
broad
narrow
wide
thin
thick
deep
cheap

aqdim
sardf
wati
wasaf
atiyyaq
afrit
arhif
atxin
nazal
arxis

Selected cognates:
Fig. amdllal
Naf. azattaf
Fig. awray “yellow”
Kab. azdgg°ay, Tam. asway
Naf. agdzlal
Fig. azdad
Fig. azdwwar “fat”
Kab. asammad “cold”
Cf. Kab. turn “now”
Cf. fus “hand”, Mz.fusi “right”
Fig. zzay
Cf. Fig. lud, Kab. alud “mud”
Cf. Kab. tallast “darkness”
Cf. lukk “get dirty”, Ghd. alkuk “be bad”
+ Ar. nisba -awiyyKab. azayar “plain (geog.)”
Kab. bbdlbdl “be fat, full”
< A rabic:
Early attestations, if any:
al-'asfarMin. 357: Gelb - jlo^J
sama'- “sky” + nisba -I? Cl. hakikMin. 357: Klein “worn by rubbing or friction”Cail. 415: Petit - Aaccocque
hulwhamidCail. 418: Vinaigre - Amette
zaflm- “leader”
Eg. kuwayyis,
Cail. 414: Joli - Coeze
dimin. < kayyis- “elegant”
simal- “left”
tawilMin. 357: Lang - Jj^LI
Cail. 414: Long - Taouyl
qadimCail. 418: Vieux - Tagodemte
sarif- “old (of camel)”
wati'wasifdayyiqfarldMin. 368: Breit —laj^cl
rahifMin. 368: Fein OaxTnMin. 368: Dicht, dick nazil- “descending”
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difficult
easy
mute
deaf
blind
half-blind
lame
piebald
strong
hard
white (animal)
dark (animal)
left

wafar
sahal
labkam
latras
laCmi
lafwar
la f raj
lablaq
qawi
gasi
lassab
ladyum
afasrawi

wafr- “rough”
sahlal- 'abkamal-'atrasal-'a^maal-'afwaral-'afraja l-'ablaq
qawiyyqaslal-'ashabal- 'adyam'afsar- “left-handed”
+ nisba -awiyybdrid- “cold, lazy”
qaribbafid-

lazy, bland
near
far

barad
aqrib
aM id

middle

wasat- “middle”
+ nisba -iyyfatan
fatin- “aware”
jahal
jahil- “ignorant”
asaMan
saMan- “full (not hungry)”
Min. 365: Dichten (?) £be_Mju
asjiC
sujaCaxfif
xafifCail. 414: L eger-A cfife
antif
nadifCail. 416: Propre - Antif
aduwway dawwa “make a sound”
Min. 369: Schwatzhaft
dahdah
daha “(of belly) large, hanging down”
laxar
al- 'axar- “the other”

Min. 369: Eben, flacht - J^Luu

Cail. 410: Aveugle - Laouare
Cail. 410: Boiteux - El - Araje

Min. 364: Links - ^ juocI

Min. 357: Nahe Min. 357: Fern - Jusy
Cail. 414: Loin - Beite

awasti

smart
stupid
rich
brave
light
clean
chatty
short and fat
other

3.4.1 Agreement morphology

Agreement morphology is almost entirely Berber, even for Arabic loans:

Table 35
MSg
FSg
MP1
FP1

small (Nlp23):
(< Arabic?)
a-hdkkik
ta-frdkkdk-t
i-hdkkik-dn
ti-hdkkik-en

big (Nlp24):
(< Berber)
a-zuwwar
ta-zuwwar-t
i-zuwwar-an
ti-zuwwar-en

mute (N ip 127)
(< Arabic 'abkam)
Idbkdm
t-labkam-t
lbdkm-dn
td-lbdkm-en

This contrasts with some varieties such as Figuig (Kossmann 1997:118), in which a
number o f borrowed adjectives take Arabic agreement morphology throughout.
However, there are some exceptions. Ordinal numbers are the only ones known to
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retain their full original Arabic inflection, including gender (cf. Vycichl 2005:215):

3.1

Ixams-a
fifth-F

ta-swa,

ssatt-a g

aqdsri

3F-drink,

sixth-Fin

container

The fifth drank, the sixth is in the container, [proverb alludes to grain, which is
irrigated five times and then harvested] (N2pl95)

But adjectives referring specifically to types of human, notably nationalities, sometimes
retain their original Arabic masculine plurals:

3.2

yussnd
3P. come

itaddm

fransawiy-ya

people

French-PL

The French people came. (N lpl38)

afdqri (sg) > Idfqara (pi) “poor” (2009-11-11) (Cl. Ai.faqTr-, pl.fuqara -; Eg. Ar.
fa'ri, pi. -yyin “unlucky”)

Thus in the following near-minimal pair o f sentences, both using the same adjective of
Arabic origin in the same attributive context, the first displays an Arabic internal plural,
without the Berber circumfix i-...-dn nor ti-...-en :

3.3

<Sen

enterwaween

s3ayda

ye3en3nena

esseeh.>

sdn

n

tBrwawen

sfayda

i-fdnfdn-in-a ssih

two

GEN

women

Saidi.PL

3-sit-P-PF

there

Two Saidi (Upper Egyptian) children are sitting there. (2009-01-10/email)

while the second shows the feminine singular form using exclusively Berber
morphology, rather than the appropriate Arabic ending -a:

3.4

<talte tas3edet

tshareft

tefl-a

slateen.>

talti

ta-stidd-t

t-sardf-t

td-fl-a

shttin

womanF-Saidi-F

F-old-F

3F-go-PT

yesterday
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The old Saidi woman left yesterday. (2009-01-10/email)

Agreement is ambiguous with feminine plural targets. Some speakers use the feminine
plural forms, eg:

3.5

Krabi ti-zdggay-en
cars

FPl-red-FPl

red cars (N ip 166)

However, others consistently use masculine plural forms in plural agreement
irrespective of target gender, reserving the feminine plural forms for cases when the
adjective is acting as a head noun rather than a predicate or attribute. This feature
replicates Egyptian and more general sedentary Arabic, in which gender is typically not
distinguished in plural agreement; it also extends a trend already found in verbal subject
agreement and pronouns, where gender is never distinguished in the plural. This trend
does not extend to local Bedouin Arabic, which retains distinct genders in the plural;
however, in light of the independent evidence for early and extensive sedentary Arabic
influence in Siwi (Souag 2009), and the current influence of Lower Egyptian Arabic, it
is likely that Arabic influence is to be implicated in this development, either directly or
through having triggered the preexisting loss o f plural gender distinctions in other
agreement targets.

3.6

ti-sdmmaf-en

i-zuwwar-dn

FPl-headphone-FPl

MPl-big-MPl

big headphones (N ip 147)

3.7

wiyy-ok

ta-cciw-en

DEM.PL-2:M FPl-girl-FPl

n

i-hakkik-an

GEN

MPl-small-MPl

Those are young girls. (N ip 168)

3.8

ta-cciw-en

n

kwayys-an

FPl-girl-FPl

GEN

good-MPl
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good girls (N ip 168)

There are modifiers that do not take agreement morphology, notably drus “few
(inanimates)”, dabb “numerous, many”, kom “much”, nnoba “all”, x /a /“different”, and
zlita “naked”. The first four are not archetypal adjectives - they quantify or identify the
referent, rather than its properties - and are thus best seen as a separate word class
(although laxar “other” behaves like a normal adjective.) It is not semantically clear
why zlita (an early loanword, cf. Egyptian and Syrian Arabic zalt, Cail. 415: “Nu, nue Zeletan”) should fall into this category. However, in taking no agreement morphology it
faithfully reflects an idiosyncratic property o f this word in Arabic. This phenomenon
may be explained etymologically; this word derives from Turkish (Prokosch 1983:111),
and its source salt “merely, solely, absolutely; mere, simple” (Hony, Iz, & Alderson
1992) not only takes no agreement (like all adjectives in Turkish) but is itself a
quantificational adverb.

3.4.2 Aspectual morphology

Like verbs (Chapter 7), some adverbs (N2pl02) and even some prepositional phrases
(Nlp49), adjectives can take the suffix -a. The meaning of this suffix in non-verbal
contexts requires further investigation, and informants find it impossible to render the
difference convincingly in Arabic (as also found by Vycichl 2005:213); while its verbal
usage suggests a gloss o f “perfect”, it will be glossed as -PF throughout, but this has not
been verified for non-verbal contexts. With predicative adjectives, as with verbs in the
intensive, it is best translated by English “while”, eg:

3.9

yusdf marrayd-rz-a

Idmnam, ndtta

Joseph once 3MSg-dream-PT dream
mqbdl ge-yd-fmar

dnnbi

before FUT-become.AOR

prophet

he

a-hdkkik-a,
MSg-small-PF

Joseph once dreamt a dream, while he was small, before he became a prophet.
(2008-0503/0246; also N 2pl5)
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This form is also used following s, normally “with (instrumental)”, to mean “since” or
“from” :

3.10

s
with

a-hdkkik-a
MSg-small-PF

“since childhood”

3.11

s
with

a-Mid-a
MSg-far-PF

“from afar” (N4)

This clearly does not derive from or even have a counterpart in Arabic, and thus will not
be investigated in detail here.

3.4.3 Attribution

Attribution is handled by placing the adjective after the noun - either directly, or with an
intervening n (normally a genitive marker.) In either construction, the adjective agrees
with the head noun:

3.12

di

t-yazdt

EXIST F-chicken

n

ta-mdllal-t

GEN

FSg-white-FSg

There are white chickens [generic sg.] (and there are red chickens). (N2p99)

Vycichl (2005) noted the existence of this construction with little comment on its
semantics; he suggests in his introduction that it relates to indefiniteness, but this does
not seem to be borne out by my data, since some instances of this construction were
translated by the speakers as specific defmites:

3.13

wiyyok

td-cciw-en

n

i-hdkkik-dn

those.MP1.2=MSg

FPl-girl-FPl

GEN

MPl-small-MPl

Those are the small girls (il-banat as-siyar) (N2pl68)
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My impression is that the ^-construction is used when the adjective is generic,
identifying a type, rather than attributing a property to a specific object, as suggested by
examples like this:

3.14

Idqmis

n

a-mdllal

i-lukku

flatul

shirtDEF

GEN

MSg-white

3M-get dirty always

A white shirt always gets dirty. (2008-05-07/323)

3.15

g-mani

Idqmis

a-zdttaf?

at-where?

shirt.DEF

MSg-black

Where is the black shirt? (2008-05-07/323)

However, one informant rejected this and instead suggested that it was used when the
adjective represents new or contrastive information:

3.16

law mujarrad w asf wasf littibyan faqat, yakun aggwid atwil. lammaykunJih say'

min tafajjub, ngulii: zrix aggwid n atwil. (Sharif Bugdura/2008-04-27/file0227-tanwin)

“If it's just a description, a description for clarification only, it will be aggwid
atwil [a tall man]. When it contains an element of astonishment, we say: zrix aggwid n
atwil [I saw a tall man].”

The question o f its precise function will require further investigation through corpus
work.

The form of this construction is rather suggestive of a borrowing from Arabic tanwin
(indefinite marking with an -n suffix), rendered less implausible by the fact that tanwin
is still used to some extent in Western Desert dialects. Tanwin in Classical Arabic is an
indefinite marker taking the form of an -n following the case markers and indicating
generic indefiniteness, found in several of the examples above; however, in all of the
few (mostly Bedouin) colloquials that have retained it (Owens 2006:105), it is instead a
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linker -n placed between a generic indefinite noun and a following modifier, in
particular an adjective:

Andalusi Arabic:

muslim-in-an

litaf

Muslim-PL-LINK

bad.PL

bad Muslims (Corriente 1997:121, via Owens 2006)

Shukriyya (Sudan): ba-ji-k

wakt-an

garib

lSgImpf-come-2Sg time-LINK

near

I will come to you soon (=in a near time) (Reichmuth 1983:190)

But the Siwi n differs from tanwin in some important respects. Syntactically, whereas
Arabic -n is a suffix attached to the noun, Siwi n forms a unit with the adjective, and
tt+adjective can be used as a standalone indefinite noun:

3.17

diy

n

EXIST GEN

a-zuwwar,

diy

n

a-hdkkik

M-big,

EXIST GEN

M-small

There are big ones and there are small ones, (with generic singular) (N2pl00)

Semantically, Arabic tanwin is used as a marker o f indefiniteness, and,as noted,
whatever its exact function is, Siwi n seems to be independent o f definiteness.

Moreover, Arabic influence is not the only explanation conceivable here. An alternative
language-internal source o f n could be a shortening o f the relative pronoun (m./pl. wan,
f.sg. tdn)\ Tamashek (Heath 2005a:481ff) displays a comparable alternation between
(indefinite) N+Adj and (definite) N+Rel+Adj, though its adjectives are verbal rather
than nominal. Little evidence for contact with Coptic has been observed in Siwi, but
Coptic adjectives too use an n construction, eg:

t-parthenos

n-sabe

DEF.FSg-virgin

77-wise

the wise virgin (Reintges 2004:91)
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In light of all these objections, I provisionally class this similarity as coincidental rather
than contact-induced.

3.4.4 Predication

As expected for Berber, and as in Arabic, positive predication is handled with the same
constructions as for nouns. For this, Siwi uses juxtaposition for the simple present, and
the verb fmar, otherwise “do” (the synonymy between “do” and “be” also holds in
Tashelhiyt), in other moods or aspects:

3.18

fus

a-twil-a

sleeve M-long-PF
a long sleeve (Nlp27)

3.19

fns-dnnds

a-twil-a

sleeve-3 SPoss M-long-PF
Its sleeve is long. (Nlp27)

3.20

fmar kwayyis-a
do

good-PF

“be good” (N ip 177)

3.21

anni
so

ge-y-fmar a-zuwwar-a
IRR-3M-do M-big-PF

“so it will be good” (N ip 178)

Cp. nominal predication:

3.22

t-ok

Blkubra

that.FSg-2:M cobra

ya
right
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That's a cobra, right? (N2pl25)

3.23

xv-ok

Kuss

that.MSg-2:M nest

n

tafdllihst

GEN swift

That's a swift's nest. (N2pl27)

3.24

a-glim-annas

nnoba n

MSg-skin-3SgGen

all

tiqassar

GEN peels

His skin is all peels. (N2pl 11)

3.25

yd-Smar
3Sg-be

siwi
Siwi

He became Siwi (N2p97)

3.26

ge-ya-£mar

dlqmis

IRR-3MSg-be shirt
Let it be a shirt (2008-08-03/0246).

3.27

nis
I

sg
from

dlldwwdl
first

anajjar,

amra

fummr-ax

ahdddad.

carpenter,

now

be.INT-lSg

smith

I was originally a carpenter, now I'm being a blacksmith. (N2pl41)

The use o f simple juxtaposition for plain copular sentences may represent Arabic
influence; most Berber languages use a particle d. However, several other heavily
Arabised languages, such as Nafusi, use the Arabic construction, so the evidence is not
conclusive.

In one respect, adjectival predication differs from nominal predication. Siwi has two
primary negators, both Arabic loanwords: la and qacci. In general, la is used for
sentential negation, and qacci for metalinguistic negation. However, qacci is the usual
negator for nominal predicates, whereas la is the default negator for adjectives,
predicative or attributive:
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la

kwayys-dn

NEG

good-3Pl

un-good people.

3.29

la
NEG

a-hlu
MSg-sweet

bla

ndtta

without

3SgM

It's not sweet without you. (N lpl46)

In other Berber languages, nominal adjectives typically have corresponding
stative/inchoative verbs (sometimes limited to certain syntactic contexts). In Siwi too,
most adjectives have corresponding verbs, formed from the root consonants; but the
corresponding verbs are inchoative alone, rather than being used for stative predication
- ju s t as in Arabic. Thus:

3.30

Ijdww

yd-lcwds

weather

3M-get better

The weather has improved/*is good. (Nlp47)

3.31

marra ta-hdkkdk-t,

abaSden

td-zwdr

once

afterwards

3F-getbig

FSg-small-FSg,

Once it was small, then it got big. (N2p34)

3.32

yd-lhsfdr
3M-yellow
It turned yellow. (N2p227)

Some inchoative verbs formed from Arabic loan adjectives starting with I- substitute n-,
historically reflecting a separate borrowing o f an Arabic inchoative middle verb:

3.33

i-gdlhs

al

3M-cry.INT until

i-na^ma
3M-blind
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He kept crying until he went blind. (2008-05-03/0246) - cp. laSmi “blind”

A few adjectives do not have corresponding inchoative verbs; instead, a supporting verb
is used:

3.34 yi-ylay
3M-tum

a-smawi
MSg-blue

It turned blue (N2p227)

3.4.5 Comparison

Remarkably, Siwi has copied the Arabic method o f forming comparatives, and
superlatives; it also uses a template borrowed from Arabic to form abstract nouns from
adjectives.

A comparative form o f triliteral adjectives, already noted in Walker (1921:32), is
constructed by imposing the template CCdC (a method with no reported parallels
elsewhere in Berber), and marking the comparandum with genitive n (N2p43). Arabic
short vowels normally become a in Siwi, and initial a is non-contrastive (optional before
consonant clusters, impossible otherwise); so this is the expected phonemic form of the
Arabic template. But not only does it share the form - it shares other peculiarities of
this construction, including its restriction to triliterals (other adjectives use a
construction with tumm “more”), its lack of inflection for gender, and its use for the
superlative with a third person plural Arabic possessive pronoun suffix. While previous
works have not explicitly acknowledged this template's derivation from Arabic, the
evidence is clear-cut.

Morphologically (cf. Souag 2009), it is formed by imposing the template C1 C2 0 C3 on a
triliteral

adjective,

which

can

be

of

several

forms

including

a-C & VC s,

CiaC 2dC3/C]aC2 dC 3 , a-CiC 2ayyiC 3 , a-CidC 2 C2 VC3 , and aCiaC2 C3cm. (As in Arabic, it
cannot be formed from longer adjectives.) Thus:
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Table 36.
agzal “short” > gzal “shorter” (< Berber)
CE.dttaf“b\ 2s:\? ' > z /a /“blacker” (< Berber)
azuwwar “big” > zwdr “bigger” (< Berber)
aqdim “old” > qddm “older” (< Arabic)
asmal “bad” > smal “worse” (< Arabic)
wafar “difficult” > wfor “more difficult” (< Arabic)
akwayyis “good” > kwas “better” (< Arabic)
asdMan “rich” > sba? “richer” (< Arabic)
If the third radical is weak (etymological y or w), yielding patterns such as a-CIC2V and
CiaC2i, the result is CCa:

qawi “strong” > qwa “stronger” (< Arabic)
gasi “hard” > gsa "harder” (< Arabic)
hlu “sweet” > hla “sweeter” (< Arabic)
Unlike Classical Arabic, when the last two root consonants are identical they are still
separated by a schwa rather than becoming a geminate:

amdllal “white” > m hl “whiter” (< Berber)
axfifiilight” > x /a /“lighter” (< Arabic xafif-)
The examples in Walker (1921:67ff), if reliable, suggest that laCiC2aC3 and hCjC2V
adjectives may once have taken the comparative forms CiC2aC3, hC]C2a respectively:

“blind”
“brown”

lamee > comparative lamung
lafmi
*lafma
lasmarr > comparative asmarr
lasmdr
*smdr

However, these have not been borne out by my own fieldwork, where adjectives o f this
form, including those he lists, were either given analytic comparatives with tumm (eg
fosfar “yellow”) or rejected as impossible to form comparatives of (eg latras “d eaf’.)

There may also be a limited number o f triliteral stative verbs that also allowed a
morphological comparative:
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“hoarse” inzikeema > comparative zikum, superlative zikumhum (Walker
1921:69)
“enrhume” dnzdkdm, “plus enrhume” zdkdm (Laoust 1931:231, 104)
One possible example seems to involve the Berber verb ys-llay :

“crooked”

yilea > le, lehum (Walker 1921:68)

Again, this was not borne out by my data, and Siwis I spoke to did not recognise the
form zksm, the only one o f these found in more than one source. I did record one
regular morphological comparative formed from a quantificational modifier not varying
for gender or number: drus “few (with inanimates)” > drds “fewer, less”.

Like Arabic comparatives borrowed into other Berber languages, its complement takes
the genitive particle m

3.35

natta

twdl

n

he

taller GEN

ammwa-s
brother-3 Sg

He is taller than his brother. (Nlp3)

3.36

csrcsr hksk

n

duck smallerGEN

albst
goose

Ducks are smaller than geese, (generic singular) (N2pl02)

The superlative is formed by suffixing -hum, the Arabic (but not Siwi) third person
masculine plural possessive suffix, to the comparative:

azuwwar “big” > zwdrhum “the biggest” (< Berber)
asmal “bad” > smdlhum “the worst” (< Arabic)
akwayyis “good” > kwsshum “the best” (< Arabic)

Its Arabic origin was briefly noted by Vycichl (2005:212), who observed that a similar
construction was common in Sudanic Arabic. Determinative superlatives can be formed
with a preposed plain comparative form, as in Arabic:
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3.37

<Aala adrare
f/tf

gedenyet

adrar

higher mountain

della

Elhend.>

g

ddddnydt

di-lla

dihind

in

world

M-be at

India

The highest mountain in the world is in India. (2009-01-10/email)

or with a postposed superlative form:

3.38

adrar

tta-hum

mountain

taller-SUP

“the tallest mountain” (2009/02/12)

There are several suppletive comparatives, such as xer “better”, from Arabic, and tumm
“more” (Nlp22), of uncertain origin. These form comparative constructions and
superlatives like regular comparatives, eg:

3.39

ndsni xer-nssn
we

better-3 PIGen

We are better than them. (N lpl48)

3.40 xer-hum
better-SUP

tikli

rdsmi

going official

The best [option] is an official trip. (N lp ll3 )

3.41

xer-hum
better-SUP

g

lahzab dlhizb-dlwatani

in

parties National Party

The best of the parties is the National Party. (Nlp257)

Non-triliteral adjectives, and verbs expressing properties, normally form a comparative
using the adverb tumm “more”, eg:
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wa

this.MSg

It's drier than this. (N2p43)

3.43

<Essainin ennes

yelsefrena

tom

nessainin inno.>

isendn-dnms

yd-lsdjr-in-a

tumm n

isen9n-9nndw

teeth-3SgGen

M-yellow-MPl-PF

more GEN

teeth-lSgGen

His teeth are yellower than mine. (2009-01-10, email)

3.4.6 Deadjectival nouns

The deadjectival noun, not previously documented (cf. Souag 2009), is formed from
triliterals only using the Arabic definite article

I9-/9I-

+ C/GaCja/. The article appears

as /a- before lunar (non-coronal) consonants, and aC/- with gemination before solar
(coronal) ones, faithfully reproducing a morphophonological idiosyncrasy o f the Arabic
definite article. The form is present in Arabic (eg Classical nadafah “cleanliness” qsUqj
<

nadif “clean” ip*lai) but has been generalised to be productive for all triliteral

adjectives, Arabic or Berber. Thus:
Table 37.
amsllal “white” (< Berber)
awrag “green” (< Ber. “yellow”)
agzal “short” (< Ber.)
azdttaf“black” (< Ber.)
atrar “new” (< Ber.)
azdad “thin” (< Ber.)
azuwwar “big” (< Ber.)
ahdkkik “small” (etym. unclear)
atxin “thick” (< Arabic
akwayyis “good” (< Egy. Arabic)
asmal “bad” (< Ar. “left”)
<3 «/z/“clean” (Ar. iQ.dai)
sardf “old (human)” (Ar. tijL ij)
wasaf “wide” (< Ar. 8 ^ 9 )
atiyyaq “narrow” (< Ar. ^9 ^ )
atwil “long, tall” (< Ar. Jj^Io)

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

hm lah t “whiteness”
hwrag9t “greenness”
h g za h t “shortness”
zzfafdt “blackness”
ttrardt “newness”
9zzdadat “thinness”
9zzwar9t “bigness, size”
lahkakat “smallness”
9ttxamt “thickness”
hkwas9t “goodness, beauty’
ssm aht “badness”
nntaf9t “cleanness”
ssraf9t “old age”
hw satet “wideness”
ttyaq9t “narrowness”
ttwaht “length”

If the third radical is weak, the result is ICCawst:
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>

hhmawdt “heat”

The template is occasionally attested for professional nouns, eg nnjarat “carpentry”
(N 2pl9) < andjjar “carpenter” (both < Ar.).

There was no clear agreement between speakers on the formation of deadjectival nouns
from adjectives of other forms; in some cases, the corresponding inchoative verbal noun
was given, eg:

lasfar “yellow” > -Idsfar- “turn yellow” > a-hsfar “turning yellow / yellowness”
In no case was an attempt made to shoehorn a quadriliteral root into the triliteral
deadjectival noun template above.

3.5 Kwarandzyey

Complex noun phrases in Kwarandzyey rigidly display the following order of
constituents (for numbers up to 10 - higher numbers obey different rules):

N - Num - Adj - PI - Relative clause

Thus, for example:

3.44

adra

inza bya=y=yu

mountain

three big=DEM=PL

these three big mountains

3.45

ar~dz

fa-ggwa

binaw

man=REL.ANA

lS-see

yesterday

the man that I saw yesterday (N9p90)

I will define only words that can appear in attributive function before demonstratives
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and plural markers and after numbers from 1-10 as adjectives. Non-adjectival verbs
cannot appear in this position in any form; for example, to say “going men” the only
option is to use a relative clause:

3.46

ba

y

person PL

i-ba-dri

*bg

dri

yu

(*person

go

PL)

/

3P-IMPF-going

going men

This definition does not suffice on its own to distinguish adjectives from nouns,
however. Nominal appositions are extremely rare in Kwarandzyey, and only one
example in the plural has so far been successfully elicited - but it shows the same
syntax as for adjectives:

3.47

an
3SgGen

tsa

Ifdllah. in

brother farmer.PL

i-kka
3PL-come

His brothers the farmers came. (2009-01-04)

Therefore I propose a further test: an adjective cannot be used on its own as a noun
head. Instead, when an adjective is to be used without a noun head, the semantically
empty nominal head uy is used (together with the predicative form o f the adjective,
where the distinction is relevant.)

3.48

tsbg=yay.si

uy=yyara

show=lS.Dat

ABS=yellow

/

*

tsbg=ydy.si

*show =lS.D at

yara
yellow

Show me the yellow one. (2009-01-04)

3.49

na-ydy
give-IS

uy=bya=yu
ABS=big=DEM

Give me this big one (N5p204)

An anomalous case isfy d t/ fy d t/ fyatdn “other”; like the number “one”, which
etymologically constitutes the first part o f this word, it takes the nominaliser a-: a-fydt
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“another”.

In Kwarandzyey, the inherited Songhay model for adjectives (possibly reinforced by its
similarities with the Berber one) remains strongly predominant. Nonetheless, Arabic
loans are well-attested.

3.5.1 Form of Arabic borrowings

3.5.1.1 Verbal

Adjectives in Songhay are effectively a subclass of verbs, and the dominance o f verbal
predication for adjectives in Kwarandzyey is underlined by the fact that most adjectives
borrowed from Arabic are borrowed in a verbal form, which in the source language
would have been restricted to inchoative senses, rather than in their far commoner
adjectival forms. In Kwarandzyey, triliteral Arabic verbal borrowings usually take the
Arabic imperfect 3rd person masculine singular prefix i-/y~, while longer ones are
borrowed as the stem; probably as a result of Berber influence, any final vowels
automatically become -a (see Chapter 7.) Note that some inchoative verbs in Maghrebi
Arabic can also occasionally be used statively; but such uses are marginal, and are not
listed (Premare 1993) for most of the borrowings here. Thus:

Arabic (Maghrebi):

Eg:

3.50

qasah
yd-qsah

tough (attributive/stative)
3MSg-get tough (inchoative)

madi
yd-mda

sharp
3MSg-get sharp

hlu
ys-hla

sweet
3MSg-get/be sweet

dak
DEM.DIST.PL

dd-ddllah

hlu

the-watermelon

sweet

That watermelon is sweet.

3.51

kaydn

gattuw-at
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EXIST

biscuit-PL

sweet-PL

here

There are some sweet biscuits here.

3.52

axdam bas
work

ta-qsah

so that 2S-get tough

Work so you get tough.

Kwarandzyey:

Eg:

3.53

tough (attributive/stative/inchoative)
sharp (attributive/stative/inchoative)
sweet (attributive/stative/inchoative)

yaqsah
yamda
yahla
hxxwad

na-qqasm-ana

when

-

2S-divide-3SEmph

ahhahaha,

a-yahla!

[ideophone]

3S-sweet

When you've divided it [the watermelon], wow it's sweet!

3.54

g a t= f

yahla^dz—yu

biscuit=one

sweet=AN A=PL

those tasty biscuits (N5p204)

3.55

i-nnan-dza

ddallah

m£ad a-yahla

3P-drink-CAUS

watermelon

until

3S-sweet

They irrigated the watermelon until it got sweet (2009-01-04)

The following far from exhaustive list illustrates the regularity of this strategy:
Table 38.
yahwan
yaqsah
yartab
yahla
yabsal
yamda
yawsaf
idiq
yaxwa
yayra
yarxas
yasdaq
yasrax

easy
hard
soft, moist
sweet
bland
sharp
wide
narrow
empty
expensive
cheap
flourishing, productive
skin (as adjective: skinned)

M. Ar. (verbs)
ya-hwan
ya-qsah
ya-rtab
ya-hla
ya-bsal
ya-mda
ya-wsaf
i-diq (< i-diq)
ya-xwa
ya-yla
ya-rxas, ya-rxas
ya-sdaq (< ya-sdaq)
ya-slax
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The shortening o f a in final closed syllable is a fairly common sound change in
Kwarandzyey, although it has not affected all borrowings.

There are a couple of exceptions, deriving from transitive verbs:

Salla
kwmwds
kms “tie (parcel)”)

high
shrivelled; tied (parcel)

Salla “make high” (but intr. t-falla)
kammas (second meaning < Berber

Note that not all the verbs that might have been expected to be borrowed as adjectives
are in fact adjectives; for example, verbs of emotion use relative clauses to form the
attributive, although Arabic has corresponding adjectives (farhan in this case):

3.56

tsba
show

yay.si
lSg.Dat

iz

kadda=y=ba-yafrah

child

little=REL=PF-happy

Show me the happy kid. (2009-01-04)

The few adjectival Berber loans so far noted also mostly appear to be based on verbal
forms6. At least three lack a subject prefix, two of them stative verbs:

yarn “yellow”
Zen. yard (yr?) adj./st.v.
zagzag “green/blue” Zen. zagzug (zyzy) adj./st.v. “grey/yellow/light orange”,
Kab. azagzaw “green, blue”
faxs “broken (head)” cf. Taznatit yatfaxsi “open (of flower)” (Mammeri
1984:156)
Note that, unlike some colours, these are verbal:

3.57

a-s-ba-yyara;

a-s-ba-zzagzag

3Sg-NEG-PF-yellow; 3Sg-NEG-PF-blue
It is not yellow; it is not blue. (2009-01-04)

Another reflects a subject participle form, with the 3rd person masculine singular prefix:
6 fa d “thirsty”, cf. Zen. fa d “thirst (n.)”, yaffud “be thirsty”, is a verb not an adjective: na iri uyudzisi
ibaffad (2009-01-05).
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yakdn “dirty”

Zen. yarkiy (rky) “dirty”, Kab. rku “spoil”
+ participial suffix -an
(postvocalic r-loss is regular)

The precise form from which fusds “light” derives is unclear, since neither verbal nor
nominal equivalent attested Berber forms have a u in the first syllable; cf. Kabyle ifsus
(v.) / afdssas (n. adj.), Tashelhiyt ifsus. It may be proto-Northem Songhay, in light o f
Tasaw aq^w ^. fy a t/ fy d t/ fyatan “other” is a Songhay-Berber hybrid, < fu “one” +
yadn “other”; yadn in Berber is morphologically also a participle, but has no
corresponding verb..

There is precedent for Kwarandzyey's strategy for adapting Arabic loans with the 3rd
person masculine singular prefix i-/y- elsewhere in Songhay. For Berber loans,
examples are available for most Songhay varieties, Southern as well as Northern:

KC:

yulwa (space) be ample, be spacious

KS:
Tamashek

yulwa (space) be ample, be spacious
-olwa- (room, yard) be spacious, (land) be vast

Kaado:
Tamashek

yurkam
-rakkam-

yulwa-nte

wide, spacious

wither
yurkdmanto / a
withered
be weak; be sick (weakened by sickness or old age)

Tagdal:
yigdaz
yilaz
(Tms. -alas-)

“be narrow” yigddazan
“be ugly”
yilaazan

“narrow”
“ugly”

“be bad”
“be yellow”

“bad” (Tms. -abrar-')
“yellow” (Tms. -aray-)

Tadaksahak:
yibrar
yaray

yibraaran
yarayan

No clear-cut examples o f Arabic verb forms borrowed as adjectives were found in
Kaado, Koyraboro Senni, or Tagdal. One was noted in Tadaksahak, but this word may
have been borrowed via Tuareg:
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be strong
be healthy

yish-an

strong

Koyra Chiini includes several Arabic loans of this type (Heath 1998). Some may have
been mediated via Tamashek:

yaamar
yaraasu
yassahaa

be predominant, be in fashion
be easy
yaraasu-nte
be in good health

easy

(ymr)
(rys)
(sx)

but for others no cognate is attested in Heath's Tamashek dictionary (Heath 2006):
yahdarbc ready, available

Ar. hdr
3ms. impf. ya-hdaryakwa be firm, robust
yakwa-nte
strong,firm, powerful Ar. qwy
3ms. impf. ya-qwa
yiskan
(child) be still, stop running around
Ar. skn
3ms. impf. ya-skanalthough some Arabic adjectives are borrowed in adjectival form:

saahT

yahdar-nte

be firm, solid saahi-nte

ready

firm, solid

Ar. shh
Active ptcpl. sahJh(possibly contaminated by sahi- “awake, aware”)

3.5.1.2 Nominal

Nominal adjectives in Arabic and Berber, as seen above, can act either as adjectives or
as noun heads. A certain number of adjectives have been borrowed in definite
adjectival/nominal form, and constitute nouns in Kwarandzyey.

The ordinal numbers are all Arabic, and all include the prefixed definite article. Eg:

1st
2nd
3rd

Table 39.
lluwwdl
zzawdj
ttsahts

M. Ar.
l-luwwdl “the first”
z-zawdj “the second”
t-tatet “the third”

Cl. Ar.
al-'awwalcf. zawj “pair”
a0-6ali6-

But, whereas in Arabic they display agreement and must thus be considered adjectives,
in Kwarandzyey they are nouns by my definition. While they can (comparatively
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rarely) occur in apposition, eg:

3.58

na

iz

kddda zzawdj=si

hktab=yu.

give

child

small second=DAT book=DEM

Give the second child the book. (2009-01-04)

they fail the second test, in that they occur as noun heads without any dummy head or
extra morphology:

3.59

tsba

ydy.si

ttsahts

show lSg.Dat

third

Show me the third one. (2009-01-04)

They also, like many nouns but unlike adjectives, retain a head-intemal plural:

3.60

yu

lluwlin—dz—yu

uyudz=i-ba

camel first.PL=ANA=PL

ustralya=ka

REL.ANA=3PL-EXIST

Australia=LOC

The first camels in Australia... (2009-01-04)

I draw the same conclusion with regard to “right” and left”, both showing Berber
influence7:

3.61

tsba

ysy.si

show lSg.DAT

tsi

agdmmu

foot

right

Show me your right foot. (2009-01-04)

3.62

nya

ndza

(nn)

agdmmu

/*uy=agdmmu

eat

with

(2Sg.GEN)

right

/ *ABS=right

Eat with your right (hand). (2009-01-04)

7
afossi “left”: Berber a- + Hass. Ar. fosr-T < At. 'afsar- “left-handed”; so probably borrowed via
Berber.
agdmmu “right”: Koyra Chiini gum-o “right / cheap”, guma “be inexpensive, beneficial”; but
also cf. Zenaga agmah “best”, agmi “become big”. The initial a-, at least, implies Berber influence.
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Arabic ordinals have no corresponding inchoative verbs, and “left” and “right” are
properties which do not normally change; thus it would have been difficult for speakers
to apply the usual strategy o f borrowing inchoative verbs instead o f adjectives.

3.5.1.3 Adjectival

Some borrowed colour terms pass both tests for adjective status, yet take nominal
predicative constructions to the total exclusion of verbal ones. These force us to
postulate a syntactic category new to Kwarandzyey, with no known members of
Songhay origin: nominal adjectives. These are:
Table 40.
From Arabic:
(Id)xddr
zdrrig
hdnnawi

green
blue
henna-coloured

From Berber:
g wddra gray

M. Ar.
h-xddr
zrdg
hsnnawi

Cl. Ar.
al- 'axdar'azraqhinna “henna” + -f

cp. agwddra “dust”, Td. agadror “dust” < Berber

These adjectives appear in the expected position, and take the dummy nominal head uy
like verbal ones:

3.63

hdrrdm

ydy.si

Idktub hdnnawi—yu

pickup

lSg.Dat

books hennacoloured=PL

Pick up the henna-coloured books for me. (2009-01-04)

3.64

tsba

ydy.si

uy=hdnnawi

show

lSg.Dat

ABS=henna coloured

Show me the henna-coloured one. (2009-01-05)

As seen below, however, these adjectives take the nominal predication construction
rather than the verbal one.

For some of these cases, Kwarandzyey's adoption of Arabic adjectives rather than
equivalent inchoative verbs may be explained by the same argument as for the nouns 170
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the absence of any inchoative equivalent in the source language to borrow, agwddra
“dust” was a noun rather than an adjective in Berber, and Arabic has no morphological
means of forming an inchoative from derived adjectives like hann-awi; instead,
analytical constructions are used:

walla

hannawi

become.3MPf henna coloured
It became henna-coloured.

However, this explanation is not tenable for Maghrebi Arabic xdar “green” or zrag
“blue”, which have the corresponding inchoative verbs ya-xdar and ya-zrag. Moreover,
it leaves unexplained the question o f why these were not then borrowed as nouns.

An alternative explanation would be to note that these appear to be unusually recent
loans, reflecting an expansion of the colour system that is not in evidence in Cancel
(1908), where the colours are listed as:
Table 41.
white
black
red
green, blue, grey
yellow

blanc
noir
rouge
vert, bleu, gris
jaune

(his transcription)
qoari
ebbibi
tchiri
azzegzeg
iara

(my data)
kwaray
bibay
tsiray
zagzag
yarn

I did not observe any disagreement among modem speakers about g wadra “grey” and
hannawi “henna-coloured”, but, while almost all modem speakers feel the need to split
the colour zagzag “blue/green” into two focal colours, some make zagzag “green” and
zarrig “blue”, while others make zagzag “blue” and laxdar “green”. Their lack of
consensus on the choice, even within the same village and the same tribe, also suggests
a quite recent change.

An adjectival word class apparently restricted to colour terms is unusual, but not
unattested: Krahn (Km) and Bafia (Bantu) both have adjective classes consisting solely
of “black”, “white”, and “red” (Segerer fc).
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3.5.2 Attribution

Attribution is handled in the manner seen in the definition above, by placing an
adjective in the appropriate position within the core noun phrase. Some adjectives - by
no means all - have attributive forms distinct from their predicative ones, most
commonly formed by adding the suffix -aw (cognates o f which are found across
Songhay), eg:
Table 42.
difficult
near
far
open
boiling
bent, twisted
mashed
heavy
good

-gab
-man
-ma
fya
nan
sar
dzadz
-tsan
-hnan

gab-aw
man-aw
mar-aw
fyar-aw
nin-aw
sir-aw
dzudz-aw
tsann-aw
hann-aw

A couple o f irregular attributives are formed differently:

long
-ku
runny (liquid) zm

kuku
zruru

-aw is no longer productive; speakers do not add this suffix to new Arabic loans, nor to
most Songhay verbs. While a wide range o f inherited Songhay vocabulary takes this
suffix, and at least one Berber borrowing (faxs “break someone's head” > faxs-aw
“broken (head)”), only two Arabic borrowings have been observed to do so; one of them
displays a sound change (r > T) which is no longer productively applied to new
borrowings in Kwarandzyey, suggesting that these were early borrowings, and the other,
unlike most triliteral verbs borrowed into Kwarandzyey, lacks the 3rd person masculine
singular prefix i-/y-\

yasrax “skin (v.)” > sarx-aw “skinned” (N7p)
kwmwas “wrinkle, tie up (a parcel)” > kwmus-aw “wrinkled”
3.5.3 Predication
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Predication - stative or inchoative - is normally handled verbally, with subject
agreement prefixes and verbal mood-aspect-negation morphemes. Perfective forms are
in general ambiguous between stative and inchoative readings, but adding the perfect
marker ba (contracting to a when preceded by the 3 rd person singular, 1st or 2nd person
plural - see 7.3.2.2) typically forces a stative reading, while imperfective forms force an
inchoative one, as in the following elicited examples:

3.65

nan

mu

i-ttsiray

2 S.Gen

eye

3P-red

Your eyes became red ( ^ l o o d L uc). (N 8pll0)

3.66

kung

yuna

i-sd-kku

palm

DEM.DIST

3P-NEG-tall

Those palms are not tall (N6p50)

3.67

ndn

mu

i-b-tsiray

2 S.Gen

eye

3P-IMPF-red

Your eyes become red (^ L o t* dJLi^c). (N 8 p l 10)

3.68

nan

mu

i-ba-ttsiray

2S.Gen

eye

3P-PF-red

Your eyes are red (> 0 9 ^ ^d+ijx). (N 8pll0)

A less common alternative, however, is simply to juxtapose the attributive form (if
distinct), as if it were a noun, and mark number agreement using the plural word yu,
normally restricted to noun phrases:

3.69

kung=yuna=yu

handza

kuku=yu

palm=DEM.DIST=PL

NEG.COP

tall.ADJ=PL

Those palms aren't tall (accepted, but considered less good than the above
sentence -N6p49)
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kung=yuna

a-b-ibdn

sir.dw

palm=DEM.DIST

3S-IMPF-appear

bent.ADJ

That palm seems bent (heard; said to be better with a-ssar “3S-bend”)

Similar alternatives - a verb, or yar “become” with an attributive form - are available
for inchoative constructions:

3.72

i-nnan-dza

ddallah

mSad a-yahla

3PL-drink-CAUS

watermelon

until

3Sg-sweet

/ a-yyar

yahla

3Sg-become sweet

They irrigated the watermelon until it got sweet (2009-01-04)

For most words, the nominal-like construction is attested only as an alternative to the
normal one, and is considered less good. Both o f these suggest that it is a relatively
recent caique on the Arabic construction. Speakers that accept this construction could
be argued to have reanalysed the attributive forms as nominal adjectives, making the
verbal forms potentially superfluous. However, the fact that they still use the verbal
forms in most contexts suggests otherwise.

There is also a small minority of “noun-like” adjectives - all known cases are
borrowings - for which only this construction is available for predication. Excluding
ordinals and direction terms - argued previously to be nouns - the only cases confirmed
so far are the colour terms borrowed from Arabic, as well as the derived denominal
Berber colour term g wadra “gray” (< “dust”). Stative and inchoative predication for
these is handled with the appropriate nominal constructions, rather than the verbal ones:

3.73

sandza

hannawi

(*a-s-hannawi)

NEG.COP

henna coloured

(*3S-NEG-henna coloured)

It's not henna-coloured. (N8pl65)

3.74

sandza

Ixdar ana

(*a-s-ba-laxdar)

NEG.COP

green 3SEmph

(*3S-NEG-PF-green)

It's not greeen.
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3.75

tsdxsdbts=yu kwardy ana,

hdndza

g^ddra

abaya=DEM white 3SEmph,

NEG.COP

grey

This abaya is white, not grey. (N8pl64)

Contrast the non-Arabic colour terms, for example:

3.76

an

ifdw

a-zzdgzdg

3S.Gen

leaf

3S-green/blue

Its leaf is green. (N5p30)

The ordinals were argued previously to be nouns, and as expected they too take these
constructions:

3.77

iz=dz

hdndza

child=DEM NEG.COP

ana

lluwwdl,

ana

zzawdj

3S

first,

3S

second

This kid isn't first, he's second. (N8pl64)

A similar phenomenon is attested in Yoruba, where adjectival predicates are normally
verb-like and hence do not take a copula, yet English borrowed adjectives often do take
the copula wa, normally used with nominal predicates (Amuda 1986:411; via Winford
2003:133).

3.5.4 Comparison

As in Berber and Algerian Arabic, of at least one o f which it undoubtedly constitutes a
caique, comparison to another object may be expressed by adding “on”, =ka, to that NP,
eg:

3.78

ini

i-bya=ydy.ka

3PEmph

3P-big=lS.LOC

They're bigger than me. (N5p212)
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bsa “pass, surpass” and han “be stronger than, capable of beating” are also used to form
comparatives, but have a wider use than ka, being also used to express the idea of
“more” with non-stative verbs:

3.79

a-nnas a-bbsa-yay

=

a-nnas a-hhan-yay

3S-fat 3S-pass-lS

=

3S-fat

=

3S-beat-lS

a-nnas=yay.ka
3S-fat=lS.Loc

He’s fatter than me (N6pl08)

Equivalent Berber constructions are widely attested, whereas in Songhay such
constructions are limited to the heavily Berber influenced Northern branch; this should
therefore be taken to derive from Berber influence.

“Better”, as in other Songhay languages, is expressed in a sui generis manner, using the
inherited Songhay verb bay “be better than”. Eg:

3.80

a-bbay

swingum

3S-better

gum

It's better than gum. (N2p26)

Superlatives are not strongly grammaticalised; they may be expressed with a focus
construction:

3.81

k wall

alman-kway

i-kku, bassahh fan

ba

hans an—a

all

German

3P-tall but

friend

Hans 3S=FOCtall

IS.Gen

All Germans are tall, but my friend Hans, it's him that's tall (ie the tallest).
(N6pl06)

or with a absolute form, using a genitive construction if desired to express the
comparanda:
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k wdll

glmgn-kway

i-kku, bdssdhh fan

all

German

3P-tall but

bg

hgns

lSGen friendHans

in

uy=ku

3SgGen ABS=tall

All Germans are tall, but my friend Hans is the tall one (ie the tallest). (N6pl06)

3.83

3ggg=yi
PAST=1S

in

uy=kedda-bbunu

3P.Gen

ABS=small-tiny

I was the tiniest o f them (2007-12-06/AM)

3.5.5 Deadjectival nouns

The productive means of forming deadjectival abstract nouns, unsurprisingly given the
overall tendency for adjectives to behave as verbs, is the same as for deverbal nouns
(see Verbs): the bare (predicative) stem is the head of the noun phrase, and the noun
phrase appears with the plural marker yu unless the abstract noun in question is
countable (eg “a hit”.) Thus:

3.84

an
3 S. Gen

ydhla=yu

bar

tsammwants

sweet=PL

like

honey

Its sweetness is like honey. (2008-01-01/09)

This is clearly based on the inherited Songhay method. Occasional instances of abstract
nouns being borrowed from Arabic as separate items, such as hflahdts “farming”, have
been observed; so far, however, no deadjectival ones have been noted.

3.6 Conclusions

The difference between our two languages of comparison in this field are striking. Both
languages have borrowed substantial numbers of adjectives, though Siwi more so than
Kwarandzyey. But whereas every aspect o f adjectives in Siwi except the agreement
morphology either coincides with or derives from Arabic, Arabic and Berber influence
on Kwarandzyey adjectives is limited to the development of a small class of nominal
adjectives and to the syntax o f comparative constructions. Grammatical factors appear
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to play an important part in this:

1. Word class congruence. Adjectives are not a cross-linguistically homogeneous word
class; some languages treat adjectives more like nouns, others more like verbs.
Throughout northern Berber at least, nominal adjectives constitute a significant word
class, and are stative o n ly -ju s t as in Arabic, rendering the adaptation o f Arabic
adjectives easy. But in Songhay, judging by the available grammars, all adjectives are
verbal, and do not have distinct stative and inchoative forms; thus Arabic verbs were
adopted in preference to adjectives wherever possible, and failing that even Arabic
nouns, while some of the most recent adjectival loans have effectively led to the
creation o f a new word class. Both the fact that Kwarandzyey borrowed inchoative
verbs wherever possible, rather than simply treating Arabic nominal adjectives as verbs,
and the fact that adjectives with no corresponding inchoative were borrowed either as
nouns or into a new syntactic category of nominal adjectives, reinforce the impression confirmed by other points to be examined, such as the behaviour o f adpositions - that
lexical borrowing in contexts o f widespread bilingualism preferably copies not just
phonological properties of the borrowed item but syntactic ones, even when the latter
are at variance with those expected for the host language.

2. Templatic structure. Berber, like Arabic, regularly uses internal vowel change and the
imposition of specific vowel templates as a morphological process, and, like Arabic, its
adjectives are very commonly triliteral; this made it easier to make Arabic comparative
and deadjectival formation strategies productive. Songhay, by contrast, has no internal
vowel change processes (and, indeed, no non-tonal morphological processes affecting
the interior o f a stem), and most Songhay adjectives do not fit an Arabic root-pattem
structure. The fact that some of the Arabic dialects around Tabelbala have lost
productive morphological comparatives, unlike the dialects o f Egypt and Libya, may
have reduced the odds of Kwarandzyey adopting this; but these dialects still have
templatically formed deadjectival nouns, which have likewise become productive in
Siwi but not Kwarandzyey. This point is further confirmed by causatives (below.) The
examples o f Nafusi, Zuara, and Domari suggest a historical process, whereby first
adjectives are borrowed, then the use of Arabic comparative forms (formed regularly
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from borrowed adjectives, but suppletive relative to the inherited ones) becomes
systematic, then - if and only if enough native adjectives have an appropriate triliteral
shape - the relevant template is generalised to native adjectives. This differs from the
borrowing of Arabic plurals (see Noun) principally in introducing a new category to the
recipient language's grammar. However, the general process - productivity of borrowed
templates occurring as a result of generalising borrowed base form - derived form pairs
- appears likely to account for all template borrowing.
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4 Numerals and other quantifiers

Numerals constitute an unusually well-defined semantic class, but need not constitute a
syntactic one; in different languages, they may behave like adjectives, determiners,
nouns, or have different syntactic behaviour depending on the number's size. In both
the languages under discussion, Arabic borrowings predominate, both in numbers and in
measures; only a few low numbers are preserved, and with some measures even those
are not used. However, the syntax of counting is less heavily Arabised. Since ordinals
are largely derived from cardinals, their morphology will be discussed briefly here, but
ordinals are adjectives in Siwi and nouns in Kwarandzyey, and their syntax will be
described in those chapters.

Count nouns - nouns which may be used to refer to individual entities, but not to
subparts o f those entities - are naturally modelled by integers. Viewing countable
mutually similar units as parts of a larger whole yields fractions. Mass nouns - nouns
which may be used to refer to any subpart of their referents - can be modelled to
arbitrary levels of accuracy by counting measures - nouns referring to fixed amounts of
the mass noun. Both these concepts extend naturally to predicates: a punctual predicate
not applicable to temporal sub-sections of itself (eg break a glass) is countable, while a
durative one applicable to temporal sub-sections o f itself (eg wait) may be measured in
temporal periods, such as days or years. Duration, however, differs from physical
measure in that multiple measures of it cannot be perceived simultaneously; as such, it
need not necessarily be modelled as a measure (with cardinals), rather than a sequence
(with ordinals), and in some languages the former model is not used, including Hopi
(W horf 1956:139) and probably traditional Oceanic-speaking societies (M. D. Ross
1998:288).

Specific times (usually within a cycle) may be identified numerically by measuring the
duration elapsed since a particular event, yielding clock time, days o f the week, days of
the month, months, and numbered years. O f these, clock time and numbered years are
not a significant part of traditional oasis society, but have become important more
recently with bureaucratisation; on the other hand, days o f the week, and certain
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months, are important for religious purposes. Despite formal semantic similarities,
month names in the societies in question are not related to numeral words, and hence
will not be dealt with here.

Other quantifiers are semantically and grammatically more heterogeneous, representing
ways o f looking at quantity other than in terms of countable units. Words such as “few”
or “many” provide a fuzzy rather than a well-defined measure of quantity, and as such
are in complementary distribution with numerals for count nouns; others, such as “all”
or “most”, measure quantity relative to the whole set under discussion (whether it is
taken to consist o f countable elements or not), and as such may permit combination with
numerals. Nonetheless, in the languages under discussion the universal quantifier
“each/every” appears rather more similar to numerals in its syntax than most fuzzy
quantifiers. Indefinite markers often derive from the number “one”, but the markers for
existential variables tend to be less syntactically similar to numerals.

4.1 Siwi

4.1.1 Numeral forms

4.1.1.1 Integers

Siwi has retained inherited Berber words for “one” and “two”, as illustrated by the
comparative table below:

Table 43.
Siwi
Nafusi (Beguinot 1942)
Kabyle
Figuig (Kossmann 1997:207)

one m.
ajjan
ugun
yiwan
(y)idjdn

one f.
djpt
ugut
yiwdt
yiss/yist

two
san
sen (m.)
sin (m.)
sann (m.)

“One” is the only number to display productive gender agreement (though historic
Arabic gender agreement morphology has been retained in the set of bound numerals
used with measure words - see below.) Laoust (1931) reports that “two” had also
retained a feminine sanat, but this may have been a misinterpretation. He gives the
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example of sanat taltawin “deux femmes” (ibid:226), but since the genitive particle is
normally required to link “two” and higher numbers to their noun phrases, this should
have been *sant n tdltawen; I suspect Laoust, guided in his expectations by previous
work with Moroccan dialects which do have feminine forms for “two” ending in -t,
misanalysed the initial t characteristic of feminine nouns as being included in the
numeral.

The original Berber number system featured gender agreement on numbers, and other
Berber languages which have retained “two” retain gender agreement on it. Classical
Arabic also had gender agreement on most numbers, and nearby Bahariya has retained it
for “two” as well as “one” (Drop & Woidich 2007:92). However, most modem dialects
o f Arabic - including, in particular, both the adjacent Cyrenaican Bedouin dialect
(Owens 1984:53) and the modem Cairene Arabic superstratum (Abdel-Massih 2009) have lost gender agreement on all numbers except one, just as Siwi has. Given the level
o f Arabic influence on the Siwi number system, it is plausible to regard influence from
such a dialect as a factor contributing to this morphological simplification.

As in other Eastern Berber languages, all higher integers are Arabic, as noted by Laoust
(1931:106) and Vycichl (2005:213):

Table 44.
Normal forms
1
2

3
4
5
6

7
8

9
10
11
12

13
14
15

wahad (in 2 1 +)
tnen (in 2 1 +)
tlata
arMa
xamsa
sdtti
saMa
tmanya
tasfa
fasra
hdafs
tnaSs
tlattas
arbafyas
xamstas

Cairene:
Bound forms
Normal
(see under “Measure words”)
xvdhid
(-en)
itnen
talt
talata
arba^(t)
arbafa
xamas(t)
xamsa
satt
sitta
sba^(t)
saMa
tamn
tamanya
tsa^(t)
tisfa
^asr(at)
Casara
hdasar
hidasar
piasar
itnasar
tlattasar
talattasar
arbafyasar
arbafyasar
xamstasar
xamstasar
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16
17
18
19
20

30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
1000

ssttas
saMtas
tmdntas
tsaftas
Sasrin
tlatin
arM'in
xsmsin
sdttin
ssM in
tmanyin
tdsfin
miyya
a lf

ssttasdr
sabfyassr
tmsntassr
tsafyasBr

sittasar
sabafyasar
tamantasar
tisaf tasar
tisrin
talatin
arbifin
xamsTn
sittTn
sabfin
tamamn
tisfin
miyya

miyyst

The only notable peculiarity from an Arabic perspective among these is the -/ in sdtti,
found in Western Delta (Bihera) dialects but nowhere else in North Africa, which uses
variants o f sitta (Morth 1997:241). The value o f this isogloss is limited, since in Bihera
-a > -i also applies to “three”, “five” (ibid), and feminine nouns in general. The loss of
-ar in 11-19 , and its reappearance in bound forms, differs from Cairene but parallels
Cyrenaican Arabic (Panetta 1943:162). With the current near-universal bilingualism,
the forms o f these numbers show further convergence towards Arabic. For example,
some speakers pronounce the etymological 6 in place o f t in “two”, “three”, and “eight”
and their derivatives, as in Cyrenaican Arabic, although 6 is normally absent from Siwi
phonology. Similarly, some speakers substitute more Cairene-like forms with undeleted
short vowels, like talata for “three”, or substitute pan-Arabic sdtta for sdtti “six”.

Multiples o f “hundred” or “thousand” are formed with the bound forms (see “Measure
words” below.) Other numbers are formed additively with the Arabic word u “and”, not
normally used otherwise in Siwi. The order is as in Arabic: thousands - hundreds ones - tens.

The distinct bound forms' use, rather different from Cairene Arabic (where they are used
in general when the number precedes the noun), is described below under “Measure
words”. The bracketed t o f 4, 5, 7, and 9 appears only with certain nouns, notably “day”
(see below.) In Cairene Arabic, this t appears in certain contexts (notably counting
days) as a linker after all numbers 3-10; it derives ultimately from the Classical Arabic
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masculine forms, otherwise lost, but has a different distribution.

All ordinals are borrowed from Arabic, as first attested in Laoust (1931). Masculine
forms are: llawwdl /uwwal-uwwal “first” < Cl. 'awwal, ttani “second”, ttaht “third”,
rraba? “fourth”, Ixamas “fifth”, ssatat (or “corrected” Arabic ssadas) “sixth”, ... fasdr
“tenth”. Feminine forms add -a, except that uwwal-uwwal is invariable. Above ten,
there are no distinct ordinal forms; instead, relative phrases are used, sometimes with
reduplication o f the number:

4.1

talti

tan

hdas-hdas,

talti

tn

amkan wahad u-fasrin

womanREL.F eleven-eleven, womanREL.F place one

+20

the eleventh woman, the twenty-first woman (2008-08-03/255)

These are adjectives, not nouns, as shown by their agreement with inanimates:

4.2

tatt

ttalta g

spring third

in

ammasrab

ta-zaggax-t

road

FSg-red-FSg

The 3rd spring on the road is red. (2009-10-26, phone)

4.1.1.2 Fractions

i
i

“H a lf’ is inherited azgan; it has a corresponding verb zgan “divide in half.” The Arabic
equivalent nass is used as a bound form, and in certain other contexts. Other fractions
#

•

are borrowed from Arabic; only ttalt “third”, raM “quarter”, and ttman “eighth” are
attested. X - (1/N), for N>2, may be expressed as X alia (1/N), using the Arabic loan
alia < 'ilia not otherwise attested in Siwi.

4.1.1.3 Interrogative

The interrogative of quantity is inherited mnet “how much?”, often combined with
prepositions (eg sa-mnet “for how much?”). Its bound equivalent is Arabic kam.
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4.1.1.4 Cryptic numerals

The Arabic numbers are inconveniently easy for Arabs to understand. When secrecy is
desired, compounds using exclusively Berber vocabulary may thus be used. For small
numbers, these are based on hands and fingers, as noted by Laoust (1931:107). The
forms I recorded were:
Table 45.
s m d djjan
sm d sm
fu s
fu s d sjjm
fu s d S3n n itudan
sdn n ifdssdn

“two and one”
“two and two”
“hand”
“hand and one”
“hand and two fingers’
“two hands”

three (Nlp284)
four (Nlp284)
five (N2p63)
six (N2p63)
seven (N2pl05)
ten (N2pl05)

For higher numbers, references to the colour of bank notes (presumably recent) may
also be used:
Table 46.
tazaggaxt tahakkdkt little red
tawraxt
green
tazdggaxt tazuwwart big red

ten (N2pl05)
twenty (N2pl05)
fifty (N2pl05)

Less heavily Arabised dialects of Berber, notably Tashelhiyt, Zenaga, and Tuareg, still
retain a number system without Arabic loanwords; this system is base 10, not base 5,
and does not use “hand” to mean “five”. This system o f cryptic number words is
therefore not a limited retention, but rather an innovative response to a problem caused
by the borrowing of Arabic numbers in combination with continued contact with Arabic.
However, the fairly obvious technique used for encoding 2-10 here is widespread in the
Sahara; nearly identical systems with identical motivations exist in Nafiisa (Beguinot
1931:121), El-Fogaha (Prasse 1996), and - as will be seen below - Tabelbala. In fact,
Brahui, a Dravidian language o f Pakistan which has borrowed all numbers above 3 from
the surrounding Indo-Iranian languages, has - presumably independently - developed a
method o f forming cryptic number words based on fingers and hands, similar to Siwa
and exactly as in Tabelbala (Andronov 2001:49), confirming the naturalness of this
response to number borrowing.
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4.1.1.5 Measures

All known Siwi words referring to measures are borrowings, from or via Arabic. The
grammar o f quantification for these has been affected correspondingly, and differs
significantly from that used with nouns.

4.1.1.5.1 Duals

The most prominent difference between measures and other count nouns is that
measures alone can have duals formed with the suffix -en from the stem minus the
Arabic article or the Berber gender/number markers, rather than using sdn “two”. This
feature has been present for some time: examples in Laoust (1931) include sdnt-ain
“year-DUAL” (ibid: 174), uaggat-ain “ounce-DUAL” (269), sahar-in “two months”
(175).

Some measures have duals, but otherwise behave like normal nouns. Thus ra&fa
“rakaa, a unit of prayer” has a dual rkaften, but higher numbers go tlata n tirdk^a “three
rakaas”, arMa n tirdkSa “four rakaas”, with the genitive linker and a Berber-style plural;
likewise twaggat “oke (unit of weight)”, dual waggdten (note the absence of the Berber
feminine prefix t-), then tlata n tiwsgga. frinu “2Vi piastres (obsolete)” appears not to
have a dual; but its disuse makes speaker intuitions uncertain.

4.1.1.5.2 Measures that behave like Arabic normal count nouns

All measures of time examined, along with some other units, go further than the above.
With these measures, in addition to using a dual in place of “two” as described above,
the following characteristics (noted by Laoust (1931:106) for the word “day” only, and
by Vycichl (2005:215) also for the word “time”) apply:

1. 3-10 are expressed by the bound forms listed above rather than the full forms,
take no genitive linker, and are followed by a plural form without a reflex of the
Arabic article. Depending on the measure (see table below), a t linker may
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appear with 4, 5, 7, 9, and 10. Eg:

4.3

ya-tbaqqa

satt

ashur, ya-fla-ya

3MS-remain.INT

six.C months3MS-depart-PF

satt

ashur

six.C months

Six months remain, and six months have passed. (2009-06-17)

4.4

amqas

n

saM-at

snin

measure

GEN

seven.C-/

years

A measure o f seven years (Yusuf/249)

sbaS-t

4.5

seven.C-/

iyyam, tsaf-t

iyyam, Sasr-at iyyam,

days

days

nine.C-f

ten.C-/days

seven days, nine days, ten days (2009-06-17)

sbu^-en,

4.6

talt

sbuSat,

satt

week-DUAL three.Cweeks

sbu^dt, ^osar-t sbu^at

six.C

weeks ten.C-/weeks

two weeks, three weeks, six weeks, ten weeks (2009-06-17)

allelat ajjat,

4.7

night

xamas-t

alydli

one.F five.C-?

nights

one night, five nights (2009-06-17)

talt

4.8

Iyyam na

three. C days or

arbaS
four

three or four days (2008-05-07/0322)

sahr-en,

4.9

talt

shur

month-DUAL three.Cmonths
two months, three months (2009-06-17)

2

.

11

and above are expressed by the bound forms listed above where separate ones

exist, take no genitive linker, and are followed by a singular form without any
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reflex o f the Arabic article, substituting -a for feminine -t where relevant, eg:

4.10

xdmstasdr

sna

fifteen.C

year

fifteen years (2009-06-18)

4.11

tdlttasor

yom,

tlata w fasrin yom

thirteen.C

day

three +20

day

thirteen days, twenty-three days (2009-06-17)

4.12

tldttasdr

sna,

tlata wfasrin sna

thirteen.C

year,

three +20

year

thirteen years, twenty-three years (2009-06-17)

Units o f time or measure displaying this behaviour include:

Table 47. sg(~pl.)
minute
ddgigdt
hour
ssaSdt
nnhar
day
lleldt
night
week * 8
ssbuf
month
sshsr
year
ssdnt
marra
time
riyal
ryal
cubit
draS
hundred 10 miyya
thousand a lf

du.
dgigten
saf ten
yum wen
lelten
sbu^en
sdhren
S3nten
marrten
riyalen
dr a fen
miten
alfen

w/ 3-10
(~sg.)
dgaydg
safat
iyyam
lyali
sbuSat
shur
snin
marrat
ryalat
druS
(mya)
a laf

with

>10

dgiga
saSa
yom
lela

pi.
(w/o no.)
0
0

1iyyam
llyali

-

shdr
sna
marra
ryal
drat

Idshur
hsnin
Imarrat
riyaliyysn

a lf

t
0
0

e
hm yat
luluf

-

t
t
t

0

t

A nice contrastive pair is provided by ssafot, an Arabic borrowing with the two
meanings “hour” or “watch”; contrast:

4.13

dhdasdr

saSa

vs.

hdaSs n

ssaS-iyyat

8 In practice, weeks are not normally used to count spans o f greater than 3 weeks.
9 N lp 2 3 1: xarndst adru? - width o f a date-drying yard (alhos).
10 3-9 hundred irregularly use a singular form in Arabic; >9 are counted in thousands.
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hour

eleven hours

eleven GEN
vs.

watch-PL

eleven watches (2009-06-18)

Similarly, the plural forms used with 3-10 often differ from those used without numbers;
for example, in combination with a number the plural of “day” is iyyam, but without a
number it is liyyam, with a reflex of the Arabic article:

4.15

liyyam da-wi-yyok
days

yur-wan

MOD-DEM.PL.2:M at-2P

t-yammam

kom.

3F-cloudy.INT

much

These days it's very cloudy in your country. (2009-06-25)

For some measure words, even “how many” is consistently handled with Arabic kam
followed directly by a singular and substituting -a (the normal Arabic feminine ending)
for -t (which is both the Arabic feminine ending used in the construct state and the
Berber feminine ending):

4.16

kam

sna

how many.C year

yur-ak?
at-2S

How many years old are you? (2009-06-18)

4.17

kam

saSa

how many.C hour

ngr-at

sabr-at-a?

stay-2S

wait-2Sg-PF

How many hours did you keep waiting? (2009-06-18)

But others take mnet:

4.18

ajneh amnet

n

riyyal-iyyan

pound how many

GEN

riyal-PL

How many riyals is a pound? (2009-06-18)

4.19

bat-at-a

amnet

spend night-2 Sg-PF how many

n

llyali

g

matruh?

GEN

nights in

Matrouh
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How many nights did you spend in Matrouh? (2009-06-18)

Similar variation is observed with “h a lf’:

4.20

azgdn n

ssdnt

half

year

GEN

half a year (2009-06-17)

4.21

nsss

twaggdt

half

oke

half an oke (2009-06-17)

In Arabic, all the syntactic features that single out these measure words apply to most
nouns, not just to this subset. Compare Cairene (Abdel-Massih 2009:175):

walad-en (boy-DUAL)

two boys

talat riggala (three man.PL)

three men

xamastasar walad (15 boy. SG)

fifteen boys

In other words, these measure words can simply be regarded as taking Arabic syntax.

On the other hand, an important difference with modem Egyptian dialects appears in the
form of the numbers. For numbers 3-10, the suffix -t, which in Classical Arabic occurs
when the number modifies a masculine noun, has been reanalysed in Cairene and
Bahariyya Arabic as part o f the following noun, and appears only when the following
noun is a plural o f the form aCCaC or aCCuC. In Siwi, the reanalysis has proceeded in
a slightly different direction, having been made relevant only for the count forms o f 4,
5, 7, 9, and 10; thus in Siwi we have forms like fasart sbuSat “ten weeks”, which in
Cairene would appear without a -t. The short vowels have also been deleted or reduced
in accordance with Siwi phonology, in a manner not otherwise found in Egypt.

The short forms o f numbers 3-10 are used for counting most nouns in Arabic dialects of
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Egypt and western Libya, and can be used for many non-measure nouns as far west as
Tunisia (Singer 1984:611). However, further west in Morocco and Algeria, the
equivalents o f these short forms are used, as in Siwi, only with certain measures,
especially of time. This may be the result o f independent parallel development;
however, the Arabic dialect that influenced Siwi most strongly cannot be identified with
any extant one, and probably represents a stratum o f Arabic largely replaced in the
Western Desert by later Bedouin immigration (Souag 2009). It is thus possible that this
restriction took place in early western Arabic, rather than in Siwi.

This part o f the grammar seems to straddle the boundary between syntax and
morphology. It brings to mind the use in Korean and Japanese o f borrowed Chinese
numerals in combination with borrowed Chinese counters; but there the two are simply
combined, whereas here the situation is rather more complicated. Closer analogies are
reported in the Amazon, such as Tariana speakers' consistent use of Portuguese
numerals to count money and time (Aikhenvald 2002:202), or the use o f unanalysed
Portuguese expressions consisting of numeral + unit in Hixkaryana, eg uma keru “one
kilo” vs. native towenyxa “one”, dusentus kerus

“200

kilos”; but in the latter the native

numeral terms, limited to at most five, appear to be inherently imprecise (Derbyshire
1979:101, 104, 155). In any case - as will be seen below - this regionally common
phenomenon is paralleled in Kwarandzyey, as in Djenne Chiini with French numerals
(Marchand 2009:213).

4.1.1.5.3 Measures that behave like Arabic special count nouns

Some o f the most recent borrowed measures have no plural or dual, notably zneh
“pound (currency)”, kilu “kilogram”. These borrowings take the Arabic word tnen
“two” rather than Siwi san or dual -en, and the Arabic word sdtta “six” rather than its
more integrated Siwi version sstti. Eg:

4.22

s

drbaft -alaf

zine

with

four thousand pound

for four thousand pounds (N3p7)
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4.23

hull

Ixatdm g sdddkkan dawok

every ring

in shop

i-tdrrah

Dem.M.2:M

s dOnen

zneh

3MS-go.INT for twopound

Every ring in that shop costs E£2. (2009-06-18)

Unlike the measure words above, these correspond to a grammatically relevant sub
class o f nouns in modem Cairene: singular count nouns, including gineh “pound” and
kilu(gram) “kilogram” (Abdel-Massih 2009:184). These words are invariably singular
after a numeral, and take no dual, just as in Siwi.

4.1.1.6 Absolute time specification

Clock times - another comparatively recent introduction to the oasis - do not take a
measure, but likewise are expressed with Arabic numbers throughout, even for “one”
and “two”, eg:

4.24

lai'sar gsal-lwdn
Asr

dawldin

in country-PL Dem.Dist.Pl

i-tddddn

af

3M-call.INT on

tnen- a f

tlata

two - on

three

In those countries Asr is called at 2:00 - at 3:00. (2009-06-27)

Years are expressed in Arabic, unsurprisingly as all years in normal use are much
greater than 2 .

Days of the week are all Arabic borrowings: ssdbt “Saturday”, Ihddd “Sunday”, Itnen
“Monday”, ttlat “Tuesday”, larba? “Wednesday”, Ixmis “Thursday”, Ijmst “Friday”
(N lp218.) Sunday-Thursday are transparently related to the Arabic numerals 1-5, and
hence Tuesday-Thursday are transparently connected to the Siwi numerals 3-5.

4.1.1.7 Non-numerical quantifiers

Among the fuzzy quantifiers, borrowings and inherited forms coexist for both points on
the scale, with some degree of differentiation between the two. The universal
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quantifiers are entirely Arabic in origin, but from two quite different sources. “Much”,
“all”, and “a bit” are all based on Arabic nouns. Despite this plethora of borrowings,
there is no strong evidence for Arabic syntactic influence in this domain.

4.1.1.7.1 Fuzzy amount quantifiers

dabb is used, mainly adnominally, for “much, many, a lot”; it follows the noun phrase:

4.25

diy

ihdddadiyysn

dabb

EXIST blacksmith. PL much
There are many blacksmiths. (2008-04-25/215)

4.26

yur-ds ssScir

dabb

at-3S hair[MASS]

much

He has a lot of hair. (2009-06-24/a)

This does not appear to be an Arabic borrowing; it may be compared to Tahaggart
Tuareg dab “vraiment” (Nai't-Zerrad 1998:s.v. DB 7) and perhaps adabu “pouvoir
(faculte de faire)” (ibid, s.v. DB(T).)

kom is primarily adverbial:

4.27

amma-s

a-hdkkik

a-twil kom

M-small

M-tall much

brother-3 S

His little brother is very tall. (2008-08-03/242)

However, it can act as an NP in its own right:

4.28

dddnydt ta-t-ok
world MOD-Dem.F-2:M

a

lami:n,

yur-os kom

oh

Lameen

at-3S

ynr-ds ddrus

much at-3S few

This world, Lameen, it contains (so) much and (yet so) little. (2009-06-25/a)
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cci-t-a

kom

dogyat

eat-2S-PF

much by night

nnoddum-at

w-ok

olwoswas

sleep-2S

DEM.M-2=M nightmare

You have eaten too much at night and slept, that is a nightmare. (2008-0803/248)

Adnominally, it seems to occur mainly with deverbal or deadjectival nouns, again
following the noun phrase:

4.30

oljomb yur-os ozztafot

kom

side

much

at-3S blackness

The side has a lot o f blackness. (2008-04-27/223)

As Vycichl (2005) notes, kom presumably derives from the Egyptian Arabic noun kom
“heap, mound”; for a comparable grammaticalisation, consider American Pidgin
English “heap big” = very big. This development is shared with the Egyptian oasis of
Dakhla, for which Behnstedt and Woidich (1985) record bil-ka:wm “sehr”. Its
postnominal position agrees with dabb, and both agree with Siwi's nearest relative, ElFogaha, which has retained the Berber adjective ggut-on (m.pl.) / -not (f.pl.), eg amaren
gguten “molti uomini” (many men); so there is no motivation to postulate syntactic
borrowing accompanying the borrowing o f this word.

Exclusively adverbial is the probably more recent Arabic borrowing xalos “extremely”,
familiar from Cairene Arabic:

4.31

yo-n-dlim-a

xalos

3M-PASS-wrong-PF extremely
He has been extremely wronged. (2009-06-23/a)

At the opposite end of the scale are the inherited drus “scarce, little, few” (comparative
dros “less”, causative so-dros “make less”, abstract noun ddrasot “scarcity”), agreeing
with its referent in number but not gender, and borrowed hobba/hibba “little, not much,
a bit”. The former is only used predicatively:
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4.32

sakk
you

zdat-ak

lasnin i-wafr-an,

zzraf gad-san drus-a

before-2M

years PL-difficult-PL

grain in-3P

scarce-PF

You, before you are difficult years, in which grain will be scarce. (2008-0803/248)

tikli-nnas

4.33

drus-a...

walking-3 SGen scarce-PF

y-utin-a,

accu-annas

bidu

3M-ill-PF

eating-3 SGen also

drus-a
scarce-PF

His walking is scarce... he is ill, his eating is also scarce. (2009-06-27)
(more natural English: He doesn't walk much; he is ill, he doesn't eat much
either.)

The latter is used adverbially (with reduplication in the sense o f “step by step”):

4.34

g-y-anfu

aljamat

ga-na-kkar

IRR-3M-benefit

Friday

IRR-lP-rise

badri habba
early

bit

It will be beneficial on Friday to get up a bit early. (2009-06-19/a)

4.35

d
with

azzaman

habba -habba ya-hkak

time

bit-REDUP

3M-get small

With time he got smaller little by little. (2008-08-03/242)

or as a nominal head, with the entity quantified over implied:

4.36

almu'tdmar yur-as habba i-katr-in-a a f zlan

n

isi-

n

amaziyi?

conference at-3S bit 3-bring-PL-PF on speech GEN Si[wa]-GEN Amazigh
The conference, does it have some [people] who have brought [papers] on Siwon Tamazight? (2009-06-25/a)

or adnominally, appearing, like numbers, as the head of a genitive construction:

4.37

af-anni

nis

dilla

matruh,

di
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M.LOC Matrouh

EXISTbit

GEN

coolness

When I was in Matrouh, there was some cool weather. (2009-10-13)

4.38

da

ayd-i

habba n

and

bring-lSgDat bit

GEN

tigurgaS [sic] n
sticks

azammur

GEN olive

And bring me some olive sticks. (2002-03-18/Ogress)

4.39

yusand

habba n

i-siniyy-in

y

isiwan...

3.come.PL

bit

MPl-Chinese-Pl

to

Siwa

GEN

A few Chinese people came to Siwa... (2009-06-21/b)

habba, originally “grain”, is used in this sense (“ein bisschen, ein wenig”) elsewhere in
Egypt, notably in the Western Delta and Khaijah (Behnstedt & Woidich 1985). ElFogaha has the non-Arabic kendu “poco”, used likewise in the genitive construction:
kendu n tageri “un po' di pane” (a little bread). The syntax of this expression thus
equally corresponds to expectations based on its derivation from a noun and on the
likely behaviour o f the word it replaced.

4.1.1.7.2 Universal quantifiers

nnuba “all”, probably from the Classical Arabic noun nawb-at- “assembly, company,
troop, congregated group o f men” but not attested in an appropriate sense elsewhere in
Egypt (Behnstedt & Woidich 1985), is primarily an adverb; it is not clear whether it is
ever to be analysed as syntactically part of a noun phrase, but when it occurs next to the
NP it quantifies over, it follows it:

4.40

drbafa

i-zattaf-an

albaqi

nnuba i-mallal-an

four

PL-black-PL remainder

all

PL-white-PL

Four are black, the rest are all white. (2009-07-01/b)

4.41

liyyam da-wiyy-ok
days

nuba

MOD-DEM.PL-2:M all

natnan Ihwa-nsan
they

qawi

wind-3PGen strong
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These days all have strong wind. (2008-05-04/270)

4.42

wan

i-shaqqa-ya

nnuba, i-tas-as

REL.M 3M-need-PF all

wdn

ya-qsim-a rabbi

3M-give.INT-3SDat REL 3M-apportion-PF God

Anyone that is in need, he gives him what God has apportioned. (2008-0303/250)

The corresponding form for two items is jm X “both” < Cl. Ai.jamTf- “all”. The Arabic
borrowing kamal “whole, complete” is attested sporadically:

4.43

ga-s-S-ak

Sasra ajneh kamdl-in-a

IRR-give-lS-2SDat ten

pound all-PL-PF

I will give you a whole ten pounds. (2002-03-19/Story o f Two Boys)

kull “each, every”, a straightforward borrowing from Arabic, directly precedes the noun,
eg:

4.44

kull

talti

ta-ttaf

taffwaht d atxust

every woman3F-grasp apple

s fus-annas

and knife with hand-3 SGen

anni ga-t-qatm-et
COMP IRR-3F-cut-3FObj
Each woman took an apple, and a knife in their hands to cut it. (2008-08-03/247)

4.45

di-y-acc

assmak

OPT-3M-eat fish[MASS]

kull

sjjmat

every Friday

Let him eat fish every Friday. (2008-04-27/224)

This combines with the same article-less form of appropriate measure words as is used
with numbers greater than 10 (see above):

4.46

kull-yom

i-hattu-yas

naccu i

tamza

every-day

3M-put.INT-3SDat

food

ogress

to
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Every day he would put out food for the ogress. (2002-03-18/Ogress)

4.47

kull-sna
every-year

i-tawas-as
3M-aid.INT-3SDat

Every year he aids him. (2009-06-23/a)

kull-haja “everything” uses an Arabic noun not attested independently in Siwi:

4.48

kull-haja
every-thing

n

wan

dggwid

le-ya-xsa

GEN

REL.M

man

NEG-3M-want

Everything that a man does not like. (2002-03-18/Story o f Two Boys)

kull “each” is by no means unique to Siwi within Berber; in fact, it has been borrowed
into practically every Berber language. One might be tempted to reconstruct it for
proto-Berber were it not for the handful of varieties that retain alternative universal
quantifiers, notably reflexes of *Hak. For El-Fogaha, Paradisi (1963:116) gives kull
iggen “ognuno”, parallel to Siwi kull-ajjan, and kull “tutto”. For Awjila, Paradisi (1960)
similarly gives kull iwin “ognuno”; but there, kull fulfills not just the function and
syntactic position o f Siwi kull but also o f Siwi nnuba, occurring adverbially and after
NPs as in:

Wen-ma

sla-n-t

midden n

where-COMP hear-3MP-3MSObj people GEN

asal
land

kull,
all

“Appena la gente di paese senti l'accaduto,”
As soon as all the people of the area heard it,

usa-n-d

galli-yen

a-mmud-an

kull

dejfer-a

come-3MP-hither

want-3MP

IRR-pray-3MP

all

behind-3MS

“si reco alia moschea per pregare dietro di lui”
they came all wanting to pray behind him. (Paradisi 1961:79)

The same is true of Nafusi, which has kull ugun “ognuno”, kull u sef“ogni fiume” (every
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stream), but also (with what is probably a reflex o f the Arabic definite article) okkal
“tutto”, eg:

Tikkelt

zemlen

lauhos

n

eddunyet

time

gather-3MP

animals

GEN world

okkul
all

Once all the animals of the world gathered together... (Beguinot 1931:152)

So universal quantifiers among Siwi's closest relatives are syntactically quite
homogeneous, and consistently appear to be Arabic borrowings. The prenominal
position o f “each, every” agrees with regional Arabic varieties (Gary & Gamal-Eldin
1982:112; Owens 1984:87), as well as with classical Arabic. However, it also agrees
with that o f inherited hak in Tamasheq (Heath 2006), one of the very few Berber
languages to have retained the quantifier in this usage. Thus syntactic influence, while
possible, need not be postulated here. In fact, the normal Arabic construction for “all” is
prenominal kull + a definite (ibid.); the fact that kull has been borrowed into Awjila and
Nafiisi yet remains post-nominal indicates that lexical borrowing of universal
quantifiers is not necessarily accompanied by syntactic borrowing.

4.1.1.7.3 Existential quantifiers

For the indefinite/definite contrast, see 2.4.1. For the negative existential quantifier la,
see 7.6.1. NPs serving as quantificational variables in non-positive clauses are normally
left unmarked, apart from appearing as indefinites, but some nouns and adverbs, eg sra
“anything” (pan-Berber *kra), hadd “anyone” (Cl. Ar. 'ahad-), marra(wa)hda “ever”
(Cl. Ar. marr-at- wahid-at-), qatt “ever, at all” (Cl. Ar. qatt-u), la hhila “nothing”, a f ula
hhila “for no reason”, appear only in such positions:

4.49

la

zr-i-x

sra

NEG

see-PF-lS

anything

I didn't see anything. (2008-08-03/256)
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la

ttiyydb-ax

ftadd

NEG

hit-IS

anyone

I didn't hit anyone. (2008-08-03/256)

4.51

la

zr-i-x-1

marrawahda

NEG

see-PF-lS-3MObj

ever

I've never seen it. (2008-08-03/256)

ayy(i) “any (at all)”, from Arabic 'ayy, is optional and too rare for a full semantic
analysis, but is attested, eg ayyi sra qanuni “any thing legal” (N ip 192) or:

4.52

ayy

djjsn

g-usdd

sal

any

one

IRR.3M-comeland

n

isiwan g-yd-dwal

GEN

Siwa

IRR-3M-retum

Anyone who comes to Siwa will come back. (N ip 173)

4.53

la

di

'ayy

NEG EXIST any

atil

ssih

garden there

There is no garden there. (N lpl84)

Like its Arabic source, it precedes the NP; unlike it, it is exclusively quantiflcational and
has no interrogative use.

4.1.2 Nominal morphology: mass vs. count nouns

Many nouns are inherently count nouns, pluralisable (unless proper nouns) and not
divisible into instances o f themselves; in generic usages where number is irrelevant,
these appear in the count plural. Thus, to take two examples that in Arabic would use
the number-neutral masculine singular:

4.54

i-zdnza

awaw-zm

3S-sell

bean-Pl

He sells beans. (2009-06-24)
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4.55

dg

sal

dawerwdn

td-mdiw-en

i-summa-n-tdn

in

land

that.M.2=P

F-ant-Pl

3-cook.INT-3Pl-3P10bj

In that country, they cook ants. (2009-06-24)

Likewise, other nouns are inherently mass nouns, whose grammatical number is
invariant and which cannot be combined with “one”; for example, aman “water”
(inherently plural) or ussk “date sp.” (inherently singular.)

However, many nouns can shift from count to mass without the use of a measure. There
are at least three morphologically distinct ways in which this may be done.

4.1.2.1 Count nouns formed by the feminine

The use of the feminine to form count nouns from mass nouns is less prevalent than in
many Berber varieties, and much less so than in Arabic; it is mainly restricted to the
numerous Arabic loanwords. Mass nouns with the Berber masculine marker receive the
regular Berber feminine markers ta-...-t (sg.) and ti-...-en (pi.):

Table 48.

pepper
tiny fish
ones o f fish”)

masculine
mass noun
(“He sells...”)
a-fdlfdl
a-ssir

feminine
plural
count singular count plural
(“one...”)
(“three...”)
ta-fdlfdl-t
ti-fdlfel-en
td-sser-en
ta-ssdr-t

(< Cl. A i.fil/il-)
(< Cl. Ar. sir- “the youn;

Mass nouns with the Arabic article instead receive t(i)~... -dt (sg.) and

fish
brick
wood
feather
hair

s-smdk
t-tub
l-luh
r-ris
s-sfar

ti-sdmk-dt
t-tub-dt
t-luh-dt
t-ris-dt
t-safr-dt

ti-sdmk-a
ti-tub-a
ti-luh-a
ti-ris-a
ti-saSr-a

An example with an unusual count plural is:
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tomato
tamatmaya)

t-tmatim

tsmtm-dt

tsmpn-iyy-en (<Eg. Ar. tamatim, sg.

Note that, while previous works have indicated that the feminine also yields count forms
for etymologically non-Arabic fruits (eg “pomegranate”, “olive”, according to Vycichl
(2005:199)) - for which the feminine also forms tree names (see Noun heads chapter) my principal consultant rejects this:

I^jcxjuuI ulojJI
Lg_>\J .son n tormunen jL d
4.56
.son n ormunon <q.gkiQj|
Q. *uoi ulojJI <*J .tarmunt
If it's the tree, it becomes sdn n tdrmunen (two GEN F-pomegranate-FPl),
because the pomegranate tree is called tarmunt. If it’s the pomegranate
itself, the fruit, the part, then sdn n drmumn (two GEN pomegranateMP1). (2009-06-18)
and likewise:

4.57

us-i

arMa n

give-lSgDat four

i-zdmmur-dn

GEN MPl-olive-MPl

Give me four olives. (2009-06-23)

Thus all the underived nouns noted to exemplify this phenomenon seem to be Arabic
loans, and in every case they use final -9t (as with other Arabic loans) rather than -t (as
in Berber) strengthening Kossmann (2008)'s suggestion that this feature of some Berber
grammars derives from Arabic. On the other hand, the same affixes are attached to the
consonantal root o f a verb, irrespective o f etymology, to form countable nouns of
action:
Table 49.
jump
cut
cough
descend
drip

Gerund
a-ndtti
a-qtam
a-kuhkuh
a-ggaz
a-sdttdb

Single action
ti-ndtt-dt
ti-qdtm-dt
ti-kuhkwh-dt
ti-ggz-dt
ti-sdtb-dt

Multiple actions
ti-ndtt-a
ti-qdtm-a
(Ar. qtm)
ti-kuhkwPi-a (Ar. khkh)
ti-ggz-a
ti-sdtb-a
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In this part of the grammar the use of the feminine to form count nouns is systematic
rather than sporadic. However, similar constructions are not well documented for other
Berber varieties, making it difficult to determine whether this represents a caique on
Arabic or an ancient common retention.

4.1.2.2 Count noun - generic mass noun syncretism

Another set of nouns has count singulars identical to their generic mass nouns, and
distinct count plurals (compare English: he sells ice cream, give me three ice creams).
The singulars may be of either gender. All examples so far found are Arabic loans:
Table 50.
mass=count sg count pi
potato batatas (m.) batatas-iyy-an
(<Eg. Ar. batatis, sg. batatsdya)
squash lakdewa (f.) lakdew-iyy-at (2009-06-25) (cp. Alg. Ar. Jcabuya, Hausa kadewa)
okra albamya (f.) albamy-at
(2009-06-25) (<Eg. Ar. bamiya)
Eg:

4.57

aggwid

wan

ya-zzanza

batatas

man

REL.M

3M-sell

potato

The man who sells potatoes (2006-06-24)

4.58

hayya ga-n-qayat

fasra n

HORT IRR-lP-barterten

batatas-iyyan s

GEN potato-MPl

with

aziwa n

teni

cluster GEN

date

Let’s barter 10 potatoes for a cluster o f dates (2009-06-18, elicited)

4.1.2.3 Suppletive count forms

At least one noun has a suppletive count form: “dates” is teni, but “date (countable)” is
azaggar, pi. izaggaran. This suppletive pair is shared with El-Fogaha: collective teni,
indiv. tzeggart, pi. izeggaren (Paradisi 1963:106). teni derives from proto-Berber
taHayni (Kossmann 1999), and azaggar has cognates elsewhere in Berber referring to
other fruits, eg Tumzabt tazaggwart “epineux, jujubier, roncier” (Delheure 1984); so
contact does not appear to be a direct cause o f this development.
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4.1.3 Syntax

4.1.3.1 Quantifying count nouns

For “one”, three options are possible. Most commonly, it precedes the noun and is
linked through a genitive particle n :

4.59

djjdt

n

one.F GEN

taftalt
bottle

one bottle (N3pl9)

4.60

ya fn i mumkin waya ga-i-xddddm
so

maybe this

yer

IRR-3M-make work just

jjd t

n

one.F GEN

tasdmmaZdt
speaker

So maybe this one will turn on just one speaker. (2008-05-03/240)

The n, obligatory with other numbers, is omitted when “one” is being used simply to
indicate the specific indefinite, ajjdn may be used as an indefinite variable (eg hdtta
sjjdn “no one”), so this could be regarded as apposition rather than quantification, in
which case the omission of n is expected. Since it can be difficult to hear reliably in
quick speech whether or not an n is present between two t's (let alone between another n
and a consonant), the difference was inquired into specifically; my main consultant
confirmed the distinction, giving the following example:

ojjottlocca :Jlib

1 -^

S^S

ch 0

■JLkxJI

jjJ x J U

j

4.61

One says for example: Who put this book here? One replies: ajjat thcca [one.F
girl]. (2009-06-27)

Moreover, “one” may also follow the noun for contrastive focus, an option not attested
for other numerals:
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akubbwi

djjan... i-rah

i

boy

one.M 3M-go to

assuq, y-uya

tyazat

market 3M-buy

chicken

One boy... went to the market and bought a chicken (whereas the other wasted
the money that he had been given) (Story o f Two Boys)

4.63

ntatdt tyazat ajjat,
she

hen

widin sab fa n tibatwen, y-afmar-n amnet, Oamaniya

one.F, those

seven GEN eggs, 3-make-PL how many, eight

It was (just) one hen, those were seven eggs; they made how many? Eight.
(Story o f Two Boys)

Otherwise, all numbers precede their noun phrases and (despite being largely borrowed
from Arabic) are connected to them, as elsewhere in Berber, with the genitive particle n.
This particle is often inaudible after “two”, where it immediately follows another n, but
must be postulated not only for paradigm uniformity but based on Siwis' own intuition
as manifested in their written transcriptions (as in the emailed example below):

4.64

yur-as san

n

at-3S

GEN children

two

tarwawen.

He had two children. (Yusuf7246)

4.65

<Sen

enterwaween

s3ayda

ye3en3nena

esseeh.>

san

n

tarwawen

s fay da

i-fanfan-in-a ssih

two

GEN

children

Saidi.PL

3-sit-P-PF

there

Two Saidi (Upper Egyptian) children are sitting there. (2009-01-10/email)

4.66

waya i-xaddam
this

san (n)

3M-work.INT two (GEN)

tisammafiyyen.
speakers

This one turns on two speakers. (2008-05-03/240)

4.67

diy

talti

EXIST woman

yur-as tlata

n

tarwawen

at-3S three

GEN

children

There was a woman who had three children. (Story o f the Prince's Sword, Anwar
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Ali Ghanem, http ://www. tawalt. com/sound library display, cfm?
lg= TZ&id=22&mStartRow=n

4.68

saMa n

tibatwen...

tmanya

n

tibatwen

seven GEN

eggs...

eight

GEN

eggs

seven eggs ... eight eggs (Story of Two Boys)

4.69

...anni

di

alqes

n

atnas n

Iran

g

GEN

twelve GEN

stars

in

assma...
...COMPL

EXIST quantity

sky.DEF...
...that there were a total of twelve stars in the sky... (Yusuf/246)

4.70

miyya

n

taftal

hundred

GEN bottles

100 bottles (N3pl9)

The same syntax is used with interrogatives:

4.71

atil

dawa

garden MOD-DEM.M

yur-as amnit

n

at-3S how many

GEN

tisutay?
palms?

How many palm trees does that garden have? (2009-06-18)

Fractions likewise take the genitive, but are followed by the singular:

4.72

<0 - ^
azgan n

agban

half

house

GEN

half a house (elicited, 2009-06-16)

4.73

azgan n

tabtut

half

egg

GEN
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half an egg (2009-06-17)

Note that in all cases above 1 the noun phrase appears in the plural. In Arabic, by
contrast, 2-10 take the plural, but higher numbers take noun phrases in the singular.
Thus, while Arabic's juxtaposition of numbers to their noun phrases could in principle
be interpreted as a genitive and thus equated to the observed Siwi construction with n,
their disagreement on noun phrase number rules out any attempt to regard Siwi as
having copied Arabic syntax for the Arabic numbers it has borrowed.

According to Galand (2002:212), Berber languages fall into four groups with regard to
numeral syntax:

IA. Tachelhit and Tuareg use direct juxtaposition with the plural for 10 and below, and n
with a singular for 11 and above.
IB. Kabyle and Tumzabt use direct juxtaposition below 10, and a plural for 11 and
above.
IIA. Central Morocco and Ouargla use n for all numbers above a small figure (1/2/3),
and the singular for 11 and above.
IIB. Most Zenati varieties (Rif, Chaoui, Libya) use n for all numbers above a small
figure (1/2/3), and the plural for 11 and above.
In his terms, as seen above, Siwi belongs in group IIB (notwithstanding his footnote on
p. 215, based on data disagreeing with mine.) The fact that, in this respect, it behaves
identically to most members of a subgroup o f Berber that on independent grounds
(notably the treatment of prefix vowels) it appears to be particularly closely related to Zenati - is another indication that this behaviour is probably inherited. This applies for
2 and above in Nafusi (Beguinot 1931:122), for all numbers in Figuig (Kossmann
1999:209), Chaoui (Penchoen 1973:29), and Chenoua (Laoust 1912:58), and for 1-10 in
Djebel Bissa (Genevois 1973:67).

On the other hand, Galand (ibid:215) suggests that IA represents the original situation
across Berber, and that “l'adoption des noms de nombres arabes a sans doute contribue...
a affaiblir l'ancien systeme syntaxique. Mais o n a v u (3.2) que loin de provoquer
l'emprunt de la construction arabe elle a plutot favorise l'extension de la toumure
prepositionnelle”. (“The adoption of the Arabic number names has no doubt
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contributed... to weakening the old syntactic system. But we have seen that, far from
provoking the borrowing o f the Arabic construction, it has rather favoured the extension
o f the prepositional turn of phrase.”) It is noteworthy, as he observes, that all the
languages displaying types IIA/B have borrowed their numbers above 3 (or lower) from
Arabic. However, he has little to say on why this should be the case, beyond the rather
vague statement (ibid.) that “If the shock o f Arabic rattles Berber syntax, it seals the
cracks using its own resources and does not show itself to be less conservative than the
morphology.” (“Si le choc de l'arabe ebranle la systeme berbere, celle-ce colmate les
fissures au moyen de ses propres ressources et ne se montre pas moins conservatrice que
la morphologie”)

One might attempt to elaborate on Galand's observation by proposing a link like the
following between this simplification and Arabic influence: In the presumed original
system, n was used as a linker for high numbers but not for low ones. In Arabic, none
of the numbers take a linker. Based on the case of numbers above 10 (and of genitives),
bilingual speakers might have set up an equivalence between Arabic Num _ and Berber
Num n _, and then extended the latter to lower numbers by analogy with the former.
However, no such equivalence with Arabic exists in general for 1 and 2; this account
would have to account for them by a second analogical extension, making it less
attractive.

In this case, it seems preferable to look at system-internal motivations. It is clear that
the current situation o f Siwi, and the IIB languages more generally, represents a
simplification o f the original situation, in that the number of the noun phrase is
predictable from that o f its referent alone, and in that the only variable relevant to
predicting the syntax is whether or not the numeral is greater than 1. This is illustrated
by the following table (ignoring gender agreement and complications resulting from
definiteness for simplicity's sake): whereas Arabic and Tachelhit both need three or
more distinct cells, Siwi only needs two, and the distinction between them is
independently motivated by the singular-plural distinction.
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Table 51.
1
Tachelhit

2

3 to 10
Num J p l]

Num _[sg]

11 +
Num n J s g ]

(Berber I A)
Classical

[sg] Num

J d u a l] (Num)

Num J p l]

Num J s g ]

N u m _[pi]

Num J s g ]

Num J p l]

Num J s g ]

N u m _[pi]

Num J s g ]

Arabic
Egyptian

J s g ] Num {inan.}

J d u a l] (Num)

Arabic

Num_[sg] (people)

(inan.)

(Woidich

Num J s g ]

2004:56,71,

(people)

102)
Bahariya
Arabic (Drop

[sg] Num (inan.)

Jd u a l] (Num)

Num_[sg] (people)

(inan.)

J s g ] Num

J d u a l]

2007:9 Iff)
Cyrenaican
Arabic

(J p l] Num)

(Owens
1984:78)
Siwi (Berber

Num n J s g ]

IIB)

(J sg ] Num)

Num n _[pi]

Such a simplification might have been motivated by imperfect acquisition of Siwi as a
second language - a likely common situation in earlier stages of Siwi history (Souag
2009) - but even this is rendered less probable by its wide distribution in Zenati.

A more likely candidate for Arabic influence is the alternative Noun Numeral order for
“one”. As seen above, this is found in Classical Arabic and continues in the dialects
currently influencing Siwa, and it is not documented in the Berber languages compared
above. It is not clear how much weight can be placed upon the lack o f attestation,
however; if this order is available as an alternative in other eastern Berber languages,
but is as unusual in them as in Siwi, it is unlikely that it would have been described for
them in the existing literature.
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Measure words (all Arabic borrowings) display a different behaviour, discussed above.

4.1.3.2 Quantifying mass nouns

The invariable construction is measure n mass, using the usual genitive particle, as:

4.74 talata kilu
three kilo

n

usdkku

GEN

date sp.

three kilos o f usdk-dates (2009-06-19/a)

4.75

uyi-x
buy.PF-lS

dttmdn n

djjbdn

eighth GEN

cheese

I bought an eighth (unit) of cheese. (2009-06-19/a)

This construction is widespread elsewhere in Berber. It differs from Arabic only in the
presence o f the n; but the fact that the n has been retained means there is no motivation
to postulate influence here, even though almost all measures are Arabic loan phrases.

4.2 Kwarandzyey

4.2.1 Forms

Kwarandzyey has retained Songhay words for “one”, “two”, and “three”:
Table 52.
Kwarandzyey
Koyra Chiini
Tasawaq

a~ffu
a-fo
a-fo

inka
hinka
hinka

inza
hinza
hinza

“One” has two separate forms: a-jfu when syntactically independent (eg acting as a
noun phrase), clitic=fu (usually reduced to = fv except intonation phrase-fmally) as a
quantifier, inka and inza alternate, apparently freely, with synka/ayinka and
synza/ayinza (also without the emphatic: inza etc.)
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As in the nearest Berber languages, Taznatit (Boudot-Lamotte 1964) and Middle Atlas
Tamazight (field notes for Ayt Khebbach dialect), all numbers above three are Maghrebi
Arabic (including “million” and “billion”, ultimately from French.) This has been the
case for at least 100 years, as attested by Cancel (1908). The forms are:

Table 53.
one
two
three
four
five
six
seven
eight
nine
ten
eleven
twelve
thirteen
fourteen
fifteen
sixteen
seventeen
eighteen
nineteen
twenty
thirty
forty
fifty
sixty
seventy
eighty
ninety
one hundred
two hundred
one thousand
two thousand
thousands
million
millions
billion

wahad (N lpl95)*
tnin*
tlatsa*
raMa
xamsa
satta
saMa
tsmanya
tasSa
fasra
hdafs
triads
tlatta^s
raMattaCs
xamstaQ
sttaCs
sbafyafs
tsmantaSs
tsaftafs
fasrin
tlatin
raMin
xamsin
sattin
saKin
tsmanin
tasfin
miyya
miytsin
alaf
alfayn
alaf
malyun
mlayan (N5p63)
malyar

Multiplicative combining form (see below)
(* starred forms used only in
zuz
additive compounds like “21”)
tsalts
raW
xams
satt
sabf
tsamn
tasf
fa ir
(hdattan)
(tnaSsan)
(tlatta^san)
(raMattaSsan)
(xamstafsan)
(sttaSsari)
(sbafyaftan)
(tmantaCsan)
(tsaftaCsan)

Compound numbers too are formed as in Maghrebi Arabic. 10a + b (a, b < 10) is b u
10a, eg 21 = w ahadu fasrin (N lpl95). Multiples o f 100, 1000, a million, or a billion
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(other than the duals indicated) are formed by putting the multiplicative combining form
of the relevant number before the unit, eg raMa my a (400) or xdmsa u Sasrin alaf
(45,000.) Other combinations are formed with u “and” in descending order of
magnitude, eg 420 = raMa mya u fasrin, 2001 = alfdyn u wahad. However, this
borrowing has had less effect than might be expected on the grammar of the number
system, as seen below.

Ordinals are all (local) Arabic loanwords: lluwwal/luwwar “first”, zzawdj “second”,
ttsaldts “third”... ttsali “last”. Two of these forms are used in local Arabic, but not as
ordinals in Classical: zzawaj is formed by imposing the ordinal template CaCdC on
Maghrebi Arabic zuj “two” < Cl. Ar. zawj- “pair”, and ttsali derives from Cl. Ar. tali
“following”. As discussed in the Adjectives chapter, these are best considered nouns.
This is at least a century old: Cancel (1908:329) gives Arabic forms for third, fourth,
fifth, and last (<thaleth>, <arba>, <khames>... <ettali>), and optionally for “first”
(<louer> = luwwdr). He gives non-Arabic alternatives for “first” (<affo> = affu “one”
or <eguimer> = a-ggimar “it precedes”), “second” (<affiaten> a-fyatan / <affiat> a-Jyat,
literally “other”, or <bahinga> ba hanga, literally “follows”), and “last”
(<q(o)aq(o)aouani> = *kwakwa-wani “end-G2”). His “first” and “second” are probably
to be taken as speakers' paraphrases rather than as translations of the ordinals; however,
his “last” is reminiscent of Tasawaq, where ordinals are formed from numbers by
adding wane (Kossmann 2003), and might thus represent a now-disused relic of an
earlier system. In southern Songhay, ordinals are formed by suffixing -nte\ cp. Soninke
-nde/-ndi (Diagana 1995:161).

4.2.1.1 Cryptic numerals

The loss o f all but three members of the original Songhay number system means that
Arab listeners can easily understand numbers quoted in a Kwarandzyey conversation
even if they remain ignorant of the meaning of the rest of what is being said. In
commercial negotiations this is sometimes inconvenient. Thus, as in Siwa, a system of
alternatives using exclusively non-Arabic vocabulary has been built up, complementing
a more general system o f cryptic expressions intended to conceal the content o f an
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utterance from Arabic speakers or even Kwarandzyey speakers not “in the know.” This
is primarily achieved by building up numbers larger than 3 through the use of kambi
“hand”, just as Siwi and other Saharan Berber languages use Jus “hand”. Again, all
Southern Songhay languages have an inherited base-10 system with no obvious
loanwords; this is a functionally restricted innovation motivated by the relatively recent
Arabic borrowings, not a retention o f some older base-5 system. Numbers between
multiples of 5 are built up semi-systematically with reference to multiples of 5 by
subtracting (b w “take away”, zab “reduce”) or adding (tattari) units or fingers
(agaddad). In this respect the Kwarandzyey system is especially similar to that of elFogaha, where, for example, the cryptic numeral for “nine” is ifassen ger iggen adad
“two hands less one finger” (Paradisi 1963:116).
Table 54.
four

nan kamb=fu kaw -a-ka affu
(your one hand remove from it one)

(N4p 18)

nan kamb=fu agaddad=fu a-zzab
(your one hand, one finger less) (N5p57)
five

nan kamb—fu
(your one hand) (N4pl8 = N5p57 = 2008-02-05/10)

six

nan kamb—fu tattan=a-s affu
(your one hand add to it one) (N4pl 8)
nan kamb=fu agaddad=fu a-ttattan
(your one hand, one finger added) (N5p57)

seven

nan kamb=fu ndza inka
(your one hand and two) (N4pl8)

eight

nan kamb—fu ndza inza
(your one hand and three) (N4pl 8)

nine

nan kambi in inka kaw=a-ka affu
(both your hands remove from it one) (N4pl 8)

ten

nan kambi in inka
(both your hands) (N4pl8 = 2008-02-05/10)

thirteen

nan kambi in inka taffan=a-s inza
(both your hands add to it three) (N4pl8)
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nan kamb=yu ndza nan tsi=fu
(your hands and your one foot) (N5p57)
nan kamb ayinza
(your three hands) (2008-02-05/10)

twenty

nan kamb=yu ndza nan tsi=yu
(your hands and your feet) (N5p57)
nan kamb ini rabSa
(your hands they four) (2008-02-05/10)

Cryptic numbers higher than twenty are not attested, apart from a caique from local
Arabic slang, addab “million” (lit. “brick”).

A separate register is the following set of numerals 1-10, traditionally used in children's
games and attested only in counting rather than within NPs:

wahi, tsani, tsalhts, darbu, maya, yaryi, haydas, maydas, g wargwar (or g wargway),
fasra (N5p69)
The etymology o f these is somewhat obscure; while 1, 2, 3, and 10 are transparently
Arabic, the others cannot plausibly be derived from Arabic, Berber, or Songhay
numerals, darbu in Arabic would mean “hit him”, and maya is Kwarandzyey for
“why?” or “gather”. A remarkably clear-cut parallel is attested in an isolated numeral
set from the Chaoui of Batna, quite distinct from the normal Chaoui numbers (notable
similarities in bold):

hadellu, tenmu, teltu, drbu, syeka, nyeka, haic, uic, korkor, ruukla (Grimme
1926)
An even closer reflex o f the same set is attested for 1-9 in the Berber of Boussemghoun
(Algoun 2010), although darbu is dropped, turning 5-9 into 4-8, and maya has changed
places with yaryi:

cjjoJU LaJO

<G * 1 * * ^

( £ aJ j i^ j J « ^ > 9

<whu, tnu, tltu, alyi, may, hits, mits, nunu, gurgur>
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These forms must therefore originate in North rather than West Africa.

4.2.1.2 Fractions

ufri/ifri “h a lf’ is a borrowing from Zenaga uffih “moitie, demi” (Taine-Cheikh 2008a);
the later shift of/7 > f f in Zenaga is regular (ibidiLXXlll). Other fractions are Arabic,
as was already the case in Cancel (1908:330): eg tsulats (N5p67) or ttsuluts (N9p24)
“one-third” < Cl. Ar. 6ul9-, rbaf “one-quarter” < Cl. Ar. rubS-, ssudus “one-sixth”,
ssubu? “one-seventh”, ttsumun “one-eighth”, ttsasuf “one-ninth” (N9p24). Speakers are
well aware o f their etymology, and tend not to consider them “real” Kwarandzyey; in
elicitation, they sometimes offer paraphrases using the verb zban/zman “divide” with ka
after the number, eg yaSam-zbin-a raMa=ka “we will divide it four ways” (N5p67).

4.2.1.3 Interrogative

mahayni “how many?” is a compound formed from two inherited Songhay lexemes: ma
“what?” (no longer productive except in rhetorical questions), cp. KC maa, KS
(ma-)cin, and hayni “quantity”, cp. KC/KS hinne. In embedded questions, it is replaced
by handzi < hayni + dzi “anaphoric demonstrative/relative marker”.

4.2.1.4 Measure words

4.2.1.4.1 Measures behaving like Arabic normal count nouns

In Maghrebi Arabic, some measure words take the multiplicative numbers for 3-10, and
the dual for 2 (eg shar “month”), with the noun's number as usual (singular for 3-10,
plural above). Many of these measures have been borrowed into Kwarandzyey,
retaining their full original grammar as in Siwi. Unlike Siwi, however, Kwarandzyey
has in several cases retained an indigenous word with the same referent used when not
counting. Thus “day” is zaydi in Kwarandzyey, but days are normally counted with
Arabic expressions using the multiplicative numbers and singular (yum), dual (yumayn),
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or plural (iyyam) forms o f the Arabic word for “day” as appropriate. This has been the
case since at least Cancel (1908:332), who gives <ioumin> “deux jours”, <thlethiam>
“trois jours”, <arba iam> (p. 347) “quatre jours” (but <zer'd fou> “un jour”).

4.76

<
ta-ggwa=a.ka

xdms-iyyam

lS-stay=3S.LOC

five days

I stayed in it for five days (N4p23)

4.77

ya-b-dzam.ana

fasr-iyyam=y=yu

lP-IMPF-do.3S

ten days=DEM=PL

We do it for these ten days (2008-01-19/4)

4.78

xud

na-ffaz-a,

when 2S-dig-3S

na-m-dar

yumayn walla tlata

na-b-faz-a

2S-IRR-go

two days or

2S-IMPF-dig.3S

three

When you dig it, you go two or three days and dig it. (2008-01-01/8)

Note that, in the latter example, “days” undergoes ellipsis in its second occurrence,
suggesting that these forms consist o f two words syntactically as well as
morphologically.

Similarly, a lunar month can be somewhat archaically expressed in Kwarandzyey as
handzu “crescent”, but months are in practice invariably counted in Arabic (sg. shar, du.
sahrayn, pi. shur). This too is attested in Cancel (1908:332): <cheharin> “deux mois”,
<thletha, arba chehour, etc. comme en arabe> “trois, quatre... mois”.

4.79

a-ba

uy

a-b-yahzan

a-m-dar

3S-EXIST

REL 3S-IMPF-sad 3S-IRR-go

satt-ashur
six months

There are some who stay sad, who go as far as six months (staying sad)... (200801-19.Mohamed_Ayachi.7)

4.80

a-dri

talt-ashur

3S-go three months
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He went for three months (2008-01-10/10)

Years are likewise expressed and counted in Arabic - the former by default, as all years
likely to be used normally are higher than three. This too is attested in Cancel
(1908:333): <arba senin> “4 annees”, <khams id > “5 annees”. The Songhay word for
year, giri, is now restricted for many speakers to the contexts ku-ggiri “every year” and
gar-yu “this year”, although elsewhere in Songhay its cognate is used in counting too, eg
KS jiiri hinza “three years”(Heath 1998b:70). Maghrebi Arabic has two words for year,
Sam and sna; only the former appears in the dual (Sam-ayn), and in the plural the latter
is normal (snin). In the singular both alternate, but Sam is commoner in a non-counting
context, and sna with a number above 10. This seems to be replicated in Kwarandzyey:

4.81

Sa-bbs-a

ndza Sam

kull

lS-pass-3S

with

all

year

I surpass him by a whole year. (2008-02-05)

4.82

mazal rabSa snin
still

four

years

fu...
one...

Still some four years yet... (2008-02-05)

4.83

a
oh

Sabts

Sam-ayn

lS-IMPF-say year-DUAL

Oh, I'd say two years. (2008-02-05)

“Hour” can only be expressed through the Arabic loan (s)saSat, and is normally counted
in Arabic:

4.84

alSayyub a-b-ikun

an

gama

indz-a hsab saSt-ayn

hakkak

Aldebaran 3S-IMPF-be 3SGen between with-3S about hour-DUAL thereabouts
Aldebaran (a star) will be between it and it in about two hours or thereabouts.
(2007-12-21/33)
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However, this seems not to have applied in 1908; Cancel 1908:347 gives <saat arba>
“four hours”, with the Songhay order.

At least one common temporal measure is still counted like a normal noun: tsara
“time”. While resembling the Classical Arabic word tara-t- “time”, this word is
unknown in colloquial Arabic, and would be expected to have been borrowed with an
emphatic r. It seems preferable to derive it from Middle Atlas Tamazight tawala “time”
(Ta'ifi 1991), with the regular change o f non-initial / > r , and loss of a semivowel
between two d s, comparable to the alternation o f ha / haya “anything)” and the
regular loss o f the initial y after a final a in yayu “us” when cliticised to the verb as a
direct object.

Some traditional measures also fit into this category. Thus qama “span”:

4.85

mahdyn

na-m-bay

na-m-dza=a.ka,

tali qamat

how much 2S-IRR-want 2S-IRR-do=3S.Loc three spans

walla raMa walla
or

four

or

You do as much as you want out of it, three spans or four or whatever. (2007-1230/19)

4.2.1.4.2 Measures behaving like Arabic special count nouns

Another class of measures, corresponding to the special count nouns o f Egyptian Arabic
discussed above, take the normal Maghrebi numbers preceding the noun with the noun
remaining singular. A common example is kilu “kilo”:

4.86

tslatsa kilu

n

three

GEN meat

kilo

hamu

three kilos of meat

4.87

dayman

S-ba-zu-ts

rabfa kilu

xamsa kilu

always

lS-PF-take-hither

four

five

kilo

I'd always have brought four, five kilos. (2007-12-06/AM)
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Likewise minut “minute”, from French:

4.88

xamsa minut
five

bg-gwa=a.s(i)

minutes

PF-remain=3S.Dat

Five minutes remain until it (2008-01-19/7)

4.2.1.5 Absolute time specification

Clock times, a comparatively recently introduced concept, are expressed exactly as in
Arabic, with Arabic numbers plus the Arabic definite article on the hour. The Arabic
feminine ending -a is added to “one”, forming Iwahda “one o'clock”.

4.89

dlhdfids
eleven o'clock

Kasra

a-m-ka

ten o'clock

3S-IRR-come

He'd come back at 11 or 10. (2007-12-06/AM)

4.90

a-s-sab-wddddn

mSad ttsmsnya

3S-NEG-PROG-call.prayer until

tsdksi

eight o'clock now

The call for prayer doesn't occur until eight o'clock now. (2008-01-19/7)

Days of the week are expressed entirely with unmodified Arabic loanwords, five out of
seven o f which derive etymologically from Arabic numbers, eg dlhddd Sunday, hxm is
Thursday.

Likewise, dated years are expressed in Arabic (unsurprisingly, since in practice these are
always greater than three), or occasionally (as is often done in Algerian Arabic) in
French:

4.91

ini

ini

they

they

i-ba-ddza-ydy sdbfa u tslatsin
3P-PF-do-lS 37

They put me down as [19]37 [speaker's birth year] (2007-12-11/8)
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4.92

mahdyn

gga

how many

n-ba-yzid?

PAST 2S-PF-bear?

What year were you bom?

-

katdr-yan-trwa

-

quatre-vingt-trois

-

'83. (2008-02-05)

Decades are expressed with the Arabic plurals of the tens, pieces o f morphology
otherwise not used in Arabic numbers borrowed into Kwarandzyey:

4.93

saMinat,

sdttinat,

ndza nn

hqran

seventies

sixties

with 2S.GEN

peers

The 1970s, the 1960s, with your peers... (2007-12-06/AM)

In Southern Songhay, similarly, times and years are typically given in French (eg Heath
(1998a: 107, 145, 153)), reflecting the novelty of these systems o f marking time and
their transmission through state-related structures.

4.2.1.6 Currency

Amounts o f money are measured in centimes, without a unit being provided; centimes
are not in circulation, so sums of money are always multiples of 100. They are usually
expressed in Arabic, which requires no numerals or structures other than those already
borrowed. However, they are sometimes expressed in French:

4.94

set

mil

seven thousand

a-yydrxss?
3S-cheap

Seven thousand (70 DA) is cheap? (N 7pll5)

This cannot be characterised as codeswitching into French, since most speakers do not
know French, and French-Kwarandzyey switching with items other than numerals was
scarcely attested. However, the use o f French numerals for sums of money is common
in Algerian Arabic, even among speakers with minimal knowledge of French; such
cases may well constitute codeswitches into Algerian Arabic. Their rarity in
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Kwarandzyey argues against a borrowing analysis.

4.2.1.7 Non-numerical quantifiers

As above, it is convenient to divide these into ones indicating amount vs. ones defined
relative to the whole set. The former set is syntactically and etymologically rather
heterogeneous, although the core elements are inherited, and includes one numeral; the
latter is etymologically homogeneous, all derived from Arabic, but displays multiple
distinct syntactic constructions, only one of which can usefully be compared to one of
the ones used for numerals.

4.2.1.7.1 Fuzzy amount quantifiers

haybbu / hdybbdw /hibbu “many, much, a lot, very” (historically but not synchronically
derived from hay a “any” < “thing” and the verb bu “be numerous”, both inherited).
This often appears adverbially:

4.95

a-b-yaxddm

hdybbdw

3S-IMPF-work

much

He works a lot. (2008-01-19/08)

However, it can also appear within a noun phrase in either of two constructions, _ n N
(probably to be identified with the measure+noun construction) or, more commonly, NP
in either case, the plural marker yu is absent.

4.96

tsirzuz=fu,
hare=one,

wdlla tsirzuz hdybbu
or

hare

many

one hare, or many hares (2008-01-19/08)

4.97

dgga

hdybbu n

ba

s-ba

walu

PAST many GEN personNEG-EXIST no
There used to be not many people at all (2007-12-30/17)
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The NP takes singular agreement:

4.98

ba

hdybbukka

/

person many come /

*i-kka
*3P-come

Many people came. (N8pl09)

An exclamatory near-synonym used only attributively is the Arabic borrowing shalman
“so many” (M. Ar. (a)shal “how many” + man “from”):

4.99

shalman

qalab

na-m-nan-ndza

so many

square

2S-IRR-drink-CAUS

So many squares you would irrigate! (2007-12-30/19)

haybbu can be used predicatively, eg:

4.100

uyudzi

a-m-ga

DEM.ANA

lambw=ka,

haybbu

3S-IRR-find garden=LOC, many

ini
3P

Those are found in the garden, they are many (types). (2007-11-22/11)

But a commoner tactic for predication is to select a semantically similar verb, notably
inherited bu “be numerous”, Marram “be plentiful, be all over the place” (< M. Ar.), and
occasionally inherited tan “be full” eg:

4.101

i-bbu

zad

3P-numerous too
They're numerous too. (2008-01-01/05)

4.102

agga

ham ba-farram

PAST meat PF-plentiful
M eat was plentiful. (2007-12-06/AM)
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A semantically related causative is kattar “cause to be much/many” (< M. Ar.)

But whereas haybbu is used both adverbially and adnominally, and applies both to count
nouns and mass nouns, its opposites distinguish more categories. =f=yu “some” (—fu
“one” +yu PL; see also NP features: Definiteness) only entails the existence o f elements
of the set to which the statement applies, but is readily used with the implication of
“few, not many”, eg:

4.103 tsaksi haybbu,
now

many,

ba=yu.

bassahagga

person=PL.

but

zman

PAST old days

far

af=yu

just

one=PL
Now they are many, the people. But in the old days there used to be just a few.
(2007-12-30/17)

For “little” (with mass nouns), the adjective kadda “little” is used attributively, with the
same polysemy as in English and as in other Songhay languages such as Koyra Chiini
(Heath 1999a:94); it is normally combined with the plural ending, and often with
=f=yu:

4.104 ya-m-mun=a.tsa
lP-IRR-pour=3S.LOC

ir=fw

kadda=yu

water=one

little=PL

We would pour in a little water. (2007-12-22/13)

4.105

i-mmun=a.ka

lfarina—f w

kadda-yu

3P-pour=3S.LOC

flour=one

little=PL

They would pour in a little flour. (2008-02-05/17)

4.106

na-m-dza=a.s

langar

2S-IRR-put=3S.DAT fertiliser

kadda=yu
little=PL

You would put for it a little fertiliser. (2008-01-01/08)

The adverb “a little, a bit” is the Arabic borrowing sway/swi (< M. Ar. swiyy-a), eg:
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4.107 nd-m-dzam-a
2S-IRR-put-3S

ur=ka

a-m-daffa

sway

fire=LOC

3S-IRR-warm bit

You put it on the fire and it warms up a bit. (2007-12-22/11)

Predicatively, kadda may be used:

4.108 an

tsirs

a-mm-tfzar,

3 SGen butter 3S-IRR-form[?],

bassahh

a-kkadda

but

3S-little

Its [camel's] butter will form, but it's [only] a little, [in context: camel milk
yields little butter, so people usually drink it instead of making butter with it.] (2007-1115/05)

or the Arabic borrowing iqall “become scarce” may be used:

4.109 aha

tsaksi kulls

as for now

a-yqall

everything

3S-scarce

As for now (in contrast), everything has become scarce. (2007-12-30/17)

4.2.1.7.2 Universal quantifiers

All o f these forms derive from Arabic. Two syntactically distinct ones derive from
Arabic kull- “all, each, every”. kwall “all, at all” can occur adverbially:

4.110 fa r

tsirn~fw

kadda, a-s-sab-gaz

hibbu kull

just

bird=one

little,

much all

3S-NEG-PROG-fly

Just a little bird, it doesn't fly much at all. (2008-01-01/05)

It can also occur adnominally, either before or after the whole noun phrase. Its NP, if
countable, is normally plural.
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tsiru—yu?

fa-m-samm-i?

bird=PL

lS-IRR-name-3P

All the birds? I should name them? (2007-12-30/19)

4.112

kwdll k wara,
all

laxba a-mm-ikun

dzuyd tsuma

Kwara/village news 3S-IRR-be

there

a-kkani

locust 3S-sleep

For all Kwara, the news will be where the locusts sleep. (2007-12-22/11)

vs:

4.113 walla i-bbay-bay=ni.s
or

nn

3P-break-REDUP=2S.DAT 2S.GEN

Ikisan

kull

cups.PL

all

Or they'll break all your cups (2007-12-22/12)

4.114

manSand

yan

£amm n

iz=yu

kull

from

IP.GEN

uncle GEN

son=PL

all

from all our cousins (2007-12-22/12)

4.115 Ihwayaj ft s —yu kull a-b-tsku-ndz-i

a-b-anya-i

things.PL bad=PL all 3S-IMPF-be caught-CAUS-3P

3S-IMPF-eat-3P

All bad things, it catches and eats them. (2008-01-01/8)

4.116

tsiru kddda kull

3gga

bird

PAST lS-trap-3S

little

all

fa-b-hidz-i

I used to trap all little birds. (2007-12-06/AM)

kwa-/kwall- “each, every” directly precedes the noun, and is cliticised to it. The noun
phrase is singular.

4.117

ku-zzayd
every-day

agga

afu

PAST one

a-m-ba,

a-m-ddr

3S-IRR-EXIST 3S-IRR-go

a-m-isdrh-a
3S-IRR-graze-3S

Every day there would be someone to go graze it (the herd). (2007-12-30/19)
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a-b-mmwun

every-one=DAT

an

zlafat=tsa,

3S-IMPF-pour3S.Gen dish=LOC

an

tsu=tsa

3S.Gen plate=LOC

For each one she pours (the soup) into his plate, his dish. (2007-12-16/02)

4.119 ku-jfu
every-one

an

isn

a-m-ddr=a.s

3S.GEN

ovine 3S-IRR-go=3S.DAT

Each person, his ovine would go to him. (2007-12-30/19)

4.120 k wa-tsiruw—y
every-bird=REL

n-ba-b-tdn

a-m-gwa

2S-PF-IMPF-rise

2S-IRR-stay

Each bird you get up for would stay. (2007-12-06/AM)

4.121 ku-zzaydi
every-day

walla kwa-ssbah

famdar

lxadmat=si

or

lS-IRR-go

work=DAT

every-moming

Every day, or every morning, I go to work. (2008-01-03/06)

Mainstream Songhay languages use an Arabic borrowing for both purposes: KC/KS kul,
HS kul, TSK kulu (Heath 2005b: 126), Zarma kulu (Tersis-Surugue 1981:110). Within
Northern Songhay, Tadaksahak has kullu “each”, and Tasawaq has alkul “every”. In all
of the above except Tasawaq, the quantifier consistently comes at the end o f the noun
phrase, following any adjectives, numbers, or demonstratives, eg:

ga.su

be.ri kulu

calabash

big

all

“toute la grande calebasse”
all of the big calabash (Tersis-Surugue 1981:111)

ga.su

hinka kulu

calabash

two

all

“toutes les deux calebasses”
both the big calabashes (ibid.)
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harj

kulu

a

w

day

all

3SgS Im pf

\ka:
come

Every day he/she comes. (Heath 2005b: 126)

This corresponds to the post-nominal order attested only with “all” in Kwarandzyey,
which is best explained as a retention, and would be unexpected on the basis of Arabic
alone. On the other hand, the pre-nominal order attested for both “all” and “every” is
better explained as a later copying from Maghrebi Arabic, where it is its normal
position: kull yum “every day”, kull st-tyur (all DEF-bird.PL) “all the birds”. The form
kw3-, with irregular dropping o f the /, is likely to derive specifically from contact with
Middle Atlas Tamazight, which has both ku and kul, eg ku tigdmmi “chaque douar”, ku y
ass “chaque jour”, k u y id “chaque nuit” (Tai'fi 1991). A possible challenge to this
account is Tasawaq alkul “every”, also described as coming NP-initially:

ga

i 0 -te

higiyo

when 3p PF-arrive home

alkul bard

0-kaw-kat

a-n

every person PF-go-hither 3s-GEN

wane
that.of

“when they went home, everybody went to his own” (Kossmann 2003)

But both the presence o f the Arabic article al- and the position confirm that this must
have been borrowed from Arabic (perhaps via northern Berber) separately from the
other Songhay languages. No evidence exists that “sedentary Northern Songhay” is a
valid genetic subgroup, so it is most economical to assume separate Arabic influence in
each place (possibly via Berber in Tabelbala.)

“Whole, all” is handled with the Arabic borrowings kamdl / kamlin (M. Ar. m. / pi.)
These may occur adverbially:

4.122 sibbu,
warbler

bbdzbdz,

kamlin

uyu=i—ba

wagtail

whole.PL

DEM=PL=EXIST

Warblers, wagtails, there are all these. (2008-01-01/08)
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Within an NP these follow the noun:

4.123 xudz

a-dddr Z 9 yd

when 3S-go day

kamdl a-ydsrdh...
whole 3S-graze

When it has gone a whole day grazing... (2007-11-15/05)

4.124 llilk-

kikk

night[Ar.]

kamdl dgga

tsarga a-b-zru

night whole PAST canal 3S-IMPF-run

For the whole night the canal would flow. (2007-12-30/17)

These are not recent borrowings - kamla (Ar. f., or wrongly segmented for kamdVT) is
attested in Cancel (1908:347):

<thar' azemth kamla

adama

arba lam %a>

*tsayazdmls

kamla

fa-ddzam-a

rdb(i-iyyam=ka

road

whole.F

lS-do-3S

four-days=LOC

“Pour tout le trajet, il a fallu quatre jours.”
The whole road I did in four days.

This is not found in southern Songhay, but is shared with Tadaksahak, which has kdamil
“all” (Christiansen-Bolli 2010:149):
...har je
until

i-muudar-an

only pl-animal-pl

ooda

kdamil uhun(u)-an

senda

dem

all

dem.far loc

3p=leave-all

ka.

“... as soon as all these animals were dead there.” (Tadaksahak)

Since Arabic is not currently a major influence on Tadaksahak, it is possible that this
borrowing dates back to proto-Northem Songhay or some subfamily thereof. However,
if so, the presence o f Arabic feminine and plural forms o f it in Kwarandzyey still has to
result from more recent contact.

4.2.1.7.2.1 Universal quantifier compounds
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While kwdll “each, every” appears to be productive, some compounds featuring it must
be regarded as fixed phrases, kullas/kullsi involves an Arabic word, -si (originally
“thing”), with no independent use in Kwarandzyey:

4.125

bdkri

zggQ

kwallsi a-b-dzydy.

long ago

PAST everything

3S-IMPF-speak

Long ago everything [all animals] used to speak. (2008-02-05/9)

4.126

tsayttsa

ba=a.si,

a-b-bay

kullsi

wisdom

EXIST=3S.Dat

3 S-IMP F-know

everything

He has wisdom, he knows everything. (2008-01-19/08)

k wallha “everyone” looks like a derivative of ha(ya) “anything”. But this is semantically
problematic, and Figuig Berber uses the same form, kulha, with the meaning “tout le
monde” (Kossmann 1997:295). Since there is no evidence o f Songhay influence on
Figuig, I presume that this is an Arabic compound with -ha (3FSg), probably with
implicit reference to an-nas “the people” or ad-danya “the world”, which can both take
feminine singular agreement.

4.127

k wdllha

(a)-m-ts

ay—a mmay lkas=yu

everyone

(3S)-IRR-say I=FOCown

cup=DEM

Each person will say “This cup is mine!” (2007-12-22/12)

4.128 kwd!lha
everyone

(a)-m-ydr

a-m-naggaz

an

(3S)IRR-retum

3S-IRR-jump 3S.GEN

lkas=ka
cup=LOC

Each person will come back and jump on his cup. (2007-12-22/12)

4.2.1.7.3 Existential quantifiers

In Kwarandzyey, specific indefinites are marked with “one” (=/w), irrespective of
number:
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ndza zzdbda ndza

3S-fill bread=one

with butter and

ssdrdin
sardine

He filled a piece o f bread with butter and sardine. (2007-12-06/AM)

4.130 gga

yd-mm-ikna

bw3ndz—fu.

bw3ndz—fu

mdssdx

PAST lP-IRR-make stick=one

stick=one

thus,

yd-m-ddb-ndz(a)=a.s

zea=f=vu

1P-IRR-wear-CAUS=3 S.DAT

c1oth=one=PL

We used to make a stick, a stick like this, and put some clothes on it. (2007-1228)

Non-specific indefinites are unmarked:

4.131 tsazdmmart

luxxudz

a-hay

indza tsdksi,

ewe

when

3S-givebirth COM nanny-goat

tsazDmmdt

n

izi

fissa f

nd-m-ga

a-bya

ewe

GEN

child

quickly

2S-IRR-find

3S-big

When a ewe gives birth along with (at the same time as) a nanny-goat, you'll
quickly find the ewe's child has gotten big (before the goat's child). (2007-11-15/05)

The use of “one” to mark specific indefinites, particularly in introducing salient
referents, is widespread across Songhay, Berber, and Maghrebi Arabic alike, as well as
being cross-linguistically common; North African influence need not be appealed to for
explaining it, in light of Songhay examples as far apart as Tondi Songway Kiini:

aijga

haru f o k o y 1

ho:

well then

man one

hunt

go

“A (^another) man went hunting.” (followed by “The man...”) (Heath
2005b:262)

Koyraboro Senni:
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yow

fo o

kaa

koyr-aa

ra

stranger

one

come town-Def

Loc

“a stranger had come to the town” (Heath 1998b: 152)

and Tasawaq:

asabi fo-yo te
child

one-PLcome

“des enfants sont venus.”
Some children came. (Alidou 1988:76)

The same applies to the lack o f marking on non-specific indefinites, cp Tasawaq:

barjgu kuku bara
well

long

ne

EXIST here

“i l y a u n long puits ici”
There is a deep well here. (Alidou 1988:58)

In non-positive clauses, Kwarandzyey marks the existential variable with haya /h a
“any”, derived from Songhay “thing”, cp KC/KS haya, TSK haya /ha:-, Zarma hay.
However, its shift to mean “any” is unprecedented in Songhay, and is a clear caique on
western Maghrebi Arabic si and/or northern Berber kra/sra/sa, both originally meaning
“thing” but extended to mean “any/some” with an indefinite non-specific nominal
complement. Whereas s i ... and *kra n ... precede the variable, haya follows it. This
would make sense if they are interpreted as instantiating the genitive construction (“any
of...”) - but then one would expect it to be preceded by n in Kwarandzyey just as it is
followed by it in Berber, which is not the case.

4.131 lahqar ha
mind

any

s-ba

a.s

walu

NEG-EXIST 3SDat no

He has no sense, no. (2008-02-05/17)
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ndza man

ha

ba...

if

any

EXIST...

fat

If there's any fat... (2008-02-05/17)

This is also used alone nominally, meaning “anything”, or adverbially, meaning “(not)
at all”; the latter usage is also a likely caique on the obligatory use in Maghrebi Arabic
and northern Berber of si / *kra with the negative, perhaps reflecting an earlier stage in
Jespersen's cycle (Jespersen 1917):

4.133

yak

ha

right? any

sd-dda-ni?
NEG-hurt-2S?

Nothing has afflicted you, right? (2008-02-05/17)

4.134

a-S3-bya

haya

3S-NEG-big any
It's not big at all. (N6p50)

“Anyone” is suppletive bayu, whose etymology is unclear (perhaps related to ba
“person”):

4.135

bdssdhtsdksi bay
but

now

s-kd-ddza

haya

anyone NEG-anymore-do

i-bdy

anything 3P-want

g wa —yu
sit=VN/PL

But now nobody does anything any more, they prefer sitting around. (2007-1230/17)

4.2.2

The mass-count distinction

In Kwarandzyey, there is no morphological distinction between mass and count nouns.
As in Arabic, many nouns, notably those denoting produce, can behave as mass nouns,
taking number-neutral reference with no plural marking, eg:

4.136 ar=yuna

a-b-zzdnza

tsini
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man=DEM.DIST

3S-IMPF-sell date

That man sells dates (N6p54)

VS.

4.137

a-b-zzdnza

yu=yu

3S-IMPF-sell camel=PL
He sells camels. (N5p60)

Unlike Arabic, however, their count forms are consistently identical to their mass forms,
not marked by any special morpheme:

4.138

a-nn(a)=a.si

tsin

xdmsa

3S-give=3S.Dat

date

five

He gave him five dates. (N6p54)

4.139

?a-m-na=ni

kawkaw

inza

h9nn.u=yu

lS-IRR-give=2S

peanut

three

good.ADJ=PL

I'll give you three nice peanuts (N6p58)

4.2.3 Syntax

4.2.3.1 Quantifying count nouns

4.2.3.1.1 Integers

In Kwarandzyey, the ordinary numbers 1-10 and 100 immediately follow the noun,
which combines freely with possessors. “One” cliticises to the noun.

4.140 amad =fw
acacia=one

bya
big

a big acacia
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4.141 in

famm

3P.GEN

n

paternal uncle GEN

iz—fu
son=one

one of their cousins (2007-12-22/Yahiaouis/ll)

4.142 yu

miyya

ba

ydy.si

camel hundred

EXIST

1S.DAT

I have 100 camels.

(N ip 195)

“One” may combine with the plural marker yu to mean “some”, eg ba=f=yu “some
people” (see Fuzzy quantifiers above.) Otherwise, the NP plural marker yu is absent
from the number+head noun complex, but appears at the end o f the noun phrase if any
adjective or demonstrative follows the head noun.

4.143 lambu aynza bya=yu
garden three

big=PL

three big gardens (N4p23)

4.144 fa-m-na.ni
lS-IRR-give.2S

kawkaw

inza

hann.uw=yu

peanut

three

good.ADJ=PL

I will give you three nice peanuts (N6p58)

4.145 kg
hit

inza=dz=i
three=ANA=PL

those three hits (N 6 p l0 9 - y u > i before verbal agreement)

Where the head noun in such constructions has distinct singular and plural forms (see
2.3.2) - as with ts agardas and abardan below, whose internal plurals are tsigardasan
and ibardanan - only its singular form can be used:

4.146 tsagardas
paper. SG

aynka
two

two papers (N5p84)
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4.147 Sa-ggwa
lS-see

abdrddn

tesra

sparrow.SG

ten

I saw ten sparrows. (N ip 195)

This agrees with the data available from 1908, where the numbers 1-5 (at least)
followed the noun (Cancel 1908:329), and the adjective followed such numbers:

<dab

fou

*ddb=fu

qoari> “vetement blanc”
kwardy

clothing=one white
“a white garment” (Cancel 1908:342)

Other numbers, as well as all cryptic numbers, precede the noun, which is placed in the
singular.

11-19 are analytically ambiguous; when quantifying a noun they appear in forms ending
with -dn. This could readily be identified with the Kwarandzyey genitive marker n; but,
in fact, they take these forms when quantifying nouns in Maghrebi Arabic too, which
has no genitive marker n. There is no conclusive evidence for which analysis - genitive
marker or suffix - more closely corresponds to speakers' own analysis; analogy to
numbers above 100 would suggest a genitive analysis, whereas knowledge of the source
language, comparison with measure constructions, and analogy to numbers above 100
would suggest a suffix analysis. For Kwarandzyey-dominant speakers, I will tentatively
opt for the former analysis, as probably being more immediately accessible to them in
their childhood before they fully acquired Arabic.

4.148 m3S=yu
room=this

hda^s n

hktab a-ba

a.ka

eleven GEN

book

it.LOC

3S-EXIST

There are 11 books in this room. (N ip 195)

For 20-99 there is no evidence o f the use of a genitive linker. All of these numbers end
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in n, making it hard to be certain in many environments; but if there were a genitive
linker a geminate should still have been audible at least before nouns starting with a
vowel, such as aru below:

4.149

ba

tsmdnya

person eight

walla ba
or

Sasra walla fasrin lhaybus

person ten

or

twenty children

eight or ten people or twenty children (2007-12-22/13)

4.150

wahad u-Casrin

gungwa

ba=yay.si.

twenty-one

chicken

EXIST=lS.Dat

I have 21 chickens. (N ip 195)

4.151

wahad u-Sasrin
twenty-one

aru
man

21 men (N 4pl5)

4.152

xamsin aru
fifty

man

fifty men (N4pl5)

4.153

agga

xamsin kas

PAST fifty

cup

ba=yay.si
EXIST=1 Sg.DAT

I used to have 50 cups. (N ip 196)

Numbers above 100 and cryptic numerals are unambiguously linked through the
genitive construction:

4.154 kwara—yu
town=DEM

miyya
hundred

w-xamsin

n

ba

and-fifty

GEN

person EXIST=3S.LOC

There are 150 people in this town. (N lpl95)
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thousand

n

aru

GEN

man
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a thousand people (N4pl6)

4.156

[ndn
2S.GEN

kamb

fu

nda

inka] n

aru

hand

one

and

two

man

GEN

seven men (cryptic) (N4pl5)

The same seems to apply to mahdyni “how many?”:

4.157 ts—a.s

tsuya- mahayn

say=3S.DAT what

n

tsiru agga

na-m-sku-ndza

how many GEN bird PAST 3S-IRR-be caught-CAUS

Tell him what- how many birds you used to catch (2007-12-22/Yahiaouis/11)

4.158

mahdyn
how many

n

isan

ndz-a-qqus?

GEN

ovine 2P-PF-slaughter?

How many sheep/goats have you slaughtered? (2007-12-22/Yahiaouis/l 3)

With cryptic numbers the NP is once attested with external plural marking, but even the
same speaker more frequently used singulars:

4.159 [nan
2S.GEN

kamb=fu]

n

ar=yu

hand=one

GEN

man=PL

five men (cryptic) (N4pl5)

In summary:
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Table 55.
Source

Position

Linker

Head number
(for nouns
with inherent
number)

NP number
(with
following
modifier)

1

Songhay

Post

0

Sg

Sg

2 -3

Songhay

Post

0

Sg

PI

4-10

Arabic

Post

0

Sg

PI

11-19

Arabic

Pre

-dn (nl)

Sg

Sg

20-99

Arabic

Pre

0

Sg

Sg

100

Arabic

Post

0

Sg

Sg11

>100

Arabic

Pre

n

Sg

Sg

Cryptic

Songhay
(phrasal
neologisms)

Pre

n

Sg (occ. PI)

Sg

Synchronically, none o f the three syntactic behaviours observed for numbers assigns
them conclusively to another word class. Numerals under 10, and 100, share with
adjectives the property o f following the noun while preceding demonstratives and plural
affixes; but whereas the order o f adjectives relative to each other is flexible, numbers
always precede adjectives. Numerals 11-99 cannot be seen as nouns in apposition, since
the following noun is not pluralised; they could perhaps more fruitfully be compared to
prenominal quantifiers such as wara “even/any” and kwdC “every”. Numerals above
100 appear similar to measure constructions; aldf could consistently be argued to be a
measure noun, but for miyya the fact that it appears postnominally when alone seems to
rule that out. One way to treat them would be to take seriously the common Belbali
claim that “Kwarandzyey has no numbers above 3”, and consider this whole system as
grammaticalised code-switching: single-morpheme numbers appear in their Songhay
position, while multimorphemic ones trigger Arabic islands to be completed with Arabic
syntax, a/a/behaves as a measure because in Arabic it is a measure, while miyya does
not because its syntax with 3-9 (appearing in the singular) breaks Arabic rules for
measures.

Diachronically, the behaviour o f low numbers corresponds exactly neither to Songhay
11 The one example elicited for 100 with a following modifier has an unusual prenominal position for
100, making it potentially unrepresentative.
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(where they follow rather than precede adjectives) nor to Arabic or Berber (where they
precede the head noun.) In Arabic, numbers may follow the head noun in definite
constructions (“the ten men”); but in such cases, the head noun always appears in the
plural, which is not acceptable in Kwarandzyey. For numbers above ten apart from 100,
the syntax of those that take n is immediately reminiscent o f Berber (Galand's groups IA
and IIB), while that o f those that don't take it is indistinguishable from Arabic, or from
some Berber languages (groups IB and IIA.) However, the whole system must be
considered in the light of comparative Songhay data: is this influence Kwarandzyeyspecific, or does it date to an earlier stage?

4.2.3.1.1.1 Syntax of numbers across Songhay

In southern Songhay, numerals irrespective o f size follow adjectives but precede
demonstratives and postpositions, and the noun phrases appear without plural marking:

har

jeen-o

hirjka

man

old-ADJ

two

two old men (Koyra Chiini - Heath (1999a: 86))

woy

beeri hirjka

woman

big

two

two big women (Koyraboro Senni - Heath (1999b: 121))

allaara

woy-cindi-guu;

allaara

woy-ye-cindi-guu

riyal

fifteen

riyal

seventy-five

“fifteen riyals... seventy-five riyals” (Koyra Chiini - Heath (1998a:86))

alhoor-ije

jorjgu;

limestone-child hundred

allaara jem berfoo

nda

jorjgu

guu

riyal

and

hundred

five

1000

one

“ 100 limestone blocks; 1500 riyals” (Koyra Chiini - ibid.)

allaara

iiye

nda

jere
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riyal

seven and

half

“seven and a half riyals” (Koyra Chiini - Heath ibid.)

jirb i

woy-cindi-guu

day

fifteen

“fifteen days” (Koyraboro Senni - Heath (1998b: 119))

jiiri

zaijgu

hitjka

year

hundred

two

“200 years” (Koyraboro Senni - Heath (1998b: 143))

This pattern is overwhelmingly dominant in sub-Saharan West Africa, as shown by the
following map from WALS (Dryer 2008), and rare or unattested in North Africa,
Europe, and the Middle East:
Figure 7.
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In Northern Songhay, only the lowest numbers are retained from Songhay (1-4 in
Tasawaq, 1-2 in Tadaksahak); higher numbers are Arabic or Berber borrowings. In both
Tasawaq and Tadaksahak, however, numbers 1-10 follow the head noun:

Tadaksahak (Christiansen-Bolli 2010:158):
[bor-en

kaarad]

d-b-guijg(u)

[i-munas

hiyka]

person-pl

three

imperf-lead

pl-camel

two

“(Here are) three persons leading two camels.”

i=mmdy

[i=n

nan-en

hiqka]

3p=have

3p=gen mother-pl

two

“They had their two mothers.”

Tasawaq (Kossmann 2003):

bcfgid hinka

“two wells”

bangii sabagha

“seven wells”

bcfgu ghasara

“ten wells”

Emghedesie, the extinct language of Agades, differed little more than dialectally from
Tasawaq, and the examples available (all involving numbers 1-10) confirm the same
rule (starred lines indicate my reconstruction o f the pronunciation and morpheme
boundaries based on comparative evidence):

<kae fo>
*kay fo
time

one

“onetim e” (Barth 1851:187)
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<Boro fo barennu amai is-s-e'mka>
*boro fo

bara

man

EXIST there

one

no

a-may

izze

inka

3S-have

son

two

There was a man who had two sons. (Barth 1851:188)

<wai ro anne rai gash! inka>
*way yo

a-nna

yay

gasi

inka

womanthis

3S-give

IS

cheese two

This woman gave me two cheeses, (source translation: “this woman (she) gives
me three cheeses”) (Barth 1851:183)

<atten ani hau 'taki>
*ya-ti-na

ni

haaw taaki

lS-FUT-give

2S

cow

four

I will give you four cows, (source translation: “thou givest me four cows”)
(Barth 1851:183)

<sam bar gashera>
*zambar

yasara

thousand

ten

“ten thousand” (Barth 1851:184)

The few examples available for Tagdal/Tabarog (Rueck & Niels Christiansen
1999:26) fit the same pattern:

tondabe karad

“trois tires”

bora fo

“un homme”

Such numbers seem to follow adjectives, as in southern Songhay:

Tasawaq:
way

kayna-fo
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womansmall-one
“a young woman, one young woman”

Tadaksahak:

[arw-en

cind-en

man-PL

in d

-

pl

hirjk(a)]

Ubaara

two

3p=be

(there) were two certain men

It is not clear that the previous example contains a true adjective, but in Tadaksahak,
they follow even postpositions (no data is available on this for Tasawaq):

[zayr-en
d a y -P L

be
lo c

kaarad]
three

in three days

The position o f numbers closer to the noun than adjectives in Kwarandzyey thus
appears unique within Songhay. It is also typologically very unusual, violating
Greenberg's universal no. 20 (Greenberg 1963b:86; Rijkhoff 2002:273); Rijkhoff
explains this order away in some of the few languages to permit it as resulting from
pragmatically based fronting or from the use of appositive structures in which any of the
adjective, noun, and number can stand alone as a head, but in Kwarandzyey neither
explanation would be adequate, as this order is obligatory for 1-10 and 100 and as
normal Kwarandzyey adjectives cannot occur without a head. If it coincided with
Arabic or Berber, there would thus be a very strong argument for considering it
influence - but in fact throughout both languages numbers normally precede the noun
while adjectives follow. In Arabic when the NP is definite the number does follow the
head, but the relative order o f adjective and number is then flexible. It must therefore
be taken as an unusual innovation, not as the result o f contact.

Again in both Tasawaq and Tadaksahak, higher multiples of 10 instead precede the
noun, and are linked to it by genitive n\
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Tadaksahak:

taajinda

n

zayri

twenty

gen

day

twenty days

taasay-t-9-merw-in

on

bora

nine-F-PL-ten-PL

gen

person

ninety people

Tasawaq:

ghassirin in iarray

“twenty roads”

xamsin in bangu

“fifty wells”

teemada n bcfgu

“a hundred wells”

The same seems to be true o f Tagdal/Tabarog (Rueck & Niels Christiansen 1999:26):

akos-temerwin n kilo

“forty kilometres”

sonat tumorowon n ahat

“for twenty days”

Additive higher numbers between multiples of ten in all three languages are formed
using the Songhay conjunction nda “with” (in contrast to Kwarandzyey, where such
numbers are borrowed verbatim from Arabic): eg Tadaksahak maara (d)nd(a) a-ffo
“ 11”, t-d-mmad hinka (d)nda fammuf-o-to-merwin onda taasa (100 two and 50 and 9)
‘259’; Tasawaq bcfgu ghdsard nda a-fo “eleven wells”. In Tasawaq, the units part of
such numerals is syntactically independent o f the rest: it must follow the noun, whereas
the tens and above follow or precede depending on whether they are

ghassirin

in

bangu nda

a-fo

twenty

GEN

well

one

and

“twenty-one wells”
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Tagdal appears to behave like Tasawaq:

akos

temerwen

n

crwatay

a-may

enda

sadis

four

tens

GEN

year

3S-have

and

six

“il y a quarante-six ans”

However, Tadaksahak does not; all numbers 11-99 precede the noun. No natural
examples are available, but a translated text includes cases such as:

a-mmay

tdmmad

saadis n

awatay

3S-have

hundreds

six

year

GEN

“He was 600 years old.” (Christiansen, pc)

The comparative situation across Northern Songhay, as far as can be provisionally
determined from the scanty materials discussed, may be summed up as follows.
(Abbreviations: S=Songhay, B=Berber, A=Arabic, C=Composite.)
Table 56.
K warandzyey

Tasawaq

Tadaksahak

Tagdal

Lexical Syntax

Lexical Syntax

Lexical Syntax

Lexical Syntax

source

source

source

source

1
2

S

S

3

Post+Sg

S

Post+Sg
B

4
5-10

Post+Sg

Post+Pl

A

11-19

Pre+Sg

S

Post
?

B

Post

S

?

B

?
?

C

Post+Sg C

Pre+Sg

C

A

Pre+Sg

B

Pre+Sg

B

(ambig)
20,30... 90

Pre+

A
Pre+Sg

21...29....

(direct)

Sg
Split+
C

Split+Sg C

Pre+Sg

C

91..99
100

Post+Sg B

Pre+Sg
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Clearly proto-Northem Songhay, like proto-Songhay, had postnominal numerals up to
10;

remarkably, this seems to have been preserved throughout the family irrespective of

lexical borrowing. Moreover, all four languages agree on placing the tens from 20 to 90
prenominally; this aspect o f the syntax may therefore date back to the earliest layer of
Berber influence in Northern Songhay (although independent parallel development is
possible, given the shared stimulus of contact.) The treatment o f numbers between the
tens, on the other hand, can only be attributed to Kwarandzyey-specific developments,
since Tadaksahak is more closely related to Tagdal than either is to Kwarandzyey.
Kwarandzyey is the only Songhay language to have borrowed lexical forms of numbers
for between the tens, and the only one to have lexical numbers between the tens which
are not predictable from the units. In this sense, the numbers between the tens do not
correspond to any Songhay lexical items, just as mdn “from”, when used to mark
source, does not correspond to any Songhay adposition; it is not surprising that they
should retain Arabic grammar.

4.3.3.1.1.2 Analysis

The key difference between the two patterns observed lies in whether the number is
treated as an modifying adjunct, following the noun or noun phrase directly, or as a
nominal head, linked to the NP through a genitive construction with n. Across northern
Songhay, low numbers are treated as the former; higher ones as the latter (apart from
100 in Kwarandzyey, and apart from the missing ris in mid-range Kwarandzyey
numbers.) Tasawaq may be seen as having no lexical entries for inter-decade numbers
higher than

10,

since these are syntactically separable; so all lexical numbers in these

languages higher than 10 are nominal heads. But this does not correlate to the observed
sources of borrowing. Tadaksahak numerals are borrowed from Berber above 2;
Tasawaq numerals from Arabic above four and from Berber above 99; and
Kwarandzyey numerals from Arabic above three. In both Arabic and Berber, all
numbers (except in Arabic “one” and only in classical Arabic “two”) behave like
nominal heads, preceding the noun and in Berber being linked to it with genitive n. If
this syntactic property is lexically determined, all the borrowed numerals should behave
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like nominal heads, not just the ones above 10. The stability o f the pattern across
different Northern Songhay languages with different borrowing patterns suggests that
the syntactically relevant attributes of each number has been retained from ProtoNorthem Songhay whether the phonetic form of each number comes from Songhay,
Berber, or Arabic. The treatment of numbers above 10 as nominal heads is probably
attributable to Berber influence; but if so, this influence cannot be related directly to
lexical borrowing.

This contrasts strikingly with the behaviour observed in another zone where the NounNumber typology of sub-Saharan Africa is under pressure from large-scale Arabic
bilingualism: southern Egypt and the Sudan. In the few cases for which descriptions are
available, borrowed and inherited numbers coexist, but each tends to obey its source
language's syntax. In Sudanese Fulfulde (Abu-Manga 1986:194), “ninety-nine towns”
is either galluuje tis'iin-e-joweenayi (with the Fulani numeral, order, and number) or
tis'a-wu-tis'iin galluure (with the Arabic numeral, order, and number). Likewise, in
Sudanese Hausa (Abu-Manga 1999:132) “six cows” is either saniya/shanu shida (with
the Hausa numeral and Hausa order) or sitta shanu/saniya (with the new Arabic numeral
and order). In Egyptian Nubian, for non-competent bilinguals: “The correct Nubian
word order (noun + numeral) was often affected by the correct Arabic phrase structure
(numeral + noun)... the lexical substitution o f Arabic for Nubian numerals is
accompanied by structural interference: lexical items are borrowed together with their
characteristic syntax... Departures from Nubian syntax when no Arabic items were
present were always rejected as ungrammatical by competent bilinguals.” (Rouchdy
1991:25) However, the author's examples indicate that noun + numeral is also possible
for Arabic numbers there.

With adjectives, we observed a strong preference for simultaneously preserving source
language lexical properties and fitting existing borrower language preferences. Here,
on a larger scale than for the few nominal adjectives of Kwarandzyey, we see clear
evidence that, for meaningful items if not for functional ones, borrower language
properties of equivalent items can override source language ones; etymology is not
destiny.
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4.3.3.1.2 Fractions

Fractions are treated as nouns in their own right, following the noun in a genitive
construction when on their own, eg agadddd n ifri “half a finger” (N5p60). A fraction is
combined with a whole number through conjunction:

4.160

has

dynka ndz

ufri

cup

two

half

and

two cups and a half (N4pl6)

Both o f these are true in other Songhay languages, eg Koyraboro Senni koyr-aa jera f aa “town-DEF half one-DEF” = the half o f the town (Heath 1998b: 180), Koyra Chiini
allaara hiyka ndajere “riyal two and h alf’ = 2Vi riyals (Heath 1999a:92).

4.3.3.2 Quantifying mass nouns

The construction is: measure —n —noun, using the genitive particle but with the
opposite of the expected order.

4.161

lkas=fw

n

atsay

cup=one

GEN

tea

a cup of tea (N5pl98)

4.162

tlatsa kilu

n

hamu

three

GEN

meat

kilo

three kilos o f meat (N5pl98)

This construction is equally applicable whether the noun being quantified is inherently a
mass noun or a count noun, as long as the measure is present:
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yu
camel

a herd of camels (N5pl98)

This construction is strongly reminiscent o f the Berber structure seen for Siwi and found
further west, eg Figuig:

ta-xdrrub-t

n

w-am-an

FSg-carob (measure)-FSg

GEN

OBL-water-PL

a carob-measure of water (Kossmann 1997:371)

Unfortunately, the construction in question is not well documented in Songhay, but in
Koyraboro Senni, examination o f texts indicates the opposite order, as might be
expected:

taba

fadda fo o

tobacco

sack

one

a sack of tobacco (Heath 1998b:226)

wuraa

mutukal

zaygu

gold

mithqal

hundred

one hundred mithqals of gold (Heath 1998b: 14)

This suggests that the order and construction used in Kwarandzyey represents Berber
influence.

4.3.4 Distributive use

Throughout Songhay, adverbial distributives are constructed by reduplication o f the
number, sometimes preceded by reflexes of nda “with, and”, eg:
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buu

nda

a-ffoo-foo

die

with

Absol-one-one

“They died one at a time.” (Koyraboro Senni, Heath 1998:123)

i

bun

a-foo-foo

3P1S die

AbsolSg-one-one

“They died one after the other (=one at a time).” (Koyra Chiini, Heath 1999:92)

Little data is available for Northern Songhay, but Tadaksahak too uses a reflex o f nda
plus reduplication:

wa

md-tsr-tdr

snda

hirjka hirjka.

i m p :p l

RECi-DUP-line.up

co m v

two

two

Line (yourself.pl) up two by two!

Kwarandzyey has retained this construction:

4.164 wd-hhur-tsi

ndza inka-inka

PL.IMP-enter-hither

with two-REDUP

“come in two by two” (N5p56).

4.165

i-hhur

ndza

3P-enter

with

inza-inza.
three-REDUP

“They came in three by three.” (2008-02-05/10)

4.3.5 Predicative use

Numbers are rarely used predicatively, but when they are, they use the same predicative
construction as nouns, eg:

4.166 hmsabih,

far

Orion's Belt just

inza

ini

three

3P
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Orion's Belt is just three stars. (2007-12-21/33)

4.4 Conclusion

Numbers, especially higher numbers, are among the most widely borrowed items in
languages under Arabic influence in North Africa. Throughout most o f Northern and
Eastern Berber, all numbers above 2 or 3 are Arabic borrowings (Souag 2007), as are a
lot o f the other quantifiers. Yet despite a near-complete adoption of Arabic vocabulary
in this domain, the syntax o f quantifier+noun constructions in both languages remains
mostly independent of Arabic; quantifier specification, position, and presence or
absence o f a linker all correlate better to comparative data for each language's closest
relatives than to Arabic practice, notwithstanding the syntactic differences between
them, even if the situation for numerals in Northern Songhay is itself probably the result
o f earlier Berber influence. This strikingly demonstrates that lexical borrowing is no
guarantee of syntactic borrowing - although, as the mass-count distinction in Arabic
loans into Siwi suggests, it can be a contributing factor. Such situations correspond to
Myers-Scotton's (1993) expectation that single-word borrowing of content morphemes
through codeswitching will be placed in a frame with inherited word order; but, while
such an approach happens to make the right predictions here, it does not explain why
the relevant syntax should have been adopted in proto-Northem Songhay and Sudanese
Hausa and Fulfulde.

The wholesale borrowing o f counts for measures of time, together with those measures
themselves, is similarly common. It is shared with most other Northern and Eastern
Berber languages (Souag 2007); and similarly, in Sudanese Fulfulde “Loans pertaining
to time, measurement and currency which have no Fulfulde equivalents are very
frequently enumerated with Arabic numbers... In almost all o f the utterances in which
these items are mentioned in our data, they are enumerated by Arabic numbers.” (AbuManga 1986:192) The phenomenon may be comparable to Japanese and Korean's
adoption of Chinese numbers usually combining with Chinese measure words, although
in these languages all nouns require measure words for counting. In Myers-Scotton's
terminology, these can be thought of as the grammaticalisation of Embedded Language
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Islands, internally obeying the rules o f Arabic rather than of the Matrix Language. The
borrowing o f phrases is not uncommon (compare, in Kwarandzyey, the use of Arabic
phrases like dn sa llah “if God wills”, y a fh m dllah “God knows”); but it is less
common for it to lead to an entire productive paradigm.

A comparison with adpositions is instructive. The syntactic system is in both cases
highly resilient, with only quite limited changes of word order from the original, while
the lexemes themselves are much more easily borrowed - and whole phrases in the
original language are also readily borrowed (as counters here, as adverbs there.)
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5 Demonstratives and relative clauses

5.1 Introduction

Demonstratives are a closed class of words used by speakers to select among alternative
referents based on their location or discourse relevance, to “orient the hearer in the
surrounding situation” and “keep track o f prior discourse participants” (Diessel 1999:2);
key functions include pronominal, adnominal, and locative. Adverbs o f time and place
often consist o f frozen noun-demonstrative combinations, and as such are potentially
relevant here; in fact, in both languages they preserve aspects of older demonstrative
systems which have ceased to be productive.

Relative clauses serve a similar discourse-tracking function to demonstratives,
identifying a referent on the basis of predicates applicable to it. In Arabic, as in English,
the two are handled quite differently from each other. But in both Siwi and
Kwarandzyey, relative clauses are usually introduced by morphology closely related to
the demonstrative system, and appear in what may be seen as the same syntactic
position; it is therefore convenient to treat them together here. Only restrictive relatives
will be discussed; no evidence for non-restrictive ones was observed in either language.

While demonstratives seem to be among the least readily borrowed subsystems of a
language, cases o f their borrowing are attested. A particularly clear one is Chamorro,
where the Spanish este has completely replaced the original proximal demonstrative ini
(Topping 1973:112). Gutob, a South Munda language, is believed to have borrowed at
least part o f its three-term demonstrative system (e-, u-/tu~, ha-) from Dravidian *i-,
*u~, *a- (Zide 1991). The Cantonese proximal demonstrative n i\ atypical within
Chinese, may derive from Tai, cp. Thai nii (Matthews 2006). Bechhaus-Gerst
(1996) argues that Dongolawi-Kenuzi has borrowed its demonstrative pronouns from its
relative Nobiin. Nonetheless, neither o f the languages under examination includes any
borrowed demonstratives.

The relative rarity o f demonstrative borrowings should not be taken as meaning that
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demonstrative systems are immune to external influence. Examples of syntactic
calquing, in particular, are not hard to find. In French as spoken among the Ewe, less
fluent speakers often omit the first element (ce) and leave only the postnominal portion
la, a caique on the phonologically similar Ewe post-nominal demonstrative (Lafage
1985:96). In Tsat, a heavily Sinicized Chamic language o f Hainan, more Chineseinfluenced varieties have come to prepose the demonstrative as in Mandarin, while
conservative varieties place it after the noun (Thurgood & Li 2002). In modem
Rapanui, the language o f Easter Island, demonstratives are increasingly placed
prenominally as in Spanish rather than postnominally (Steven Roger Fischer 2007).
Probable cases of semantic calquing are also found. The Amazonian (Maipurean)
language Tariana appears to have restructured its demonstrative system on the model of
its unrelated East Tucanoan neighbours, notably by developing a new third degree of
distance referring to something far from the addressee (Aikhenvald 2002:109).
Unusually large demonstrative systems have been described as an areal feature of the
Pacific Northwest (Thomason 2001:124), and it has been suggested that the
typologically unusual reduction of (prenominal) demonstratives system to a one-term
system in French and German may also be a (minimal) areal feature (Da Milano 2007).
As will be seen, Kwarandzyey and Siwi demonstrative systems both show signs of
reorganisation under external influence.

Relative clauses are a comparatively inessential grammatical feature; they are acquired
late by children (Ingram 1989:483), and are typically absent from early stages of second
language acquisition (Wolfgang Klein & Perdue 1997). It is perhaps thus unsurprising
that both relative markers and the structure o f relative clauses are fairly susceptible to
structural influence; to name a couple o f examples, Pipil has borrowed Spanish ke
“who, what” as a relative pronoun (Campbell 1985:128); El-Fogaha Berber has
borrowed the Arabic relative marker elli (Paradisi 1963:104); and Azerbaijani has
borrowed both the relative clause marker ki and the structure of finite postnominal
relative clauses from Persian (Schonig 1998:260). Although the relative markers used
in Kwarandzyey and Siwi are mostly inherited, the syntax o f relative clauses in both
languages displays convincing signs o f reorganisation under external influence.
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5.2 Siwi

5.2.1 Categories and forms

Siwi demonstratives are divided into three distances: proximal (near the speaker),
medial (near the hearer), and distal (near neither.) Proximal forms show suffixed
agreement in number and gender with the addressee, a typologically unusual
phenomenon o f which I have been able to find attestations for demonstratives only in
Classical Arabic and Razihi Arabic (examples and discussion below.) In addition, Siwi
pronominal, adnominal, and presentative demonstratives agree in number and gender
with their referent.

Table 57.
Proximal

Medial

Medial

Medial

Distal

(addressing (addressing (addressing
man)

woman)

group)

- M. sg. referent wa(ya)

wok

worn

werwdn

wih

- F. sg. referent

ta(ya)

tok

tom

terwdn

tih

- PI. referent

wi(yya)

wiyyok

wiyyom

wiyyerwdn

widin

- M. sg. referent dawa(ya)

dawok

dawom

dawerwdn

dawih

- F. sg. referent

tata(ya)

tatok

tatom

taterwdn

tatih

- PL referent

dawi(yya) dawiyyok

dawiyyom

dawiyyerwdn dawidin

Pronominal
(“this”):

Adnominal:
(“this pen”)

Presentative
(“here is”):
- M. sg. referent ywafyaj

ywok

ywom

ywerwdn

ywih

- F. sg. referent

xta(ya)

xtok

xtom

xterwdn

xtih

- Pl. referent

ywi(yya)

ywiyyok

ywiyyom

ywiyyerwan

ywidin

Locative

gda(ya)

gdok

gdom

gderwon

-

(“here”)
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Approximate

ssa

ssok

ssom

sserwan

ssih

amsa

amsok

amsom

amserwan

amsih

locative
(“around here”)
Manner adverb
(“thus”)
Where both are available, the s- series is used for more approximate location and the
gd- series is default, like English “thereabouts” vs. “there”; there is no distal in the gdseries, perhaps because the distal is negatively defined as something near neither me nor
you, and hence potentially covers an indefinitely large area. The difference is
confirmed by native speaker intuitions; asked about the difference between ssok and
gdok, one speaker defined the former as “<^9 - ^ J ^ ^ o J U >oj

h allo o "

(“unrestricted, ie a sign of the unknown somewhat” - 2009/10/13.)

Besides these categories, the form wihin, f. tihin (a plural could not be elicited), is used
as a filler word substituting for a noun not recalled, like English “whatsit” or
“whatchamacallit” (no verbal equivalent was noted.) Etymologically, this is a distal
demonstrative (see below for comparisons.) The use of a cognate distal demonstrative
as a filler word is likewise attested in Zuara (Mitchell 2009:180) and in Ait
Seghrouchen Berber, where Bentolila (1981:56) says o f the masculine singular distal
demonstrative winn that “on l'emploie quand on a oublie le nom qui designe la chose a
laquelle on veut faire allusion” (one uses it when one has forgotten the noun designating
the thing to which one wishes to refer); as will be seen below, this has been calqued into
Kwarandzyey.

Relative clauses, pronominal or adnominal, are introduced by a word agreeing in
number and gender with the head noun (or referent): wan m./pl., tan f. Comparison to
the demonstratives suggests that the plural form was originally distinct, and Laoust
(1931:119) reports a distinct plural wiyan\ this, however, is no longer used. Both my
consultants and those of Leguil (1986a: 108) give only wan for the plural.

5.2.1.1 Origins
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All the morphemes above seem to be of Berber origin. The basic proximal and distal
pronominal and locative forms have equivalents throughout Berber (data from Paradisi
(1960), Nait-Zerrad (2001), Bentolila (1981)):
Table 58.
Siwi

Awjila

Kabyle

Ait Seghrouchen

this m.

wa(ya)

wa/we/waya

wa(gi)

wu

this f.

ta(ya)

ta/te/taya

ta(gi)

tu

this m.

wi(yya)

wiya

wi(gi)

y'mu

that m.

wih

wiwan

wihin

winn

that f.

tih

tiwan

tihin

tinn

that m.

widin

widdnin

wihid

yininn

gda

dila

da(gi)

da

pi.

pi.
here

Note that this table omits the feminine plural forms, since Siwi - unlike other Berber
languages - has no gender distinction in the plural; this is a special case of a general
loss of gender agreement in the plural, also seen consistently in the personal pronouns
and verbal agreement markers and less consistently in the adjectives. The relative
pronouns with -n are less widespread, but have exact equivalent in eg Eastern R if wan
m.sg., tan f. sg., (y)in m. pi. (Kossmann 2000), Zayan Tamazight un, ten, wis
(Loubignac 1924). For the g and ss in the locative forms, cp. the Siwi prepositions g
“in” and s “with, by”. The y appearing in the presentational forms has a possible
counterpart in Tashelhiyt pronominal demonstrative forms ywa, ywi, xta, xti (Aspinion
1953), and is perhaps to be linked historically to a preposition such as yur “at”; in any
case it cannot be linked to Arabic influence. The manner adverbs are plausibly derived
by Vycichl (2005:243) from am “like” + s “with” + the usual demonstratives. But
whereas the forms are Berber, the organisation is unexpected for Berber.

5.2.1.1.1 Distances and anaphoric forms

The typical Berber system, as in Ait Seghrouchen Tamazight (Bentolila 1981), Kabyle
(Nait-Zerrad 2001), or Eastern R if (Kossmann 2000), features a different three-way
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distinction —proximal, distal, and anaphoric (referring back to an entity previously
mentioned in, or clearly relevant to, the discourse.) A medial distance is not typical for
Berber, but not entirely unprecedented; for Tamasheq, Heath (Heath
2005a:239) describes a “near-distant” demonstrative wsdi, and Chenoua (Laoust
1912) is described as having a “medium distance” demonstrative <ouaiek> waysk
contrasting with what appear to be proximal <oua> wa and distal <ouin> win. A
possible example closer to Siwa is Awjila (Paradisi 1960) wek, simply glossed, along
with wa as “questo” (“this”.) The lack o f an anaphoric demonstrative appears rather
more unusual. Most Berber languages examined are described clearly as having
anaphoric demonstratives; while some older sources make no mention of these, the only
Berber language for which I am aware o f an explicit statement that it lacks an anaphoric
demonstrative is Figuig (Kossmann 1997:235). For nearby Awjila, an anaphoric
demonstrative has not been explicitly described, but Paradisi's form -idin “quello (non
molto lontana)” (“that (not very far)”) is likely to be one, given its etymological
correspondences. The origin of the extra adnominal morpheme is also problematic, but
this will be discussed below. Can these differences be linked to Arabic influence?

The lack o f a specifically anaphoric demonstrative, o f course, parallels Arabic precisely,
and the only other Berber language found to lack it, Figuig, is also heavily influenced
by Arabic. The conclusion that this loss is probably contact-induced seems clear. The
presence o f a medial distance is not typical for Arabic dialects, and indeed Cairene
Arabic has only one distance (Gary & Gamal-Eldin 1982:85); however, the medial
distance in Siwi shares a strikingly typologically unusual feature with archaic Arabic,
suggesting that Arabic influence at some time depth may be at work here too.

5.2.1.1.2 Addressee agreement

Addressee agreement is not attested anywhere else in Berber, and appears almost
unknown elsewhere; Siwi addressee agreement thus deserves particular attention here
(partly based on Souag 2009.) Here are a few minimal pairs, mostly from a retelling of
the story o f Joseph:
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Standalone medial, referent = m. sg., different addressees:
5.1 y-ummw-as:

a

wdldi...

3M-say-3SgDat: oh

wo-k

xer

my son... that.M -2:M good

a-zuwwar
M-great

He told him: O my son... th a t is a great good.

5.2 y-ummw-as
3M-say-3SgDat:

i

talt-dnnds:

wo-m

ge-ydnfu-yanax

to

woman-3SgGen: that.M -2:F

IRR-benefit.3M-lPlDat

He told his wife: th a t one will benefit us.

5.3 yummw-asan:

w-erwan

aggwid n

3M-say-3PlDat: that.M -2:F

man

rabbwi

GEN God

He told them: th a t is a man of God.

Modifying medial, referent=f.sg., different addressees:
5.4 tasutdt
palm tree

tatok

tdlla

muddat-lafmar

M OD-DEM .F-2:M

3F.be(locative)

lifetime

T h at palm tree has been around for ages, (addressing male researcher)

5.5 antf-ax
pick-IS

twardat

ta-t-om

msabb-ki

flower

M OD-DEM .F-2:F

because-2F

I picked th at flower for your (f.) sake.

5.6 mrrfi-y-asin-a

i itadam-annaw: g-usad

g aKarbiyya ta-t-erwan

say-lS-3PDat-PF to people-lSDat IRR.3M-come in car

M OD-DEM .F-

2:P1
I told my family: they will come in th at car.

The earliest clear record of addressee agreement o f which I am aware occurs unrecognised - in a story recorded by Laoust (1931:147). Towards its end, a jackal
tells a hyena (feminine in Siwi) “that’s the state o f the world” (<wom alhal n-addanif>).
Laoust analyses it as wa am “this is like”, but there is no Siwi-intemal motivation for
a+a > o, and understanding it as a demonstrative with addressee agreement is more
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plausible. An older example lacking context is given in Walker's (1921:44) slightly
mistranslated version o f the adverbial demonstrative paradigm: <amsuk> “like that
(m)”, <amsom> “like that (f)’\ The medial forms with -k themselves are attested even
earlier: Basset (1890:16)) gives <ouok> dg and pi. <ouiok> dbg. This feature is clearly
not a recent development.

Etymologically, these forms are to be derived from internal sources.

The proximal

demonstrative pronoun forms, wa (m.sg.) / ta (f. sg.) / wi (m. pi.), are pan-Berber, as
seen above. The medial forms can be derived from these, if we analyse e as a+i and o
as a+u, by adding the suffixes -u-k, -u-m, -ir-wdn. Most Berber languages do not have
any o f these three suffixes in their

demonstrative paradigms, as noted by Basset

(1952:52). For nearby Awjila, the pronominal forms wek (m.), tek (f.) and adnominal
clitic -ek listed under “questo” as alternatives to wa/ta/wiya/tiya (Paradisi 1960) suggest
a shared development rather than a shared archaism, although there is no evidence of
addressee agreement in the paltry materials available; the other exception mentioned
above, Chenoua,

only has -k, with no evidence for a preceding vowel nor for

agreement, and is unusual enough within Berber that it could itself be a caique off
Arabic (Algerian hada “this” vs. hadak “that”), and hence does not constitute a strong
argument for regarding -k as a common inheritance. The regular Siwi (and pan-Berber)
2nd person suffixes for prepositions are m. sg. -k, f. sg. -m, pi. -wan; the extra material,
and especially the otherwise unexpected r in the plural addressee forms, suggest a
contraction of the preposition yur- “at”. The Siwi preposition tf/“on”, from pan-Berber
yaf, already suggests that y has a certain tendency to be deleted in high-frequency items.
Thus the original forms would have been something like “this at you”. A parallel
development generated both Classical Arabic dalika “this” < da, originally “this” + li“to” + -ka “you (m. sg.)”, and Italian (Tuscan) codesto < Vulgar Latin eccu' tibi istum
“behold to-you that” (Baragiola 2009:91).

In almost all contemporary Arabic dialects, addressee agreement is absent or restricted
to presentatives, eg Egyptian Arabic 'adi-k (m. addr.), 'adi-ki (f. addr.) “here you have...”
(Woidich 2006:49). However, in Qur'anic Arabic certain demonstratives, in particular
dalika (m. sg. referent) / tilka (f. sg. referent) “that”, may agree in gender and number
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with the addressee, yielding dalikuma/tilkuma (to 2 people), ddlikum/tilkum (to more
than 2 people including a man), and dalikunna/tilkunna (to more than 2 women). Eg:

•

Surat Yusuf, v. 32: fa-dalikunna lladi lumtunnanifih “That (with 2f.pl. ending)

is he about whom you (f.pl.) blamed me” - said by Pharaoh’s wife addressing her female
friends
•

Surat Yusuf, v. 37: dalikuma mimmd Sallamarii rabbi “That (with 2du. ending)

is from what my Lord has taught me” - said by Yusuf addressing his two cellmates
•

Surat al-A9raf, v. 22: 'a-lam 'anhakuma San tilkuma ssajarati “Did I not warn

you two against that (with 2du. ending) tree?” - said by God addressing Adam and Eve.
(Note that in this case the demonstrative is attributive, and hence cannot be
presentative.)

This phenomenon has continued to the present in the Arabic dialect of Jabal Razih in
Yemen, according to Watson et al. (2006), where, for example, “'that m. s.' is realised as
dak when the addressee is male, dac when the addressee is female, ddkum when the
addressees are male, and dakun when the addressees are female.” However, in the vast
majority o f Arabic dialects, and in Modem Standard Arabic, it is no longer productive.

Both

the

phenomenon

o f addressee

agreement

on

demonstratives

and

the

grammaticalisation path by which both languages originally gained it - namely,
demonstrative + spatial preposition + 2nd person affix > medial demonstrative agreeing
in person - appear rare.

The most extensive survey currently available of attested

grammaticalisation paths is Heine & Kuteva (2002); this work, listing 400
grammaticalisation processes using data from roughly 500 languages, does not include
this particular path. The chances o f independent parallel development are thus low,
justifying an attribution o f this phenomenon to Arabic influence.

5.2.2 Adnominal demonstrative syntax

Adnominal demonstratives are strictly positioned after the noun and after any adjectives
or possessive suffixes modifying the noun, and normally also follow possessors even
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when modifying the head:

5.7

us-i

akbar-annaw a-mdllal

da-w-ok

give-lSgDat robe-lSgGen M-white

MOD-DemM-2:M

Give me that white robe o f mine. (2009-07-01)

5.8

taza

ta-zattaf-t

bowl F-black-F

ta-t-ok

ta-ccur-a gattut

n a-mdllal

MOD-DemF-2:M 3F-fill-PF in mulberry GEN M-white

That black bowl is filled with white mulberries. (2008-05-07/329)

5.9

ga-ssy-am

akbar-nnaw

da-w-erwan

FUT-take-2P robe-lSgGen MOD-DemM-2:Pl
You will take this robe o f mine. (2008-08-03/Yusuf5)

5.10

tihattat

n

attut

ta-zattaf-t

berry[F]

GEN

mulberry[M] F-black-F

ta-t-ok
MOD-DemF-2:M

that black mulberry berry (2008-05-07/329)

They may either follow or precede relative clauses:

5.11

la

tdcc

tibdtwen

NEG eat.INT

i-sdlq-in-a

eggs

da-wiyy-dk

3-boil-3Pl-PF MOD-DemP-2:M

Don’t eat those boiled eggs (or “eggs which have been boiled”.) (2009-06-27)

5.12

la
NEG

sall-as
listen.INT-2SgDat

i

wan

ya-xrif-a

da-w-ok

to

RelM 3M-crazy-PF MOD-DemM-2:M

Don't listen to that guy who is crazy. (2009-06-21)

vs.
5.13

us-i

laqmas a-mdllal

give-lSgDat cloth

M-white

da-w-ok

wan

MOD-DemM-2:M

RelM M-fold-PF

Give me that white cloth which is folded. (2009-06-27)
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5.14

taxyamt

ta-tih

tan

sdddu amazdag

tent

MOD-DemF.Dist

RelF

next to mosque

That tent which is next to the mosque (2009-07-01)

As seen above, they consist of the pronominal demonstrative forms preceded by an
extra morpheme da (f. ta). This phenomenon is no doubt early; it is attested at least as
for *itadem dawiyya

early as Bricchetti-Robetti's (1889) <etadem douija>

“these men” (cited in Basset (1890:39).) Its post-adjectival position is confirmed by
Walker (Walker 1921:43) <dabash athhel dowuk> for *ddbas adqil dawok “this heavy
baggage”. This situation is quite anomalous in Berber, and requires explanation.

In the original Berber pattern, exemplified by the large majority o f varieties, adnominal
demonstratives are clitics (although sometimes transcribed as separate words), usually
invariant for number and gender, directly attached to the noun to which they refer (after
any pronominal possessor suffixes), with no equivalent of Siwi da-/ta~.

Ouargla:

argaz ou,

taiziout ou

man this,

girl this

this man, this girl (Biamay 1908:34)

Chaoui:

azammur-din
olive-DEM.DIST
“ces olives-la”
those olives (Penchoen 1973:14)

Nafusi:

taddart

uh

tlnnem

house

DEM

FSgRel-2SgGen

“questa casa e tua”
This house is yours. (Beguinot 1931:141)

Ghadames:

ouddjid

ou
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DEM

“cette homme”
this man (Calassanti-Motylinski 1904:24)

Awjila:

ameden-dya,

ameden-iwan\

temlgni-y-lwan

man-DEM.PROX

man-DEM.DIST

woman-EP-DEM.DIST

(questo uomo, quell'uomo; quella donna)
this man, that man; that woman (Paradisi 1960)

Tamasheq:

ilamawan-nam

di-day

skins-2FSgPoss DEM.NearDist-ANA
those hides of yours (Heath 2005a:242)

In such cases, the demonstrative seems to be attached directly to the head noun,
preceding the adjective (although few if any grammars give relevant examples):

axxam-agi

a-mdllal

house-this

MSg-white

this white house (Kabyle, elicited from A. Sennaoui)

Sometimes the suffixed demonstrative retains some agreement morphology Thus in
certain Kabyle varieties -agi “this” has a plural form -igi (Nait-Zerrad 2001:52), and
similarly in Sened:

Sened:

<achenti ouai... tamat't'out ta'i...

irgazen ia...>

*asanti-way

tamattut-tay

i-rgaz-an-ya

child-DEM.M

woman-DEM.F

Pl-man-Pl-DEM.Pl

this child, this woman, these men. (Provotelle 1911:44)

The closest parallel to Siwi so far found is in the dialect of El-Fogaha, a central Libyan
oasis (Paradisi 1963:121):
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Table 59.
(El-Fogaha)

Pronominal

Adnominal

Proximal sg.

wa m. / ta f.

-ddda (eg tamattut edda
“this woman”, amar-edda
“this man”)

wi m. / ti f.

Proximal pi.

-(ad) di (eg imedden-di
“these men”)

wanhak m. / tsnhak f.

Distal sg.=pl.

-ddddn (eg tasdana-dden
“these women”, amaredden “these men”)

However, internal evidence confirms that this system is innovative both in Siwi and in
El-Fogaha.

Traces o f direct suffixation o f adnominal demonstratives to the noun,

without da-/ta- intervening, can still be seen in a number of Siwi and El-Fogaha
adverbs:

Proximal *-a (cp. Kabyle -a/agi, Chaoui -a/aya, Zayan -a/ad):
asfa “today” (Kab./Mzab ass, Awjila is fi<’day”); El-Fogaha assa
ita “tonight” (Kab./Mz. id “night”)
asdggasa “this year” (Kab./Mz. asdggwas “year”); El-Fogaha saggasa
amra “now” (Tamajeq amer “moment, time, season, period” (Alojaly
1980)); El-Fogaha amira

Anaphoric *-din (cp. Chaoui, Ait Seghrouchen -din; Awjila -idin “quello (non molto
lontana)”)
nhardin “then, at that time” (Siwi nnhar “day” < Ar.)

This shows that Siwi and El-Fogaha too originally suffixed adnominal demonstratives
to the noun like other Berber languages, and hence that the linker da-/ta- is a Siwi
innovation, shared only with El-Fogaha. Where did it come from?

If the Siwi case were completely isolated within Berber, one would be strongly tempted
to derive this da from the Egyptian Arabic (not Bedouin Arabic) distance-neutral
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masculine singular demonstrative da “this”.

The Egyptian Arabic demonstrative

likewise follows the head noun and any adjectives, though it precedes relative clauses
(Gary & Gamal-Eldin 1982:33), eg (ibid):

kul

?il-saba(i

banat ?il-hilw-Tn

all

the-seven

girls

dol

the-pretty-PL those

?illi

?itxarrag-u...

who

graduated-3PL

All those seven pretty girls who graduated...

The form da (~ dah ~ dih) is also found, in the same syntactic position, in the Arabic of
the nearest oasis, Bahariya (Drop & Woidich 2007:48):

ar-razil

il-mazniin

dah

the-man

the-crazy

this.M

this crazy man (“der vemickte Kerl”) {ibid)

Since most Egyptian dialects distinguish no more than two distances and for many,
including Cairene (Gary & Gamal-Eldin 1982:85) da has become distance-neutral, the
addition o f demonstratives could be motivated by a need to make the same distinctions
in the adnominal forms as in the pronominal ones. However, deriving it from Egyptian
Arabic would force us to suppose that the agreement paradigm (Eg. Ar. m. da, f. di, pi.
dol) was simplified to the masculine form alone, even though the agreement systems are
perfectly congruent and even though speakers fluent enough to borrow such a
morpheme would certainly be able to decline it correctly. In any case, the existence o f a
similar morpheme in El-Fogaha is problematic for this account; the Arabic o f its region,
Fezzan, normally uses NP-initial demonstratives had- etc. (Caubet 2004:89), and there
is no obvious reason to assume that El-Fogaha was at some point in the past influenced
by Egyptian-like Arabic dialects.

This makes it preferable to find a Berber-internal etymology, and one is available: *da
“here” (cp. Siwi gda, analysable as *g-da “in here”, and similar forms across Berber, eg
Eastern R if da, Ait Seghrouchen da, Kabyle dagi.)

The development o f deictic

locatives like “here” into demonstratives is well-documented cross-linguistically (Heine
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& Kuteva 2002:172), and even within Berber we may compare the proximal
demonstrative variant -ada (pi. ida) in the Western R if (Lafkioui 2007:206), presumably
from -a/i + da. As quasi-relative modifiers it is expected that they would be placed
towards the end o f the noun phrase. Neither this hypothesis nor borrowing can explain
the feminine allomorph ta- directly; this must be assumed to have arisen through long
distance voicing assimilation to the t- o f the feminine demonstratives.

The historic

demonstrative pronouns suffixed to da-/ta- must be explained as reinforcement
(compare dialectal English this here..) This reinforcement could be motivated by the
fact that gda no longer has any direct distal equivalent in Siwi (ssih comes from a
different source), and hence (assuming it had already lost this) not all distance
distinctions could be marked through the locative demonstratives alone.

If this account o f the development o f Siwi adnominal demonstratives is correct, then
their syntactic and phonetic resemblance to Egyptian demonstratives must be largely
coincidental.

At most, the resemblance may have contributed to a trend of using

postposed da that must already have been present, and perhaps to the preservation of
this system once it had been established.

5.2.3 Syntax of relative clauses

Externally, Siwi relative clauses are positioned after the head noun and any adjectives,
as in both other Berber languages and Arabic. Like Siwi adjectives, they are sometimes
preceded by an n, resembling the genitive particle but of obscure function.
Demonstratives, as discussed above, may precede or follow them.

Relative clauses with wdn/tdn may also form noun phrases without a head noun, again
as in Berber and like Arabic relative clauses with illi, eg:

5.15

wan

ga-n-zart-as-t

la-y-kkr-as

R E L .M

FUT-1P-plant-3MDat-3MObj

NEG-3M-rise-3MDat

What we would plant for it would not grow. (2008-04-09/127)
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Where a head noun is present, a distinction must be drawn between definite and
indefinite forms: definites feature the marker wen/tan, indefinites drop it.

In this

section, all remarks will refer to forms with wan/tan until otherwise stated.

For subjects, the structure is wan/tan plus predicate (with appropriate verbal agreement
when a verb is present):

S:
5.16

tlacca tan
girl

ama

t-tasad

REL.Fnow

3F-arrive.INT

the girl who is currently arriving (2009-06-21/b)

5.17

alhadd
Sunday

wan

g-usad

REL.M

IRR.3M-come

next Sunday (the Sunday which is coming) (2009-06-17)

5.18 taxyamt
tent

ta-tih

tan

saddu amazdag

MOD-DemF.Dist

REL.Fnext to mosque

That tent which is next to the mosque (2009-07-01)

For other grammatical functions, a resumptive pronominal marker (agreement for
indirect objects, clitics for direct objects, objects of prepositions, and possessors),
agreeing with the referent in gender/number, is also required. Thus:

(5.19-23)
DO:

x-t-erwan

tfunast tazuwwart

PRES-F-PlAdd

cow

tan

big

REL.Fraise-lSg-3FObj-PF

There is the big cow that I raised. (2009-06-22/a)

IO:

talti

tan

dazz-y-as

womanREL.Fsend-1S-3SDat

rabba-x-tti-a

jp w a b
letter

the woman to whom I sent the letter (2009-10-13)
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OBL:

amjir n
scythe GEN

wan
M .REL

i-Callaf-an

sagd-as

lattaf

3-cut fodder-3P

with-3S

fodder

the scythe with which they cut fodder (2002-03-18/Tamza)

OBL: aggwid wan
man

hhi-x did-as
REL.M

go-IS with-3S

i

matruh

to

Matrouh

the man with whom I went to Matrouh (2009-10-13)

GEN: wan
REL.M

i f ar-annas

a-twil

hair-3SGen

M-long

one whose hair is long (2008-05-08)

This differs from more conservative Berber languages in two important respects. In
Siwi, the verb takes the same form in subject relavisation as in main clauses; in most
Berber languages, it takes a special form, the “participle”, with an -n suffix and with
agreement limited or absent entirely. In Tamasheq, the relative participle is formed by
adding a suffix m. sg. -an, f. sg. -at, pi. -nen (Heath 2005a:484) to the corresponding
third person verb form minus any suffixes (if a preverbal particle is present, similar
suffixes instead show up on the particle); in Figuig, it is invariant for gender/number,
and takes the form i-...-an (n- in the aorist or negative) (Kossmann 1997:160). Even
nearby Awjila has retained a participle ending in -n added to an invariant verb stem, as
illustrated by examples like the following:

ameden

wa

tarev-en

nettin fayyan

man

R EL.M

write.INT-PTC

he

ill

“l'uomo che sta scrivendo e malato”
the man who is writing is ill (Paradisi 1960:162)

temigni

ta

us-an-da

woman

REL.Fcome-PTC-hither

sabat

d-wertma

yesterday

COP-sister

“la donna che e venuta ieri e mia sorella”
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the woman who came yesterday is my sister (ibid)

However, Siwa is not entirely unique in losing the participle: similar cases are found in
other heavily Arabic-influenced eastern Berber languages, notably Nafusa (the data for
El-Fogaha are inadequate):

bnadem

uh

elli

ye-gleb

eddunyet

ukkul s

elhilet

person

this

R EL

3M-defeat

world

all

trick

with

“questo uomo che ha vinto tutto il mondo con l'astuzia”
this person who has defeated the whole world with cleverness. (Beguinot
1931:152)

This may thus be a common innovation in some subset of eastern Berber, but is
probably due to Arabic influence in either event. The system found in most of Berber
differs profoundly from Arabic or Romance, and features a morpheme (-«) with no
synchronically transparent etymology; it cannot plausibly be attributed to contact within
the past three millennia.

The Siwi system, on the other hand -

as Leguil

(1986a: 110) noted - exactly parallels that used throughout Arabic, where, rather than
taking a special suffix or limited agreement, the verb takes precisely the same form as it
would have in a main clause with the same subject, eg:

suf-t

il-wilaad

illi

gab-u

l-gawabat

see-lSgPf

the-boys

who

brought-3SgPf

the-letters

I saw the boys who brought the letters (Egyptian Arabic (Abdel-Massih
2009:234))

In Siwi, as seen above, resumptive pronouns are used for non-subject relativisation; in
most Berber languages, instead - eg Tamasheq, Figuig, Kabyle, Ouargla, Middle Atlas
Tamazight, Eastern Rif, Chaouia, Tashelhiyt - gaps are required, and any stranded
adpositions are moved to the front o f the relative phrase (along with various clitics.)
Thus in Tamasheq:
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ce-halds

w-a

wbr

i-nhey

Sg-man

Ma-DemSg

Neg

3MaSgS-see.PerfN

the man whom he did not see (Heath 2005a:630)

ce-halds

w-a-ddr-d

ceddew-cey

Sg-man

Ma-DemSg-with-Centrip

go with.PerfP-lSg

the man with whom I came here (Heath 2005a:633)

This contrasts with Arabic. In Classical Arabic, the resumptive pronoun is optional for
direct objects (though obligatory for the objects o f prepositions); however, in most
dialects it has become obligatory even for direct objects, including Cyrenaican Arabic
(Owens 1984:99) and Cairene Arabic (Gary & Gamal-Eldin 1982:17).

Most other Eastern Berber languages share the Siwi system for prepositions, as
discussed in Adpositions (6.6.1); but for those, there is direct evidence that this
represents Arabic influence at a time that must be later than the separation of Nafusi
from Siwi. For direct objects, on the other hand, even other eastern Berber languages
seem to be more conservative. Awjila retains the gap:

ameden

wa

ssin-h-a

sabat

gar-es luda

man

M .REL

know-lS-PF

yesterday

at-3S nothing

“l’uomo che ho conosciuto ieri e povero”
the man whom I got to know yesterday has nothing. (Paradisi 1960:162)

So does Nafusi:

Y-us-ed

aterras

3S-come-hither man

iha

elli

i-ss-ali

s

elbir

that

R EL

3S-CAUS-goup

from

well

“Venne quel'uomo che egli aveva fatto salire dal pozzo”
That man whom he had pulled out o f the well came (Beguinot 1931:174)
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In fact, this instance of Arabic influence, unusually among cases o f grammatical
influence in Siwi, can be positively dated to the mid-20th century.

In Laoust

(1931:119) no resumptive pronoun appears with direct objects:

<agmar

wan

sgig

san^ali>

*agmar

wan

syi-y

s-an-Sali

horse

REL.M

buy-lSfrom-people of-Ali

“le cheval que j'ai achete a Ali”
the horse which I bought from Ali

Leguil (1986a: 110), however, notes that by his time the resumptive pronoun was already
obligatory in Siwi, and Laoust's examples had become unacceptable; as Leguil says,
“Le caique arabe est manifeste.”

Other possible caiques off Arabic may be found in the distribution o f relative markers.
In adnominal relative clauses, the marker wan/tan is sometimes absent. The primary
context where this occurs is with indefinite heads (note the first example, where the
relative clause is not affirmed and hence cannot be interpreted as an independent main
clause):

5.24

hatta
even

marra zri-x
time

tfunast yur-as arMa n

see-IS cow

at-3S four

GEN

accawan
homs

I have never seen a cow which had four homs. (2009-10-13)

5.25 y-ummw-dsan naknum
3M-say-3PDat2P

yur-wan

3jjan

y-ukir-a

at-2P

one.M 3M-steal-PF

He told them: you have among you one who has stolen. (2008-08-03/Yusuf5)

5.26

tayyib kan-nni

if-ax-t

g

ijjan

dilla

yur-wi:n?

alright if-COMP

fmd-lS-3MObj

in

one.M be at.M at-2P?

OK, what if I find it with one that's among you people? (2008-08-03/Yusuf5)
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5.27

diyy

akubbwi

EXIST boy

y-usdd

s

alqos

3M-come

with

bicycle

There's a boy who arrived by bicycle. (2009-06-21/b)

5.28

diyy

aggwid i-sdllam-an

EXISTman

3-greet.INT-PL

fdll-as
on-3S

There's a man they're saying hi to. (N2p46)

This phenomenon obviously parallels Arabic (classical and dialectal), where, in general,
the relative marker is obligatorily present with definite heads and obligatorily absent
with indefinite ones (unless pronominal), as in Cairene Arabic (Gary & Gamal-Eldin
1982:17). In Cyrenaican Arabic, the relative pronoun is optional in definite relative
clauses, but again obligatorily absent from indefinite ones unless pronominal (Owens
1984:99).

However, while not often described for Berber, it also has Berber parallels, including
some generally conservative varieties. In northern Moroccan Tamazight - though not in
more southerly dialects such as that o f Zemmour, nor Tashelhiyt - relative clauses with
indefinite heads show no relative marker (normally a demonstrative in this dialect) and,
in subject relativisation, use finite verb forms rather than the non-finite participle
discussed above; Leguil (1992:78) notes the identity o f this structure with that used in
Moroccan Arabic. In Tamasheq (Heath 2005a:481), definite subject relatives “require a
definite demonstrative” (wa etc.), while indefinite ones “are expressed by placing the
participle immediately after a head NP”, again using a finite verb form rather than a
participle (ibid, 623).

Determining whether this represents independent parallel

development (sometimes under Arabic influence) or can be reconstructed for protoBerber will require more detailed grammars o f a wider range o f varieties than is
currently available.

Another context where marker-less relative clauses are attested looks particularly like
Arabic influence, but is so far convincingly exemplified only once in my data:
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5.29

la

tdcc

tibdtwen

i-sdlq-in-a

da-wiyy-dk

NEG

eat.INT

eggs

3-boil-P-PF

MOD-DemP-2:M

Don't eat those boiled eggs. (2009-06-27)

This is a translation equivalent of an Arabic adjective (masliiq “boiled”), and adjectives
do not require relative markers in Arabic. However, such cases are more commonly
rendered with the relative marker, eg:

5.30

us-anax

tyazdt

tan

ta-swa-ya

give-lPDat

chicken

REL.F3F-roast-PF

af

ahm jusi

on

left

Give us the roast chicken on the left (“the chicken that has been roasted”) (2610-2009, email)

The example without the relative marker thus appears to be an isolated case, resulting
perhaps from “boiled eggs” being used as a fixed phrase.

5.3 Kwarandzyey

5.3.1 Categories and forms

The demonstratives o f Kwarandzyey show a three-way distinction between proximal
(near the speaker and hearer), anaphoric (conspicuous in memory or salient in the
discourse context, eg through having been previously referred to), and distal (distant
from the speaker and hearer). The proximal-distal distinction is essentially spatial; it
may be illustrated by contrasts like:

5.31

tsankw=ayu?

aha

uyuna?

who?=ID.DEM.PROX

as for

DEM.DIST

(about person next to speaker)

(about person several metres away)

Who's this (person)? What about that (person)? (N lpl87)
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The usage of the anaphoric forms to refer back to something not present but recently
mentioned in the dialogue may be exemplified by the following dialogues:

5.32
A:

mdndz=tsa

nd-kkurkuz?

where=LOC

2S-lunch?

Where did you have lunch?

B:

bdrruk

n

hdssum=i

n

ga.

Barrouk

GEN

Hachoum=PL

GEN house.

Barrouk son of Hachoum's house.

A:

tsuy

i-b-dza

dzuydzi?

what

3P-IMPF-do

there.ANA?

What do they do there? (2007-12-22/13)

or:

5.33
Me (Ar.):

lukan wahdd li smiyytu ki smiyytdk?
And if it were someone whose name was like yours?

Consultant:

an

ma

mhar San

3SGenname like

ma

lSG ennam e.

iyydh, aysy

muhammdd,

uyudzi

wara ana

muhammdd.

yes,

Mohamed,

DEM. ANA

even 3S

Mohamed.

IS

His name is like my name. Yeah, I am Mohamed, this [hypothetical,
previously mentioned] guy is also Mohamed. (2008-01-19/08)
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Table 60.
Proximal

Anaphoric

Distal

Pronominal

uyu

uyudzi

uyuna

Adnominal

-yu

-dzi

-yuna

Identificational

ayu

adzi

ayuna

ayudzi
Locative

adayu, (tsdkka)

dzuydzi, adadzi

dzina

Approximate

gayu

gadzi

gayuna

mdsyu

mdsdzi

(unattested)

locative
Adverb o f manner

The NP-plural clitic yu is attached regularly to the pronominal and adnominal forms
with plural reference: uy=yu, uyudz=yu, uyuna=yu; =y=yu, =dz—yu, yuna=yu. The
adnominal demonstrative clitics are in general mutually exclusive; *-yudzi, -yunadzi, *dziyuna etc. are all impossible (except for combinations o f yuna “whatsit” with
demonstrative endings, for which see below.) This contrasts with southern Songhay,
where the distance-unmarked demonstrative woo can typically be followed by the
anaphoric marker, eg Koyra Chiini har woo di yo “these (those) men” (Heath 1999a:97),
Koyraboro Senni woy-ey w-ey din “those (same) women” (Heath 1999b: 131); the
incompatibility o f the two suggests reorganisation under Berber influence (see below.)

While the distal forms are exclusively demonstrative, the proximal and anaphoric
pro/adnominal forms also do duty as relative pronouns (see Relative clauses), and the
proximal one serves as a semantically empty nominal head for adjectives (see
Adjectives.)

The three locative series are organised morphologically above, adayu is the normal
equivalent o f “here”, and by a large margin the commonest demonstrative locative in
my corpus; tsdkka (N5p211) is far rarer, but seems to mean roughly the same. The
distinction is not idiolectal (the same speaker would use both.) dzuydzi (example above)
is commoner than adadzi; the latter is perhaps best seen as a not quite fixed expression
“in that place” based on ada “place”, but is parallel to the unmarked proximal locative
adayu. The approximative locatives, formed by adding the normal demonstrative
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endings to the base ga- (N6p63), are used either on their own as locative pronouns or in
a genitive construction as secondary postpositions, forming the idea of “around (in the
general area of) X”. Since directions are inherently sets o f locations rather than single
locations, they often render directions; this corresponds to the ambiguity of Arabic jiht,
which means both “direction o f ’ and “around (in the general area of)”. This might be
suspected to be an artefact o f translation, but unelicited examples confirm that this
series can express stationary location as well as motion. They are also common as
relative heads (see below.) gayuna as a secondary postposition is often best translated
as “beyond”. I have no natural examples of gadzi, but have elicited it.

5.34

bdssar n

gay=si

BecharGEN

hereabouts=DAT

gayuna=si

/

yonder=DAT

around Bechar (N8pl 14)

5.35

an

gayuna=si,

amrdr ba

3SGenyonder=DAT erg

a -k a

exist

3S=LOC

Beyond it, there's an erg (large expanse o f sand dunes) in it. (N5p26)

5.36

man

tsazzants

from reservoir

gayuna=si,

ibts

a=s

yonder=DAT 3P-IMPF-say 3S=DAT

Iqantrat
channel

From the reservoir on, they call it the “water-channel”. (N8pl24)

5.37

dgga

af=yu i-b-ka

gay=si,

PAST one=PL 3P-IMPF-kick hereabouts-DAT,
af—yu i-b-ka

gay=si.

one=PL 3P-IMPF-kick

hereabouts=DAT

Some would kick this way, some would kick this way. (2008-01-19/08)

5.38

a-b-ydskun

yan

gayu.

3S-IMPF-reside

lPGen hereabouts

He lives in our neighbourhood. (2008-01-19/08)
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Identificational words are number-invariant forms used to identify entities by siting
them in the surroundings or the discourse:

5.39

tsuy=ayu?
what?=ID.PROX?
What's this? (2007-11-15/05)

5.40

itsa

asiyydd

n

lahsab=adzi:

wahi, tsani...

lo

ostrich

GEN

counting=ID.ANA

“one” “two”...

This [already mentioned by speaker] is ostrich-counting: “one”, “two”... (200802-05/9)

5.41

m wuss=ayuna
cat=ID.DIST
That is a cat (N8p35)

The difference between ayudzi and adzi is not clear from translation, but corpus
examination suggests that the former has an additional contrastive sense, as in the
following dialogues:

5.42

n-ba-b-ndg

iytsa San

2S-ST-IMPF-look lo

tsa=y-ayu.

1SGen brother=PL=ID.PROX

As you see, look these are my brothers.

San

tsa

bya=y

tiajj muhammdd,

1SGen brother big=ID.PROX Hadj Mohamed,

a-b-dza

atssy

3 S-IMPF-make

tea

This is my big brother, Hadj Mohamed, he's making tea.

dlmadan

ayudz

iytsa

a-b-nm g

nn

uyuna-si

Madani

ID .CTR

lo

3S-IMPF-look2SGen whatsit=DAT

This is Madani [his other brother], look he's looking at your whatsit [computer]
(2007-12-22/12)
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or:

5.45
A:

skudz dgga

azardz ba,

Iflanda, tsamatdts, hulldgga <
iarrdm=a.ka,

wood PAST tree sp exist ephedra, tree sp

iyydh.

all PAST numerous=3S.LOC yes

Wood: there used to be “azarez”, ephedra, “tamatet”, they were all plentiful, yes.

B:

awdrbdl
belbal-tree
The belbal-tree.

A:

hdh?

aywa awdrbdl—ayudz

huh?

well

a-ba

yuna,

aba

belbal-tree=ID.CTR 3 S-exist whatsit,

bumalha

3S-exist Bou-Malha

Huh? Well, that's the belbal-tree, it's found at whatsit, at Bou-Malha.

ana/ini “3S/3P” are used in a syntactically similar way; see Nouns.

The filler word used to substitute for a word not recalled is yuna/uyuna, obviously
from the distal demonstrative; in my corpus, in fact, this usage appears to be far
commoner than the distal demonstrative:

5.46

yuna=fw

kddda, ssdnduq=fw

whatsit=one little, box=one

kddda xvdlla tsuy=adzi
little

or

what=ID.ANA

a little whatsit, a little box or whatever that is (2007-12-16/7)

This differs both from other Songhay languages, which, like English “thingumabob /
thingamajig”, typically base their equivalents on haya “thing” (eg KC hajje/hayajje <
thing+child, KC/KS haywana < thing+POSS, TSK habutd), and from Maghrebi Arabic
laxur (lit. “the other”), and must be a caique from Berber: as noted above, “whatsit” in
both Ait Seghrouchen Tamazight and Siwi is the masculine singular distal
demonstrative. However, like its Songhay counterparts but unlike Berber, it can be used
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verbally as well as nominally (I heard no cases of it being used to replace an adjective).
Compare:

libcxud nd-yy un-ana...

5.47

when 2S-whatsit-3SEmph
When you’ve whatsited it [in context: fenced it]... (2008-01-01/8)

a-m-tnu,

5.48

ysyr

3S-IRR-rise, just

a-m-yuna

swiyya

3S-IRR-whatsit

a bit

It (truffle) will come up, it'll just whatsit a little. (2007-12-30/17)

to KC:

musa

foo

na

manner

which Foe

no-o

hajje

ga

nda?

2SgS-Impf

whatchamacallit

3SgO with?

How do you whatchamacallit it? (Heath 1999a: 154)

Every pronominal relative clause requires a head. Most are based on the demonstrative
system: ones referring to entities use the pronominal demonstratives uy(u) and uyudz(i)
“who, which”; manners use mdsdz(i) “the way that”; locations use the locative
demonstratives

gay(u)

“where(ver)”,

dzuydz(i),

adadz(i)

“where”;

times

use

luxxudz/xiidz or gitndz, probably historically containing anaphoric -dz. There is at least
one exception: an exhaustive relative “all that” can be expressed as idz. Not strictly part
o f the relative system is “possessor o f ’: tssn.

I include it here because it is

etymologically a borrowed relative pronoun, and because, in taking a postposed object,
it does not fit into the genitive system at all.

For adnominal relatives, three possibilities are available.

Relatives without a head

noun, and adnominal definite relatives, use the appropriate proximal or anaphoric
demonstratives, depending on whether the head is already present in the discourse or
not.

The clitics =yu/=dzi must be hosted by a nominal head; where a preposition

intervenes between the head and the relative pronoun, the pronominal forms uyu and
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uyudzi reappear. For indefinite adnominal relatives, the relative clause is simply placed
after the noun phrase with no demonstrative.

Presentatives per se are not a strongly grammaticalised function, but a common marker
for drawing the listener’s attention to a present situation is the clause-initial particle
iytsa (glossed “lo”), presumably to be related to Berber presentatives such as Kabyle
ata-n, eg:

5.49

iytsa

a-ab-sallam=ya.ka

lo

3S-PROG-greet=3S.Loc

Look, he’s greeting us. (2007-12-22/12)

5.3.1.1 Origins

The demonstrative system is almost entirely Songhay in its morphemes, but has
developed in a manner taking it far from its relatives.

The locative adverbs based on ada “place” (also a separate noun) probably result from a
reanalysis of *dayo “place” (cp. Tasawaq dayd (Nicolai 1981:276), KS doo, def. dogoo) as *da-yo with the proximal clitic, leading to a new noun *da “place” to which the
Berber nominal prefix a- got attached (cp. cases like a-fandu “blind man” from
etymologically Songhay fandu “blind”.) dzuydzi “there” represents an un-reanalysed
reflex o f the same word plus anaphoric dzi, cp. KC doodi/dooti. dzina is probably to be
compared to Songhay forms like KS noo din “anaphoric demonstrative adverbial”,
though the apparent reversal o f word order is problematic (see also the discussion o f *na below.) tsdkka has no obvious Songhay cognates, but brings to mind tsaksi “now”;
the pair might be interpreted as a stem tsak- plus locative -ka and dative/allative -si
respectively. However, the only cognate so far noted for tsaksi is itself in a Berber
language, Tetserret takjidda (Attayoub (2001) via Lux (np)), suggesting that if there is
any such relationship it too results from reinterpretation. The ga- in the approximative
locatives is probably to be linked to *gere, eg KS jere “beside”, also reflected in
Kwarandzyey gaga “beside”.
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The adverbial stem mss- (also in tsamisi/tsamssyu “how”) unproblematically reflects a
pan-Songhay form, cp. KS misa “way, manner; matter”. Heath links this toArabic
m as’alah “issue, problem”, but it seems unlikely that such a basic word would

have

been borrowed from Arabic into proto-Songhay.

Though built largely of Songhay material, the identificational forms clearly reflect
southern Moroccan Berber influence; their structure appears unique within Songhay.
The a morpheme may be identified with the focus marker a, a Berber loanword (see
Focus particles), though it differs in being unstressed.

This makes them precisely

comparable to Ayt Seghrouchen Tamazight ay-u (prox.), ay-inn (dist.), a-din (anaph.),
and Tashelhiyt ay-a, ay-ad “c'est”, each similarly combining a prefix a(y)- with a
gender- and number-unmarked demonstrative element and likewise placed after the
subject. Thus (Bentolila 1981:97):

asfar Wdin tngu tiwa ayu “le remede de celui que tue le dos, ce ci”
has tDin yurwn ayiN “c’est seulement celle qui a mis bas”
ur ieqil iz-d uma-s a-din “il n'a pas vu que c'6tait son frere”

For the principal demonstrative morphemes' origins, compare:
Table 61.
Proximal

Anaphoric

Distal

Base for
pronominal use

Songhay:
Kwarandzyey

-yu

-dzi

-yuna

u(anaph. uyu-dzf)

Tasawaq

-yd

-zi

-yd sen

?

ooda

adi

senda

he “thing”

o (broad

ayda (same as

na (prenominal)

reference -

mentioned /

= that opposite

(Alidou :63)
Tadaksahak

restricted usage) close to

na ayo = this
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addressee)

(contrastive)

di

woo hentu

marker)
KC

woo

(anaph. woo di)
KS

woo

din

woo hendi
(anaph. woo
din)

B erber:
Tashelhiyt

-a(d)

-Hi

(Aspinion 1953)

-ann (distant)

m.sg. (y)wa

-anna (near

f.sg. (y)wi

hearer)

m.pl. (x)ta
f.pl. (x)ti
unmarked (y)ay

Zenaga (Taine-

ad

i?d

an

Cheikh 2008)

m.sg. af.sg. tm.pl. adnf.pl. tadn-

Ait

-u

-din

-inn

m.sg. w(i)

Seghrouchen

f.sg. t(i)

Tamazight

m.pl. yi

(Bentolila 1981)

f.pl. ti
unmarked ay

Tamasheq
(Heath 2005)

-i

-annin/andin,

-di, wadi (near-

m.sg. wa, wa-

wdnnin/wdndin

distant)

f.sg. ta, ta-

(recent

-en, wen

m.pl. wi

anaphoric)

(distant)

f.pl. ti

-day (anaphoric)

unmarked a

The proximal form is clearly reconstructible for Northern Songhay. Since y regularly
corresponds to southern Songhay 0 , it is tempting also to identify it with southern
Songhay woo, but in light o f Tadaksahak -o the possibility must also be considered that
it has no southern cognate. Instead, the prefix u- on its own might be the Kwarandzyey
cognate o f woo; one fossilised adverb suggests that, rather than being a nominalising
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prefix as it seems synchronically, it was historically part o f the adnominal form as well:
kiguyu “tonight” (cp. kigi “last night”, KC ciji “night”.) In either event, there is no
reason to suspect external influence in the proximal demonstrative. The anaphoric form
is strikingly similar to some Berber varieties, such as Ait Seghrouchen Tamazight and
Tamasheq; but it is even more similar to the forms found elsewhere in Northern
Songhay and in Koyra Chiini, with clear cognates throughout the family, and there is
again no reason to postulate external influence.

The etymology o f the distal form, however, is more problematic. In Southern Songhay,
no pro/ad-nominal demonstratives with a specifically distal sense are attested; instead,
distal locative pronouns are placed after the unmarked demonstrative (Heath
1999b: 131). In Northern Songhay, Tasawaq yd sen exemplifies the same strategy, with
sen “over there” a Berber borrowing (cp. Tamasheq sihen, Heath (2005a:241));
Tadaksahak senda, from the same source, differs only in the absence of a default
demonstrative and the addition o f the emphatic particle da. In short, neither protoSonghay nor proto-Northem Songhay is likely to have had a distance contrast in the
demonstrative system, apart from locative adverbs.

The existence of non-adverbial

distal demonstratives in Kwarandzyey is an innovation.

uyuna's etymology presents some difficulties. Assuming the obvious segmentation uyuna, two parallels can be found within Kwarandzyey itself. The clearest is the second
half o f the distal locative dzina, discussed above; this suggests the possibility of a
derivation from pan-Songhay no(o) “there” (Tadaksahak noo-se distal presentative, no
suffix to plural definite marker to indicate distance, KS noo “there”, no “it is”, KC nono
“it is”, TSK non/rj “there”.)

The Tadaksahak usage with definite markers seems

particularly promising, eg:

ayonda-no

beer-dmn

defipl-there

be.big-adjz:pl

‘those big ones there’ (Christiansen-Bolli 2010:219)
However, the correspondence of final -o to -a would be irregular. One other example is
attested, na “give” corresponding to southern no\ but, the correspondence of o to a for
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this word is found throughout northern Songhay (Tadaksahak/Tagdal na, Tasawaq na),
whereas for “there” the only Northern cognate known, Tadaksahak, has no.

Within Kwarandzyey, one might also compare the centrifugal morpheme -nna, suffixed
to verbs to indicate motion away from the speaker towards another person, with
Northern Songhay and Berber parallels (see 7.2.) In Berber, the centrifugal morpheme
and the distal suffix are often similar, both typically featuring an -n.

Another possible comparison is the Tadaksahak morpheme na. Tadaksahak na is used
with nouns o f location to refer to a place facing the orientation o f the action; with other
nouns in a symmetrical construction to express opposed possibilities; and with the
definite marker (na ayo) to express an “object or person pointed at without being called
by its name”.

But it is itself isolated in Songhay; Christiansen-Bolli suggests a

connection with the eastern Songhay transitive perfect bidirectional case marker na, but
this is semantically implausible. It cannot readily be derived from no “there”, since, as
discussed, this has a Tadaksahak reflex with the vowel retained.

Moreover, the

difference in word order is problematic - Tadaksahak na always precedes the noun
phrase or (a)yo, Kwarandzyey -na always follows it.

A tempting alternative is to link Kwarandzyey -na with Tashelhiyt -nna “ce... pres de
toi” (Aspinion 1953).

The plausibility of such a borrowing is strengthened by the

coincidence that the Tashelhiyt pronominal masculine singular demonstrative base is
ywa-, making it easy for bilinguals to equate ywanna with (u)yuna. If this etymology is
accepted, then not only the concept of a distal demonstrative but the word itself would
be a borrowing from Moroccan Berber. But even if Songhay no was the primary source
for -na, the phonetic similarity to Berber surely greatly facilitated its reinterpretation; in
this sense, it is best regarded as a morpheme with a double etymology, simultaneously
Songhay and Berber.

Unlike Berber, Arabic does not seem to have had any influence on the demonstrative
system; a proximal/distal distinction is found in both languages, but the similarities
noted above suggests that Berber influence alone was responsible for this distinction's
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emergence in Kwarandzyey.

Indeed, I occasionally heard cases of the anaphoric

demonstrative, which has no fixed equivalent in Arabic, being borrowed/code-switched
into the Arabic o f native speakers of Kwarandzyey, eg:

5.50

hmqdss=dzi

walu

ma

Igi-t-hum-s

scissors=ANA

no

NEG

find-lSPf-3P10bj-NEG2

K/A

K/A

A

A-A-A-A (K=Kwarandzyey, A=Arabic)

=K

Those scissors - no, I didn't find them. (N9p52)

The relative system shows a little more external influence. The temporal relative head
luxxudz/xudz “when” is probably to be derived from Arabic l-wdqt “the time”, via
Berber, in which q is typically a geminate allophone o f y, plus anaphoric dz. (gundz is
presumably to be segmented similarly, but I have not found a suitable source for *gun-.)
tsdn “possessor o f ’, though gender-neutral, looks like a borrowing from a Berber
feminine singular form, eg Ait Seghrouchen Tamazight ti-n “celle de...”, Zenaga tdn
“celle qui a...” idz “whatever, all that” looks unlikely to be inherited (vowel-initial
words are comparatively rare in Songhay); the best match seems to be Zenaga did1 in
constructions such as dskdr did tirdd1 , “fais ce que tu veux” (Nicolas 1953:40).
According to Taine-Cheikh, ayd (presumably the same word) is a gender- and numberinvariant proximal demonstrative.

5.3.2 A dnom inal dem onstrative syntax

Adnominal demonstrative clitics come after nouns and any adjectives, but before plural
clitics and (the rest of) relative clauses. Eg:

5.51

tsiru

kddda—dz—yu

bird

little=DEM.ANA=PL

those little birds (2007-12-30/17)

5.52

qdra

inza

bya—y=yu

mountain

three

big=DEM=PL
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these three big mountains

5.53

gar=y

ba-kka

year=REL

PF-come

the year that's coming

In this, Kwarandzyey behaves very much like other Songhay languages; in KC, KS, and
TSK (Heath, ch. 5), demonstratives and anaphoric elements follow nouns, adjectives,
and numbers and precede relative clauses. In all these cases they are followed by a
plural marker where applicable; in KS and TSK, a definite plural marker precedes them
as well. Thus compare Koyra Chiini:

bor

bibi

hirjka

woo

man

black

two

DEM

di
DEF

these two black men (Heath 1999a:84)

jere

di

yo

kaa

windi-windi

ga

side

DEF

PL

REL

Rdp-encircle

3SgO

the sides that go around it (Heath 1999a: 189)

There is thus no reason to postulate external influence in the syntax here, although the
fact that Kwarandzyey adnominal demonstratives are clitics, unlike southern Songhay,
may reflect Berber influence (as seen above, Berber adnominal demonstratives are
typically clitics.) There is no question o f Maghrebi Arabic influence - like Classical
Arabic, it normally places demonstratives before the head noun:

5.54

had

dl-kaydt, dik

h-m ra

this.M

the-paper, that.F

the-woman

this paper, that woman (N9p20)

5.3.3 Relative clause syntax
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The key syntactic distinction in adnominal relative clauses is between definites - using
a proximal or anaphoric demonstrative as a clause-initial relative pronoun, with piedpiping of adpositions - and indefinites, with no relative pronoun and with resumptive
pronouns rather than gaps.

In pronominal relative clauses, the latter strategy is

unavailable; a proximal or anaphoric demonstrative may be used, or idz for non-specific
indefinites, as in:

5.55

idz

ys-m-ya,

nd-m-ya

w hatever

1S-IRR-eat,

2S-IRR-eat

Whatever we eat, you'll eat. (N8pl76)

Except in indefinite adnominal clauses, subjects are relativised with a demonstrative/idz
and agreement on the verb (absent for non-specific indefinites, see Agreement). To
highlight their function, demonstratives marking relative clauses will be glossed as REL
(=7 -series) or REL.ANA (=<£-series) rather than DEM.

5.56

tsakw—a
who=FOC

Imu^allim-dz

a-b-tsyu-ndza-ni?

teacher=REL.ANA

3S-IMPF-read-CAUS-2S?

Who's the teacher that teaches you? (2007-12-22/13)

5.57

uy=tdb=a.tsa

uyu,

a-m-gwg

fa r

a-b-nsggdz

REL=taste=3S.LOC DEM, 3S-IMPF-sit just

3S-IMPF-jump

Anyone who tastes o f it, (of) this (tea), he’ll just start jumping. (2007-12-22/12)

5.58

a-ba

uy=a-s-f-hina

a-m-dar

kikka hull man aday m taddlfilaz

3S-exist REL=3S-NEG-IMPF-can 3 S-IRR-go night all from here up to town
There are (people) who can't go by night at all from here to town. (2008-0119/08)

5.59 mahdyn
how many

tsuma g-bg.

g-bg

uyudzi

a-m-gg

locust 3S-exist. 3S-exist REL.ANA3S-IRR-find

lamb=ka...
garden=LOC

There are so many (kinds of) locust. There's the one that is found in the garden...
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a-ba

uyudz

i-b-ka

i-b-dnya

3S-exist

REL. ANA

3P-IMPF-come

3P-IMPF-eat

There's the one that comes and eats. (2007-12-22/11)

5.61

idz

bg=yay.si

ay,

ayay

w hatever

EXIST=1S.DAT

ID.PROX

IS

That’s all I've got, me. (2007-12-21/31)

Objects are relativised with a demonstrative/zJz and a gap (hypothetically shown as 0
and glossed as t for convenience):

5.62

ga—dz

f a-ggwa

0

hqnadsa=tsa

bya-hayni.

house=REL.ANA

lS-see

t

Kenadsa=LOC

big-size

The house I saw in Kenadsa was huge. (2007-12-28/4)

5.63

na-m-dz(a)=a.s

uyudz

2S-IRR-put=3S.DAT REL.ANA

fa-ts=0=ni.s

bwandz kadda=dzi

lS-say=/=2S.Dat

stick

little=ANA

You put on it what I told you, that little stick. (2007-12-30)

5.64

yar

Wahsab

idz

n-baSam-gwi 0

just

depending on w hatever

2S-FUT-cook t

just depending on what you want to cook (2008-02-05/17)

Primary postpositions are relativised on by placing the postposition immediately after
the relative clause marker (pied-piping):

5.65

uy=s

n-tsi

REL=DAT

“ibbagan ”,

2S-say “tale.PL”

a-s-ab-bay-i

kwall

3S-NEG-IMPF-know-3P

all

He to whom you say “tales” won't recognise it (the word) at all. (N9p42)

5.66

la,

uyudz=s

i-b-ts

amamad
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no,

REL.ANA=DAT

3S-IMPF-say praying mantis

No, the one they call a praying mantis. (2007-12-22/11)

5.67

ljamd(i=dz=ka

ys-ggsnga

mosque=REL.ANA=LOC

lP-pray

the mosque in which we prayed

5.68

qda=dz=ka

fa-hnu-ts

binuw

place=REL.ANA=LOC

lS-go out-hither

yesterday

the place I left yesterday (N8pl74)

This conflicts with the placement o f postpositions governing the whole noun phrase
(including the head) after the demonstrative, before the relative clause. Usually, this
does not lead to serious ambiguity; for example, in a sentence like:

5.69

ha=ydy

zad

uy=ka

n-bdy

ask=lS

more

REL=LO C

2S-want

Ask me further about whatever you want. (2007-12-22/11)

only the verb of the main clause, not the verb o f the subordinate clause, can take an
argument in =ka, so the interpretation is clear. However, if the whole noun phrase is
externally governed by a postposition, and the pivot o f the relative clause is also
governed by a postposition, then only one o f the two can be expressed, inevitably
making one o f the clauses strictly speaking ungrammatical:

5.70

tinduf
Tindouf

a-bya h q s d r - d - s i

i-ikna

tayazdmts

3S-big village=REL.ANA=Dat

3P-make

road

Tindouf is bigger [missing “than” =ka\ the village for which they made a road.

5.71

fa-zzaw-a

ga=dz=si

gga-yzy

binu

lS-take-3S

house=REL.ANA=DAT

PAST-IS

yesterday

I took it to the house I was [missing “in” =ka\ yesterday.
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I have encountered such examples only in elicitation; in practice, relative clauses that
would lead to such a conflict are probably simply avoided, for example by topicalising
the heavy noun phrase. However, such “null-prep” relative clauses exemplify a strategy
widely attested in second language acquisition, and grammatical in some languages see Klein (1993).

Prepositions may be relativised on in either of two ways. One is to have a pronominal
demonstrative used as a relative pronoun, with pied-piping of the preposition to the
front o f the clause:

5.72

fan

ba=yu

f-indz

uydzi

gga

fa-b-ydxddm

hull i-bbsa=ydy

lSGen friend=PL 1S-COM REL.ANAPAST lS-IMPF-work all 3P-pass-lS
My friends with whom I was working were all older than me. (2007-12-06/AM)

5.73

zu-ts=ydy.s

n-indz

bring-hither=lS.DAT 2S-COM

uyu

m-dddr likul binu

R EL

2S-go school yesterday

Bring me the one you went to school with yesterday (N8pl49)

5.74 zu-ts-ydy.s

imga

ndz

uywdz

dgga

fa-b-qus

binuw

bring-hither=lS.DAT scythe INST REL.ANAPAST lS-IMPF-harvest yester
day
Bring me the scythe with which I was harvesting yesterday (N8pl81)

5.75

stilu

ndz

uyudz

pen

INST REL.ANA

dgga

fa-bb-iktdb

PAST 1S-IMPF-write

a-bbdn
3S-finish

The pen with which I was writing is finished. (N8pl78)

The other is to have a resumptive pronoun in situ:

5.76

fa-s-dgga

rrgib—dzi

uyudz

lS-NEG-fmd Reguibi=ANAREL.ANA

dgga=ydy

f-indz-a

PAST=1S

1S-COM-3S yester-
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day
I didn't find that Reguibi, the one I was with yesterday. (N8pl50)

5.77

zu-ts=a.s

tS3ffa=dz

dgga a-b-qatt

ndz-a

littsin

bring-hither=3S.DAT knife=REL.ANA PAST 3S-IMPF-cut INST-3S

orange

Bring him the knife he was cutting oranges with. (N9p2)

5.78

tsba=yay-si

lxdttsdm=dz

show=lS.Dat ring=REL.ANA

n-ttsi a-s-ba

har-a

2S-say 3S-Neg-EXIST

like-3S

Show me the ring that you said there is nothing like.

Genitives are rarely relativised on (my corpus includes no clear natural examples.) In
elicitation, possessives are usually rephrased with ethical datives:

5.79

tsba

yay.si

tsaksi=dzi=si[sic!]

i-qdtt an

hdnga

show

IS.DAT

ewe=REL.ANA=DAT

3P-cut 3S.GEN

ear

Show me the sheep whose ear they cut (N9p41)

5.80

ar=dz==si

na-qqat

an

bany n

habi

man=REL.ANA=DAT

2S-cut

3S

head GEN

hair

The man whose hair you cut (email)

5.81

laqfar=dz=si

na-bbaddal

an

kakkabu

lock=REL.ANA=DAT

2S-change

3 S.GEN

key

The lock whose key you changed (email)

One example, if not mistranscribed for =dz=si an, suggests that a genitive governing a
subject may be relativised on with a relative pronoun followed by the genitive marker:

5.82

tsba

yay.si

amk9n=dzi [sic]

an

show

IS.DAT

ovine=REL.ANA

GEN hom

Show me the sheep whose hom is broken (N9p40)
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Genitives whose heads cannot be construed as affected - notably, those governing
secondary postpositions - are relativised on with a resumptive pronoun:

5.83

ga=dz

Sa-ddar

house=ANA lS-go

mSad an

gaga

until

beside yesterday

3S.Gen

binu

the house that I went up to beside yesterday

To form a noun phrase whose head is characterised by having a certain nominal
attribute, tan/tsan (a Berber borrowing, as discussed above) is used, forming a nominal
which may then itself take demonstrative and plural clitics:

5.84

tan

atessi

ABS.POSS

left

left-handed person (N5pl 12)

5.85

tan

tsi

ABS.POSS

foot

kkuku=yu
long=PL

long-legged person (N5pl 12)

5.86

tan

nnawwat

tsiray=dzi

ABS.POSS

flower

red=ANA

that one with the red flowers (N5pl 12)

Nouns fulfilling an adverbial function are relativised on without a resumptive pronoun:

5.87

a-yzid

K am -dz

agg

i-b-kikay

3S-bom

year=REL.ANA

PAST 3P-IMPF-build

ddayra
town hall

He was bom the year that they were building the town hall. (N8pl81)

5.88

aK am -dz

bumadyan

a-bbwan

year=REL.ANA

Boumedienne 3S-die
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the year that Boumedienne died (2007-12-06/AM)

Pronominal relatives on locations use the demonstrative locatives as heads:

5.89

gay

a-b-bssa

a-m-ya

REL.APPROX-LCN

3S-IMPF-pass 3S-IRR-eat

Wherever it passes, it eats [of locusts] (2007-12-22/11)

5.90

fa-bbdy

dzuydz—ka

i-b-zu-ts

iri

lS-know

REL.LCN-ANA=LOC

3S-IMPF-bring-hitherwater

I know where they bring water from. (N9p5)

With indefinite adnominal relatives containing no demonstrative, by contrast, a
resumptive pronoun is obligatory in all these contexts:

5.91

fe-ggwa

affu

fdmmar

Sa-sd-kkar-a

lS-see

one

never

lS-NEG-hit-3S

I saw someone I had never hit. (N9p92)

5.92

i-tsba=y3y.si

ada=fw

bindw

Sa-dr=a. si

3P-show=lS.DAT

place=one

yesterday

lS-go=3S.DAT

They showed me a place I went to yesterday. (N9p88)

5.93

fa-ddar mCad amrsr gayu

ada—fu

lS-go until

place=one 3P-IMPF-say=3S.DAT O.

erg

thereabouts

i-b-ts=a.s

VbsydsUa

I went up to the erg, around there, a place they call Obeidallah (2007-12-06/AM)

5.94

fa-ggw affu
lS-seeone

an

ma

Kdrbi

3SGenname Larbi

I saw someone whose name is Larbi. (N9p89)

5.95

affu

S-ba

f-indz

ana,

an=a
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1S-COM 3SEmph 3SEmph=FOC PROG-cook=lP.DAT

Someone I was with, it was him that would cook for us. (2007-12-06/AM)

Viewed as a whole, this system - with obligatory demonstratives behaving like relative
pronouns in definite relative clauses, and no demonstratives and in situ resumptive
pronouns in indefinite adnominal relative clauses - closely mirrors that o f two welldescribed Berber varieties o f the wider area: Ait Seghrouchen Tamazight and Tamasheq.
But is this the result of contact in Tabelbala, or can it be reconstructed back to protoNorthem Songhay?

Ait Seghrouchen Tamazight, the northerly variety described by Bentolila, is unlikely
ever to have been in direct contact with the oasis. The Berber variety which has most
recently had the potential to influence Tabelbala is the Tamazight o f the Ait Atta, a tribe
that dominated the oasis politically before the French and from whom the main families
o f Ifrenyu claim descent (see Introduction.) Their variety, however, uses an invariant
particle ~(d)da, not currently used as a demonstrative, in relative clauses (Willms
1972:183); this may be linked historically to -dday, still used as an anaphoric marker.
While available descriptions do not indicate how indefinite adnominal relative clauses
are treated among the Ait Atta, the construction described by Bentolila, with a
resumptive pronoun and no participle, is reported to be absent from many southerly
Tamazight varieties (Leguil 1992:78). Demonstratives are regular in relative clauses in
Tashelhiyt (Aspinion 1953:172), which may have been an influence on Tabelbala at an
earlier stage; it in fact presents a striking parallel to Kwarandzyey in using exactly two
out o f the four possible demonstrative categories, the medial (nna) and the anaphoric
(lli). However, according to Leguil (ibid 1992), it does not share the indefinite
construction either.

Other Northern Songhay varieties, influenced only by Tuareg and Zenaga/Tetserret,
present some parallels to Kwarandzyey.

In Tadaksahak, the best described one,

Christiansen-Bolli (2010:228) indicates that definite relative clauses are of the form
noun head - ayo - (postposition) RC, while indefinite ones lack ayo. The absence of
demonstratives/markers in the indefinite construction is reminiscent of Kwarandzyey;
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but unlike Kwarandzyey, no resumptive pronoun occurs, and the adposition is fronted as
usual. For other (less well described) Northern Songhay languages, there is no evidence
for a definite-indefinite distinction in relative clauses; indeed, while Kossmann
(2003:ms) notes for Tasawaq that relative clauses may occur with or (more rarely)
without the demonstrative, this does not correlate well with indefiniteness in his
examples.

However, for all Northern Songhay languages; it is clear that the

demonstrative is used in relative clauses. For Tasawaq, according to both Kossmann
and Alidou (1988), most relative clauses use the demonstrative =yo or a-yo. For Tagdal,
no description of relative clauses exists, but examples confirm the use o f a reflex of
ayo:

a-sd-olkdm

barar ayo

3S-CAUS-follow

child

b-bayddg

DEM IMPF-steal

a-n

azdrsf

3S-GEN

money

‘He had the child who stole his money followed.’ (Benitez-Torres 2008:13)

But for none o f the other Northern Songhay languages is there clear evidence for
relatives productively formed with the anaphoric marker.

Relative clauses in Zenaga, sadly, are not adequately described.

Judging from the

examples in Nicolas (1953:40) and Faidherbe (1877:11), die anaphoric demonstrative
i?d can be used to introduce relative clauses, but Nicolas notes that relative markers are
often absent; it is not clear whether this correlates with indefiniteness or not.

The

Tamasheq strategy (Heath 2005a:624) is strikingly similar to that o f Tadaksahak; there,
definite relative clauses are introduced by a demonstrative from th e least marked wa / i
series, while indefinite adnominal ones simply follow the noun phrase with no
demonstrative, and in either case - unlike Kwarandzyey - the following relative clause
is gapped (except for possessors and relativisation out of an em bedded clause, where
resumptive pronouns are used.) Pending further documentation o f Zenaga, the obvious
conclusion is that Tadaksahak at least has calqued its relative clause formation strategy
off Tuareg, while all Northern Songhay relativisation strategies show Berber influence
at least in the use o f demonstratives as relative markers. Compairing southern Songhay
strategies confirms this impression.
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In southern Songhay, the relative marker is a fixed form along the lines of ka, eg Koyra
Chiini kaa, Djenne Chiini kaa / kama, Koyraboro Senni karj /k a n /k a , Tondi Songway
Kiini ka, Zarma kaa, which sometimes takes the plural marker but does not vary with
definiteness (Heath (1999b:242), (1999a:187), Tersis (1968:202)); in TSK, the relative
clause is most likely to be followed by a “right-edge marker” n-o: when definite, but the
correlation is not perfect (Heath 2005b: 192). Except in basilectal Djenne Chiini, where
it may follow (Heath 1999a:408), the relative marker normally starts the relative clause.
Depending on syntactic function and language, it either behaves like a relative pronoun
(filling a gap in the following clause) or introduces a relative phrase containing an in
situ resumptive pronoun. It does not seem plausible to link this to the pan-Northem
Songhay strategy with *-yo\ neither the consonant nor the vowel correspond regularly.
Rather, the Northern Songhay strategy must be taken as a caique off Berber - probably
Tuareg, possibly Zenaga - replacing what was presumably the original strategy.

This suggests that the close convergence of Kwarandzyey relative clause strategies to
Berber has come about through two or three stages of convergence rather than one.
Proto-Northern Songhay adopted from Berber the strategy o f marking relative clauses
through (unmarked, by default proximal) demonstratives, abandoning (if it ever
possessed) the kaa strategy. Under influence from a Southern Moroccan variety or from
Zenaga, Kwarandzyey came to allow anaphoric as well as (etymologically unmarked)
proximal demonstratives, probably after separating from the rest o f Northern Songhay;
an alternative hypothesis would be that, once Zenaga receded, other Northern Songhay
languages lost the anaphoric option due to heavy Tuareg influence. Finally, and most
clearly in its current northerly location, Kwarandzyey also adopted the strategy of
forming indefinite relative clauses with resumptive pronouns (it may already not have
used demonstratives in this context) - either directly from Arabic or from some
inadequately documented variety o f southern Tamazight resembling Ait Seghrouchen in
this respect.
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5.4 Conclusions

Demonstrative and relative morphemes in Siwi and Kwarandzyey show conspicuous
resistance to borrowing, though Kwarandzyey shows some marginal cases.

But

calquing has had rather more influence on the organisation o f the system than might
have been expected from its resistance to lexical borrowing; the demonstratives show
significant reorganisation, while the relative structures have reached the point of near
perfect isomorphism with their Arabic or Berber counterparts respectively.
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6 Adpositions

6.1 Definitions

The term adposition is usually used to refer to a segmentable word that identifies a
noun phrase's grammatical or semantic relation to a head outside the adpositional phrase
- a word that takes an obligatory NP complement to form an adverbial or adnominal.
However, the frequent similarities between adpositions and complementisers, notably
prominent in the languages under discussion, make this definition inconveniently
narrow. Instead, following the analysis advanced in Huddleston and Pullum (2002), I
will assume that adpositions - like verbs - may take nominal or clausal complements
(variously marked) depending on their lexical properties, and may in some cases be
lexically permitted not to take a complement at all. Thus an adposition is a segmentable
word that identifies its complement's grammatical or semantic relation to a head outside
the adpositional phrase without filling a gap in its complement. Extending the analogy
between adpositions and verbs would suggest that we should recognise “intransitive”
adpositions that never take complements; Huddleston and Pullum do so for many
English words traditionally treated as adverbs of location and time, but, on explicitly
traditionalist grounds (“we will not depart further from the traditional account than is
justified”, ibid:612), they exclude all other “intransitive” adverbs, including such
plausible candidates as adverbs of manner, which throughout North Africa tend to be or
to derive from instrumental prepositional phrases. The limits o f this category will
require further discussion. However, my main interest here is in the treatment of the
complements of borrowed prepositions. I will therefore restrict myself for convenience
in this chapter to adpositions which can take complements and to classes o f adverbs
mainly etymologically derived from adpositional phrases. Complementisers proper like
that or whether, serving to subordinate clauses and to mark them as declarative or
interrogative, must be distinguished from what we are calling prepositions, as
independently indicated by Rizzi (1997), and will not be treated in this chapter.

Within the category o f adpositions, a distinction may be made between adverbial and
adnominal ones. In the languages under discussion, genitive adpositions seem to be
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exclusively adnominal: verbs do not subcategorise for them. (This contrasts with
English, where, for example, “tire” takes an object marked by “o f ’.) On the other hand,
primarily adverbial prepositions can in some instances appear adnominally, as in
English “my relative through marriage”, “my house in Spain”.

Extending the analogy o f adpositions to verbs further, just as many languages (eg
Persian) have a comparatively small class o f monomorphemic verbs alongside a much
larger and more open class o f compound verbs formed from an invariant noun-like stem
and a supporting verb, so too may adpositions in many if not all languages be divided
into monomorphemic ones and noun-like ones that require a supporting adposition. In
the languages under discussion and cross-linguistically, the latter is normally the
genitive - a statistical universal reported by Stolz (1992:74), via Plank et al. (2006), is
that “if a case is governed by a local postposition, then this case will preferably also be
used to express possession (i.e., genitive).” For convenience, I will therefore define a
p rim ary adposition as one linked directly to its complement, as opposed to a
secondary adposition, an adposition linked to its complement through another
adposition, normally the genitive. From a historical perspective, secondary adpositions
may be seen as an intermediate stage in the grammaticalisation o f full nouns to
adpositions (Lehmann 1985). Nominal characteristics that they commonly retain
include the ability to head a genitive construction, to be the complement o f primary
adpositions, and to fill the role o f subject. Whereas word order (pre- vs. post-position)
seems to behave as a lexical characteristic o f primary adpositions - both languageintemally in languages with both prepositions and postpositions, and between languages
in code-switching and borrowing - for secondary adpositions it is determined by the
characteristics o f the linking adposition, and thus usually of the genitive construction.

6.2 Background com parison

There are significant differences between Arabic, Berber, and Songhay in their handling
o f adpositions. All three languages have prepositions:
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'ila

rabb-i-ka

to

lord-GEN-2SgM

'to your lord' (Qur'an, al-Fajr)

Berber (Kabyle)

gar

w-ulli

among M.GEN-sheep_PL
'among the sheep' (Mahfoufi 2005:116)

Songhay (KC)

nda

kuuru

with

skin

'with leather' (Heath 1998a:317)

But Arabic and Berber are exclusively prepositional (the closest Berber comes to a
postposition is the locative suffix -i in Ghadames and Awjila), whereas all known
varieties of Songhay have postpositions as well as prepositions12:

Songhay (KC)

hari

kuna

water Loc
'in(to) the water' (Heath 1999a: 105)

The distinction between primary and secondary adpositions is largely irrelevant to
Arabic or Southern Songhay, in both o f which the default genitive construction involves
direct juxtaposition. However, in Berber and Northern Songhay the default genitive
construction involves an n intervening between the possessor and the possessed,
enabling a clear distinction between primary and secondary adpositions. In Berber, the
possessor follows the possessed, whereas in Northern Songhay - as in Southern - it
precedes it; secondary adpositions with the genitive are therefore prepositions in Berber
and postpositions in Northern Songhay.

12 This can readily be explained by historical considerations on the basis o f grammar-internal factors.
The principal language-internal sources o f adpositions are verbs and nouns. Thus in a strict VO, NGen
language, the main internal sources for adpositions yield prepositions; in an OV, GenN language, they
likewise yield postpositions. VO and GenN languages, like Songhay (much o f southern Songhay is
predominantly OV, but only one language, TSK, does not also have VO verbs), have potential sources for
both.
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6.3 Predictions

In contact situations of all kinds, adpositions show a strong tendency to preserve their
order with respect to their complements, formulated as a rule by Moravcsik (1978:113):

•

A lexical item that is o f the ‘grammatical’ type (which type includes at least
conjunctions and adpositions) cannot be included in the set o f properties
borrowed from a language unless the rule that determines its linear order with
respect to its head is also so included.

This makes a clear-cut prediction for primary adpositions; it is much less clear whether
it should be taken to predict anything about secondary ones. Since drawing a distinction
between primary and secondary adpositions is problematic in Arabic, this limits its
applicability here.

Contact influence may also be examined at a typological rather than lexical scale. With
particular reference to the northern Iranian zone from the Caucausus to Pamirs, but also
mentioning Ethiopia and Estonian, Stilo (1987) has noted that historically prepositional
languages under heavy influence from postpositional ones, or vice versa, commonly
develop a mixed typology, featuring both prepositions and postpositions, and more
frequently than one might expect even ambipositions. Songhay is already mixedtypology in this respect; on this basis, one might (wrongly) expect to see ambipositions
developing in Kwarandzyey, and would expect not to see postpositions or ambipositions
in Siwi.

One potential route for the entrance o f influence is code-switching; to the extent that
this route is used, one may expect the results to conform to the situation observed there.
The model making the most detailed predictions in this respect is Myers-Scotton’s MLF
model, based on the following principles (Myers-Scotton 1993:83), where the Matrix
Language is the main one and the Embedded Language is the superstrate, and where the
relevant speakers are fluent in both:

The Morpheme Order Principle: in Matrix Language + Embedded Language
constituents consisting o f singly occurring Embedded Language lexemes
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and any number o f Matrix Language morphemes, surface morpheme order
(reflecting surface syntactic relations) will be that o f the Matrix Language.

The System Morpheme Principle: in Matrix Language + Embedded
Language constituents, all system morphemes which have grammatical
relations external to their head constituent (i.e. which participate in the
sentence’s thematic role grid) will come from the Matrix Language.

The System Morpheme Principle makes a clear-cut prediction: that theta-role-marking
system morpheme adpositions must come from the Matrix Language. The Morpheme
Order Principle is less clear-cut. An adposition may presumably be borrowed in either
o f two ways:

•

by generalisation from Embedded Language islands consisting of an adposition
plus a noun that happens to have been borrowed into the Matrix Language;

•

through use as a singly occurring Embedded Language lexeme.

In the former, presumably less likely, case, Embedded Language order - and
Moravcsik’s generalisation - will hold. In the latter case, the Morpheme Order Principle
predicts - contrary to Moravcsik - that the surface morpheme order will be that o f the
Matrix Language. However, this begs the question of what the Matrix Language order
should be in a language with both pre- and post-positions. This can be determined, to
some extent, by unraveling the semantic characteristics o f the two word classes; but if
an Embedded Language adposition fulfills a function originally systematically not
expressed by adpositions in the Matrix Language, it is not clear that this principle can be
applied.

However, she also acknowledges the possibility of a “composite Matrix Language”,
emerging in particular from lack o f fluency in the target Matrix Language. To map out
such situations, she has proposed the 4-M model (Myers-Scotton 2002), dividing
morphemes up by three features intended to reflect different stages at which they are
inserted in the process o f formulation: +/- [conceptually activated], +/- [thematic role
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assigner/receiver], and +/- [refers to grammatical information outside of Maximal
Projection of Head]. She labels the resulting types as follows:
Table 62.
conceptually

thematic role

refers to

activated

assigner/receiver

grammatical
information outside
of Maximal
Projection of Head

content morpheme

+

+

-

early system

+

-

-

-

-

+

-

-

-

morpheme
late outsider system
morpheme
bridge late system
morpheme
In her terms, adpositions can belong to any o f the latter three classes: adpositions with
specific semantic content such as above are early system morphemes, while adpositions
with purely grammatical functions such as by or o f are late system morphemes.
Genitive markers are typically bridge late system morphemes; other grammatical
adpositions will normally be late outsider system morphemes. In fluent bilingual
codeswitching, late system morphemes will always be from the Matrix Language. She
cites evidence that early system morphemes are acquired earlier in second language
acquisition, as claimed by Wei (2000), and retained later in first language attrition than
late system morphemes (Myers-Scotton & Jake 2000:4). This leads to two
expectations: that lost adpositions are more likely to be late system morphemes, and that
borrowings are more likely to be early system morphemes.

Some types of contact influence - especially, but not exclusively, substratal - derive
from imperfect second language acquisition. To the extent that this is applicable, we
expect to see the types o f errors reported in the SLA literature. Contrastive analysis
might lead one to expect learners to mistakenly apply their own language's rules on
adpositional placement, but in fact no reported instances o f postpositions being placed
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prepositionally or vice versa have been encountered, and their absence is explicitly
noted in some cases; thus Punjabi learners of English are found to consistently place
prepositions before the verb, contrary to the strictly postpositional Punjabi pattern
(Jackson 1981). (The partial exception of genitive constructions is discussed below.)
The more usual error resulting from a clash between the native and target languages on
adposition placement, instead, is omission. Native speakers o f postpositional languages
tend to omit prepositions while learning prepositional ones, and do so more frequently
than native speakers o f prepositional ones: this is robustly true for Turkish learners of
Dutch compared to Moroccan ones, as independently shown by Jansen et al. (1981),
Appel (1984), Perdue (1993:23), and Extra and van Hout (1993:397); for Chinese and
Japanese learners o f English compared to Spanish ones (Schumann 1986); and for
Finnish learners o f English (Jarvis and Odlin (2000), via Odlin (2003).) Apart from
word order issues, another well-attested SLA phenomenon is semantic
overgeneralisation o f adpositions by second language learners, reported by Extra and
van Hout (1993:384) for Turkish and Moroccan Arabic speakers learning Dutch, by
Schumann (1986) for Spanish, Japanese, and Chinese speakers learning English, and by
Jarvis and Odlin (2000) for Finnish and Swedish speakers learning English.

The predictions of syntactic theories depend crucially on their treatment o f crosslinguistic differences in adpositional syntax. One solution would be to treat
“prepositional” vs. “postpositional” as a global parameter, in the spirit of Principles and
Parameters. This would predict, contrary to Moravcsik and Stilo above, that any
contact-influenced change should be sudden and apply across the board. It runs into
difficulties with languages like Northern Songhay, where both prepositions and
postpositions exist and are syntactically clearly differentiated from nouns and verbs and
from each other; these can be resolved by postulating movement, but since movement
can be used as a device to generate any desired order, this begs the question o f why this
difference should be modelled parametrically in the first place. More recently, Kayne’s
(1994) approach - in which all head-final orders are accounted for as the result of
complement to specifier movement - has come to be preferred in the generative
tradition. Movement is motivated by feature checking, and differences in movement
boil down to lexical differences in the properties of functional categories (Chomsky
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1995:419). Generally, this approach predicts that it should be possible for different
adpositions to be lexically specified for insertion in different functional categories, but
also then to undergo head movement to higher positions in the tree; without further
specifics this yields no applicable predictions. But to account for the possibility of
circumpositions, such a theory must postulate at least two layers in the PP; to account
for semantic and word order facts in Dutch, where pre-, post-, and circum-positions are
all found, in this framework, Koopman (2000) ends up requiring three distinct
functional heads, Path (for motion) > Place (for location) > P (for the lexical item). If
Koopman's analysis applies cross-linguistically, then in a language with both spatial
pre- and post-positions, Place will be postpositional and Path prepositional, assuming
that the position to which the complement raises is constant; but this prediction is not
bome out for Kwarandzyey, where both Place and her Path are in general postpositional.
If, in the spirit of this analysis, we add yet a fourth head Delimitation above Path, for
delimiters such as “until”’ (Beaver 2004), then the dominant Kwarandzyey pattern could
be expressed; but even this pattern has a few borrowing-induced exceptions. This
approach also suggests that the syntax o f loans should be determined by their semantics
rather than their source, which is often but not always tme here.

6.4 Siwi

Unsurprisingly, given that it is a Berber language and that it is influenced almost
exclusively by Arabic, Siwi too is exclusively prepositional. The Siwi adpositional
system shows a systematic contrast between primary prepositions, which govern noun
phrases directly, and secondary prepositions, usually mediated by the genitive particle n,
more rarely by dative i o r superessive af. Within primary prepositions, another contrast
may be set up between ones that take direct pronominal suffixes (sometimes with a
suppletive stem), ones that take genitive pronominal suffixes, and ones that govern
standalone pronouns directly. Secondary prepositions typically refer to more specific
spatial locations and take only nominal complements or no complement, whereas
primary ones may take clausal complements; however, primary prepositions include
some spatial ones with exclusively nominal objects which can appear with no
complement, such as zd a t “ in front o f ’, so no clear-cut semantic dividing line between
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the two categories can be drawn. A more clear-cut morphological line, however, may be
established: as will be seen below, secondary adpositions consistently start with either
the Berber gender/number prefix (and historic article) a-/ta-/i-/ti- or the Arabic article
a/-, whereas primary ones consistently do not.

To which o f the two categories do Arabic loans get assigned? Arabic has no distinction
between primary and secondary prepositions in the genitive, so these would be expected
to be ambiguous; on the other hand, secondary prepositions with i or af, for which
Arabic does have equivalents, might be expected to be calqued. The morphological
criterion noted above is not directly applicable: no Arabic preposition or noun can
appear with an article when taking a direct complement. This suggests that, as a
precondition for an Arabic preposition to be borrowed as secondary with the genitive, it
should have to be able to appear without a complement; but it makes no prediction
about which o f those prepositions will be borrowed as secondary. If nouns were
significantly easier to borrow than prepositions, one might expect all borrowings to
enter as secondary postpositions, but this is not borne out.

6.4.1 Siwi adnominal adpositions

Only one adnominal adposition is known, the pan-Berber genitive particle n. Arabic has
two methods o f handling genitives; the originally dominant one, direct head-initial
juxtaposition (not productively attested in Siwi), and juxtaposition with an intervening
particle, eg Egyptian bitaS, typologically comparable to the Berber method. In one
subset of nouns, Arabic and Berber differ systematically: common kinship terms in
Arabic normally use juxtaposition, while in Berber the kinship term has the pronominal
possessive suffix attached and then the genitive phrase. In this respect, too, Siwi aligns
with Berber rather than Arabic:

6.1

dmmwa-s

n

akubbwi

brother-3 S

GEN boy

da-wd-k
MOD-that.M-2:M

that boy's brother (2002-03-18/Story of Two Boys)
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Siwi n has a rather wider range of functions than is typical for Berber; for example, it is
frequently used between nouns and adjectives (see Adjectives chapter), and sometimes
placed before relative clauses, or used to form nominals from other parts of speech.
These functions appear not to owe anything to Arabic influence, and hence will not be
explored here.

6.4.2 Siwi locative and dative adpositions

6.4.2.1 Simple

A small set o f common prepositions, all o f Berber origin, simply locate the figure in a
ground:

•

g “in”, cp. Kabyle dag

•

a f “on”, cp. Kabyle yaf

Dagyat “at night” is synchronically unanalysable but historically linked to the former.
Metaphorical extension o f the latter yields the irregular but partially analysable adverb
af-ula-hhila “for no reason”. An unanalysable reflex o f the Arabic Sala “on” is found in
the borrowed adverb flatul “regularly, immediately” (< on length).

Alongside these are prepositions identifying the path role o f the ground:

•

s (with inherent locatives) / sg < s + g “from, via, since”; s also = instrumental
“with”. Cp Kabyle s, si.

•

i “to” (allative/dative); cp. Kabyle i

While all of these are o f Berber etymology, one probable caique from Arabic is present:
the use o f i to mark both the allative and the dative. Less heavily Arabised Berber
languages typically separate the two, reserving i for the dative alone - eg Figuig / vs. i
(Kossmann 1997); Ouargla n vs. i (Delheure 1987); Taznatit ya vs. i (Boudot-Lamotte
1964); Chaouia yr vs. i (Penchoen 1973). This includes the geographically closest
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Berber language, Awjila (Paradisi 1960), where the allative (and locative) are marked by
a suffix -T whereas the dative uses a preposition T/y, eg (Paradisi 1961):

y-und

ammud-i

3MS-enter.PT mosque-LOC
“Entro nella moschea” (II)
He entered the mosque.

ye-lgom

a-y-ejk-itenet

y-elhudi

3MS-refuse.PT

IRR-3MS-give-3PFObj

DAT-Jew

“Si rifiuto Zha di darle all'ebreo.” (V)
He refused to give them to the Jew.

There are traces of a similar situation in Siwi: the main Siwi villages of ayurmwi
“Aghurmi” and sali “Siwa Town”, as well as the toponym tagzarti around Fatnas Island
(N2p95), have names that can plausibly be derived respectively from the pan-Berber
word for “village” (cp. Awjila agarem, Taznatit ayam with regular loss of r), not used in
modem Siwi, Siwi (and pan-Berber) sal “land”, and Berber (eg Kabyle) tigzirt “island”
(< Ai. jazTr-at-), plus the locative/allative suffix *-/. Note that El-Fogaha, which has
also extended i to the allative (see below), also shows traces o f *-/ - its word for
“village” is agarmi (Paradisi 1963:116).

On the other hand, a couple of other easterly Berber languages (also heavily Arabised)
appear to display the same extension o f a dative preposition to the allative. Nafiisi in
eastern Libya uses in (cp. Siwi in, below) for both:

ugur-ag

in

Tarables

go.PT-lS

to

Tripoli

“andai a Tripoli”
I went to Tripoli. (Beguinot 1931:124)
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ye-ml-as

in

baba-nnes

I

3S-say-3SDat to

father-his

j

“disse a suo padre”

|

He said to his father: (ibid 143)

I

|

El-Fogaha, in central Libya, uses i:

y-ugar i-zeldet
3S-go to-Zella
“ando a Zella”
He went to Zella (Paradisi 1963:99)

;

enni-g y-amar

I

say-lSto-m an
“ho detto all'uomo”
I told the man (ibid)

For the ill-documented and extremely heavily Arabised Berber o f Sened in Tunisia (now
extinct), Provotelle (1911:75) also gives a couple o f examples suggesting use o f i for
allative as well as dative functions:

ai'tcha

ad-es-er’-ed

i-el Qalaat

tomorrow

IRR-come-lS-hither to-Sened

“demain j'irai a Sened” (sic)
Tomorrow I will come to Sened.

Cp.

i-oumma

i

koull

idjen

3S-say

to

each

one

“II dit a chacun d’eux” (ibid:%l)
He told each o f them.

The fact that Siwi shares the polyfunctionality of i with its closest relative, El-Fogaha,
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might suggest that this development predates the split between them. However, such a
claim would force us to account for the -i in these place names as a borrowing from an
earlier Berber substratum more closely related to Awjila, rather than a retention from an
earlier stage of Siwi, and would still not push the date of the innovation far enough back
to mle out Arabic influence. If Nafusi is more closely related to Siwi than Awjila and
Ghadames, then that might be possible. However, all the languages in which this is
attested are under unusually heavily Arabic influence even by Berber standards; Nafusi
is spoken in scattered communities in a largely Arabophone region, while Sened and ElFogaha, both of which were already nearly extinct when first documented, were if
anything under rather stronger Arabic influence than Siwi. Arabic influence appears to
be the most economical explanation, although a conclusive subgrouping o f eastern
Berber might change this conclusion.

The dative and allative senses o f i, though marked with the same preposition, are still
distinguished through verbal morphology: datives/benefactives are marked through
apparently obligatory dative pronominal affixes on the verb stem, whereas allatives are
not. Contrast eg:

6.2

la

tas-as

dssarr

NEG

give.INT-3SDat

i

hddd

secret to

anyone

Don’t give a secret to anyone.

with:
6.3

t-tasad

i

sal

3FS-come.INT

to

country

It (a bird sp.) comes to the country. (N 3pll)

This distinction - also made in Nafusi, judging by the examples available, though not in
Sened - is certainly not to be attributed to Arabic.

6.4.2.2 Complex
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Semantically more complicated adpositions are those that locate the figure within an
area defined relative to the ground. Such adpositions can usually appear without an
argument, referring to the area in question. Although this property might be expected to
be nominal, in fact five of these - all etymologically Berber - are primary prepositions:
Table 63.
Siwi

Figuig

at (chez)

gan (< g + an “household o f ’)

-

to (chez)

in (< / + an)

-

next to

saddu

saddaw

in front o f

zdat

zzat

behind

zdaffar/zzajfar

dajfar

Note that zdat and zdsffar can also appear without a complement, eg:

6.4

kan-nni

akbar n

yu sa f ya-n-qtim-a

sa-zdat

if-COMP

robe

Yusuf 3M-PASS-cut-PF

from-ffont

GEN

If Yusufs robe is cut from the front... (Yusuf 2)

Secondary ones - most of whose complements are optional (although not ajar) - also
all appear to be inherited:
Table 64.
Siwi

Figuig

on, on top of, above s-anniz

(ajdnna)

under

s-adday

adday

in the middle o f

g-ammas

ammas

between, among

azar

jar, wajar

(cp. also zar “belly”)
inside

ja j

Words mainly used as adjectives, as well as one non-adjectival spatial term, are
followed by an argument marked with a f" on”. Their complements are all optional.
These include Arabic loanwords, attested as early as Minutoli (1827); in light o f the
profound influence of Arabic on Siwi adjectives (see Adjectives chapter), this is
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unsurprising. What is surprising is that albarr, a noun in Arabic, should take its
complement the same way (and unlike its antonym “inside”); I have no explanation for
this.
Table 65.
right

ahnfusi

afusdy

left

afosrawi < Cl. Ar. ai'sar-u

(zdlmdd)

“left-handed” with nisba suffix
-aw-iyy-. Attested in Minutoli
(1827, 362): “Links”
JI jOouuJI
outside

albarr “outside” < Cl. Ar. al

bdrra (also an Arabic loan)

barr- “land”. Attested in
Minutoli (1827, 362):
“Festland”

Eg:
6.5

ijg v _ > jJI icjLlIs I i S^I'J^uulcI
atesrawi

af

albab; albarr a f

s§dnduq

left

on

door; outside on

box

vjgjuiiflJI

<vLJI j E uju l_svJLc

to the left o f the door; outside of the box (elicited, 2009-06-02)

O f these, only the latter two are Arabic loanwords. Laoust (1931:128) reports two more
spatial adpositions borrowed from Arabic, <griba> “near” and <dahd> “inside”; the
former is presumably just the borrowed adjective aqrib < qarlb-, while the latter is not
attested in my data.

6.4.3 Siwi delimiting adpositions

The simplest delimiting primary adpositions, used both for events and path spans,
taking nominal or clausal objects, derive from Berber:
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Table 66.
Siwi

Figuig

up to, until

al

al

from, since

s, Sdn

si

Scarcely distinguishable from the former is the primary preposition:

Ihddd “up to, to the point o f ’ < Cl. Ar. li-hadd- “to the boundary o f ’, attested only with
nominal complements.

6.6

alyali

sg

allon

i-ban

Ihddd ikdrkdr d

Ifsffan

beloved

from

window

3M-appear

up to

breasts

chest and

The beloved appeared in the window, up to the chest and the breasts. (N3p20)

6.7

3cc
eat

Ihddd ajiwdn
up to

full.VN

Eat to the point o f fullness. (N lpl46)

Compare:
6.8

al
until

ga-jjiwn-at
IRR-full-2Sg

until you're full (N2p256)

6.4.4 Siwi temporal adpositions

“When” is typically expressed by inherited mak or af-anni (on-COMP). Vycichl
(2005:250) gives fh a l “when, as soon as” < A x .fi hal-; the one speaker I asked about
this did not recognise the word.

bafdZbafad “after”, from Cl. Ar. bafd-a, and qbdl “before”, from Cl. Ar. qabl-a. Each
o f these takes either temporal nominals or clauses. In the case o f baSd, the CP may
optionally be headed by the general Siwi complementiser anni or by the Arabic element
ma, specific to bafd. The treatment o f these notions across Berber is diverse; in
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Tamasheq, nominate use the basically spatial primary prepositions dat “before, in front
o f ’ and darat “after, behind”, while clauses use the unrelated forms dndi and sama-d.

6.9

yd-jfdkkdr

bafd

dlmudddt

ta-twal-t

3M-remember

after

period

FSg-long-FSg

He remembered after a long time. (2008-05-03/0248)

6.10

bafad i-dul-dn...
after

3-retum.PF-PL...

After they had returned... (Yusuf 1)

6.11

Mad-snni

y-ils-a-t,

l-llukk

after-COMP 3MS-wear-PT-3MS

3M-get dirty

After he put it [the robe] on, it got dirty. (2008-04-24/0214)

6.12

baSad-ma

y-xdlls-dn

g

accu...

after-COMP

3-finish-P

at

eating

After they had finished eating... (Yusuf 2)

6.13

zri-x-tdn

qbdl

see-lS-3P10bj

lull

before Dhuhr

I saw them before Dhuhr (N2p9)

6.14

qbdl

g-usl-x

y

before FUT-come-IS to

isiwan
Siwa

before I came to Siwa (2008-05-07/0329)

6.15

qbdl

rids

before I

ga-kim-ax

i

Ixddmdt

FUT-enter-lS to

work

before I got to work (2008-05-05/0289)

6.16 Sdkk

af-dnni-

qbdl

ga-hh-at,

a-mdllal.
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before FUT-go-2S

MS-white

You, it's as if - before you went, you were white. (2008-05-04/0270)

qbsl+NP is attested in one o f the earliest sources on Siwi: Caillaud (1826:409) gives
<gobelloli> (<qbdl-luli “before Dhuhr prayer”) as “apres-diner” (“after dinner”),
presumably intended as “after lunch”.

madam “as long as” < Ar. ma dam-a is attested in elicited data with clausal
complements:

6.17

madam

dddr-ax-a,

nis

ga-ssbr-ax

as long as

live-lS-PF

I

IRR-endure-lS

As long as I am alive, I will endure. (2009-05-24)

6.4.5 Siwi adpositions of manner

Instrumental “with” is pan-Berber s (sgd- with pronominal suffixes.) This is
occasionally used to form adverbs: Vycichl records s-affar “secretly” (< with hiding.) A
number o f adverbs o f manner or epistemic adverbs are prepositional phrases borrowed
whole from Arabic with instrumental b-\ bdlhaqq “really” (< with the truth), s-bdddraf
“by force” (< with the arm), bdKani “intentionally” (< with the intending), ba&abt
“exactly” (< with the precision).

bla “without” < Cl. Ar. bi-la, a primary preposition taking nominal complements. Even
in the most conservative Berber languages this is usually expressed with an Arabic
loanword (eg Tashelhiyt bla, possibly even Tamashek wala). It governs full pronouns
rather than clitics.

6.18

la

a-hlu

bla

m tta

NEG

MSg-sweet

without

3M

It's not sweet without him. (N lpl46)
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ffy-ax

bla

azdrra-nnak

leave-IS

without

see.VN-2SgGen

I left without seeing you. (2009-05-24)

For clauses, simple negation with juxtaposition is preferred. Thus “I left without him
seeing me” {xarajtu duna 'anyara-nT) was rendered as:

6.20 nis
I

ffy-ax

la-yd-zr-i

leave-IS

NEG-3M-see-lSgObj

I left, he didn't see me. (2009-05-24)

Its Classical equivalent can govern neither clitics nor pronouns, being restricted to
indefinites (Caspari 1896:11.163). The reflex bla is widespread in the Maghreb region,
where likewise it cannot take pronominal clitics; however, the usual strategy from
Mauritania all the way to western Libya is to suffix pronominal clitics to a special
construction bla bi- lit. “without with-” (de Premare (1993), Taine-Cheikh (1988),
Madouni-La Peyre (2003), Singer (1984), Yoda (2005).) Neither o f the dialects
currently affecting Siwi - Cyrenaican Bedouin and Cairene - normally use bila for
“without”, making this another of Siwi's many Arabic archaisms. It is thus unsurprising
that it is attested in earlier sources: Stanley (1912:441) has “Chance, by” <Bla bilaanee>
bla bdlSani, lit. “without on purpose.”

g-fobdal “instead o f ’ < g “in” + Cl. Ar. al-'ibdal- “the substitution”, taking clausal
complements, or as a secondary preposition with nouns. Attested in Stanley (1912:445):
“instead” <gilibdal>.

6.21

9sssy 9jj9n

g9hbdal-9nn9s

take

instead-3SgGen

one

Take one instead o f him (2008-08-03/250)

6.22

gtebdal txus9t ge-q9pn-9n

S9gd9s tajffaht

instead knife FUT3-cut-PL with-it apple
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Instead o f with the knife cutting the apple, they cut themselves. (Yusuf 2)

6.23

u JI_xJL>
ghbdal

n

txusdt

instead

GEN

knife

instead o f a knife (elicited, 2009-06-02)

An alternative form with the same meaning and etymology but retaining Arabic
phonology, probably a more recent re-borrowing, is bddal “instead o f ’:

6.24

badal ga-y-<
i dmwar

djneh,

instead IRR-3M-make pound,

kull-yum

yd-ktlr-a

tlatajneh

each-day

3S-bring-PF

three pound

Instead o f making one pound, every day he brought in three pounds. (Tale o f the
Two Boys)

“Like” is pan-Berber am.

6.4.6 Siwi prepositions of cause, condition, and purpose

msab “because o f ’, from Cl. Ar. min sabab- “from the cause o f ’. Commonly expressed
elsewhere in Berber (and indeed Arabic) with the primary preposition “on” (Tashelhiyt
f Tamasheq/5/.) Also takes NPs or clausal complements, the latter normally with dnni:

6.25 msab
because

tamart
land

because o f land (2008-04-27/228)

6.26 y-lf-a

amsab-anni

3M-fmd-3MS because-COMP

yd-ssin-a

anni

3M-know-PF COMP

di-lla
3M-be at

He found it because he knew it was there. (2008-08-03/0250)

I also occasionally heard flahaq < tala haqq-, and once misan “because” < min sa'n-,
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(cp. Vycichl (2005:250).) The form I encountered most frequently in natural speech
from a number o f different sources was msab.

katt and kan-nni “i f ’ (sometimes with prefix an- < Ar. 'in, lo- < Ar. law, according to
Vycichl (2005:250).) Cp. “i f ’ <inkan> (Stanley 1912:445). kan derives from the
Arabic perfect copula (Classical hand), used with the meaning “i f ’ in neighbouring
dialects including Cyrenaican Bedouin (Owens 1984) and Bahariya (Drop & Woidich
2007). The form with the added complementiser - m i appears to be used to express
hypothetical conditions, while the plain one is for more realistic ones; it is not clear how
strongly grammaticalised the distinction is. Takes clausal complements only.

6.27

kan-nni

akbar n

yu sa f yd-n-qtim-a

sa-zdat...

if-COMP

robe

Yusuf 3M-PASS-cut-PF

from-front...

GEN

If Joseph's robe is cut from the front... [which it wasn't] (Yusuf 2)

6.28

kan-anni

natta ya-ttsal,

la

di

if-COMP

he

NEG

EXIST problem

3M-contact

Imaskalat.

If he should get in touch, there's no problem. (N3p20)

6.29

kan
if

mmala dkbar n

yu sa f yd-n-qtim-a

sag

laqfa

then

Yusuf 3M-PASS-cut-PF

from

nape

robe GEN

If, on the other hand, Joseph's robe is cut from the nape... [which it was] (Yusuf

2)

6.30

kan

a-zuwwar,

adyay.

if

MSg-big

stone.

If it's big, (you call it) a stone. (N3pl5)

6.31

a-kwayyis
MSg-beautiful

kan

i-kasf-i

if

3MS-reject-lSgDat

If the beautiful one rejects me... (N2p71)
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Purpose clauses are simply marked with the complementiser anni/anni. Compare:

(fact)
6.32

nis rj-i-x
I

lamndm anni

dream-PT-lS dream

di

alqes

n

atnas n

COMP EXIST measure GEN twelve GEN

Iran..
stars

I dreamt a dream that there were a total o f twelve stars... (Yusuf 1)

(purpose)
6.33

hdtt-a

anni

kull-sra

ga-ya-Smar

put down-3MSObj

COMP every-thing

g amkan-nnas

IRR-3MS-be in place-3MSGen

Put it down so everything will be in its place. (N2p35)

6.4.7 Pronominal object suffixes

In both Arabic and Berber, pronominal objects are typically marked as suffixes on
prepositions (exceptions in Siwi include bla “without” and i “to, for”, which take full
pronouns as objects.) For a couple of borrowed prepositions, including msabb “because
of, for the sake o f ’, Siwi uses Arabic suffixes. See discussion under Nominal features.

6.5 Kwarandzyey

In contrast to Arabic and Berber, Songhay adpositions governing nouns are
predominantly postpositions. Given the extent of Arabic and Berber influence on it, one
might expect any historical changes in Kwarandzyey to have brought it closer to
treating prepositions as the default for nouns as well as clauses. This appears to be true
in several respects, but care must be taken to check whether these changes can plausibly
be attributed to Arabic/Berber influence or not. Note that, in Kwarandzyey and more
generally in Songhay, postpositions can take only nominal objects, whereas prepositions
can take clausal ones, nominal ones, or both.

6.5.1 Kwarandzyey primary postpositions
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Kwarandzyey has only four primary postpositions, all strictly requiring NP objects, two
o f them restricted to within noun phrases; all are retained from proto-Northem Songhay.
This is a rather smaller inventory than its nearest relatives in Northern Songhay;
Tadaksahak and Tasawaq have both retained seven (Christiansen-Bolli (2010:120),
Kossmann ms (2003)). In Southern Songhay, there is no obligatory genitive particle, so
no distinction between primary and secondary postpositions in our sense can be made; a
numerical comparison would thus be misleading. However, as the table below shows,
the distinctions lost in Kwarandzyey to give this small inventory are robust in
mainstream as well as northern Songhay.
Table 67.
Northern
Kwarandzyey

Tadaksahak

Mainstream
Tasawaq

Koyra Chiini

Koyraboro
Senni

Dative “to”
Alignment

si

se

si

se

se / se

kamba

kamba

tenje ~ tanje

tenje

“facing”

“facing”

“towards”

Locativ

Inanimate

ka

kuna

kuna / ra

ra ~ la

Human

daw

da (yd)

doo (“in

doo

(esp.

vicinity o f ’

(chez)

e “at”

ka (tsa for
“towards” w/ inan.)
some

Superessive “on”

speakers)

)
be (<

g<>

ga

beena

ga; boy ~
bon “upon”

“top”)
Genitive “o f ’

n

n

n

Classifying

wani/wini

wani

wane

0 / wane

0 / wana ~
wane

genitive
“(consisting) of,
made for”
6.5.1.1 Kwarandzyey adnominal postpositions

The question o f external influence on the genitive system is problematic. The
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distinction between *Possessed n Head and *Head Possessed wane, though it has no
clear counterpart in southern Songhay, is no Kwarandzyey innovation; it can clearly be
reconstructed for proto-Northem Songhay, as confirmed by the data in Kossmann
(2009).

Tilmatine (1996:180) suggests that the Northern Songhay construction with n is a
remarkable hybrid, combining the Southern possessor - possessed order with the Berber
n marker. The same suggestion is made by Wolff & Alidou (2001:551), with reference
to Tasawaq. However, this hypothesis is implausible for a number o f reasons. It would
have been borrowed as a postpositional preceding the head despite in Berber being a
preposition following the head, which cross-linguistically is rarely attested. Northern
Songhay offers no other example of a prefix o f any kind being borrowed as a suffix.
One normally expects syntactic changes, whether spontaneous or under external
influence, to exhibit continuity with at least one source - in other words, one normally
expects a linking environment where the source and target constructions coincide.
However, none appears to be possible here; the order is inconsistent with any variant o f
the genitive construction in any Berber language, while, for the borrowing idea to be
feasible, the n must be absent from the language's Songhay ancestors. Similar errors are
occasionally found in second language acquisition; Jackson (1981:200) cites Punjabi
learners' errors such as “a shoe o f a pair”, “some crisps o f packets”, and “his hand of the
fingers”, and I have heard “his door's house” from an Arab second language speaker of
English (although, in contrast to the Northern Songhay case, the adposition in both
situations is from the newly-leamed Matrix Language and the order is borrowed.) It is
conceivable that such errors could have come to be accepted as the new norm in the still
little-understood process o f Northern Songhay's formation - or even, not impossibly but
decidedly less probably, that speakers fluent in both languages chose voluntarily to
combine the two constructions. However, the existence of alternative etymologies not
involving influence makes it impossible to consider this as any more than a rather
uncertain possibility. Kossmann (2009) proposes two plausible Songhay-intemal
etymologies for it, the longer genitive marker *wane and the transitive perfect marker
na; and a southern Songhay language under little if any Berber influence, the recently
described Tondi Songway Kiini, spoken south of the Niger bend near Douentza,
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sporadically shows examples of a linker -y- in compounds, which could be attributed to
a survival of this n as a proto-Songhay feature:

kbysk-y-kamburii (“rear end-q-buttock”)

buttock

bara-y-gansi (“horse-q-fonio grain”)

grass sp. (Heath 2005b: 13)

If Songhay is a member o f Nilo-Saharan, as inconclusively proposed by Greenberg
(1963a), then the hypothesis o f Berber influence appears even less plausible: a genitive
marker with n and possessed-possessor order is attested in several branches o f NiloSaharan, and has been reconstructed for it by Ehret (2001 :no. 91). In fact, such forms
are even found worldwide across apparently unrelated families, such as Finnish,
Turkish, German, or Japanese, meaning that simple coincidence cannot be ruled out.
For all these reasons, I consider the n genitive most probably to be a Songhay-internal
development, although Berber influence may have been a factor in its shortening to a
single consonant.

Apostnominal genitive is unprecedented in Songhay outside of Northern Songhay, and
at first sight it looks reasonable to suppose that Kwarandzyey's usage of wani/wini
reflects Berber or Arabic influence. But a more detailed examination suggests that the
evidence is not compelling, wani/wini has two uses in Kwarandzyey. The first is
shared with southern Songhay languages - use as an independent noun head to form
absolute genitives, eg:

6.34

m-m-zdw-ts nn
2S-IRR-take-hither

isni,

Sa-m-zu-ts

2SGen ovine, lS-IRR-take-hither

a-jfydt

a-m-zu-ts

a-wani

ABS-other

3S-IRR-take-hither

3S-G2

f-wan,
1S-G2,

You'd bring your sheep/goat, I'd bring mine, someone else would bring his.
(2007-12-30/17)

The relationship in such contexts need not be possession:
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bassah ndza
but

na-nya hdybbu

if

2S-eat much
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tsamatats wani, a-b-dawwax
“tamatet” G2,3S-IMPF-make dizzy

But if you eat the “tamatet” ones too much [in context: eat the locusts that have
fed off the “tamatet”-plant], it makes you dizzy. (2007-12-06/AM)

In this usage, it cannot be replaced by n; n is exclusively adnominal, never referential or
predicative.

The second is this “postnominal genitive” adnominal use. In this context, it follows the
head noun and precedes the plural marker - unlike ^-genitives (which precede the head
noun) and adverbial adpositions (which follow the plural marker), but like adjectives
and appositive nouns (see Adjectives chapter). Contrast:

6.36

luxxud i-b-gwa

ttsawir

when 3P-IMPF-see pictures

kwara win—yu...
Kwara GEN=PL

When they see the Kwara pictures... (2007-12-22/12)

with:

6.37

fan

tsa=yu

baba=ka

1S.GEN

brother=PL

father=LOC

my half-brothers through the father’s side (N6pl31)

Both its usage to form absolute genitives and its pre-plural marker position correspond
to the behaviour o f noun phrases in apposition, not to that o f typical postpositional
phrases. A tempting solution is to analyse wani/wini as a nominal which takes a bare
complement, rather than as an adposition. There are no other known nominals that take
a full NP as a bare complement, but there is one that, like wani/wini, marks pronominal
complements with the subject prefix series rather than genitive:

6.38

a-yamma

/ *an yamma

3S-mother

/ *3 S.GEN

mother
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“his/her mother”

a-wani / *an

wani

3S-G2 / * 3S.GEN

G2

“his/hers”

Irrespective o f the synchronic label to be attached, these facts have diachronic
implications: they suggest that adnominal wani/wini was originally a noun phrase
placed in apposition. Nouns meaning “property” or the like commonly grammaticalise
to genitive markers (Heine & Kuteva 2002:245); Maghrebi Arabic (m)ta^ < mataf“goods” has followed a similar route. This account of wani/wini's syntactic
development would thus be consistent with Arabic influence, although its naturalness
makes the argument for influence weak. But this innovation’s distribution indicates that
it must have occurred in proto-Northem Songhay at least - and, whereas the evidence
for early bilingual contact with Berber is fairly strong, there is no evidence for direct
Arabic influence on proto-Northem Songhay on the scale needed to make a contact
explanation of this plausible.

In Berber, n is found in all branches and, if it derives from a grammaticalised noun,
must have done so at a stage earlier than proto-Berber; only Tuareg has developed a
distinction between the usual genitive with n and an alternative construction with a
demonstrative plus n (m. sg. wa-n, f. sg. ta-n, etc.) Eg (Kossmann 2009):

edir

[n

esikj

base

of

tree

the/a base o f a/the tree

edir

wa

[nn

base

that.m of

esik]
tree

the base o f the tree; the/a base o f a/the tree

This suggests a rather different scenario. Demonstrative plus n is also the way Tuareg
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marks an absolute genitive, eg wa-nnak (DemMSg-2SgGen) “yours” (Heath
2005a:260). NP wani having been established as the translation equivalent of wa-n NP
- a process no doubt aided by phonetic similarity - the use o f the former could then
have been extended, as a caique o f Tuareg, to adnominal genitives. However, given that
this is absent from Berber varieties not in contact with Songhay, it is at least conceivable
that the direction o f influence ran the other way; and, whereas other Northern Songhay
languages are heavily influenced by Tuareg, the evidence for Tuareg loanwords in
Kwarandzyey is very weak. Moreover, while this is a historically plausible account of
the construction's syntax, it is not clear that it can account for the semantics o f the
construction.

There are few if any noun phrases with n for which an adnominal equivalent with
wani/wini will be rejected as absolutely ungrammatical, or vice versa. However, the
usage of wani/wini within noun phrases is disfavoured for possession, while being
strongly preferred for cases where the complement o f wani/wini expresses the nature or
purpose o f the head:

Material:

iyydh, kuzzu lab

wini

6.40

yes,

G2

pot

clay

Yes, a clay pot (2008-01-19/08)

Type:

ssadart tsarayts

wini,

a-b-zabbad

har

ssabun

6.41

plant

G2

3S-IMPF-foam

like

soap

“tareyt”

The “tareyt”-plant, it foams up like soap. (2008-01-01/08)

6.42

gungwa

kwara wini

a-b-hay

tsajfwarts

chicken

village G2

3S-IMPF-bearegg

white

kwaray

Local chickens [as opposed to the imported kind] bear white eggs. (200712-21/31)

Content:

luxxud i-b-gwa

ttsawir

6.43

when 3P-IMPF-see pictures

kwara win=yu...
Kwara G2=PL
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When they see the Kwara pictures... (2007-12-22/12)

6.44

teqruf ssrab

win=yu

bottles drink G2=PL
bottles for drink (N2p44) (could also be Purpose - explaining shards of
broken glass left by French soldiers)

Purpose:

dwa

gung

wani

6.45

medicine

stomach

G2

stomach medicine (N5p210)

6.46

sssjjada
rug

g3nga-i

wan=yu

pray=VN/PL G2=PL

prayer rugs (N5p210)

6.47

xdmmar
yeast

Igat

wini

sweet GEN

yeast for sweets (N6p29)

In the terminology proposed by Chappell and McGregor (1989), as reported in Heine
(1997:22), this usage of wani may be considered a genitive o f classification, “whereby
the dependent nominal indicates the type of entity that is being referred to by the head
noun” (1989:28). As noted, most Berber languages have only one productive genitive
construction, making this distinction irrelevant. Tuareg does distinguish two genitive
constructions, as noted; but the semantic distinction, if any, has unfortunately not been
well-documented, and there is in any case little linguistic evidence for Tuareg influence
on Kwarandzyey. Comparison to Arabic again appears more promising.

Most varieties o f Arabic, including all varieties o f Algerian and Moroccan Arabic
excluding Hassaniya, distinguish a “direct” genitive formed by juxtaposition from an
“analytic” one with a particle, notably taS or d(yal). As with Kwarandzyey n vs. wani,
the two constructions can in most contexts be interchanged without affecting absolute
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grammaticality judgements. However, by surveying all analytic genitives and some
synthetic ones in a corpus o f previously published dialect materials throughout the Arab
world, Eksell Haming (1980) reaches important conclusions on the semantic difference
between them in usage. In particular, her data {ibid: 158ff) indicates that wherever the
analytical genitive is well-established - including most o f Morocco and Algeria - it is
used for concrete possession and for classification, or in her terminology qualification:
material, contents, characteristic quality, etc; she finds this to be part o f the central
semantics of the analytical genitive. Underscoring the relevance here, she reports that
specifically in southwestern Morocco “the predominant type of [analytic] genitive
seems to be the one denoting qualification” (ibid:\2>l), although there too it is
established for concrete possession, place, and partitive relations.

In view of Tabelbala's close historical ties to southern Morocco, this makes it rather
tempting to conclude that the semantics of wani have been influenced by Arabic,
whether or not Arabic influence has anything to do with the construction's emergence.
However, even this appears problematic: while wane's semantics in Tasawaq are
unclear, in Tadaksahak too, spoken far to the south in Niger, wani “only rarely marks a
true possessive relationship. A more regular use of this form is to express ‘character o f’
or ‘o f material o f’.” (Christiansen-Bolli 2010:126). There is no independent evidence
for direct Arabic influence that deep, from a non-Hassaniya variety at that, on protonorthern Songhay or on Tadaksahak - and, while Songhay influence on southern
Moroccan Arabic via slavery is not impossible, northern Songhay influence is unlikely
in light o f their small population. Failing that, the semantic similarity is best regarded
as a subject for future typological research, possibly reflecting a cross-linguistic
generalisation about the semantics o f pre- and post-nominal genitives; compare English,
w h e re 's and o f constructions are often interchangeable, but *London's pictures is quite
unacceptable as a replacement for pictures o f London. Similarly, in Fur (Jakobi
1990:288) possessive genitives are prenominal while ones indicating purpose or content
are postnominal.

6.5.1.2 Kwarandzyey adverbial postpositions
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As shown in the table, two historically distinct adpositions, *ga “on” and *kuna
(already shortened to ka in Tadaksahak and Tagdal) “in”, have merged phonetically to
ka, which combines both their range of senses. (Original ga is still preserved in the
secondary adposition gaga “beside” < *gere ga, discussed below, which as a relic o f its
history cannot be followed by ka.) Thus:

6.48

a-yyardah
3S-stamp

a-ka
3S-LOC

He stamped on it (truffles).

6.49 na-m-dza
2S-IRR-put

sskwar alkas-ka
sugar cup=LOC

You put sugar in the cup.

This merger, though irregular, cannot be directly attributed to contact; both Arabic and
Berber consistently distinguish “in” from “on” (Arabic: Algerian fla ws.fi, Classical
i

!

fala ws.fi', Berber: Tashelhiyt/ vs. gi(g), Zenaga o?fws. dag), and k from g (throughout
the Maghreb at least.)

Kwarandzyey (like English) has no special locative for humans; the noun ga “house” (+
locative ka as appropriate) is the commonest equivalent o f other Songhay *dayo “at
(chez)”, originally “place”. This lack is unexpected - and again cannot be the result of
contact - given that the surrounding Arabic and Berber languages do have “chez”
prepositions (Algerian fand, Classical find-a; Tashelhiyt dar, Zenaga a?r.) *dayo “at
(chez)” transparently derives from the noun “place”, which has also been lost in
Kwarandzyey but has a reflex in the word dzuydzi “there, where...” (cp. KC doodi) <
*dayo + the anaphoric demonstrative dzi < *di; cf. Demonstratives. That makes it
tempting to suppose that the adpositional use was independently innovated elsewhere in
Songhay, but its ubiquity makes that unlikely.

The form *kamba “towards”, to be derived from its homophone “hand” (presumably
envisioned as pointing or gesturing in the appropriate direction), has been replaced in
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Kwarandzyey by =si, as part of a broader contact-related extension o f this postposition’s
semantics - see Motion and postpositions below.

6.5.1.3 Acquisition as an explanation

These two or three mergers clearly do not reflect caiques or borrowing. However, one
plausible factor contributing to these mergers could be second language acquisition.
The socially dominant families of the town all claim Arab or Berber origin; there can be
little doubt that at least some speakers, including many of the most socially prestigious
ones, descend from second rather than first language learners of Kwarandzyey.
Semantic overgeneralisation o f adpositions by second language learners, as noted
above, is a well-attested phenomenon in second language learning. A similar
phenomenon might be expected in the prepositions, and in fact only one of Songhay's
many prepositions has left traces in Kwarandzyey; but, as will be seen below, this is
more than made up for by intensive borrowing o f Arabic prepositions.

A potential objection to this account is that similar language shift is reported in the oral
history o f other Northern Songhay groups, especially Tadaksahak and Tagdal speakers,
and yet, as seen, the others have retained significantly more postpositions. However,
the two shift situations seem to have differed in an important respect. In Tabelbala,
different families seem to have arrived and presumably adopted the language at
different times spread from the 11th century to the 18th (Champault 1969:371), whereas
for Tadaksahak and Tagdal a scenario of one-time collective language shift seems
probable (Benftez-Torres 2009). The needs of daily communication alone are not
sufficient motivation to explain why an entire nomadic tribe would change their
language; we must assume that Songhay had significant prestige for them at the time,
enhancing the importance o f accurate imitation o f the model. In Tabelbala's case, by
contrast, later immigrants would have been learning the language solely for daily
communication; a language used only at what early sources from 1447 onwards
consistently describe as an impoverished minor oasis (Champault 1969:25) can scarcely
have had much prestige. This might reduce the incentive to correct their own mistakes
towards a normative form o f the language.
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6.5.1.4 M otion and postpositions

Possibly the most important change in the semantics o f si and to a lesser extent ka is one
that cannot be shown in the comparative grid above. As noted by eg JackendofF
(1983:162), the meaning of spatial adpositions includes (at least) two principal
components, reflected as separable elements in languages such as Finnish or Chinese
(Kracht 2002): place/location, corresponding to a point or region with no relevant
internal structure; and path, with an internal structure including at least “source”, the
starting point, and “goal”, the endpoint. Songhay spatial postpositions are in general
path-neutral - Songhay encodes “source” and “goal” in the verb, not the postposition:

“ [S]ince there are no explicitly allative or ablative postpositions ('to', 'from'), the
locative is also freely combinable with verbs that force an allative or ablative
reading. While many languages express such distinctions by adpositional
oppositions, in Songhay languages they are expressed by verbs in combination
with a single Loc postposition.” (Heath 1999:136)

Thus “in”, “into”, and “from in” are all expressed with r a /k u n a in KC, and “on”,
“onto”, and “o ff’ by ga. Path-neutral adpositional systems are widespread in languages
o f the Sahel area; Frajzyngier (2002) notes this in a number of Chadic languages (and
suggests that it may be reconsfructible for proto-Chadic), and it appears to be common
across Mande as well (Lupke 2005:115). Songhay *kamba “towards”, discussed
previously, is probably not an exception to this rule (the etymology suggests that
direction rather than motion is being indicated, although the Northern Songhay data
available is not sufficient for certainty); the other locative postpositions o f Northern
Songhay obey it, eg in Tadaksahak (Christiansen-Bolli 2010:sec. 3.2.12):

in:

a=b-gora

[hugu ka]

3S=IMPF-sit tent

LOC

S/he sits in the tent.
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into:

[aya=n

baaji]

a=yyed

[baqguka].

1S=GEN

water.bag

3S=retum

well

LOC

My water bag fell in the well.

from: a=b-nin
3S=IMPF-drink

[teeyart

ka]

pot

LOC

S/he drinks from/in the pot.

In Arabic and Berber, by contrast, at least some adpositions are explicitly marked for
path, and are normally obligatory even when the verb encodes the path as well.
Kwarandzyey is shifting to the latter model for the encoding of motion, giving it a
whole range o f possible adpositional meanings not encoded in other Songhay
languages, and has filled them partly by extending existing postpositions. Compare the
relevant Algerian Arabic and Kwarandzyey paradigms (although some speakers still
allow ka in some o f the functions listed for man below):

Arabic:

Table 68.
+motion
from

possession

-motion

to
/-

at (place)

f'and

/-

fi

man

in (container)

fi

on (surface)
Kwarandzyey:

Table 69.
+motion
from

possession
at (place)
in (container)
on (surface)

-motion

to
_si

_si

_si

man _

_ka
_ ka

_ ka

Examples:
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from poss.:

f a-yxdtf-(a)=a.s

tsdllds-ka

6.51

lS-steal-3S=3S.DAT

darkness=LOC

I stole it off him in the dark. (2007-12-06/AM)

to poss.:

ar=fu

a-nn(a)

izwdy=fv=si

zga=fu

6.52

man=one

3S-give

girl=one=DAT

cloth=one

A man gave a girl a cloth. (2007-12-26/2)

poss.:

yu

miyya ba—ysy.si

6.53

camel 100

EXIST=lSg.DAT

I have 100 camels. (N ip 196)

from at:

h x x wddz

a-dddr mdn

adayu

6.54

when

3S-go from

here

When he has gone away from here... (2007-12-22/12)

to at:

yd-hhur-ts

k wara=si

6.55

lP-enter-hither

Kwara=DAT

We came into Kwara. (2008-01-30/09)

from in:

mdn

mdndz dgga n-b-zu

hamu, mdn

6.56

from

where?PAST 2S-IMPF-take meat, from

kuzzu?
pot?

Where were you taking the meat from, from the pot? (2007-12-06/AM)

to in:

nd-m-dza

sskwar dlkas=ka

6.56

2S-IRR-put

sugar cup=LOC

You put the sugar in the cup. (2007-12-22/12)

from on:

tsikwats

i-b-qdtt

ifdw

6.57

basket

3P-IMPF-cut leaf

kung=ka
palm=LOC

For a basket, they'd cut leaves off palm trees. (2007-12-30/17)
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to on:

a-m-tfa

farka=ka

6.58

3S-IRR-go up donkey=LOC
He gets on a donkey. (2007-12-22/11)

The expression o f possession and surface contact simply preserves the original situation,
differing from Arabic only in two cells (“have” and “o ff’.) However, the expression o f
location at and in has been copied from Arabic, man is an Arabic borrowing, resulting
in a locative paradigm that, unlike anything reported in southern Songhay, mixes
prepositions and postpositions. The extension of dative si to “to” - but not “into” - is
calqued on the polysemy o f Arabic /-. (Berber, by contrast, generally distinguishes
dative from allative “to”, eg Tashelhiyt i vs. s, Middle Atlas i vs. yar.) The polysemy of
ka for “at”, “in”, and “into” is in a sense retained, but its restriction to these three cells
makes it correspond precisely to Arabic f i (apart from the “in”-“on” merger discussed
above.)

The extension o f si to the allative dates back more than a century, being attested in
Cancel (1908):

<amta adra si>
fa-m -tfa

adra=si

1S-IRR-go up mountain=DAT
“Je gravis... un montagne.”
I go up to the mountain, {ibid:346)

<Ar fou adri loued si n'd' ah oui>
a r -fu

a-dri

lwad=si

man=one

3S-go rivei^DAT

indz(a)an

way

COM 3S.GEN

woman

“Un homme etait alle a la riviere avec sa femme.”
A man went to the river with his wife, {ibid:343)

man “from” is not attested in this fairly short source.
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The usage o f ka and si has also been affected by Arabic in less systematic ways. One
such is the use o f ka to mark the comparandum in comparatives, discussed in the
Adjectives chapter.

6.5.2 Kwarandzyey secondary postpositions

Secondary postpositions in Kwarandzyey are essentially nouns referring to a spatial or
temporal relative location, not specified for path role. As such, they are in principle an
open class; while the commonest ones are listed below, there can be no guarantee o f
completeness. This also explains why they cannot be postposed to clausal complements
- relative clauses in Kwarandzyey follow rather than precede their head - although in
fact none o f them (even the ones with temporal uses) are used with clausal complements
at all, pre- or post-posed. In contrast to primary postpositions, which neither take other
postpositions nor get connected to their object through them, secondary postpositions
are connected to their object through genitive n and are usually followed by locative si /
ka, used to express their path role or lack thereof. Eg:

6.59

a-m-hur

an

dmmds=s

a-m-tsku

3S-IRR-enter 3SGenmiddle=DAT 3S-IRR-be caught
It (the bird) will go into the middle of it (the trap) and get caught. (2007-1230/17)

6.60

a-ba

iggdgnen=y=yu

i-ba-jfdg

dzdw n

tsir=ka

3S-EXIST

walls=DEM=PL

3P-PF-bury

earth GEN

under=LOC

There are these walls buried under the earth. (2007-12-22/12)

6.61

a-ggar-a

sadder n

ifer=tsa

3S-find-3S

pail

inside-LOC

GEN

He found it inside the pail. (2007-12-16/02)

The one exception is gaga “beside”, historically *gere ga, which is locative by default
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and cannot combine with locative ka:

6.62

nd-m-gwa-ndz-i

nan

gaga

2S-IRR-sit-CAUS-3P 2SGen beside
You put them next to you. (2007-12-22/12)

vs:
6.63

na-m-gwa-ndz-(a)

ur=ka

2S-IRR-sit-CAUS-3S fire=LOC
You put it on the fire. (2007-12-22/12)

Most if not all secondary postpositions can also occur “adverbially” with no
complement and/or no following postposition in appropriate contexts:

6.64

a-m-dza

aju

mu,

a-m-dza

afu

banda.

3S-IRR-put

one

front

3S-IRR-put

one

behind

He'd put one in front and one behind. (2007-12-30/17)

6.65

a-yzid an

bdnda

3S-be bom

3S.GEN

behind

He was bom after him. (2008-01-19/08)

All the basic secondary postpositions locating one place relative to another are inherited
(Tadaksahak is omitted from this fable for lack o f data):
Table 70.
Northern
Kwarandzyey

Mainstream

Tasawaq

Koyra Chiini Koyraboro
Senni

ge:re, tasaga (<

beside

jere

jer-oo ga

jine

jine;

gaga
Berber)
in front of,
mu (= “face”)

(me n) gina

jin-oo ga

before
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banda;
alaqqam (< Berber)

behind, after banda

banda

band-aa ga;
dum-aa ga

above

bini

be:ne

beene

boij beene

under

tsiri

siday

dire

cire

Secondary postpositions locating a place relative to an enclosure or set o f locations are
less clearly described for other Songhay languages, and include Arabic and Berber
loans:
Table 71.
among,

gama

gama

game
gam-oo ra

between
middle

mrnas

inside

ufri / ifri

inside

Idaxdl

gdreegdre
maasu

ammas

gunde

mmds may well have been borrowed before Kwarandzyey split from its nearest
relatives, but is restricted within Songhay to KC and Northern Songhay, and derives
from pan-Berber ammas “middle”, ufri/ifri, meaning “inside” or “h a lf’, derives from
Western Berber

cp. Zenaga uffih “part, moitie” (Taine-Cheikh 2008a) (the changes

/ > r in Kwarandzyey, and l> f after a voiceless stop in Zenaga, are both well-attested);
this word in Zenaga is a noun with no documented prepositional use. Idaxdl “inside” is
from Cl. Ar. ddxil- “inside”; it occurs widely in Maghrebi Arabic with the irregularly
unassimilated /- article without a complement, but in Arabic when used with a
complement it omits the article, whereas in Kwarandzyey it retains it irrespective. The
/- could also be interpreted as reflecting Arabic /- “to”, but this preposition is readily
used as a pure locative, suggesting that its form reflects a borrowing from the Arabic
noun rather than from the Arabic preposition. In their source languages, needless to say,
none o f these are postpositions, and most do not even take complements; this suggests
that these were borrowed simply as nouns and acquired their secondary postpositional
usage within the language.

The above table lacks “outside”; “outside”, arrag, is also a borrowing, but seems only to
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be used adverbially, with no attested (nor successfully elicited) postpositional usage.
arrag (contrast Tasawaq tadra, KC terey, KS tarey) is probably to be derived from
Saharan Maghrebi Arabic ar-ragg “open desert, hamada” (Premare: “etendue de sol plat
et dur”), although the Kwarandzyey word is stressed as a single word {arrag rather than
Arabic arragg.)

Kwarandzyey also has secondary postpositions locating a place relative to another place
along an implied trajectory, such as gayuna “beyond”; since these fit into the
demonstrative system, they are discussed above. Since this function is not well
described for other Songhay languages, and the terms used appear not to be o f Arabic or
Berber origin, this will not be discussed further here.

6.5.3 K w arandzyey prepositions

But it is in the prepositional inventory that the most extensive influence appears. Only
two nominal prepositions have been retained from Songhay (and both from the same
etymon at that, comitative/instrumental/conditional nda); all other attested prepositions
are loanwords or caiques:
Table 72.
Kwarandzyey

Tadaksa Tasawaq

KC

KS

nda

nda

hak
M anner / conditional
Instrumenta ndza

anda,

1 (+perlative

as-

/ ablative)

kabahar

nda

(_N P)

Conditional
“i f ’ (_CP)
Hypothetica ma, ama

andar

1 “i f ’ (_CP) < Berber, eg
Kabyle ma
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A ccom panim ent
Comitative

AGR l3+indza

anda

nda

(S) nda, C

(S) nda, C

banda)

banda)

- (phrased

bilaa

bilaa

“without” (_ < Cl.Ar. bi-la

as “in

CNP/CP)

N P /C P )

which is

CJNP)
Privative

bla

wala

not...” etc.)
Delimitation
“from”

man < Cl. Ar.

<_NP)

min

?

?

ja a

zaa

har

hal

hala

C gama)

C game,

( gam-oo ra,

jaa... hal...)

zaa... hala...)

(jaa... hal...)

(zaa... hala...)

hal C C P )

zaa + negation

since
CCP)
“up to,

mSad < Mor. Ar. bar

until”

/m fttt/“jusqu'a”

(_NP/CP)

(Premare) < Cl.
Ar. miSad (see
below)

“between”

bdyn < Cl. Ar.

C_NP)

bayn-a

“between”

ma-bayn < Cl.

CCP)

Ar. ma bayn-a

?

?

?

“what is
between”
Relative time
before

gaddam < Cl.

CNP/CP)

Ar. quddam- “in tizzart
front o f ’

(<

before

qbal < Cl. Ar.

Berber)

CNP/CP)

qabl-a “before”

after CNP)

ba<jd < Cl. Ar.

(not attested bafd-a “after”

CCP)

kddnin (sic)

_ banda (NP) _ banda (NP)

zama

CCP),

13 indza is preceded by a subject agreement marker agreeing in person and number with the person being
accompanied, not the object o f the preposition. Thus Sa-dddr f -indza X (lS -go lS-with X) = “I went
with X”.
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ddffir

with CP)

CNP)
(<
Berber)
as long as

madam < Cl. Ar.

CCP)

ma dam-a “REL ?

?

?

?

last-3 SgPf”
Cause and purpose
because

(flajxatdr < M.

C_CP) (not

Ar. < Via

attested

“on/for” + xatdr

with NP)

< Cl. xatir“idea”

because

(fla)hdqqas <

CCP)

M. Ar. < ffa

jaa, maa se,

idda, he
hoyd ga,

hay di kaa

tun ga

se, bara,

be, he
ka

zaa, zamaa
pasko (Fr.)

“on/for” + frdqq
“right” + as
“what”
in order to

ndzuy (caique

CCP)

from Arabic, see

har

hoyd ga

hal

hala

injin

sanda

sanda

sanda CNP/CP)

below)
O ther
Similitative (m)har < MAr.

CNP/CP)

“like” CNP, bhal “like” <
_ ndza CP)

Cl. Ar. bi-hal“in the
condition o f ’
?

?

“depending

(Tla)hsab <

on” CN P)

MAr. < Cl. ?ala

(according

hisab- “on the

to) his

account o f ’

means” -

[nda “with

Heath
1998:197]
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“(swearing) haqq < Cl. Ar.
by” (_NP)

?

?

?

? [in Zarma nda

haqq- “right”

- Peace Corps

(followed only

2001]

by divine names
and saints'
names)
Most o f these have straightforward etymologies; while the change o f b>m in (m)har is
irregular, that o f / > r is the usual rule elsewhere in the language, eg sriri “ululate” (cp.
KC cilili), amrar “erg” (cp. Tashelhiyt amlal.) In fact, the absence of this change gives
reason to suspect that bla “without” is borrowed afresh from Arabic rather than
inherited from a possible Arabic loanword into proto-Songhay, as the KC and KS forms
might suggest; however, there appears to be at least one Songhay word that has retained
non-initial / {qululu “penis”, cp. Tasawaq qdldliyo (Alidou 1988:7, appendix)), so this
conclusion is not certain. In general, these Arabic loans probably took place without an
Berber intermediary; o f the cases above, only qbdl, bla and (^la)haqqas (and not bafd,
gdddam, man, bhal, bayn, flaxatdr, and Hahsab) are found in Taifi's dictionary of
Middle Atlas Tamazight, the nearest influential Berber variety.

As noted above, Maghrebi Arabic bla “without” attaches pronouns to a following bi“with” rather than directly. Kwarandzyey bla, however, takes pronouns regularly, eg
bla-yay “without me”.

O f these prepositions, those which can take either clausal or nominal complements
differ from the Maghrebi Arabic counterparts in taking bare clausal complements,
whereas in Maghrebi Arabic they require complementisers. Thus man:
Kd.:

man

fa-kkadda-bbunu

Sa-b-yaxdam

6.66

from

1S-small-tiny

lS-IMPF-work

I've been working ever since I was tiny. (2007-12-06/AM)

vs. Ai.:ma-lli
from-REL

kunt

syir

be-PF. 1S

small.M
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(Premare: m-alli / mn alii “depuis que, puisque, lorsque”, eg malli msa ma ktab Ina he
hasn't written to us since he left.)

In Maghrebi Arabic, several of the prepositions above - bla “without” and qbal “before”
obligatorily, qbdl “before” optionally depending on dialect - take clauses introduced by
ma or la, historically markers of negation. This peculiarity, reflecting the irrealis nature
of the following clause, is not directly reflected in Kwarandzyey; but bla requires the
following clause's main verb to have the irrealis marker m:

Kd:

a-m-ka

bla

a-m-nan-dza

6.67

3S-IRR-come without

dzaw

3S-IRR-drink-CAUS earth

He'll come without irrigating the land. (2008-01-01/08)

bla

vs. Ar.:y-ji
3S.IMPF-come

ma

without C

ya-sqi

l-lard

3S-irrigate

the-earth

(Premare: bid ma “sans que”, eg bla ma nsufo without (me) seeing him.)

Likewise, qbal requires the negative polarity item “yet” to be inside the mood-aspectnegation complex o f the main verb o f the following clause:

Kd:

qbal

na-kkum-qus

isni

6.68

before 2S-yet-slaughter

ovine

before slaughtering the sheep (2007-12-22/13)

vs.

(*na-kkum-qus

isni)

(*2S-yet-slaughter

ovine)

(*You yet slaughtered the sheep.)

Cp. Ar.:

qbal ma

ta-dbah

al-kabs

before C

2S.IMPF-slaughter the-ram
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qbal imut / qbal la imut before he dies

gaddam “before” is attested in Arabic only with nominal complements; neither Premare
nor Taine-Cheikh give examples o f it with clausal complements (and even Google turns
up nothing.) In Kwarandzyey it, like qbal, licenses negative polarity items:

6.69

fa-ggw-ana

gaddam

a-kum-adri

lS-see-3SEmph

before

3S-yet-go

I saw him before he went. (N 1p 13 6)

mhar “like” takes ndza “i f ’ with clausal complements, as does its Maghrebi equivalent
bhal. This preposition is not normally used in my dialect o f Arabic, and it was feared
that local examples might exhibit influence from Kwarandzyey, but Moroccan examples
online confirm it:

r

j

j

!

Kd:

ndza

asara yaylab-ni,

bar ndza

nn

laqran yaylab-ni

6.70

if

barrier beat-2S

like if

2S.GEN

peers beat-2S

\

!

[

!

If (making) a water-barrier beats you, it's as if your peers had beaten you. (200712-21/30)

vs. Ar.:<ila mamchitich 1 agadir w marrakech bhal ila machefti le bled>
ila ma-msi-ti-s

I-A. u-M.

bhal ila

if NEG-go-2SgPF-NEG2 to-A. and-M. like if

ma-saf-ti

la-blad

NEG-see-2SPF the-country

If you haven't been to Agadir and Marrakech, it's as if you haven't seen the
country. (Posted 2 Apr 2007 by “Soussihma9” at
http://www.moroccanmp3.com/modules.php?
name=F orums&file=viewtopic&t=10726&highlight=)

haqq “(swearing) by” is used in practice only with the Arabic word rabbi “God” and
rarely the names o f saints such as sidi fabbad (themselves all from Arabic), so the level
o f its integration into Kwarandzyey is questionable.
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“Where” (dzuydz / adadz /gay) and “when” (gundz / xudz) superficially seem to fit the
definition above for prepositions, insofar as they can be seen as taking complements and
form adverbials. However, they are better analysed as relative clauses, gapping location
and time respectively in the subordinate clause. This analysis is required for “where”
by the fact that it can fill locative argument roles, eg:

6.71

bay

s-ba-bbdy

gay

anyoneNEG-PF-know

i-ddar hull

where 3S-go all

No one knows where they went at all (2007-12-30/17)

6.72

ada—dz

dgga

ssfamba

place=REL.ANA

PAST Chaamba

yaskun
live

The place where the Chaamba used to live (2007-12-06/AM)

It is likewise suggested for “when” by the final -dz (corresponding to dzi, the anaphoric
demonstrative and relativiser.) As such, I will treat them separately.

Historically, ndzuy also derives from a relative construction, ndza “with (instr.)” + uy(u),
the proximal demonstrative / relativiser. This is a caique on Algerian Arabic b-as “in
order to” < b- “with (instr.)” + as “what?” (also used to form headless relatives).
However, the original sense is no longer relevant, and the following clause contains no
gap.

In contrast to the semantic coherence o f the secondary postpositions, this inventory of
primary prepositions appears fairly miscellaneous. But the very extensive borrowings
from Arabic (and occasionally Berber) mask an interesting generalisation: the panSonghay forms that have been replaced by prepositions borrowed as prepositions were
almost always themselves prepositional. Compare cases like:

6.73

an

tsabaf tsiray bar

3SGentail

red

like

mazwaq
(birdsp.)
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Its tail is red like a mezwaq-bird. (< M. Ar. bhal)

6.1 A m fad an

bibya

up to 3 SGen tomorrow

n

tsakwzzin

GEN

Asr prayer

until afternoon the next day (< Ar. fwd, cp. Taznatit al- mfad)

6.75

man

an

tsi=yu

mSad an

from 3SGen foot=PL

up to

bdnyu

3SGen head

from its feet to its head (< M. Ar. man < Ar. min)

6.76

na-sb-gis-ana

a-m-kan

bla

tazu

2S-NEG.IMPF-let-3S3S-IRR-sleep without

dinner

Don’t let him sleep without dinner. (< M. Ar. bla < Ar. bi-la)

to Zarma (Tersis 1972:201-2):

a

zuru

danga day

3S

run

like

IS

He ran like me.

a na

kambe naa.jin

hala

fa ta

3S PF+3S

hand

up to

armpit LOC

push in

He pushed his arm into the bag up to the armpit.

or Koyra Chiini:

ja a

suba-suba

har

fitirow

from

morning

until twilight

from morning to dusk (KC, Heath 1999:395)

bilaa

kupkup

xvala

ndooso

without

machete

or

pick-axe
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without a machete or a pick-axe (KC, Heath 1999:120)

The clearest exception to this general principle is bafd “after”, for which inherited and
borrowed morphemes compete. Contrast:

6.77

u

bafd ayra

a-rrdhha

and

after pulley 3S-busy

vs.

“and after the pulley he got busy”

a-yzid

an

bdnda

3 S-bom

3 SGen behind

“he was bom after him”

However, even here the order has precedent, in that “after”, as seen, is placed before a
clausal complement in other Northern Songhay languages.

O f two other apparent exceptions, one is illusory. Location is marked postpositional^
in Songhay, but, as seen above, delimitation o f an action in Songhay is accomplished
prepositionally; the limits o f the action being delimited can be defined spatially or
temporally, with reference to a location or an event. Thus mdn is not an exception to the
generalisation; in its delimiting sense it corresponds to the preposition zaa, and in its
ablative sense, it marks a function which is not normally performed by adpositions in
Songhay, as discussed above.

bdyn, however, may be a partial exception. In Arabic it can serve both as a location
marker and as a delimiter. In Kwarandzyey, this adposition is not often used (attempts
to elicit it normally yield the secondary postposition gama), and when found it can often
be seen as a delimiter, eg:

6.78

bdyn

adra

ndz

amrdr

between

mountain

and

erg

between the mountain and the erg (from a song about Tabelbala; said of
Tabelbala, which could be seen as covering the space between the mountain to the erg
(delimiter), or as lying within the space between them (location.))
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nd-m-ka

yuna-

bin

ttsalyin—y—yu,

2S-IRR-hit

whatsit

between last.PL-DEM-PL

bin

uy—yu

between DEM=PL

You multiply whatchamacallit, [the distance] between these last ones, between
these ones [the two rightmost stars of the Big Dipper, by seven, to get the angular
distance to the North Star] (2007-12-21/33)

However, a clearcut non-delimiting usage is found in the following riddle, based on an
Arabic equivalent and as such perhaps reflecting literal translation:

6.80

tsuy

a-b-hur

bin

iska

ndza

hamu?

what

3S-IMPF-enter

between

fingernail

and

flesh

What enters between the fingernail and the flesh? (N4pl4; answer: a person who
tries to make trouble between friends)

6.5.4 Adverbs of manner

All attested adverbs of manner in Kwarandzyey are based on Arabic; most derive from
prepositional phrases, usually with the instrumental. At least one is a partial caique
from Arabic: ndza lahqar “slowly, carefully” (lit. with mind), based on Algerian Arabic
b-ld-fqal. Several are phrasal loans from Arabic: bd-s-syasa “slowly” (< with the
slowness), fi-s-saS “quickly” (< in the hour - no longer easily analysable), bd-l-qanun
“legally” (< with the law), bd-l-Sani “deliberately” (< with the meaning), mlih “well” is
a dialectal Arabic adjective (< good), and lahilla “quickly” a reduplicated noun (< God
God). These tend to be placed sentence-fmally, after the verb and any complements of
it:

6.81

nd-m-gwab-hdn

iri

yer

2S-IRR-INCEPT-go out

water only

bdlqanun
legally

You start taking out water only legally. (2007-12-30/17)

6.5.5 Adpositions with heavy complements
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Throughout Songhay, relative clauses and conjunctions follow the head. The principle
o f phrase integrity would lead one to expect a consistent placement of postpositions
after the end of the full noun phrase, including any conjuncts or relative clauses. But in
fact some variety is observed:
Table 73.
Kwarandzy Tadaksahak

Tasawaq Koyra Chiini

ey

Koyraboro
Senni

?

X Po &

X & Y Po, eg

X & Y Po, eg

with conjunct

Y

ay nda ni doo

zin-ey nda

complement

(taabul

“at my and your haya-buun-aa

X&Y

in gama

place”. But

nda

“conjunction of jinns and

kuzeera

two

other things

“entre la

postpositional

(Texts, p. 19),

Postposition

X Po& Y

table et la phrases by nda
chaise”)

“and” tends to

se “for the

arm-ey nda
has-ey kul

be avoided.” (p. gam-ey ra “in
121)

the midst of
all his
brothers and
uncles”
(Texts, p. 25)

Postposition

N 'M P o

N’ Po M RC

with relative

RC

?

N' M RC Po

N' M RC Po /

(only example

/ N' Po M RC

N' Po M RC

clause-

found is non-

(204), eg alfaa

(255), eg

containing

restrictive:

di se [kaa

woy-ey se

complement

ay=n nana se

gaarayene] or

[kan na r/aa-

(N1= noun

s(a) [ay=n

alfaa di [kaa

hay-aa hina]

phrase minus

mdn Aminata]

gaara yene] se

or woy-ey

relative, M =

“to his mother,

“to the holy

fkan na fjaa-

relative

[whose name

man [who

hay-aa hina]

marker, RC =

is Amina]”)

blessed me]

se “to the
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relative

women [who

clause)

cooked the
food]”

In at least two southern Songhay languages, postpositions in complex noun phrases may
optionally be placed before rather than after the relative clause. Kwarandzyey has taken
this tendency further, making this position obligatory rather than optional. It also differs
in placing the relative marker before rather than after the external postposition,
competing with the expected position of postpositions relativised on in the lower clause
so that, if such a sentence is elicited, one must be deleted, as seen previously under
Relative clauses:

6.82

?a-zzaw-a

ga=dz—si

ggQ-y^y

binu

lS-take.3S

house=REL=DAT

PAST-1S

yesterday [missing: ka LOC]

“I took it to the house I was [in] yesterday”

These facts might be ascribed to phonology: Kwarandzyey primary postpositions and
relative/demonstrative markers have changed from standalone words (as they still are in
southern Songhay) into clitic suffixes. But there is no intrinsic reason that such clitics
should be restricted to nominal hosts - contrast English \s, for example. Both
Kwarandzyey and Tasawaq have also come to place postpositions after the first NP o f a
conjunct rather than after the conjunct, an order not attested in grammars o f southern
Songhay, eg:

6.83

isn=i=ka

ndza

yu=yu

ndza f3rka=yu

ovine=PL=LOC

and

camel=PL

and

donkey=PL

“against ovines and camels and donkeys”

6.84

na-dr=a.s

llut=ka

2S-go=3SDat car=LOC

walla nan
or

tsi=yu?

2SGen foot=PL?

“Did you go by car or on foot?” (N ip 149)
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It is possible to motivate both these changes as simplifying the parsing of the
adpositional phrase. The noun phrase cannot be given its correct role in the sentence
without the postposition; so the longer the distance from the head of the noun phrase to
the postposition, the greater the burden parsing it places on the memory. Hawkins
(1994:69) proposes a formalisation o f this intuition: “the human parser prefers for linear
orders that maximise the immediate constituent (IC) to non-immediate constituent ratio
o f a constituent recognition domain”, where the “immediate constituents” o f the PP are
the noun phrase and the postposition, and the “constituent recognition domain” (CRD)
is the minimum set o f contiguous words required to recognise the PP as such, starting
from the last direct child o f the NP in his terms (this would include the head noun,
adjective, demonstrative/relative marker, or plural word, whichever comes last) and
stopping at the postposition.

The number of ICs will always be 2 for a PP's CRD. If phrasal integrity is respected,
then the number of non-ICs will be equal to the number o f words in any relative clause
following the head noun / adjective / demonstrative / relative marker of the NP. A
similar analysis applies for conjunct objects of postpositions. The postposition takes
scope over all the NPs in the conjunct, so the CRD has to start from the head noun /
adjective / demonstrative / relative marker o f the first NP, and all other members of the
conjunct (along with any relative clause) will count as the non-ICs. Since relative
clauses and conjuncts are both in principle unbounded, this will yield arbitrarily low ICto-non-IC ratios. In this sense, the syntax o f Songhay creates a conflict between phrasal
integrity and parsing demands, which is more intense the longer the relative clause or
conjunct is and which has no direct parallel in Arabic or Berber nominals. In
Kwarandzyey, and probably the rest o f Northern Songhay judging from the inadequate
data above, NP grammar seems to have changed to favour ease of parsing over phrase
integrity.

Insofar as this development can be motivated by universal parsing principles, there is no
need to invoke contact. However, there are other ways in which this conflict could have
been resolved - by placing relative clauses before the head, for example, or by
conjoining PPs instead o f NPs, or by preposing the postposition. Arabic/Berber
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influence may still be useful in explaining why this particular solution won out. In
Arabic or Berber equivalents, the preposition corresponding to Kwarandzyey's
postposition would o f course have come first: Prep X Rel, Prep X & Y. Each of these
surface orders is potentially ambiguous between two possible analyses:
•

Prep [X Rel] and [Prep X] Rel (with the relative as an afterthought)

•

PreP [X & Y] and [PreP X] & [e Y], with ellipsis o f a repeated preposition.

In a literal translation from Arabic or Berber, the latter analysis in each case would be
tempting, particularly because it places fewer demands on short-term memory, and
would yield the surface orders X Prep Rel and X PostP & Y respectively.

6.6 Adpositions in long-distance relations

Arabic differs from Songhay and Berber in its handling o f long-distance relations
mediated by adpositions. Throughout Arabic, gapping is never an option; relative
clauses and topic-fronting feature prepositions in situ followed by resumptive pronouns,
while in focus constructions (especially for WH-words) the whole adpositional phrase is
fronted. In most Berber and Songhay languages, by contrast, gapping is used in both
contexts, combined with fronting o f the preposition to a position immediately after the
fronted element (giving the superficial impression that it has become a postposition.)

6.6.1 Siwi

Siwi uses only the Arabic construction in this context, never the Berber ones. But the
apparent contrast is undercut by examination of other eastern Berber languages, which starting as far west as Ouargla - almost all feature the same construction (R = relative
marker, P = preposition, RP = resumptive pronoun):
Table 74.

Algerian Arabic

Relativisation (w/prep)

WH-words (w/prep)

R... P RP (///... fih which...

P Q ... ($li-mdn on what?)

in it)
Tashelhiyt

R P ... (Hi f which on) (174) Q P ... (ma-s avec quoi)
(183)
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R P ... {taxyamt zzeg dd

Q P ... (wi xef, wi k e d what

iffey) (315ff)

on, who with?) (201)

R... P RP (<oudr'ar' i

P Q ... ( f matta on what, ja j

tsensefed sides) (42)

mmatta inside what?)

-

P Q ... (s’mai avec q u o i? ,/
waz pourquoi?) (54)

Douiret

R... P RP (illi... fill-as

P Q ... ( f mata on what?),

which... on it) (217)

but residues of
Q P ... (mayar why?) (162)

Tamezret

R... P RP (elli sissen-dis

P Q ... (i win a qui)

aman an dem sie zu trinken

(http://www.atmazret.info/atmazret info/
DJDialecte/D Grammaire/D Morpholoei

pflegten) (Stumme, 36)

e/D Pronom/D Pron Interoe/pb pron in
terog.htmn

Nafusa

R... P RP {elli... si-s) (129-

P Q ... (se mai con che

130)

cosa?, di mai in che cosa?)
(115), but residues of
Q P ... (mani? dove?...
manis? o se mdnis? da
dove?) (125)

Medieval Nafusa

R P ... (L>5ajjl»I O jL a jU T
03—

cujJI <a sarat a-s-tiwat
aljannaf>, translated as '6y>
qj^JI qj CawwoI "o sarat,
par laquelle tu as atteint le
Paradis”) (30)
Awjila

R... P RP (wi... id-sin con

P Q ... (a f diwa a che cosa?)

cui...) (79), ([ta... z-gan da

(162)

cui) (162)
Siwa

R... P RP (wan... did-as

P Q ... (i-tta for what?, i-ma

who... with him)

to where?)

The “Arabic” type is quite widespread in eastern Berber - Ouargla, Nafusa, Sened, etc.
However, the fact that all of these languages are spoken by small minorities in largely
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Arabophone regions alone would be enough to raise suspicion, and in fact there is direct
evidence that it is not original there; the medieval Nafiisi material in Lewicki includes a
“ Berber-style” relative clause with the instrumental, not used in modem Nafusi, and
traces o f the Berber W H-word order are found in Nafusi and Douiret (highlighted in
grey.) In any case the influence thus represents a caique on Arabic; but whether the
influence took place collectively before eastern Berber's continuity was broken up by
Arabic expansion or separately in each “island” o f Berber, including Siwa, remains to
be determined.

6.6.2 K warandzyey

In long-distance relations in Songhay, there is some variation from language to
language, but typically, both pre- and post-positions get placed after the relative
m arker / focus. In Kwarandzyey, the behaviour o f postpositions conforms to Songhay
norms; but prepositions are placed before rather than after fronted elements, as in Arabic
and unlike in Songhay or Berber.

The following table compares the grammar o f adpositions across Kwarandzyey and the
languages relevant to its history. Grey represents possible examples o f Arabic
influence. Secondary adpositions in general relativise the same way as other genitives,
and hence are omitted. In the table below, R = Relative marker, V = resum ptive
pronoun, Pr = Preposition, Po = Postposition.
Table 75.
Arabic

Berber

(Algeri

(Tashlhi zyey

(Tadaksa (Tasawa

an)

yt)

hak)

Relativisati R... Pr

R P r ...

on (primary V

{Uif)

preposition {U L .fi-

(174)

)
Relativisati
on (primary

Kwarand Songhay

Songhay

Songhay

Songhay

(KC)

(KS)

R... Pr

R P r ...

{kaa...

(kan nda t)

nda t)

(246)

q)

R... Pr V / R P r ...

R [Adv]

(ayd nda) P r ...
Pr R ...

(192)

h)
n/a

R Po ...

R Po ...
(iayo se)
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postpositio

Po)

n)

(kaa ra /

(245)

k a a ... a
ra) (193)
Relativisati H e a d ...
on (no

n/a

Pr V

H e a d ...

Head

(Pr V |

P o...

Head

V Po)

(taijgud

P o...

n/a
relative
marker)

se)

W H-words

P rQ ...

Q P r ...

P r Q ...

? (in

P r Q ...

Q... Pr

Q P r ...

(prep)

(f/i-

(ma-s)

(ndza

focus: Q

(nda

(mise

(cin nda...)

mdn)

(183)

tsnyu)

P r ...)

may)

foo... nda (236)
0 (181)

W H-words
(postp)

Q Po ...

Q Po...

Q Po ...

Q Po...

Q Po...

(tsuy si)

(ci be)

(may si)

(mey

(mey s e ...)

s e ...)

(229)

n/a
(177)

The most surprising feature is the treatment o f W H-word complements o f prepositions,
for which Berber, Tadaksahak, and most Southern Songhay align together against
Arabic, Kwarandzyey, and Tasawaq. This may just represent analogical simplification.
For postpositions, the same surface order is compatible with two different analyses: Q
[P [...]], where the question word is fronted and then the gapped adposition is fronted
within the remaining clause, or [Q P] [...], where the question word is fronted together
with its adposition. Since Songhay contains far more postpositions than prepositions,
there are many opportunities for a speaker to adopt the second analysis, and having
done so to extend it to prepositions, where the two analyses lead to different word
orders, respectively Q P ... and P Q ... However, while the Arabic influence on Tasawaq
is scarcely comparable to that on Kwarandzyey, it is deeper than for any other Songhay
language, accounting for a wide range o f direct loanwords including the numbers above
4 (Alidou 1988:6 appendix). The fact that this change, whether internally motivated or
not, took place only in the two Songhay languages most heavily influenced by Arabic
makes it conceivable that Arabic influence could have played a role. In any case, within
Kwarandzyey this strategy has also been extended to relative clauses, where it seems to
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be paralleled neither elsewhere in Songhay nor within Arabic.

The alternative treatment o f prepositions in Kwarandzyey - using a resumptive pronoun
- precisely parallels the Arabic method, and impressionistically appears to be a recent
feature found more often in elicited sentences than in natural data; Arabic influence
appears to be an obvious explanation there.

6.7 Theta role marking

In both languages under discussion, only a limited number o f primary adpositions may
mark obligatory arguments o f a verb. Subject and direct objects take no adpositional
marking. Indirect objects in both languages are marked with inherited primary
adpositions, Siwi prepositional i and Kwarandzyey postpositional si. The Arabic
loanverb sdlhm “greet” (identical in both languages) takes the equivalent o f “on”,
respectively a f and ka. In Kwarandzyey, “put” consistently marks its Location
argument with ka; in Siwi, as in English, the choice o f adposition depends on the
circumstances. In no case was any verb observed to subcategorise for an argument
obligatorily marked by an Arabic loan adposition. Some kinship terms in each
language, such as “father”, are obligatorily possessed, and can be said to subcategorise
for their possessors; but genitive adpositions, as discussed, are inherited. However, the
influence of calquing is clearly observable, particularly in motion verbs (as already
discussed.)

6.8 Conclusions

The semantic distribution o f primary vs. secondary adpositions is remarkably similar in
both languages. Adpositions with little semantic content primarily used for marking
grammatical functions or taking clausal complements are consistently primary
adpositions; ones with significant semantic content primarily used for marking spatial
relations, that can be taken as referring to areas o f space defined relative to their
complement, are usually secondary adpositions.
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The complement position of borrowed adpositions in Kwarandzyey depends crucially
on whether the adpositions are borrowed as primary or secondary. Prepositions
borrowed as primary consistently obey Moravcsik's generalisation that the source
language order relative to the head is retained; and it is not clear that that generalisation
was intended to apply to secondary adpositions, for which the order is determined by
the linker. Myers-Scotton's apparently contradictory predictions are also borne out, not
just for Kwarandzyey but for Siwi as well: the position o f the adposition and what kind
o f linker, if any, it takes consistently fit the existing system of the host language in both
cases. On the other hand, Myers-Scotton's generalisation is simply inapplicable to an
important arena of Arabic influence on Kwarandzyey - the newly developed system of
Path marking, not previously marked by the Matrix Language. These two adpositions'
location can be predicted from their etymologies, consistent with Moravcsik’s
generalisation, but not from their semantics alone. Likewise, no simple Songhay
equivalent o f borrowed prepositions such as Hahsab “depending on” has been noted but, as Moravcsik predicts, they appear where they would in Arabic. Linking these two
predictions together yields a more insightful description o f what is happening: in this
case, adpositions are borrowed in such a way that, at least with their minimal argument
structure, they obey both the source language and the borrower language's rules, and
adpositions for which those conflict are typically not borrowed.

In both languages, there are conspicuous differences in the permeability to borrowings
of different types o f adposition. Theta-marking adpositions seem to be exclusively
inherited, in accordance with Myers-Scotton's predictions (although Arabic influence on
their distribution can be observed.) Prepositions taking CP complements, by contrast,
are mostly borrowed from Arabic in both languages.

The syntax of adpositions in relative clauses is another matter. In Siwi, it appears to
derive entirely from Arabic sources. In Kwarandzyey, a number o f features suggest
Arabic influence, but for only one - the relatively marginal option o f handling the
objects of prepositions with a resumptive pronoun - does this appear certain. None of
the predictions examined above lead us to expect Siwi's wholesale caique o f Arabic
relativisation strategies here, nor do they explain why it should be more receptive to
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them than Kwarandzyey; these facts, however, fit into the broader picture seen in ch. 5.
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7 Verbs and predication

Verbal derivation is comparatively easily borrowed, as illustrated in English by the
productivity of Latinate affixes such as re- or -ise; the parallel borrowing of
derivationally related pairs of verbs provides a natural way in for derivational
morphemes. Verbal subject inflection, notoriously difficult to borrow, has been
discussed under Nominal features. Tense-Aspect-Mood inflection is rather often
calqued (Heine & Kuteva 2005) but seems less likely to be borrowed, perhaps because
o f its tendency to interact with subject inflection or verb stem choice. There are wellattested examples o f the borrowing of negation markers, eg Ghomara Berber ma from
Moroccan Arabic (Colin 1929) or Neo-Aramaic cu from Kurdish (Lipihski 1997:464);
negation strategies may also be calqued. Nominal, locative, and existential predication
markers are fairly rarely borrowed, but examples o f calquing are found, not least
elsewhere in Berber (see below.) The order o f verbal arguments is well-known to be
susceptible to external influence; familiar examples include the SOV order o f Afghan
Arabic (Ingham 2005) and Amharic, replacing original VSO.

7.1 Causatives and passives

In Classical Arabic, two causatives are found, 'a-CCaC and CaC:aC; the former has
vanished in most Arabic dialects, and the latter has become all the more productive in
turn. The Classical passive with internal vowel change CuCiC- has survived only in a
small minority o f Bedouin dialects; elsewhere, reflexes o f the Classical mediopassive
with the prefix in-, or of an alternative passive *it~, are found.

Berber has retained the northern Afro-Asiatic causative prefix s-, a passive marker tt(with longer variants, eg ttwa-, ttya-), and a primarily reciprocal marker m- which is
almost everywhere occasionally, and in some varieties consistently, used to form
passives (Kossmann 2007a). Sporadically a passive prefix n- appears, which Chaker
(1995:277) derives from dissimilation o f m- before roots containing a labial. Many
verbs are valency-neutral, appearing as intransitives with a theme as subject or as
transitives; for Kabyle, Chaker (1983:300) counts some 250 valency-neutral verbs.
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Across Songhay, four voice strategies are found: valency-neutrality, causative suffix,
passive suffix, and unspecified object suffix. In KC, KS, TSK, Zarma (Sibomana
2008:83), and Tadaksahak (Christiansen-Bolli 2010:54), many verbs are valencyneutral, as in Berber. More common in southern Songhay, though often unproductive in
northern Songhay, are causatives through suffixation. In Eastern Songhay, these use an
affix *-andi (KS -andi, Zarma -andi, TSK -an, Dendi -dni)\ in Northern Songhay, these
reflect a form homophonous with the instrumental preposition: Tasawaq -nda, Tagdal
-nda in kanda “make fall” (Benltez-Torres 2009), while the western Songhay form -ndi
falls between the two. It is not clear which is original; *-andi / -ndi may be suspected o f
being an early loan, given its obvious similarity to Soninke and Manding -ndi (Creissels
1981), while *-hda could reflect reshaping o f the causative based on the instrumental compare the Hausa causative/efferential in da, homophonous with the instrumental and
treated as an independent particle in standard varieties but as a verbal suffix in western
ones (Jaggar 2001:251). The passive suffix (KC -ndi, KS -andi, TSK -andi) and
unspecified object suffix (KS -a, HS -a) have limited distributions and have no reported
reflexes in Northern Songhay. In Tadaksahak and Tagdal, the only productive diathesis
morphemes are Berber loans (Christiansen & Christiansen 2002; Benitez-Torres 2009).

7.1.1 Causatives and passives in Siwi

The productive direct causative in Siwi, as elsewhere in Berber, is formed with the
prefix sd-, eg sa-zwar “enlarge” < zwar “get big” < azuwwar “big”, s-das “make laugh”
< das “laugh” (N3p74), sa-njaftimarry (s.o. to s.o.)” < «ya/“marry” (2008-04-27/231).
There are some irregularities, eg s-ugaz “put down, write” < ggaz “go down” (N3pl7),
and suppletion, eg s-kan “show” vs. zar “see”. This prefix is highly productive with
non-agentive verbs, including Arabic ones: sa-twal “lengthen” < atwil “long” < Cl. Ar.
tawil- (2008-04-27/231), sa-hla “make sweet” < hla “be/become sweet” < Cl. Ar. hala
(Nlp261), sahma “make hot” < hma “become hot” < hami < Cl. Ar. hdrni- (Nlp220),
sa-njah “support, make win” < njah “win, succeed” < Cl. Ar. najah-, sa-ylat “cause to
make mistakes” < ylat “make mistakes” < Cl. Ar. yalat- (N2p75). Its productivity with
agentive verbs is rather limited: *s-nay “cause to kill”, *sa-zzal “cause to run” were
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rejected, for example (N2pl21).

There are very few clear-cut examples of Arabic non-causative - causative pairs being
borrowed, and the morphology o f Siwi militates against it: the borrowing o f such a pair
creates systematic ambiguity between the “perfect” causative and the “intensive” non
causative (see 7.3.1.) A couple o f examples have nonetheless been elicited, notably
yaddab “make angry” (int. yaddab) < ydab “get angry” (N3p75, 2010-01-14).

As elsewhere in Berber, there are many ambitransitive verbs for which it is possible to
leave the subject unexpressed and promote the object to subject position without adding
any morphology, leading to alternations like:

7.1

la

jjri-x

sra

NEG

break-PT -lS anything

I didn't b reak anything. (2009-06-22/a)
vs.
7.2

tibatwen wan

di-lla

gassanduq

egg.PL M/P.REL

M-be at in box

annu:ba

ge-y-arz-an

all

IR R -3-break-P

The eggs in the box will all break. (2009-06-17/a)

Perhaps as a result of generalisation of this, there is no reflex of the pan-Berber passive
marker tt-. There is, however, a passive-like anticausative prefix: an- (na- before f-.)
This lexically restricted prefix forms intransitive verbs describing a process affecting a
human subject without regard to his/her will or physically changing a non-human one;
in either case, the subject is assigned the role o f experiencer or theme, and there is no
implication o f an external causer for the event. If a corresponding verb without the
prefix exists, its object is by default the subject o f the verb with an-\ however, at least in
several cases, the corresponding verb can also occur as an intransitive with the object
promoted to subject. Most verbs with an- are Arabic loans:
Table 76.
Feelings:
andrah “be worked up” (N2p267) < drah “make worked up” (2008-08-03); Cl.
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darah- “be bold, daring”
dnhiirr (aj) “feel resentment (of)” < hurr “cause resentment” (Nlp254, 2008-0803/246); probably metaphorical extension from Cl. harr- “be/become hot”
anbsat “be happy” (N2pl53) < bsat “make happy” (2010-01-14); Cl. in-basatanstal “be stoned (intoxicated)” < stal “make stoned” (N2p221); Eg. satal- > insatalanhzaq “be in a hurry to go to the toilet” (N2pl53); Cl. in-hazaq- “become
drawn together” < hazaq- “squeeze, compress”

Limitations on freedom:
andlam “be wronged” (2009-06-23/a) < tlam “wrong” (2008-08-03/242); Cl.
dalamdnqmu “be suppressed” < qmu “suppress” (N2p56); CL qamaf- > in-qamaf
ansyal “be occupied, busy” (N2p66); CL sayal- “make busy”

Involuntary damaging motion:
dnkdbb “stumble” < kabb “make stumble”; Cl. kaba
naftar “trip” (N2p244) < ttar “trip up”; CL faOaranclah “slip (intr.)” < clah “slip, slide (tr.)” (N2p246); perhaps CL jallah- “to
charge, come down upon '\ju la h - “a torrent that carries away everything in its course”
anyraq “drown (intr.)” < yraq “dive” (N2pl93); Cl./Eg. yaraq- > Eg. in-yaraq-

Damage to subject:
anslam “have one's [body part] split” < slam “split s.o.'s [body part]” (N2pl99);
Cl. saram- “split, rend” > in-saramnaCma “go blind” (2008-08-03/246) < adj. M m i “blind”; Cl. 'aSmd “blind”
anqtam “be cut” < qtam “cut” (N lp l2 3 , N lp ll5 ); Cl. qatam- “bite off, cut” (no
in-form attested for this verb, but cp. in-qataf “be cut”)
ambzar “spill (intr.)” (N2p61) < bzar “spill (tr.); Cl. bazar- “sow (seeds)”
anhraq “bum, get hot” (N3p5) < hraq “bum” (N2p236); Cl./Eg. haraq- > Eg.
in-haraq-
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Some are rejected without an- (2010-01-14):

anyat “be annoyed” (2009-06-25/a), cp. yiyyat “annoy”; Cl. yad- “anger”
anzkam “have a cold”; cp. azzakma “a cold” (N2p75); Cl. zukam- “a cold”, Eg.
in-zakam- “have a cold”

However, this is also found with some inherited Berber roots; the four known all contain
labials:

anknaf“be grilled” < kn a f“grill” (N2pl96); cp. Kabyle d b id f (Dallet 1982),
Ghadames a t o / “rotir” > maknaf“e tre roti”
anflay “be pierced” < fla y “pierce” (Nlp262); cp. Ahaggar Tuareg faday “pierce”
(Foucauld 1951)
anfraq “have holes (container for liquid)” < fraq “poke holes in (container for
liquid)” (Nlp262); cp. Kabyle ffarkakk “se craqueler, se fendiller; s'ouvrir”
an/lay “be split (wood)” < fla y “split (wood)”; cp. Tamazight fli “split wood”
(Laoust 1931:236)

The following pairs appear onomatopoeic in origin, cp. Algerian Arabic blaq/cablaq
“noise o f splashing”:

anbwlak “fall, fall in (a well)” (N2p243) < bwlak “throw into (a well)” (2008-0803/246)
anblaq “fall underwater” < blaq “drown, throw underwater” (N ip 135, N 2pl3,
N 2pl93)
ancbaq “get immersed” < cbaq “immerse” (2010-01-14)

O f unknown etymology, but unlikely to be Arabic, is:

anqway “bang one's head (intr.)” < qway “bang one's head (tr.)” (2010-01-14)

Does this prefix derive from Arabic in-, or from Berber m-/n-l Laoust (1931:44) notes
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both possibilities, without committing to either, mm- is the primary passive marker in
Nafusi (Beguinot 1931:76ff), eg mm-sny “be killed”, mm-djk“be given”, and is found in
Ghadames, eg m -sknsf^ztie roti” (Lanffy 1973); it has a passive value on some verbs
(notably “eat”) in much o f northern Berber, eg in Tarifit (Lafkioui 2007:171) and Ait
Seghrouchen Tamazight (Bentolila 1981:393). More rarely, a passive prefix in nn-/n- is
encountered, always side by side with the reciprocal/passive prefix mm-/m-\ thus Tarifit
nn-/n~, eg rzsm “ouvrir” > nndrzsm “etre ouvert” (Lafkioui 2007:172); some 18 verbs
(several of them Arabic loans) taking nn-/nnu-/nni- in Ait Seghrouchen Tamazight
(Bentolila 1981:396), eg dfs “plier en deux” > nndfs “etre plie, se plier”; and a few
relicts in Figuig starting with nn- (Kossmann 1997:153). Kabyle (Vincennes & Dallet
1960:38) distinguishes between sn-, used only with Arabic loans (eg dull “humilier” >
snddll “etre humilie”), and nns-, used both with Arabic loans and with some Berber
roots (eg srnu “ajouter” > nnsm i “s'accroitre”; cp. Ghadames arrisft). Where these are
used with non-Arabic verbs, they can generally be attributed to dissimilation from roots
with labials, as Chaker (1995:277) noted; and all four Berber words taking sn- in Siwi
contain labials. However, explaining the Siwi prefix in terms o f Berber alone remains
problematic. In every variety examined, n-/nn- fills a syllable onset by default, which
would be more typical for Siwi syllabic structure; why is the n in Siwi sn- required to
fill a coda position? And why does this prefix appear more often on Arabic loans than
on inherited Berber words?

The most plausible explanation appears to be double etymology. The Arabic loans were
borrowed in derivational pairs, with and without sn- (apart from the ones which only
have 3n-); their sn- derives historically from Arabic in-. The Berber verbs originally
took *nns-, by dissimilation o f *mms- in words with labials; this prefix was reduced to
sn- by conflation with the Arabic one. The result was a single prefix with a unified
meaning but two different etymologies depending on the word it appears on.

7.1.2 Causatives and passives in Kwarandzyey

A wide range o f verbs, as elsewhere in Songhay, may be used intransitively or
transitively without any stem change. These include both inherited verbs, such as nya
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“be eaten, itch” or “eat”, tan “be full” or “fill”, and loans from Berber and Arabic, eg
yakdn “be dirty” or “make dirty” (Nlp256), yisrah “graze (intr.)” or “graze (a flock)”;
zero-derived valency change may therefore be regarded as productive. No Arabic
passive forms (in t-fan-) are attested as borrowings (although forms with the prefix tused non-passively, such as tsmanna “hope”, tsgummwun “make square seedbeds”,
tsqahwa “make/have coffee/breakfast”, or even reciprocally, eg tsfahdm “understand
one another” (N lp l4 8 ) are attested); neither are any Berber passives.

The inherited causative suffix in Kwarandzyey, highly productive with non-agentive
verbs and also used with a handful o f transitive verbs, is the suffix -ndza, clearly
cognate with other Northern Songhay *-hda as discussed above. It is homophonous
with the instrumental preposition ndza, but cannot be separated from the direct object by
pronominal clitics, demonstrating its suffixal status. It turns non-agentive intransitive
verbs (including some of Arabic origin) into transitive verbs, as in cases like the
following:

7.3

n-bab-hnu-tsa-ndz(a)=a.ka

gi

2S-PROG-go out-hither-CAUS=3S.Loc

butter

You get butter out o f it. (2007-12-06/AM)

7.4

bwdndz=fu

massax,

ya-m-dab-ndza=a.s

zga-f= yu

stick=one

thus

1P-IRR-wear-CAU S=3 S .Dat cloth=one=PL

A stick like this, we would clothe it with some clothes. (2007-12-28/33)

This suffix can be added to some Berber and Arabic loans, eg fa d “be thirsty” > fadndza “make thirsty” (2008-01-01/05) < Berber fad, tsakkwar “be reconciled” > tsakkwarndza “reconcile (people to one another)” (N9p39), probably from Berber dkl;yayra “be
expensive” > yayra-ndza “make expensive” (<MAr. ya-yla), yarxas “be cheap” >
yarxas-ndza “make cheap” (<MAr. ya-rxas).

However, most Arabic borrowings with causatives use Arabic causatives. A very
common derivational pair in Kwarandzyey has an intransitive verb (y)iCiC2X with a
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corresponding causative C j9C2C2X (X=9C/a), both Arabic borrowings, eg:
Table 77.
yakmdl “finish (intr.)”

fommdl “finish (tr.)” (2008-01-09/04,2007-11-

ysm dg “be sharp”

mddda “sharpen” (N9p35-6)

ysxwa “be empty”

XBwwa “empty (tr.)” (N6pl73)

ydfirdh “happy”

fdrrah “make happy” (N6pl73)

yahbBl “go crazy”

hdbbdl “make crazy” (N9p32, 2007-12-22/11)

isix “melt (intr.)”

sdyyax “melt (tr.)” (N7p23)

ydtfa “turn off (intr.)’

tdffa “turn off (tr.)”

ysnqa “be clean”

m qqa “clean” (N9pl9)

15/05)

I have encountered no case o f this template's application to a word not of Arabic origin;
no Songhay verbs are of the form (y)iC}C2X, and no Berber ones so far noted are
intransitive. Nevertheless, as overwhelmingly the commonest causative for verbs of the
appropriate form, it may be considered regular for them. It also, less productively,
forms denominal verbs and ones based on expressions (all Arabic borrowings):

smiyydts (=ma ) “name’

ssmma “name” (2007-12-06/AM)

fid “Eid”

fdyydd “celebrate Eid”

nnuwwats “flower” (N9p)

nuwwa “bloom’

atsdy “tea”

tdyya “make tea”

teffwar “steam (n.)”

fBwwa “steam (v.)” (N7p)

ssda “rust (n.)”

sddda “rust (v.)” (N7p)

dssalamu falaykum “peace be upon you (greeting)” sslhm “greet”
bqa fla xir “stay in peace (bye)”

bsqqaflaxir “bid farewell”

(N9p36)

Unlike other northern Songhay languages, no clear-cut Berber causatives have been
noted for Kwarandzyey.
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7.2 Directional marking

Arabic has no grammaticalised system o f marking the direction of an action. In most
Berber languages, however, the clitics centripetal d “hither” and centrifugal n “thither”
form a productive and central part of VP morphology, indicating (roughly speaking) the
direction o f an action relative to the speaker’s point o f reference; they occur outside the
personal agreement markers and within the clitic complex, after direct and indirect
object markers. Within southern Songhay, several languages have a centripetal marker
(KC/KS -kate, Dendi -kite (Heath 2001)); the Northern Songhay languages have
reflexes both o f this (Tasawaq -ka/kdt/kate, Tadaksahak/Tagdal -hat, Kwarandzyey -tsi)
and of a centrifugal marker along the lines o f *nan (Tasawaq -nan, Tadaksahak ~(n)an,
Tagdal -nan (Benitez-Torres n.p.), Kwarandzyey -nna.) The former can be connected to
widespread kate “bring”; the latter is perhaps cognate with KC/KS nay “leave alone”, as
suggested by Christiansen-Bolli (2010:72), although both its development and its form
suggest that calquing on Berber -n played a role in its history. Siwi has lost directional
marking, bringing it closer to Arabic, while Kwarandzyey has retained the Northern
Songhay system, itself probably reflecting Berber influence.

7.2.1 Survivals of directional marking in Siwi

When Laoust (1931) described Siwi, the directional marking system of Berber had
already ceased to be productive; then as now, its traces can barely be seen in the
irregular morphology o f one verb, “come”, and the suffixes -d/-n on three defective
imperative verbs. The only verb in which a historic directional clitic continues to remain
separate from the root in certain contexts is “come”, whose conjugation divides up three
ways: 1S and 2S have no d at all, 2P and 3P have a d separated from the verb root by the
personal prefixes, and 3M/F and IP have a final d in a position where it can be
interpreted either as part of the root or as a suffix. Thus, in the perfect:
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Table 78.

Sg

PI

1

us-i-x

n-usdd

2

us-i-t

us-dm-d

3M

y-usad

y-us-an-d

3F

t-ussd

All forms with dative agreement suffixes, eg g-usad-m-asan “you pi. will come to them”
(Nlp234), are formed regularly on the basis of a stem ussd (“intensive” tassd), as is the
infinitive tizdi. However, even in “come” the d is not productive: its presence or
absence is determined simply by the agreement affixes, not by semantics. The d of hed
“come!” and a y a J “hand over!”, and the n of axxan “take!”, have all been completely
incorporated into the root, as shown by their plural addressee forms hed-wst, aydd-wdt,
axxsn-wst (Nlp237, Nlp245); they could be interpreted as suffixes by comparison to ax
“take!”, but are completely unproductive. The loss o f directional marking, of course,
brings Siwi closer to an Arabic model: no known variety of Arabic has obligatory
morphosyntactic directional marking, in the VP or otherwise. The same process has
occurred elsewhere; in Zuara (Mitchell 2009:25), the affix has similarly been limited to
“come” and “bring”.

7.2.2 Directional marking in Kwarandzyey

Kwarandzyey reflects the pan-Songhay centripetal marker *kate as -tsi, and the panNorthem Songhay centrifugal marker as -nna. Both are affixed directly to the stem of
the verb, preceding any pronominal object suffixes as well as causative -ndza (unlike
KS or KC, where causative -ndi precedes directional marking):

7.5

a-tfa-tB-ndza

Ikurs

3 S-rise-hither-C AU S seat

bin=si
up=D AT

She has raised the seat up. (2007-12-16/02)

-tsi, which never induces i/u-deletion on the verb to which it is attached, can be used
with reference to physical motion towards the reference point:
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7.6

hibi-tsi!
move over-hither
Get over here! (2008-02-05/17)

7.7

luxxud ya-yyar-tsi

ya-m-kammal

when lP-retum -hither

lP-IRR-finish

When we come back, we will finish. (2007-11-15/05)

7.8

xass

a-m-tdw

ann-dbba

ndza

must 3S-IRR-arrive 3SGen-father and

a-ydmma

a-m-ydr

3S-mother

3S-IRR-retum

a-m-zu-ts-i

mSad kwara aday

i-m-ka

3S-IRR-take-hither-3P

until

3P-IRR-come 3P-with-3S

Kwara here

i-indz-a

He should reach his mother and father then come back and bring them all the
way to Kwara here, so they come with him. (2007-11-22/12)

The deictic centre can shift; apart from the speaker's location, it can instead be the
location o f a person being identified with by the speaker, such as the arbitrary “you” (=
“one”) in the following example:

7.9

xud

na-ttu-tsi

ndzan ga,

when 2S-arrive-hither

na-m-yuna...

2P.Genhouse, 2S-IRR-whatsit...

When you reach your house, you whatsit... (2007-12-22/11)

With actions performed in a single place, it implies that they are done at a distance from
the reference point and followed by a return to it:

7.10 dgga

Sa-b-dar

Sa-yndza San

Sammi...

PAST lS-IMPF-go 1S-COM lSGenpt.uncle...
ya-m-fya-tsi

ya-m-ka

lS-IRR-open-hither lS-IRR-come
I used to go with my paternal uncle... We would irrigate and then come back.
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(2007-12-22/11)

7.11

ndza

tsakkwa

n-ba-ttaz-tsi?

with

who

2S-PF-dine-hither?

Who did you have dinner with (before coming back here)? (2009-02-05/17)

7.12

tsdksi yd-m-ddr

yd-m-gsnga-tsi

now

lP-IRR-pray-hither

lP-IRR-go

Now we will/should go pray (at the mosque, then come back). (2007-11-15/05)

Both o f the previous usages are shared with other Songhay languages, for example
Koyra Chiini (Heath 1999a: 140). A third, more abstract usage has not been noted in
available grammars o f Songhay languages, although examples can be found in Tasawaq
(cp. hun-kat “sortir; pousser (herbe), se lever (soleil)” - Kossmann np), where Berber
influence has been equally or more intense: -tsi is also used more generally with
reference to actions bringing something formerly hidden into the speaker's experience:

7.13

Imahdindza

a-hnu-tsi

iytsa

y9-m-bw9n

Mahdi if

3S-go out-hither

lo

lP-IRR-die

If the Mahdi came forth (turning from an idea into a manifest part of the
speakers' world), we would die. (2007-12-11/24)

7.14

9ttr9yya

a-m-tfa-tsi

Pleiades

3 S-IRR-rise-hither

The Pleiades would rise (becoming visible; motion up, not towards the speaker)
(2007-12-21/33)

7.15

dzuydz=ts=d

az9nkw9d

a-yban-tsi

there. ANA=LOC=FOC

gazelle

3S-appear-hither

That's where the gazelle appeared. (2008-02-05/17)

This usage has no reported southern Songhay precedents; however, it corresponds
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exactly to one o f the uses o f dd in Ait Seghrouchen Tamazight. There, dd is used with
verbs such as ymy “grow, shoot up” (example given: grain), ddhr “appear”, nqqr / aly
“to rise (of celestial bodies)” to emphasise the subject’s shift from invisibility to
actuality (Bentolila 1969:11.94) Compare, in less well-described cases, the Tashelhiyt
contrast between ilia unzar (3MSg.be rain) “il pleut, il y a la pluie” and illa-d unzar
(3MSg.be-hither rain) “il se met a pleuvoir” (El Mountassir 2000:140), and in Zenaga
the obligatory usage o f -ddh with mffd “grow, shoot up” (Nicolas 1953:59). In light of
such data, the widening o f -tsi1s semantics seems likely to reflect Berber influence.

-nna, which induces -i/u deletion, refers to motion towards a reference point other than
the currently active one:

7.16

a-kka-nna

an

b a -s

dlbalu

3S-kick-away 3SGen friend=DAT

ball

He kicked the ball to his friend. (2007-12-16/02)

7.17

luxxudz Z-ba-dddr-nna liku l-si
when

y-ab-ddr

yar yan

ts=zi=ka

lS-PF-go-away school=DAT 1S-PROG-go just lSGen foot=PL=LOC

When I was going to school we used to go only by foot. (2007-12-22/11)

7.18

dgg

i-ba-dzu-nn-a,

an

i'amm-i=ba-ddzu-nn-a

PAST 3P-PF-send-away-3S 3SGenuncle=3P=PF-send-away-3S
They had sent him away, his uncles had sent him away (from their home,
Tindouf, to Tabelbala, the speaker's location) (2007-12-22/11)

7.19

Imuhimm

sdlhm -nna

ndzdn ga-kwdy—y - k a

anyway

greet-away

2PGen house-person=PL=LOC

Anyway, send our greetings to your family (who are far away from here.) (200712-22 / 12)

It can also be used with stative verbs in reference to action at a location far from the
current reference point:
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y-ab-gwa-nna lahmad=ka

lP-PROG-go lP-PROG-stay-away hamada=LOC
We used to go and stay out on the hamada. (2007-12-06/AM)

7.21

...walla

na-kkas-nna

masdzi

...or

2S-leave-away

thus. ANA

...or leave it like as it was. (2008-01-01/08)

Such a usage is not described for Tadaksahak (Christiansen-Bolli 2010:71), but is
attested in Tagdal, eg aya-keeni-nan tara kan “je dormais en brousse” (Rueck & Niels
Christiansen 1999:24). This is hard to derive from its probable Songhay source “leave
alone”, but again precisely parallels Ait Seghrouchen Berber, where it is attested with
verbs such as dz “leave (laisser)” and qqim “stay, remain” (Bentolila 1969:11.102), and
Zenaga, eg yaPma-nnah (3MS.stay-away) “(il) a tarde” (Taine-Cheikh 2008a:30).

Apart from semantic convergence, the form of -nna is etymologically problematic.
There is no regular loss of final nasals in Kwarandzyey, nor gemination of initial ones;
why then did *nan become -nna? The answer probably lies in contact. The centrifugal
clitic in Zenaga is ndh (often shortened to -Pn)\ in dropping the final n, Kwarandzyey
brought its centrifugal suffix closer to a Berber model in general and a Zenaga one in
particular (as seen in the Introduction, there is independent lexical evidence for contact
with Zenaga.) ndh has an allomorph nnah, as myaPmd-nnah above, perhaps accounting
for the gemination in -nna. In this respect, -nna seems a good candidate for a double
etymology; both its form and its meaning derive from Berber influence as well as
northern Songhay inheritance.

7.3 Tense, mood and aspect

While the terminology of tense is unproblematic, that o f aspect shows substantial
differences from source to source. I will adopt Comrie's (1976) definitions o f perfective
as indicating a situation viewed as a whole, imperfective as indicating a situation viewed
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with attention to its internal structure, and perfect as indicating the continuing relevance
of a previous situation. These contrast with the traditional definition of perfect as
completed action, and imperfect as action not completed. However, due to the
importance o f family-specific aspectual terminology for cross-reference, I will also
mention traditional labels, placing them in quotation marks. The realis-irrealis
distinction is also a matter o f debate; for current purposes, it is convenient to define
rea Iis as referring to any predicate with an evaluable truth value at the reference time,
and irrealis as any predicate lacking that.

Arabic (Comrie 1976:80) makes a three-way distinction, based on both stem forms and
subject agreement markers, between relative past perfective (“perfect”), with vocalic
ablaut and suffixed subject agreement markers; relative non-past imperfective
(“imperfect”), with prefixed subject agreement markers and suffixed number/gender
agreement markers; and imperative, distinguished from “imperfect” only by the absence
of person-marking prefixes. Many dialects add further distinctions by allowing various
particles to be prefixed to the “imperfect”; for example, Egyptian Arabic uses prefixes
to distinguish between present, irrealis, and future (b-, 0-, and ha- respectively).
Almost all dialects use the active participle to express a perfect, in Comrie's sense. Note
that this system makes it impossible to express a past imperfective with a single verb
form; this is usually accomplished by combining a “perfect” copula kan with a verb in
the “imperfect” (both finite).

In general, northern Berber verbs distinguish three stem forms in the positive, usually
labelled, following Basset (1929; 1952), “aorisf’, “perfect”, and “habitual” /
“intensive”. Tuareg further divides the “perfect” into “simple perfect” and “intensive
perfect” (Prasse 1972:38) (Heath's “resultative” (2005a:305).) The “perfect” (realis
perfective) describes a completed action or a state, and is not compatible with the
declarative; it is the usual translation equivalent o f the Arabic “perfect”. The
“intensive” / “intensive imperfect” (imperfective) describes habitual, prolonged, or
ongoing actions, and is normally compatible with the imperative. The “aorist” is
normal for clauses expressing desires or purposes, is the default for imperatives, and is
the primary form used for expressing the future. In some regions, it also tends to be
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used as a consecutive form in narratives.

The “perfect” stem is formed from the irrealis stem primarily by simple ablaut of full
vowels to a. The formation o f the “intensive” from the irrealis stem is morphologically
more complex, variously involving prefixation, gemination, vowel ablaut, or some
combination of the three. Subject agreement markers distinguish imperative from
declarative, but do not depend on aspect. Preverbal prefixes always exist at least for the
“aorisf’, and often for the “intensive” as well; the most widespread by far is ad-,
combined with most usages of the “aorist”.

Songhay verbs are invariant; mood, aspect, and negation are marked using particles
following the subject position (henceforth, following Heath, “MAN markers”.) In
Western and Northern Songhay, these are always preverbal; in Eastern Songhay, they
can be separated from the verb by direct objects. The three categories consistently
distinguished in southern Songhay are indicative perfective (unmarked except when
directly between subject and object), indicative imperfective, and subjunctive (Heath
1999b; Heath 1999a; Heath 2005b; Heath 2007). A future particle, placed between the
imperfective or non-finite marker and the verb, is also widely found, but still retains
vestiges of its origins as a verb o f motion (the KC and KS forms probably derive from
*te.) A presentative particle (eg KS goo) can replace the imperfective marker in KS and
KC. Less widespread, more recent developments are also found, eg the future with kaa
“come” in KS. KS and HS show an inadequately understood distinction between longer
“strong” and plain indicative forms.

7.3.1 Siwi TAM

Tense, aspect, and mood morphology in Siwi is distributed across several parts of the
verbal word. Only one relevant feature, imperative/non-imperative, affects agreement
affix choice (see Nominal features.) The same two features are relevant to verb stem
choice as in other Berber languages: realis (“perfect”) / irrealis (“aorist”), and perfective
(“perfect” + “aorist”) / imperfective (“imperfect”). However, the “perfect” / “aorist”
distinction has retreated considerably, and the lack o f any requirement to mark aspect on
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irrealis forms is somewhat unusual by Berber standards. In the imperative, unlike many
Berber languages, there is no aspect distinction; only the “aorist” may be used in the
positive imperative. For realis verbs, irrespective o f aspect, a further affix may be
added to the verb+pronominal arguments complex, indicating relevance to the reference
time (see below); its only convincing cognate in Berber is in nearby Awjila. For irrealis
non-imperative verbs, one o f two preverbal prefixes must be added; their history is
problematic. Adverbs with primarily TAM-related semantics are also found, including
marra “once” (< Ar.), amra/ama “now”, iddg “just now, recently”, fammal progressive
(< Ar.), lubdh “probably not” (Nlp243), and are most often placed immediately before
the verb; these will not be discussed further here.

The Berber and Classical Arabic “perfects” have almost identical usage; the difference
between Berber and Classical Arabic primarily lies in the correspondence o f the Arabic
“imperfect” to two Berber categories, the “aorist” and “intensive”. Calquing might
therefore be expected to lead to a merger of these two categories, while keeping the
“perfect” distinct. On the other hand, Egyptian Arabic has created a three-way
distinction within the Arabic “imperfect” by the use o f preverbal particles: it
distinguishes a marked future (ha/ha-, Bahariya/Farafra fan- (Woidich & Behnstedt
1982)) and present imperfective (b-, oases fam- etc.) from an unmarked
subjunctive/narrative present. This might lead us to expect the creation o f a future vs.
non-future distinction within the “aorist”. Neither expectation is borne out in general;
such merger as is observed is normally between the “aorist” and “perfect” stems, in
accordance with Berber-internal trends, while all three forms remain distinct at the word
level. However, in the imperative precisely the expected merger is observed. One
might also expect calquing or borrowing o f specific preverbal particles from Arabic; the
results there are equivocal at best. The non-borrowing of other TAM morphology from
Arabic is unsurprising; whereas Siwi expresses TAM independently of subject
agreement, Arabic TAM marking is inextricably bound up with the latter, so borrowing
it would require extensive reworking of the agreement system.

7.3.1.1 Stem changes
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Across Berber, “aorist”, “perfect”, and “imperfect” normally all have distinct stem
forms. However, the distinction between “aorist” and “perfect” stems, originally
marked by vocalic ablaut for practically all stem types (as in Tuareg), has receded in
most Berber languages; the merger o f formerly distinct short vowels has made the
“aorist” and “perfect” stems of many verbs identical throughout northern Berber (this
includes 40% o f Kabyle verbs, according to Chaker (1983:124), and most Ait
Seghrouchen Tamazight verbs, according to Bentolila (1981:120)). The trend has gone
further in Siwi: whereas most northern Berber languages continue to distinguish the two
in roots with stem-initial or medial full vowels, in Siwi and its closest relative ElFogaha - and to a lesser extent in other eastern Berber languages, such as Awjila and
Nafusi - such distinctions have been neutralised in favour of what used to be the perfect
forms. As shown by Basset (1929), throughout most Berber languages initial and
medial a alternates with u for most verbs, including the representative examples from
the right-hand side of the table (where the asterisks indicate not reconstructions but
abstractions from irrelevant consonant changes and the like); but in eastern Berber, we
instead have cases like those shown on the left-hand side o f the following table:
Table 79.
Eastern

Eastem

N.

N.

Alternation shared

Berber

Berber

Berber

Berber

by (according to

“perfect” “aorist”

“perfect “aorist” Basset 1929):
95

come

Siwi

(y-)usdd

(g-)usdd

*usa

*as

Ahaggar, Izayan,
Rif, Iznacen, Zkara,
Snous,
Rached, Senfita,
Menacer, Chenoua,
Messaoud, Kabylie,
Aures... (p. 68)

El-Fogaha (y-)used

(a-y-)used

*usu

*as

Wargla, Nefousa,
Ghadames (ibid)

Awjila

(y-)usad

(a-y-)us

Nafusi

(y-)us(-

(ad-d-y-)as

*us
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(Beguinot dd)

(ibid)

1942:62)
steal (cp.

Siwi

(y-)ukar

(g-)uksr

*ukar

*akar

Ahaggar, Semlal,

Laoust

Ntifa, Seghrouchen,

1937:57)

Izayan, Rif,
Iznacen, Zkara,
Chenoua, Salah,
Kabylie, Aures, Dj.
Nefousa,
Ghadames (p. 48)
El-Fogaha (y-)ukar

die

(a-y-)uker

Awjila

y-uker

aker / uker

Siwi

(yd-)mmu (ge-)mmut

*mmut

*mm3t

Ntifa, Izayan,

t

(N2p27,

Ahaggar, Semlal,

Iznacen, Zkara,

81)

Snous, Metmata,
Chenoua, Salah,
Arnts, Sened (p.
126)
El-Fogaha (ye-)mmu (a-

fill

t

ye-)mmut

Awjila

(i-)mmut

(a-i-)mmut

Siwi

(yd-)ccur (ge-)ccur

*ccur < *ccar
**tkur

(N2p226)

Rif, Zkara, Snous,

<

Metmata, Chenoua,

**tkar

Salah, Kabylie,
Aures (p. 119)

El-Fogaha i-kkar

a-ye-kkar

(tr.); ye-

(tr.); (intr.

kjkjur

unknown)

(intr.)
Awjila

(unknow

etker

n)
Nafusi

(y-)eccur (ad376
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y-)eccur

(Beguinot
1942:61)

This conspicuous simplification is unlikely to be linked even indirectly to Arabic
influence, since it predates the separation of El-Fogaha and Siwi, and merely continues
a trend already visible throughout northern Berber and especially conspicuous in other
eastern Berber languages.

Siwi has taken the process even further than El-Fogaha, as illustrated by its abolishing
o f a few alternations involving final vowels, including the unproductive class whose
aorist is usually reflected elsewhere in Berber as i d and the much larger but loanworddominated class of verbs ending in -u. For these classes of verbs, the “aorist” stem has
replaced the “perfect”, rather than vice versa, confirming (if its absence in El-Fogaha
were not sufficient) that we are dealing with a separate change. As will be seen below,
Arabic y-final verbs are often borrowed into the -u class; since in Arabic these never end
in -w, this can most naturally be explained by assuming that they were mostly borrowed
before this simplification occurred.
Table 80.
Eastern

Eastern

Norther Norther Alternation shared

Berber

Berber

n Berber n

“perfect” “aorist”

by:

“perfect Berber
“aorist”

say

Siwi

*nna

*ini

Widespread (p. 71)

(ge)-ttu

*kta

*ktu

Ahaggar (p. 75)

(a-

*kti

*kti

Semlal, Izayan

(yu)-

(g-yu)-

mmwa

mmwa

(ye-)nna

(a-ye-)n

Siwi

(y3)-ttu

El-

y-utta

ElFogaha
forget

begin (<

Siwi

(ibid.)

i-)wett[u]

Fogaha
(yd-)bdu

(ge)-bdu

*bda

*bdu

Semlal, Ntifa,

Cl. Ar.

Izayan, Kabylie,

bada'-,

Aures (p. 74)

impf.
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-bda'-)
El-

(ye-)bda

(a-ye-)bdu

*bda

*bda

Seghrouchen, Rif,
Iznacen, Metmata,

Fogaha

Snous (ibid.)
The loss of the distinction for these verbs is recent enough to have taken place under
Arabic influence, perhaps as a result of imperfect second language learners' acquisition;
1

but this is still unlikely. For one thing, Arabic groups the functions of the “aorist” with
its “imperfect”, not with its “perfect”; for another, the generalisation o f u makes it less
rather than more similar to Arabic.

After all these changes, Siwi has been left with a system where the perfect-aorist
distinction survives only for a minimal subset of verbs, mainly o f the form CaC / aCC /

i

j

VC, whose cognates across Berber form perfects by adding a stem-final vowel (Andre

|

Basset 1929:58). In them, the perfect form can now be reanalysed as the “aorist” stem

|
!
j

plus an affix, rather than as internal change: eg wdn “go up” > y-un-a “he went up”, dec
“eat” > yd-cc-a. The perfective (“perfect”) suffix, as throughout Berber for this verb

;

class, depends on person: -a in the 3rd person singular and 1st person plural, -i in the 1st

|

and 2nd person singular (usually > 0 if dative or object pronominal affixes follow), 0 in
the 2nd and 3rd person plural.

i

All Berber languages use preverbal prefixes before non-imperative irrealis forms,
except sometimes in consecutive clauses; the pan-Berber prefix is a(d), whose d is
widely elided. In Siwi, with the decay o f the “aorist”-“perfect” stem distinction, the
primary marker distinguishing the “aorist” from the “perfect” is now the presence of the
functionally near-equivalent preverbal prefix ga- (although this can also precede the
“intensive” - see below.) This prefix, like ad-, is placed directly before the complex of
verb+subject agreement; before u or yu, the vowel and the y disappear (eg g-usdd “he
will come”), while it tends to merge with a following i- or yd- to yield ge- or gey-.
While this marker is not reported elsewhere in Berber - El-Fogaha and Awjila both have
straightforward cognates of a(d)~ - it is not found in any Arabic dialect o f which I am
aware, so it is best explained as an internal development.
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A rare second prefix for “aorist” verbs, not previously recorded, also exists: the
suggestative da-, used primarily for suggesting courses o f action to third parties, often
with a rhetorical implication of indifference to the scenario outlined (semantics
discussed below.) The etymology of this prefix presents difficulty. One possibility
worth considering is the Classical Arabic imperative daS “leave, let” (root wdfy,
sometimes used with a clausal complement. While this verb is not particularly
widespread in modem dialects, its use in optative constructions is reported for Afghan
Arabic, eg daS-u teqah “let him fall!” (Ingham 2005:33), and as a rare alternative (with
a “somewhat archaic flavour”) in Najd, eg daS-ihyinbah “let him bark!” (Ingham
1994:124), and in some Mesopotamian Arabic #a//w-dialects, a particle da- may be used
to reinforce an imperative, including on 1st person plural forms (Jastrow 1978:310).
However, no such construction is attested anywhere near Siwa, and the shortness of the
form makes it difficult to place confidence in the connection. Siwi, unlike most Berber
varieties of Algeria or Morocco, allows the preposition d “with” to be used as a
conjunction “and, yet”; but, even if we suppose the development took place at a period
when the irrealis marker was still a(d) in Siwi, the development “and”+irrealis >
suggestative would be semantically problematic. Ghadames has a future marker da
used after negation and in subordinate clauses (Lanfiy 1973); but there too the exact
pathway by which it got restricted to its current Siwi usage would be unclear. In the
absence o f further evidence, the etymology o f da- must remain uncertain.

The “intensive” stem, unlike the “perfective”, continues to be consistently distinguished
from the “aorist”. Notable “intensive”-forming strategies (often mutually
complementary) include:

Table 81.
Change made

“Intensive” stem

Cp. Ait Seghrouchen

Eg

form
t-

Vi > -a-

(Bentolila 1981):

V-

ukdl “walk” > takal

(a)CC-

dttdf“seize” > tdttdf tt f“seize” > ttttf

Vj = i/u

sugdz “write / put

d aft “defend” >

down” > sagaz

ttdafaS
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iraw “bear (child)” >
taraw (N2pl57)
c 2 > C2:

V2 > -a-

V2 > -u-

-a

CxaC2

Ids “wear” > lass

rz “break” > rzz

C,C2aC3

ktar “bring” > kattar bdr “speak” > bddr

V2 = a

lablab “blaze” >

dgdg “knock down”

lablab (N2p219)

> ttdgdag

V2 = u (u is an

naddum (/naddamwf) bsbs “murmur” >

allophone of a next

“sleep” > naddum

to rounded labials)

(N2p255)

-VC (V=a/i/u)

cur “fill” > cara

lal “be bom” >

fa t “yawn” > tfata

ttlala

ttbsbus

(N3p23)
-u

-C:

llukk “get dirty” >

llukk “walk on” >

lukku

ttlukku

There are also a number o f synchronically irregular forms (eg way “buy” > tay) or
unexpected combinations of these strategies (eg r a / “fear” > tarraf) As illustrated by
the Ait Seghrouchen comparisons, the “intensive”-forming strategies of Siwi all appear
to be proto-Berber retentions, although Basset (1929) also includes a number o f other
strategies not so far observed in Siwi, such as z-infixation, suggesting some degree of
simplification.

Borrowed verbs are adapted to the system; in no attested case do they distinguish the
“aorist” from the “perfect”. For hollow (V-medial) verbs, the form they take seems to
be based on an adoption o f the Arabic (3rd person) perfective stem as the new Berber
“aorist” / “perfect”, eg stems such as sar “happen” (Cl. Ar. sar-, impf. -sir-), ban
“appear” (Cl. Ar. ban-, impf. -bin-). For vowel-final verbs, the final vowel is normally
converted to u in both the perfective and the irrealis; these can be taken to have
originally been based on the perfective form, and to reflect the fact that, as discussed
above, until a comparatively late stage in Siwi's development, final u underwent ablaut
to a in the perfect as in other Berber languages: eg bnu “build” (Cl. Ar. band, impf.
-brii-), bclu “begin” (Cl. Ar. bada'-, impf. -bda'-), dCu “pray (ask God for something)”
(Cl. Ar. data, impf. -d^u-), rtu “agree” (Nlp248),^w “be free (have free time)”
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(N2pl72). However, some verbs, presumably more recent loans, keep a, eg hla “be
sweet” (2009-10-13) (CL Ar. hala, impf. -/*/«-), yla “be expensive” (N3pl05) (Cl. Ar.
yala, impf. -ylu-), swa “grill” (N2p235) (Cl. Ar. sawa, impf. -swT.) An exceptional case
is dwi “talk” (Cl. Ar. dawwa “make a noise”, impf. -dawwT-), where the retention of
imperfective i presumably avoids a sequence o f semivowel+corresponding full vowel.
Examples like the following illustrate the persistence of Berber morphology with loan
verbs:
Table 82.
Classical Arabic irrealis/aorist

bum intr.

(perfective)

= perfect(ive)

*in-foaraq-

drihrdq

imperfect / intensive

tanhraq

(N3p5)
get in trouble

wahil- “fall into uhdl

(N3p66)

mud”

call prayer

’addan-

addan

taddan

hatt-

hdtt

hattu

build (2009-06- bana

bnu

bannu

nafa£-

nfu

naffu

bayyat- (taken

biyyat

biyyat

staxdam

staxdam

tahal

(N3p29)
put (2008-0507/322)

17/a, 2009-0621/b, 2008-0507/322)
benefit (200805-07/323)
invite (N3p29)

as denominal
verb from
“house”)
use (Nlp267)

istaxdam-

So morphologically, despite some simplification, Siwi positive TAM stem inflection has
remained devoid o f direct Arabic influence.
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7.3.1.1.1 Functions of the Siwi “ aorist”

Apart from their use with negation (for which see below), the semantics o f Siwi verb
forms hew rather closely to the pan-Berber norm. The label that best summarises the
functions of the “aorist” in Siwi is: irrealis perfective. It is used primarily for references
to events without a truth value at the time o f reference (by default the present, but
otherwise set by context.) This includes absolute future time, irrespective o f aspect:

7.22

xdms-dgaydg uxra

ga-dul-y-ak

five-minutes other IR R -return-lS-2M D at
In five minutes I will come back to you. (2009-06-27/a)

7.23

sdkk

ga-bnu-t

sshdr da-w-a

kamil-a?

you

IRR-build-2S month MOD-DEM.M-PROX

whole-PF

You're going to build for the whole month? (2009-12-31)

but also relative future time (whether or not the events described end up happening):

7.24

y3-ffway

i IsmCas

qbdl

nis

3M-go out

to living

before I

ga-kim -ax

i

IR R -enter-lS to

Ixddmzt
work

He went out to his job before I got into work. (2008-05-05/289)

finite complement clauses expressing a potential action that has not been realised,
without any implication that it will be:

7.25

xsi-x
show-1S

ga-skdn-y-awdn

agbdn-nnaw

IRR-show-1 S-2PDat house-1SGen

I want to show you my house. (2009-06-22/a)

7.26 qddr-at
able-2S

ga-ssy-at

wa-ya

IRR-take-2S M.DEM-PROX

na a-Oqil

fdll-am?

orM -heavy

on-2F?

Can you carry this, or is it too heavy for you? (2009-06-23/a)
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for wishes (optatives):

7.27

g-yz-ffu

rabbi

IRR-3M -have mercyGod
God have mercy. (2009-06-25/a)

conditions which have neither been fulfilled nor ruled out (without any implication that
they will happen):

7.28

ankanum la-ga-s-y-awan
2P

sra

al

ga-ktar-m-i -

NEG-IRR-give-lS-2PDat anything until IR R -bring-2P-lSD at -

I will not give you anything until you bring me... (2008-08-03/250)

7.29

kan

ga-hh-at

i Imayrab

s alyam

sg

assif

da-w-dk...

if

IRR-go-2S to Morocco INST camel from summer MOD-DEM-2:M

If you go to Morocco by camel starting this summer... (said in spring 2008-0505/289)

and “free choice” hypothetical not referring to specific individuals/events:

7.30

wdnn

ge-y-acc

hhram

REL.M

IRR -3M -eat forbidden

la-ga-ya-nfu-t
NEG-IRR-3M-benefit-3MObj

Whoever eats (ie: makes money from) what is religiously forbidden, it will not
benefit him. (2008-04-27/234)

7.31

amkan gd-hh-at

itadam ajjdt

place IRR-go-2S

people one.F

Wherever you may go, people are the same. (2009-06-27/a)

It also includes positive imperatives (but not negative ones, discussed below):
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us-i

ttubdt

give-1 SDat

brick. SG

Give me a brick. (2009-06-23/a)

With the particle da- rather than ga-, the “aorist” remains irrealis, but yields a reading
that might be labelled “suggestative”, indicating a possible course o f action that a third
party might consider. It is not an optative - although it can have an optative reading, it
is often used to suggest, to the contrary, that whether or not the action is taken is
irrelevant to the speaker:

7.33

af

ntatdt da-td-yddb,

ta

ga-Cmdr-C-as?

on

she

what

IRR-do-lS-3SDat

SUGG-3F-anger,

S'lgJ jjJu (JjjI <vjuJoaii LgjJL>

i5vlc

Let h er get angry at her leisure - what would I do to her? (Nlp45)

7.34

da-t-rah

in

itaddm-dnnas

SUGG-3F-go to ctepeople-3S G en
i^

ju

UOJ

L et h er go to her family's house! (Nlp45)
(Context of preceding 2 examples: a man was talking about taking a second
wife, and I suggest his first wife might get angry.)

7.35

da-i-m
z an- 2 n-t
SUGG-3-divide-P-3M Obj
L et them [Algeria and Morocco] divide it! (N2p85, corrected 2010-01-14)
(Context: discussing how the Western Sahara issue leads to Algerian-Moroccan

tensions)

7.36

lahmu d-usdd

braydh\

heat

as it wishes

SUGG.3M-come

L et the heat come if it likes! (N2p89)
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7.37

da-t-usdd,

nis

l-ug-i-S-as

SUGG-3F-come

I

NEG-prevent-PF-lS-3SDat

Let h e r come, I haven't stopped her. (N2pl40, given as example)

The “aorist” is always preceded by either ga- or da- (for most verbs, this is in any case
the only morphological indicator distinguishing it from the perfect.) In Moroccan
Berber languages, the “aorist” may be used without a preverbal particle narratively for
the continuation of events initially described with a “perfect” or “intensive”; as Leguil
(1986a; 1986b) notes, Siwi does not have such a usage. However, as he also notes,
neither Tuareg not Kabyle allow this usage; so, even assuming this feature was found in
proto-Berber, its loss in more easterly varieties could have taken place at a stage far
earlier than the first contact with Arabic.

7.3.1.1.2 Functions of the Siwi “perfect”

The “perfect”, or realis perfective, is used for realis completed actions. For processes,
this necessarily yields past time:

7.38

iddg

siwl-ax

d

amma g

dttalfun

just now

speak-IS

with

brotherin

telephone

I just spoke to my brother on the phone. (2008-05-04/258)

7.39

M ad

i-dul-an,

axxar-allel

ta

y-Vamr-im?

after

3-return-P

end of night

what

3-do-P?

After they came back, at the end of the night, what did they do? (2008-0803/246)

However, for non-processes, it is ambiguous between past and present time, with the
latter as a default interpretation:

7.40

nis

xs-i-x

n

i-hakkik-an

I

w ant-PT-lS

GEN

PL-small-PL
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Me, I want the small ones. (2008-08-03/242)

The “perfect” is also used for past conditionals (which, having already already acquired
a truth value of false, are realis) and for counterfactual conclusions following from
them:

7.41

Idwkan
if[hypoth.]

yer

i-lul-n-i

g dssin, kan

hm d-dx-a ssini

only

3-bear-3P-lSO bj

in China then learn-lS-PF Chinese

If I had been bom in China, I would have learned Chinese. (2009-06-17/a)

7.3.1.1.3 Functions of the Siwi “intensive”

The “intensive” (imperfective) form is used for realis actions whose temporal extension
is significant. In the absence o f further context, the default reading is present ongoing:

7.42

i-karrzb

tyat

3M -drag.IN T goat
He is leading a goat (said while watching a man lead a goat, on film) (2009-0621/b)

7.43

i-sdjjal?
3M -record.IN T

ama

i-sajjal?

now

3M -record.IN T

It’s recording? It's recording right now? (2008-05-03/240)

or habitual:

7.44 nis
I

ttahh-ax
go.INT-lS

i

matruh

dima

to

Matrouh

always

I always go to Matrouh. (2009-06-19/a)

A past reading can easily be induced by appropriate context:
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na-jja

i-saxar

na-dwal

lP-leave

3M -play.INT lP-retum

We left him playing and went back. (2008-08-03/246)

7.46

ya-bdu

aglets, aglas kom. i-gallas i-gallas i-gallas

3M-start cry.VN cry.VN much. 3M -cry.INT "

”

al

i-ntemd

until

3M-blind

He started crying - crying hard. He kept crying and crying and crying until he
went blind. (2008-08-03/246)

The prefix da- cannot be combined with the “imperfect”, according to consultants'
judgements (N2pl40). Leguil (1986a: 10), reports that, while the imperfective is realis
by default, it can also be combined with the preverbal particle ga- to yield an irrealis
value, giving the opposition g irah i sal su m s vs. g itrrah “il ira regulierement, de
temps en temps” as an example; Vycichl confirms this. Such forms are quite typical in
Berber. However, the two consultants asked consistently reject combinations of ga with
the imperfective as ungrammatical (2010-01-16, 2009-12-31), and no examples o f it are
to be found in my corpus; instead, they freely use the “aorist” for future imperfectives,
as illustrated previously. Leguil {op. cit.) specifically cites this as an opposition made in
Siwi but not in Arabic; if it has disappeared from younger Siwis' speech, calquing from
Arabic is the obvious explanation.

7.3.1.2 The im perative in Siwi

As discussed, the imperative in Siwi uses the “aorist” stem and the personal agreement
markers sg. 0 , pi. -wat, eg:

7.47

aggaz-wat

na

ga-n-un-awan

descend-IM P.PL

or

IRR-lP-ascend-2PDat

Come down (pi. addr.) or we'll come up to you (pi.)! (Nlp246)

7.48

fa l

I

ssok

hi:bba

go

to

DEM.APPROX.2:M a bit
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Go this way a bit. (2009-10-13)

If a dative agreement suffix is added, -wat is consistently replaced by the corresponding
non-imperative agreement suffix -m-, a Siwi innovation with no obvious Arabic parallel:

7.49

uyw-a

rj-i-x-a

amsa

d

amsa,

lo-PROX

dream-PT-lS-PF

thus.PROX

and

thus.PROX

um m wa-m-i

hanta bazza:bt,

afssar-nni:s?

say-2P-lSD atw hat

exactly

interpret. VN-3SGen?

Here, I've dreamt so and so; tell me, what exactly is its interpretation? (2008-0803/248, Pharaoh addressing the wise men o f the land in the Joseph story)

7.50

s-m-i-t
give-2P-1SDat-3MObj
Give (pi. addr.) it to me. (N2p7)

This does not hold for direct object pronominal suffixes, eg aftak-wat-tat “open (pi.) it
(f.)” (N2pl42.)

-wat can also be suffixed to 1st person “aorist” forms to form a hortative involving more
than one person apart from the speaker (cf. Nominal features); this is not restricted to
main clauses:

7.51

na-xsa

ai'anfan

anni

ga-na-fimaf-wat

lP-want

sit.VN

C O M PIRR -lP-look-IM P.PL

mdmak...
how...

We want to sit down to consider how to... (2009-06-23/a)

Like other Berber languages, Arabic, and Afro-Asiatic in general, Siwi has several verbs
which are used only in the imperative, notably /zed“come!”, ayad “hand over!”, ax /
axxan “take!”; these all take -wat with plural addressees (Nlp245). “Go!” is irregular
ruh in the singular, but semi-regular rah-wat in the plural (N2pl77). bed is not used in
the negative, where the regular la tasad replaces it (Nlp246). The hortative marker
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hayya, pi. hayyu is a borrowing from an Arabic imperative (see Nominal features.)

The restriction o f the imperative to “aorist” stems represents a significant change. In
most Berber languages - for example, Figuig (Kossmann 1997:353), Kabyle (Vincennes
& Dallet 1960:24), Tashelhiyt (Boumalk 2003:24) - the imperfective stem can also be
used in positive imperatives, allowing an aspect distinction in the imperative as well as
in realis forms. But Arabic allows no aspect distinctions in the imperative, positive or
negative - and neither does Siwi, using the “aorist” stem even in unambiguously
imperfective contexts:

7.52

abnu san

msa

al

dagyat

build from

evening

until

night

Build from evening to night! (2010-01-14)

The lack o f aspectual distinction in the imperative is likely to be a Siwi caique on
Arabic. Unfortunately, no evidence is available on whether this distinction is still made
in Awjila, El-Fogaha, or Nafusa, so doubts must remain as to the timing o f this
innovation.

7.3.1.2 Suffixed-a

A feature o f the system rather more unusual in Berber is the marker -a; this is placed at
the end o f the verbal word, following any subject or indirect object agreement markers
or direct object pronominal suffixes. If the form to which it was suffixed would
otherwise have ended in aC, the a changes into i, eg yusad “he came” >yusida “he has
come” (this includes u, phonologically an allophone of a; thus inaddum “he slept” >
inaddima “he has slept”.) After a final vowel, it takes the allomorph -ya, eg yafla “it
passed” >yaflaya “it has passed”. The fact that this marker combines with the perfect
has been known for some time; Leguil (1986a) interprets it as yielding a perfect. For
telic verbs it focuses attention on the state resulting, rather than on the process having
happened. It is illustrated by examples like the following:
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7.53 y-und-ya

i-takkas

lanjas

3M-go up-PF 3M-pick.INT pear
He has gone up and is picking pears. (2009-06-21/b)
(describing the Pear Story video while watching it - the man was still up on the
ladder at the moment of speech)

7.54 lldmbwat

t-ugil-a

lamp

g

3F-hang-PF on

tasqaft
ceiling

The light is hanging from the ceiling. (2009-06-28/a)

In subordinate clauses, the perfect is defined relative to the main clause:

7.55

ndtta ya-lsa-ya
he

laqmis a-zattaf

3M -wear-PF shirt

M-black

y-ianttn-a

zdat-zdat

3M -sit-PF

front-REDUP in

assanmat,

zra-x-t

cinema,

see-lS-3MObj call out-lS-3SDat

g

ndah-y-as

He having p u t on a black shirt and sat down in front in the cinema, I saw him
and called out to him. (ie “As he was wearing a black shirt sitting down in front in the
cinema...”) (2008-03-05/253a)

In subordinate clauses it can also be suffixed to the imperfect, yielding a simultaneous
action reading “while, in the course o f ’ (a form not recorded in previous work):

7.56

i-tasid-a
3M-come.INT-PF

at-jahm-a

aKarbiyya

3F-collide-3SObj

car

As he was coming, a car hit him. (2008-03-05/253a)

7.57

Mammal

t-duwwfl-a,

ta-lldtam

tlacca...

PROG

3F-return.IN T-PF

3F-encounter girl...

As she was coming back, she ran into a girl... (2009-06-21/b)
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i-takil-a

tar-dnnds

y-usdd

g

tbulJot y-dn-bwldk

3M-waIk.INT-PF

foot-3 SGen

3M-come

in

hole

3M-PASS-trip

While walking, his foot got caught in a hole and he tripped. (N2p243)

I interpret the common core of these usages as relevance - adding this ending asserts
that the situation being described is relevant to a different, more current situation (by
default, the present moment; otherwise, whatever is described by the main clause.) In
this sense, the use with the imperfective is a generalisation of the concept o f perfect,
which Comrie (1976:56) defines as “the continuing relevance o f a previous situation”.
As seen elsewhere, this suffix can also be attached to adjectives and adverbs, eg kom “a
lot” > koma (N3p3), and to yur- “at” + pronominal suffix when used predicatively
(“have”), as noted by Vycichl (2005:248), eg yur-is-aya “He has, indeed” (N lp l 14); a
topic for future investigation is whether it emphasises relevance in such cases too.

This suffix is well-attested with the perfective in Awjila, as already noted by Basset
(1935); it does not seem to be attested in El-Fogaha. Basset, and following him Leguil,
connect it with the Tuareg resultative (“intensive perfect”), formed by lengthening the
last vowel of the stem. This would imply that it is a retention from proto-Berber or a
fairly old subfamily thereof. However, while the semantic similarity is suggestive, I
find this account insufficient; it explains neither the fact that this marker is suffixed only
after all pronominal affixes are added, nor the final (not stem-internal) vowel -a. These
facts suggest that this form originally involved some kind o f short post-verbal word, and
Berber provides semantically and phonetically plausible candidates: cp. Kabyle aya
“deja, passe” (Dallet 1982), Tashelhiyt ya d “deja” (Destaing 1920), even the Siwi
discourse particle ya “you know?”.

If the latter etymology is correct, then this is a relatively recent innovation shared by
Siwa and Awjila. That opens up the possibility that the form was grammaticalised under
the influence o f dialectal Arabic, in which the perfect is distinct from the perfective.
However, two facts suggest otherwise. First, the Siwi relevant imperfective seems to
have no morphologised Arabic parallel, reducing rather than increasing the congruence
of the two systems. Second, it seems fairly clear that Siwi is more closely related to El-
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Fogaha/Sokna than to Awjila; either this feature was found in the common ancestor of
all three and lost in El-Fogaha/Sokna, putting it fairly early again, or this feature spread
between Siwa and Awjila through contact, and the most plausible period for contact
would be before the nomads of the region got Arabised, thus when Arabic influence was
still comparatively low. The simplest hypothesis seems to be that this contrast
developed independently o f external influence.

7.3.2 K w arandzyey TAM

Like Berber, the southern Songhay positive TAM system makes a basic three-way
distinction. However, the details differ substantially. The southern Songhay
subjunctive has a far narrower range of uses than its nearest Berber equivalent, the
“aorist” (irrealis perfective); it is not used for the future, nor (as in Moroccan varieties)
for narrative sequences, nor even for the complements of control verbs, since many of
the Berber irrealis' functions in subordinate clauses are handled by serial verb
constructions with ka. In Songhay, the morphologically least marked form is the
indicative perfective, whereas in Berber it is the “aorist”. No aspect distinctions are
made in the imperative, unlike Berber. The situation is not optimal for borrowing, but
opens obvious possibilities for calquing, in particular by expanding the range o f the
subjunctive to more closely approximate the Berber “aorist”; this appears to be borne
out. Widely used auxiliaries in Berber include progressive and perfect (based on the
existential verb) and inceptive (using “sit”); both appear to be calqued in Kwarandzyey.

Like Berber, Songhay divides the functions o f the Arabic “imperfect” into two main
categories (three including the future). The Maghrebi Arabic variety of Bechar
Province has only one invariant preverbal particle, ka-, used rather more sparingly than
in Moroccan Arabic to mark habitual or lasting situations; it also shares with other
Algerian dialects a highly productive form, historically a presentative, with ra- plus
object pronouns. Both forms have semantic parallels in Kwarandzyey not shared with
other Songhay languages, discussed below - although these are best accounted for as
influence from Berber, rather than Arabic.
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Tashelhiyt and Figuig Berber, as well as southern Moroccan and Bechar Arabic, have all
developed a future through grammaticalisation of a verb “want”. This development, as
will be seen below, is shared by Kwarandzyey. Determining exactly where in the region
this started is probably impossible, but, while it has some precedent in southern
Songhay, the low sociolinguistic prestige and small population o f Tabelbala makes it
unlikely that a development initiated there would be imitated by speakers over such a
broad area, suggesting that Tabelbala adopted rather than started the expression.

Tense marking not matching the default expected values for TAM forms is handled with
invariant agga “PAST”, placed before the subject, or with the verb ga “find”
appropriately conjugated. Similar usages of a gar are found in Koyra Chiini (Heath
1999a:284), so this can be assumed to derive from common Songhay.

Cancel (1908) provides sufficient data to confirm that Kwarandzyey's TAM system has
not changed much in the past century. Kossmann (2004a) is an effort to analyse
Kwarandzyey's MAN system based on Cancel and Champault's materials. While this
work is a very useful starting point including valuable comparative observations, the
inexactness o f both authors' transcriptions and the paucity o f examples not in the 3rd
person limit its accuracy.

A number o f Berber verbs have been borrowed, eg zdyda “wait”,f3 d “be thirsty” (MA
Tamazight ffad), zuza “winnow”, ibbi “gather (eg truffles)” (MA bbsy), iddza “live”
(MA dddr / idir), yaddr “lend/borrow” (Kabyle srddl), sa«<ia/“reopen a wound”
(Kabyle sdnddf: yssnddf-as ul-is “il lui a ravive sa mal”.) These are never borrowed in
the “intensive”. In the very few cases where the “aorist” and “perfect” are distinct, the
Kwarandzyey reflex reflects the perfect, as might be expected from the unmarked status
o f the indicative perfective in Songhay MAN morphology (see below): thus ikna
“make” (cp. Ahaggar Tuareg akari), ifra “resolve (a dispute)” (cp. MA fr u , 3msg. pf. ifra), izri “throw” (cp. Ait Seghrouchen zr, 3msg. pf. i-zri). This applies whether or not
the Berber 3rd person masculine singular prefix is incorporated into the stem, even
though Berber “perfect” stems cannot occur without an agreement affix: zdnza “sell”
(MA zzdnz, 3msg. pf. i-zzdnza.)
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Far more common are Arabic verbs, eg (y)isrdx “skin” (M. Ar. slax), (y)ihzan “be sad”
(M. Ar. hzan), imass “touch” (M. Ar. mass). The final vowel is almost invariably
ablauted to a whether or not i- is prefixed, eg yaxra/yaxla “be deserted” (M. Ar. xla, yaxli), (y)ihka “tell a story” (M. Ar. hka, ya-hki), (y)iswa “grill” (M. Ar. swa, ya-swi),
samma “name” (M. Ar. samma, i-sammi), yanna “sing” (M. Ar. yanna, i-yanni). This
pattern must reflect earlier borrowings via the Berber perfect, since forms like ihka are
morphologically impossible in Arabic; however, it has been extended to quite recent
borrowings, such as sarza “load up” (2008-01-30) < MAr. sarzi, pf. sarza < French
charger. On the other hand, medial vowels reflect the Arabic “imperfect” form, eg idur
“turn” (M. Ar. dar, i-dur), ikun “be (generally)” (M. Ar. kan, i-kuri), isix “melt” (M. Ar.
sax, i-six), iban / iban “appear” (M. Ar. ban, i-bari).

Berber borrowings that would otherwise be monosyllabic and start with a cluster CC,
and Arabic borrowings that would otherwise be monosyllabic or o f the form CVCV (eg
idawa “treat (medicinally)”, M. Ar. dawa, i-dawi), are usually preceded by the 3rd
person singular masculine prefix i-/y~, as seen. There are a few exceptions, like srat
“swallow” (Hassaniya id.)

7.3.2.1 Basic positive TAM m arkers

TAM markers in Kwarandzyey come between the subject agreement marker and the
verb. There are a total o f six positive ones:
Table 83.
Indicative:
0 (with gemination o f following consonant / _V)

relative past indicative perfective
(optative)

ba(")

perfect

b

imperfective

bab

progressive
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Non-indicative:
m (geminated intervocalically)

subjunctive/irrealis

0 (sg., no gem.) / wa- (with gem. of following consonant / _V)

imperative

ba and bab can be treated as combinations o f a morpheme ba + the two indicative TAM
markers. They will therefore be treated separately below. However, when preceded by
a 3rd person singular pronoun or topicalised subject (as discussed under Nominal
features), or by a non-3rd person plural y- and optionally ndz-, the initial b o f ba and bab
disappears, as does that o f the auxiliary baSam. For bab, it also disappears optionally in
the 1st person singular ^a-a- and 3rd person plural (with full vowel assimilation) i-i-.
This £-loss had already started in Cancel's time, although it may have spread to more
persons; compare the following paradigms (the status of forms in brackets is not clear
from context):
Table 84.

IS

2S

3S

“go”

“sleep”

“hit”

“sow”

“hit”

“sleep”

(2008-01-

(Cancel

(2008-01-

(Cancel

(2008-01-

(Cancel

03/16)

1908:315,

03/16,

1908:316,

03/05)

1908:311,

321-322,

2007-12-

322)

329)

06/AM)

f-ba-dri

n-ba-dri

a-a-dri

[a]-ba-xani f-ab-kkg

n'-ba-xani

(a-xani)

n-bab-kg

g-gb-kkg

317)

(a-b-

f-bafam-

a-baam-

edzoum)

kg

Xani

n'-bab-

n-baSam-

n-baam-

edzoum

kg

Xani

(a-b-

a-afam-ka a-am-xani

edzoum)
NP in sg.

ba-dri

ba-dri “s'en bab-zab “is bab-enni n bafam-kg

ba am-dri

va”

“s'en va”

decreasing “boit”
55

?

IP

ya-a-dri

2P

ndz-ba-dri nd'-ba-xani ndz-ab-kkg ?

3P

i-ba-dri

(ia-xani)

i-ba-xani

y-ab-kkg

i-ib-kkg

?

y-aSam-ka

ndz-aSam- nd'-baamkg

Xani

i-bafam-

ibaamxani

kg
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In slow speech, a distinction is still audible between forms like ndzd- and ndz-a-, and
even a- and a-a-; in ordinary conversational data, the distinction, if maintained at all, is
often inaudible to me, and my transcriptions do not consistently reflect it. I therefore
rely primarily on data from the minority o f sentences with 3rd person plural or clearly
non-topicalised subjects, or 2nd person singular subjects, in determining the semantics of
this split.

Two further basic MAN markers, k “ever again” and hum “yet”, which also combine
with ba, are negative polarity items, and as such will be discussed under Negation.
Future bafam and aspectual g wab, discussed further below, belong to a separate category
o f “auxiliaries” - TAM markers recently grammaticalised from verbs and, though
directly prefixed to verbal stems, still occasionally allowing subjunctive m to precede
them.

bsy “want” and ba “exist” take neither perfective not imperfective TAM markers, as
shown by the consistent absence of gemination in cases like:

7.59

n-bay

huwwa?

2S-want

milk?

[mbAK]

You w ant milk? (2007-12-22/11; contrasts minimally with na-bbay “you
broke” / na-b-bay “you break”)

7.60

...ayi

C-ba

lambw=ka

...I

1S-EXIST

garden=LOC

...while I was in the garden. (2007-12-28/04)

They are also incompatible with the imperative.

7.3.2.1.1 Perfective

0 for the indicative perfective is pan-Songhay; the gemination of following consonants
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before a vowel is shared with Tadaksahak. It is used to refer to completed actions
viewed without regard to their internal structure.

7.61

mma

zdyd=fu, a-hhdw=as

an

tsi

so

day=one 3S-tie=3SDat 3SGen leg

a-tn-dndz-a

a-tts=asi...

3S-rise-CAUS-3S

3S-say3SDat

So one day he bound his leg and got him up and told him... (2007-12-22/11)

7.62

mdndz=tsa

rta-kkurkuz?

where=LOC

2S-Iunch?

Where did you eat lunch? (2007-12-22/13)

<axan biinou>
*£a-kkan

binu

lS-sleep

yesterday

“je dormais hier” (Cancel 1908:315)
I slept yesterday.

It does not highlight their continuing relevance, if any, but is not ruled out in cases
where the results o f the action remain relevant, eg:

7.63

a-a£am-b3y

ba=i-kkani

3S-FUT-know person=3P-sleep
He will know that people have (in context, just) gone to sleep. (2007-12-21/33)

With non-stative verbs, it is normally translated into local Arabic using the past
perfective alone.

With stative/adjectival verbs, it yields a gnomic reading:

7.64

bangbin=i=ggdb
foggara=3P=tough
The foggaras (underground water channels) are tough (to work). (2007-12-
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22/ 11)

7.65

is in
date

a-fiazz=a.ka,

lahlawdts

3S-dear=3S.Loc

sweetness

Dates are d ear to it (the dragonfly), (for their) sweetness. (2007-12-22/11)

7-66

gg

i-b-ka

yar tsiru

PAST 3P-IMPF-come only bird

n

Iwdqt, bassah tsaksi i-yaskun

GEN

time,

but

now

3P-inhabit

They used to come only in the time o f birds (spring, when migrant birds pass
by), but now they live here. (2008-01-01/v)

In subordinate temporal clauses, the perfective indicates that the event was completed
by the time o f the main clause:

7.67

luxxudz

a-tnu, a-ggwab-idlati

ndza tsi-yu

when

3S-rise3S-INCEPT-limp

with foot=DEM

When he got up, he started limping with this foot. (2007-12-22/11)

7.68

lahuwwa luxxud
but

when

rrbif

a-ftu-tsi,

i-m-gwib-hay

tsaffwarts.

spring 3S-arrive-hither 3P-IRR-INCEPT-bear

egg

But when spring has come, they will start bearing eggs. (2007-12-21/31)

7.69

luxxudz

na-ddar

landan=si,

na-m-dza

when

2S-go

London=DAT 2S-IRR-put

nan

siniyya

2SGen tray

When you have gone to London, you will/should put out your tray... (2007-12-

22/ 12)

In general it does not appear that the perfect is used in stand-alone main clauses with a
non-past reading, so the “relative past” qualifier above is necessary, as in Arabic. It is
not clear whether this holds true elsewhere in Songhay.

7.3.2.1.2 O ptative
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0 is also used for optatives with the complementiser nddr (Kossmann also notes
examples from Champault without a complementiser, but no clear cases are to be found
in my data):

7.70

nddr

nd-wwu

OPT

2S-heal

M ay you get better!

This usage seems to have no recorded parallels in southern Songhay, where reflexes of
ma are used (Sibomana 2008:40); even in Kwarandzyey, the complex optative in adm
seems likely to preserve a a similar usage (see below.) It has parallels in classical
Arabic, where the “perfect” is used in wishes (eg rahimahu llahu “God have mercy on
him”), but not in colloquial Maghrebi Arabic. A more plausible external source would
be Berber, where the “perfect” is widely used in optatives: eg Ait Seghrouchen t-nsi-d
as i Iman “may you sleep in tranquility = good night” (Bentolila 1981:151). However, a
contact explanation appears superfluous in light of its etymology. ntfsr appears cognate
to Tadaksahak dndar “if, hypothetical”, which takes a following clause in the perfective,
eg:

dndar

aya=bbay

sa

Taha

if

ls=know

comp T.

a=fji

n(e)

ay da

3s=not.be

place

same

ay=sd-kdy-kat.
1s=neg:imperf-leave-ven
If I had known that T. is not here, I wouldn’t have come. (Christiansen-Bolli
2010:277)
As Christiansen notes, dndar “if (hypothetical)” is also used in Malian Tamasheq; in the
absence of cognates elsewhere in Berber, it could itself plausibly be explained as a
combination from Songhay nda “i f ’ and Berber ar “only” (Tamashek or, Zenaga dr.)

7.3.2.1.3 Imperfective
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b differs from the southern Songhay imperfective but is shared with all northern
Songhay languages; the best southern Songhay comparison is the “strong imperfective”,
KS mba/mma/ma and HS bow / bo ku, used probably for VP focus o f imperfective
clauses (Heath 1999b:201ff; 2007:234), although a direct derivation from *bara “exist”
may also be considered. In matrix clauses it is used to express gnomic actions:

7.71

nd-b-qum-a

bar

2S-IM PF-crunch-3S like

kawkaw?
peanut?

You eat it [locusts] like peanuts? (2007-12-06/AM)

7.72

tsuy=a

n-b-dza

lhanuts=tsa?

what=FOC

2S-L\lPF-do shop=LOC

What do you do at the shop? (2007-12-22/13)

The default reading is relative non-past. A past imperfective in a main clause is
normally formed using gga, discussed below. In adverbial subordinate clauses, b
expresses ongoing or simultaneous action, notably following dri “go” in the sense of
“spend (time) doing”:

7.73

nd-m-ddr

yumayn

walla tlata

na-b-fa^-a

2S-IRR-go

two days

or

2S-IMPF-dig-3S

three

You spend two or three days digging it. (2008-01-01/08)

7.74

n-bab-dar

na-b-zru!

2S-PROG-go 2S-IM PF-run
You would go (towards the trap) running! (2007-12-22/11)

Apart from this, b is somewhat idiosyncratically used for the complement o f wan
“refuse, not want”:

7.75

a-tts=i.s

way—fu

ba=yayJi

a-wwan a-b-yintaq

3S-say=3P.Dat woman=one EXIST=1S.DAT
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He told them: I have a woman who refuses to speak. (2008-01-30/10)

7.3.2.1.4 Subjunctive/irrealis

m has cognates throughout Songhay, eg KC/KS ma. It is used, however, in a rather
broader range of contexts than in southern Songhay, less focused on deontic senses and
more behaving as the default irrealis form. As throughout Songhay, this includes most
irrealis complement clauses:

7.76

aywa sahha ni n-bay
well

almahd

really you 2S-want Mahdi

a-m-hnu-ts

walla?

3S-IRR-go out-hither

or?

Well, you, do you really want the Mahdi to emerge? (2007-12-11/24)

7.77

a-ba

uy=bab-hma

a-m-y-ana

llabuw masdzi

3S-EXIST

REL=PROG-able

3S-IRR-eat-3SEm phfresh

thus.ANA

There are some who can eat it fresh like this. (2007-12-22/11)

7.78

na-mman

na-m-fand-a

2 S-near

2S-IRR-blind-3S

You nearly blinded him. (2008-02-05/17)

7.79

Sandak

na-m-y-a

beware

2S-IRR-eat-3S

»

*

Mind you d o n 't eat it! (2007-12-22/11)

<ibr'i mgour iri>
*i-bay

i-m-gwur

iri

3P-want

3P-IRR-draw water

“ils veulent tirer de l'eau” (Cancel 1908:320)
They want to draw water.

m is also used in matrix clauses for suggestions relating to as yet unrealised actions and
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in explaining how to do something, as in Tadaksahak (Christiansen-Bolli 2010:173); as
such, it can imply futurity:

7.80

luxxud yd-yydr-tsi

ys-m-kdmmal

when

lP-IR R -flnish

lP-retum-hither

When we get back, we'll finish. (2007-11-15/05)

7.81

luxddz n-bafam-ka

yu

n

huwwa, nd-m-dzam-a

when 2S-FUT-chum camel GEN

milk

m -m -haw -a

dha=s.

yu=s

an

timya=ka,

2S-IRR-put-3S goatskin bag=LOC

2S-IRR-tie-3S camel=DAT 3SGenback=DAT
When you want to chum camels' milk, you p u t it in a goatskin bag and tie it to a
camel on its back. (2007-11-15/05)

It can also be used to express a sequence o f closely connected actions, like southern
Songhay ka, with the first action in the imperfective:

7.82

Salahdqqas

gungwa kddda luxxudz

a-b-mn,

nd-m-ga

because

chicken little when

3S-IMPF-drink,

2S-IRR-find

a-b-ka

an

mi,

a-m-yar

a-m-tfa-ndza

an

bdnyu

3S-IMPF-hit 3SGen mouth 3S-IRR-again3S-IRR-rise-CAUS 3SGenhead
Because a chick, when it drinks, you'll find it hits its mouth then raises its head
again. (2007-12-21/31)

the future:

7.83

fa r
just

nd-m-dza=a.s

bdssdr a-aSam-isdmm-a

2S-IRR-put=3S.Dat onion 3S-FUT-smell-3S

a-m-kdn
3S-IRR-fall

You just put out onion for it, it will smell it and fall down. (2008-01-01/05)

or the imperative:
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tsdksi
now

Get up and get going now. (2008-02-05/17)

This does not seem to be used with a sequence o f events viewed perfectively, no matter
how closely tied the events are:

7.85

a:baba,

a-kka a-bbdy-bdy

zzlafdts

whoa,

3S-hit 3S-break-REDUP

plate

Whoa, she's hit and broken the plate. (2007-12-16/02, describing MPI video
018P_hammerhitbreak (Bohnemeyer, Bowerman, & Brown 2001))

It is also used for unrealised (not necessarily counterfactual) conclusions in
conditionals:

ndza

7.86

if

na-s-ba-yfallam, ndza na-m-nan

lkas=fu na-m-gwqb-sayyab

2S-NEG-PF-leam if 2S-IRR-drink cup=one 2S-IRR-INCEPT-vomit

If you haven't learned, if you drink a cup, you’ll start vomiting. (2007-1206/AM)

7.3.2.1.5 Divine agency optative

A rare and largely unproductive optative form is constructed by placing
adm/amn/abn/adn (N9p8) before a verb, yielding an optative interpretation with God as
the agent:

7.87

adm-gaw-ni
DIV.OPT-help-2S
May God help you.

7.88

adm-tabbat=ni.si
DIV.OPT-make secure=2S.Dat
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May God make it (your reward) secure for you (condolence formula addressed
to bereaved)

This might be interpreted as an optative use of m, but the corresponding negative with
ams (see below) suggest otherwise. Synchronically, adm is best left unanalysed as a
semantically complex optative construction, comparable to southwestern Maghrebi
Arabic lahla “may God not”. Etymologically, a likely-looking source for this is the
Berber irrealis marker ad, used in optatives in many varieties including Zenaga (TaineCheikh 2008b), plus Songhay m, discussed above; but that leaves the divine agency part
o f the meaning unexplained.

7.3.2.1.6 Im perative

The imperative is unmarked for singular addressee (and features no gemination), while
for plural addressees it takes wb- plus gemination of an initial consonant followed by a
vowel (pan-Songhay comparisons are given under Nominal features), eg:

7.89

iyydh, ka-ts

sajjal amyazzinu=y=yu!

Yeah, com e-hither record old man=DEM=PL
Yeah, come record these old men! (2007-12-11/24, addressing interviewer)

7.90

wa-tnu!
IMP.PL-get up
Get up! (plural addressee) (N4pl9)

In combination with the 1st person plural dative, it can also be used as a hortative form:

7.91

wa-ttan=ya.si!
IMP.PL-get up=lP.D at
L et's get up! (N7p6)

This usage seems to be unrecorded in southern Songhay, and no good parallel exists in
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Arabic (ydlfoh “come on!”, originally an interjection, can idiosyncratically be followed
by bi-na “with us”, but this is an instrumental rather than a dative form.) Rather, it is an
obvious caique on Berber; ay/ax/ax-dd “ 1P.Dat(-Centrip)” is added to an imperative
form (singular or plural) to mark the 1st person plural hortative in Tashelhiyt (Boumalk
2003:24), Ait Seghrouchen Tamazight (Bentolila 1981:141), Figuig (Kossmann
1997:347), and Tamashek (Heath 2005a:323). Tadaksahak uses the same construction
(Christiansen-Bolli 2010:180), so the influence in question might predate the split of
Northern Songhay.

As in other North African languages, and as in Afro-Asiatic in general (Newman 2002;
Veselinova 2006), several verbs can be used only in the imperative. No such
phenomenon has been noted for TSK (Heath 2005b: 174), KC (Heath 1999a: 165), KS
(Heath 1999b:212), or Zarma (Sibomana 2008:41); its only reported parallel in southern
Songhay seems to be in Hombori Senni (Heath 2007:sec. 7.3), and none o f the specific
suppletive imperatives found there have suppletive Kwarandzyey cognates, dzini “take
(an object being handed over)!” is an inherited verb (cp. KC din “take”) that happens to
have become restricted to the imperative; its cognate dzdn “affect” is used only with
environmental states (eg fu fu “cold”) as subjects and affected humans as objects, and
cannot synchronically be considered as the same verb. The others, ara-tsi “hand over!”
andyallah “come on!”, are loanwords, common to Maghrebi Arabic and Berber (in the
former case plus a Songhay centripetal suffix.) These are all demonstrably imperatives
in that they can take normal plural marking (although the initial vowel of ara is
dropped):

7.92

wd-rra-ts

tabla=dzi!

IM P.PL-hand-hithertable=ANA
H and over that table! (N5p223)

7.93

w9-ddzin

sttabla!

IM P.PL-take table
Take the table!
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W9-yd\\ah=ya.si!
2P-come on=lP.Dat
Let's go!

13.2.2 Pre-m ood/aspect m ark er ba

As seen above, the two indicative positive mood/aspect markers are compatible with ba:
perfective 0 and imperfective b, respectively yielding perfect and progressive.
Examples and discussion o f semantics follows. As will be seen under negation, ba is
also compatible with the negative polarity MAN markers kum “yet” and k “ever again”.
The common meaning could be taken as ongoing relevance; this is reminiscent of the
Siwi case discussed above, but the combination with the imperfective has a
considerably wider scope in Kwarandzyey. The etymology of this marker is a matter of
some interest; is it the result of external influence, or independent development?

A comparable dichotomy between what Heath labels “weak” and “strong” indicative
forms is found in at least two other Songhay languages. Koyraboro Senni contrasts
weak perfective 0 and imperfective ga with strong perfective rjka and imperfective
mma ~ mb a ~ ma\ Heath (1999b :20 Iff) tentatively regards the strong set as conveying
perfect meaning and/or VP-focus and intensive (that is, emphatic) imperfective
respectively. Humburi Senni (Heath 2007:234) contrasts weak perfective 0 and
imperfective g u / w with strong perfective nay and imperfective bdw / bo ku; the strong
perfective again has perfect and VP-focusing uses, the strong imperfective is used when
any element is placed in focus. However, there is no plausible etymological link
between the strong perfective of KS and HS and the ba of Kwarandzyey; it is tempting
to suggest a link between the strong imperfective and Kwarandzyey bab, but that would
make accounting for the Northern Songhay b imperfective harder as well as leaving ba
unexplained.

Instead, a phonetically plausible Kwarandzyey-intemal etymology could explain both
forms, rather than just one: ba “exist”, ba is used in possession constructions, and the
formation of a perfect from a possessive predicate is well-attested; likewise, ba is used
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in locative predication, and locative > continuous is equally well-attested (Heine &
Kuteva 2002:245, 203). However, precisely this grammaticalisation process has
occurred in a number o f Berber languages o f Morocco and the northern Sahara (Chaker
1997). In Ait Seghrouchen Tamazight, the preverbal particle lla - transparently derived
from lla, the perfect stem of ili “be, exist” - combines with the “perfect” to yield what
Bentolila calls “une legere emphase (“deja”, “justement”)” (“a slight emphasis (already,
just)”), and with the “intensive” to emphasise a process's durative/iterative aspect
(Bentolila 1981:117, 145); the same particle is used by some Ait Yafelman speakers
(Willms 1972:215), though most southeastern Moroccan dialects use da-. A slightly
less advanced stage in the process - with similar semantics, but with ili still conjugated
as an independent verb —is found in Figuig (Kossmann 1997:366) and Tumzabt
(Chaker, op. cit.), again followed by both “perfect” and “intensive” verb forms. No
such usage appears to be found in Tashelhiyt (Destaing 1928; Boumalk 2003), but there
is lexical evidence for contact with Zenati Berber languages, so grammaticalisation o f a
caique on Berber remains a plausible explanation for this development in Kwarandzyey.

Regional Arabic offers only a half-parallel; its preverbal prefix ka- (from kan “was”), is
used only with the “imperfect”, and in the Bechar region is mainly restricted to gnomic
statements with present relevance. The translation equivalent o f Kwarandzyey ba-,
Arabic ra-, is historically a presentative rather than an existential marker. Cancel
(1908:321) also compares ba to Arabic forms with ra-, suggesting that it has been the
preferred translation for the past century.

7.3.2.2.1 Perfect

Combined with the perfective, ba yields a perfect reading with non-stative verbs,
implying a completed event with ongoing relevance to the discourse present translated
into Arabic with the perfect (the active participle), usually preceded by originally
presentative ra-:

7.95

izwdy=yu

ba-hharrom

martu

girl=DEM

P F -carry

hammer
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This girl has picked up a hammer. (2007-12-16/02, describing MPI video
018P_hammerhitbreak (Bohnemeyer, Bowerman, & Brown 2001) as it was playing)

7.96

lhaj

fimad, tsuy=a

Kam uy

n-ba-yzid?

Hadj

Hmed what=FOC

year

2S-PF-be born?

REL

Hadj Hmed, what year w ere you born in? (2007-12-22/24)

7.97

a-ba

iggdgnan=y=yu,

i-ba-ffdg

dzdw n

tsir=ka

3S-EXIST

wall.PL=DEM=PL

3P-PF-bury

earth GEN

under=LOC

There are these walls, they are buried beneath the earth. (2007-12-22/12)

7.98

tsuy

n-ba-ddab?

what 2S-PF-wear?
What are you w earing? (2008-02-05/17)

With some motion verbs, it yields what looks like a progressive reading; like the parallel
usage of Arabic rayah, this can be regarded as perfects describing states resulting from
the inception o f an activity taken as punctual (Cuvalay-Haak 1997:188):

7.99

ini
they

mandz i-ba-dri?
where? 3P-PF-go?

Where are they going? (2008-01-03/16)

Stative/adjectival predication with continuing relevance to the discourse present is
handled with ba, usually translated as ra- plus the appropriate adjective:

7.100 nan

kamb=i-ba-qqibc

2SGen hand=3P-PF-frozen/dry

n-bab-sku-ndz-a
2S-PROG-be caught-CAUS-3S

You’d be catching them with your hands frozen. (2007-12-06/AM)

7.101 n-ba-tandz
2S-PF-still

kadda?
little? (“still” is a verb)
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You're still little? (2007-12-22/13)

7.103 a-tts

iytsa

3S-saylo

an

tsi

ba-ddar-ana

3S.Gen

foot

PF-hurt-3SEmph

He said his foot was hurting him. (2007-12-22/11)

7.104

agga

ba=i=ba-yasha

PAST person=3P=PF-healthy
People used to be healthy. (2007-12-06/AM)

7.3.2.2.2 Progressive

bab-, ie ba plus the imperfective, is used primarily to express ongoing actions relative to
the reference time, usually present:

7.105

a San

ba

itsa ham=uyu,

oh lSGen friend lo

meat=DEM

itsa n-bab-kattdf=a.s

uru

lo 2S-PROG-make much=2S.Dat fire

My friend, look, this meat, you're giving it too much fire. (2007-12-06/AM)

7.106

n-bab-tsyu

ssana-zzawja?

2S-PROG -study

second grade?

Y ou're studying the second grade? (2007-12-22/13)

Occasionally, especially with tsi “say”, this shades into gnomic uses:

7.107 mdsd=a
thus.ANA=FOC

i-bab-ts=a.si
3P-PROG-say=3S.Dat

That's how they call it. (2007-12-28/03)

While the default interpretation is present time, it is used more generally in matrix
clauses to indicate actions ongoing at the reference time:
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f-ba

Z-indz-ana,

an—a

bab-gwi

ya.s

1S-EXIST

lS-with-3S

3S=FOC

PROG-cook lP.Dat

Someone I was with, it was him that was cooking for us. (2007-12-06/AM)
(context: describing a trip the speaker went on in his youth)

or even in irrealis contexts, perhaps to give a sense o f immediacy:

7.108 tsirdw luxxudz a-sku,
bird

when 3S-caught

n-bab-tsd

hlal! n-bab-ddr

nd-b-zru!

2S-PROG-say halal 2S-PROG-go 2S-IMPF-run

When a bird gets caught (in your trap), you’ll say “halal”! You’ll go running!
(2007-12-22/11)

7.3.2.3 Auxiliaries: b a fa m ,g wab

These cannot be treated as lexical verbs, insofar as they are directly followed by verb
stems rather than by subject agreement marker + MAN marker + verb. They cannot be
treated as belonging to the same word class as other MAN markers either, because in
some marginal contexts they can be preceded by the MAN marker m.

7.3.2.3.1 Future/desiderative bafam

Like ba, as seen above, b a t am drops its b with pronominal 3rd person singular subjects
and with 1st and 2nd person plural subject agreement prefixes. However, it is unlikely to
share the same history, and syntactically shows rather different behaviour.
Etymologically, bafam is transparently derived from bay “want” + m “irrealis” (the
change of y to f is found in the 1st person prefix fa- and in the alternations m a ya /m a to
“why?” and ty a /tfa “go up”.) The absence o f subject markers intervening between the
two demonstrates that it has been grammaticalised. It still retains a desiderative sense in
some usages:

7.109 xud

n-ba?am-gugwa-ndza

Ihdybus

when 2S-FUT-laugh-CAUS

children
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When you want to make children laugh. (2007-12-22/13, explaining the use o f a
nursery rhyme equivalent to “This little piggy went to market...”)

At least in this sense, it even seems to be attested occasionally with a preceding m\

7.110 ayts
lo

uyuna—fu

adzi,

annukta—fu kddda. na-m-ba£am-sanp=a.si.

whatsit=one

ID.ANA anecdote=one small 2S-IRR-FUT-listen=3S.Dat

Here, this is a whatsit, a little anecdote. You will/should/might w ant to listen
to it. (2007-12-22/11)

Its standard translation into regional Arabic in all contexts is bayi “wanting”. However,
it is used as a future marker, including cases where a desiderative reading would be
clearly inappropriate:

7.111

ndza a-hnu-ts
if

iz=ka,

3S-go out-hither boy=LOC

iytsa

n-yamma

PRES 2S-mother

bafam-hay

izi

FUT-bear

boy

If it comes out on “boy”, your mother will b ear a boy. (2007-12-22/13,
describing children's beliefs about a nursery rhyme similar to English “she loves me,
she loves me not...”)

7.112 fa r
just

na-m-dz(a)=a.s

bassar a-afam-isamm-a

2S-IRR-put=3S.Dat onion 3S-FUT-smell-3S

a-m-kan
3S-IRR-fall

You just put out onion for it (the bird), it will smell it and fall down. (2008-0101/05)

7.113 aytsa a-aiamm-ibda
lo

3S-FU T-start

a-b-itbax
3S-IMPF-boil

Look, it (the kettle) is about to sta rt to boil. (2008-01-st/T)

baSom cannot be followed by any MAN marker except k “ever again”, discussed below
(note that irrealis/subjunctive m on its own cannot be followed by k):
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a-s-bafam-k-yiqda

xla§

3S-NEG-FUT-anymore-finish

that's all

This one will never finish, that's it. (2007-12-06/11)

In southern Songhay, cognates of bay such as Koyra Chiini/Koyraboro Senni baa
“want” (Heath 1999b; 1999a) already mean “be about to...” when followed by a serial
verb, giving the common grammaticalisation process from “want” to future marker a
head start; in fact, Dendi (Zima 1994:31) has done almost the same thing, developing a
future marker ba (though with no reflex of the subjunctive marker.) However, the same
grammaticalisation is rather widespread in Berber: within the immediate region it has
occurred in Tashelhiyt {rad / irad < i-ra “he wants” + ad), Southern Beraber to some
extent {rad id. - Willms (1972:214)), and Figuig Berber {sad < i-xsa “he wants” + ad),
while, slightly further afield, Tarifit has sa ad-/xa ad- (Lafkioui 2007:190), Nafusi has
sad- (Beguinot 1931), and Tumzabt has retained the original conjugated lexical verb, ixsa ad- (Chaker 1997). It is perhaps less common but also widespread in Arabic,
notably in this area: in the Bechar region, and throughout southern Morocco (Heath
2002:217), bayi (the perfect of bya “want”) or variants are routinely used as a future
marker, and the same usage is found in central Arabia (Ingham 1994:190). It is
implausible that, in a region of widespread bilingualism and language shift, these
developments in the adjacent languages of Tashelhiyt, Figuig, regional Arabic, and
Kwarandzyey are completely independent o f one another, all the more so given that the
Arabic cognate is familiar enough to Belbalis to be the usual translation o f bafam, and
given the frequent Moroccan Berber borrowings in Kwarandzyey. A good parallel is
offered by Romani, where “want”-futures and “go”-futures have been grammaticalised
only in areas where the surrounding languages were already using them, confirming the
role o f contact (Boretzky 1989:368). The low sociolinguistic position and population of
Tabelbala suggest that it calqued the construction from Berber and/or Arabic, even
though the first stages of the grammaticalisation process can probably be reconstructed
for proto-Songhay; the possible effects o f mutual influence between Berber and Arabic
are beyond the scope o f this work.

1.3.23.2 Inceptive g wab
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This construction transparently derives from g wa “sit, remain” plus imperfective b. It
appears less strongly grammaticalised than batom, in that it is freely prefixed with
MAN markers and still has a distinct 3P form, g wib. It is used to indicate starting a
durative activity:

7.115

luxudz ya-ttsz, kigi,

ton

tsa,

a-ggwab-yikisab

when lP-dine last night

lSGenbrother3S-INCEPT-write

tsagdrdds
letter

After we dined last night, my brother, he started w riting letters. (2007-1228/04)
(response to “When you saw your brother yesterday, what did he do after you
had dinner?”)

7.116 luxxiidz
when

a-tnu, a-ggwab-idlaf

ndza tsi=yu

3S-rise3S-INCEPT-limp

with foot=DEM

When he got up, he started limping with this foot. (2007-12-22/11; note
impossibility o f limping while sitting)

It is commonly attested preceded by m :

7.117 i-m-dz(a)=a.tsa

tsiri,

3P-IRR-put=3S.Loc salt

nd-m-gwab-dny-a

bar

kawkdw

2S-IRR-INCEPT-eat-3S

like

peanut

They put salt on it (the locusts) and you sta rt eating it like peanuts. (2007-1206/AM)

and less commonly batom :

7.118 f -batom-gwab-ha-ni
1S-FUT-INCEPT-ask-2S
I will/want to start asking you. (2008-02-05/17)

If the subject is 3rd person plural, it appears as g wib < *gwa i-b-:
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i-m-gwib-hdy

tsaffw3rts.

3P-IRR-INCEPT-bear

egg

But when spring has come, they start bearing eggs. (2007-12-21/31)

This usage o f “sit” does not appear to be attested in any available Songhay dictionary,
nor is it to be found in texts examined (Heath 1998a; 1998b). In North Africa, on the
other hand, it is widely attested. For Berber, Chaker (1997) notes it as widespread,
giving a Kabyle example; closer to Tabelbala, for Middle Atlas Tamazight, Taifi
(1991:189) gives the following example:

i-qqim ar

i-tessa

3M-sit PROG 3M-laugh.INT
“II se mit a rire”
He started laughing.

The same translation, “se mettre a”, is given for the auxiliary usage o f qqim “sit”, sadly
without examples, for the Tamazight o f Ait Atta, the closest Berber group in recent
times to Tabelbala (Amaniss 1980), confirming the plausibility of influence. It is also
used, possibly as a result o f Berber influence, in much o f Maghrebi Arabic - gfod “sit”
is normally used in Tabelbala to translate this construction, and Premare (1993): notes
“q?ad+ v. a l'inacc.: s’installer pour faire qqch, se mettre a” for the Arabic o f Rabat,
while Beaussier (1958) notes the same usage for Algeria/Tunisia. The Kwarandzyey
usage is thus a caique on Berber and/or Arabic. However, whereas in Berber and Arabic
it remains a lexical verb with an idiomatic meaning, in Kwarandzyey its
grammaticalisation has gone far further.

7.4 Finiteness

There are three major functions that may be filled by non-finite forms: to fill positions
normally occupied by nominals (“nominalisations”), including cognate objects; to form
non-finite clauses, notably as complements o f control verbs (“infinitives”); and serial
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verbs.

In Songhay, nominalisations are formed through suffixation with some irregularities,
whereas control and serial verb constructions place the marker ka before the verb stem.
In Classical Arabic, and to a limited extent Tamasheq, nominalisations can also act as
infinitives, while serial clauses use finite verbs. In most varieties of Arabic and Berber,
however, the only non-finite forms are nominalisations; there are no infinitival forms
forming clauses whose subject is supplied by the operator verb. Throughout Arabic and
Berber, there is at least one nominalisation for almost every verb, formed using a wide
variety o f templates which must often be learned individually. Verbal nouns in both
languages are also used as cognate objects, emphasising the action and sometimes
fulfilling adverbial functions or marking VP focus.

For Tabelbala, the absence of non-finite forms in neighbouring languages in the contexts
of ka suggests the prediction that calquing will lead to the replacement of ka by finite
forms (assuming ka was original rather than having been a loan into Southern Songhay.)
For both languages, the high degree of lexicalisation o f verbal nouns in Arabic and
Berber suggests that they might be borrowed as such, rather than being formed only
using language-internal productive means. These predictions are borne out fairly well
for Kwarandzyey, but less so for Siwi, for language-internal reasons which will be seen
below.

7.4.1 Non-finite forms in Siwi

Like other Berber languages, Siwi has a verbal noun corresponding to practically every
verb. The system includes a fair amount o f irregularity, but it is possible to discern rules
allowing most cases to be predicted from the phonological structure o f the “aorisf ’ (in
the following table, v= a/i/uh, N=a/i/u):
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Table 85.
Verbal noun

“Aorist” stem

form

form

Cp. Figuig

Eg

(Kossmann
1997:163fF)

a- + stem

> 1 syllable,

afallaf “to cut grass” (N2p5), ajayyaf“etrangler” <

C...vC;

asiwal “to speak” (N2pl9),

jayyaf asiwal

or ...u/i

afanfan “to sit” (N3p92),

“parler” < ssiwal

anyraq “to drown”
(N2pl93), astanas “to stay
up late chatting” (N2pl04);
akku “to smell” < kku
(N 2pll7), abnu “to build” <
bnu (N2pl93), as ili “to
burden” < sili (N2p47)
...i

aswi “to grill” < swa
(N2p235), ahfi “to be sore
(feet)” < hfa (N2p259, 201001-14)

a-...CC-i

...CC;

ajdlli “to swear” < ja il

s-CaC

(N3p50), afaddi “to count” < < badd, ayazz
Cadd (N2p24), aqqwi “to
finish” < qqw(N2p24), abbwi
“to carry” < bbw(N3p83,
N2pl86), ahajji “to make
pilgrimage” < hajj (N2pl46),
azarzi “to scatter” < zarz
(N 2pll8); asakni “to show”
<s-kan (2009-06-22/a),
asayri “to teach” < s-yar
(2009-10-13)
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a-CC-a

CC-ay

aydlla “to go about” < ylay
(N2p228), afdlla “to split
(wood)” < fla y (2010-0114/a)

a-CiC2tfC3

CxC2aC,

aqtam “to cut” < qtam “cut”

afyad “balayer” <

(N2p5), akrab “to pull” <

flrad\ iqqad “bruler”

krab (N3p83), aggaz “to go

< qqad

down” < ggdz (N3p7), allaf
“to divorce” < llaf (N3p50)
ti-C[C]-i

[V][Ca]C

tiwni “to go up” < wan

tiski “batir” < sak,

(N3p7), tifli “to go” <fdl

tiyri “lire” < yar

(N2p47), tihli “to get in
trouble” < uhal (N3p66),
tikli “to walk” < ukal
(N2p68); +irregular tizdi “to
come” (3M/3F/lP/+dat
aorist stem usad), tihi “to go”
( 1S/2S/2P/3P aorist stem h\
N3p83), tisi “to give” (stems
s / us, depending on person;
N2pl77), tiyi “to buy” (aor.
way < *uy; N3p21, N2pl08)
ti-CiC-i

CaC

tifiti “to yawn” < fa t

(tifatt “passer” < fat)

(N3p22), tizini “to divide” <
zan (2009-06-23/a, N2p39),
tiqidi “to take s.o. with” <
qad (N2pl46), tisidi “to
hunt” < sad (N 3pl)
aluzi “to hunger” < lluz

ayimi “rester” <

(with

(N3p45), aqimi “to stay” <

qqim

degemination

qqim (N3p45), asuqi “to

o f initial C:)

drive” < suq (N2pl4,

a-CCu/iC-i

CCu/iC
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N2p213), askimi “to put in”
< s-kim (N2p25)
While almost every form has some precedent in other Berber languages, the system has
developed in rather different directions than most, generalising forms sometimes rare
elsewhere and in general eliminating many irregularities; for example, the pan-Berber
irregular form laz “hunger” has been replaced by the regular (for Siwi) form aluzi. Still,
there remain many irregular forms, eg tirufi “to fear” < rd f (N2pl55, N 3pl22), tarwa
“to bear (a child)” < irdw (N2pl57), andyya “to kill/turn o ff’ < ndy (N2pl85, N2pl21),
attan “to be ill; illness” < utdn (N2p263), accu “to eat” < dec (cp. n-accu “food”.)
There is occasional variation, eg afdllay / afdlla “split wood” < flay. Other minor
nominalisations, such as ssdrs “urinate” (N2p87) «-►isdrsen “urine”, exist without
fulfilling the functions of the infinitive. Unusually for Berber, all abstract verbal nouns,
including ones in ti-, are masculine, eg:

7.120 tiswi
drink.VN

Uxmdr

a-smal

gdn

rdbbwi

wine

M-bad

at

God

D rinking wine is bad in God's eyes. (2008-05-05/293)

Yet, despite its complexity, the system appears nearly impervious to Arabic influence.
As many o f the forms above illustrate, eg ahdjji “to make pilgrimage” < Cl. Ar. hajj-,
v.n. hajj-, or abnu “to build” < Cl. Ar. bana, v.n. bina’-, borrowed Arabic verbs form
regular verbal nouns using Berber morphology, rather than using borrowed masdars.
Arabic verbal nouns are occasionally found side by side with Berber ones, eg Idmqaytdt
“barter (n.)” (N 2pl9) vs. aqaydt “to barter” (N2pl60), Idqmat “swaddling” vs. aqdmmdt
“to swaddle” (N3p69); however, no verb has been found which can only take an Arabic
verbal noun, and even for verbs that have both the Berber one is more frequently found.
This may result from the functional differences between dialectal Arabic and Siwi
verbal nouns.

Siwi, like other Berber languages (Nait-Zerrad 2001:98) and like Arabic (Owens
1984:128ff), uses non-finite forms post-verbally to emphasise the verb, and to fill
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argument positions that would normally be filled by noun phrases, as already
documented in Laoust (1931:69). However, in regional Arabic varieties, including
Eastern Libyan (Owens 1984:142) and Egyptian (Abdel-Massih 2009:312), operator
verbs are not described as selecting for non-finite clauses; the same holds true for most
(all?) of northern Berber (Chaker 1983:410ff; Bentolila 1981:294ff; Kossmann
1997:247ff; Penchoen 1973:100). Yet Siwi, like Classical Arabic and Tuareg (Heath
2005a:683), allows infinitive clausal complements o f control verbs such as “want” or
“try”:

7.121 xs-i-x
want-PT-lS

a^arra-nnds
see.VN-3SGen

I want to see him/her. (2009-06-22/a)

7.122

i-qas-a
3M-try-PT

i

tiwini

azubbar

to

climb.VN

palm tree

He tried to climb a palm tree. (2009-06-22/a)

7.123

y-ugwi-n-a

af

3-refuse-P-PF on

tihi

i

go.VN to

ssih
thereabouts.DIST

They refused to go there. (N lpl89)

The ungrammaticality o f Arabic verbal nouns in equivalent positions in dialectal Arabic
may be what makes Siwis reluctant to borrow them, in contrast to other Berber
languages without non-finite clauses such as Figuig (Kossmann 1997:163) or Tarifit
(Lafkioui 2007:193), which allow some Arabic verbs to form their verbal nouns only
using Arabic morphology.

Aside from the infinitive, Siwi has a second highly productive category o f verbal noun:
countable verbal nouns. These are formed by circumfixing feminine

(pi.

see Quantifiers) around the “aorist” root, dropping any initial or final vowels, eg titaght
(N3p83) vs. atgal < tgdl “to marry into” (N3p83); tiytet vs. ayli “to get expensive” < yla
(N3p98); tiggzdt vs. aggaz < ggdz “to go down” (2009-06-23/a). In some cases the
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countable verbal noun includes a more specific meaning, eg tiyallabat “riddle” vs.
ayallab “to pose a riddle” (N2p203). Numbers cannot directly modify verbs, and an
important function of countable verbal nouns is to act as adverbs allowing the counting
o f actions:

7.124

ya-nnat

ajjat

n

3M-jump

one.F GEN

ti-naft-at
CountVN-jump-Sg

He jumped once (jumped a single jum p.) (2009-06-23/a)

7.125

tlata n

ti-natt-d

three GEN

C ountV N -jum p-Pl

three jum ps (2009-06-23/a)

7.126

i-^ayyat

ajjat

n

3M-cry

one.F GEN

ti-fayyt-at

ya-mmut

CountVN-cry-Sg

3M-die

He cried once (cried a single cry) and died. (2009-06-23/a)

The countable verbal noun is also used in contexts where a specific event is referred to:

7.127

la

stans-ax

NEG stay up-1 S

ti-stans-at

ta-t-dk

CountVN-stay up-Sg

MOD-DEM.F-2:M

I've never had a late night like this late night. (Ar.

J io

b& juj

o ^ j u j Lo

c ^ ju J I.) (N 3pll6)

The high productivity o f this form is reminiscent o f Arabic, Classical, Eastern Libyan
(Owens 1984:126) and Egyptian (Abdel-Massih 2009:306) alike, where concrete verbal
nouns are most commonly based on the template CVCC-a. However, this phenomenon
is probably a retention from proto-Berber: in Tamashek, one o f the least Arabicinfluenced Berber languages, many verbs distinguish between a temporally bounded or
concrete feminine and an abstract masculine (Heath 2005a:507), although this appears
much less prominent elsewhere in Berber (for Ait Seghrouchen Tamazight, Bentolila
(1981:401) describes this contrast with gender change for only a single native verb,
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uffuy “le fait de sortir” vs. tufyt “une sortie”; and for Kabyle, gender change appears not
to be described as a relevant means of contrasting concrete and abstract verbal nouns,
which in any case are not consistently distinct (Nait-Zerrad 2001:101).)

Non-finite subject participles have entirely disappeared from Siwi; see Relative clauses.

Less productive and less grammatically central, but interesting from a contact
perspective, are the agent noun forms. There are rare traces of the pan-Afro-Asiatic
(and Berber) agent/passive noun in m-; the clearest examples seem to involve Arabic
roots, eg amakray, pi. makraya “hired worker” (N2p53) < kru “hire” (< Cl. Ar. kara),
amayyat “quick to get angry” (2009-06-25/) < yayyat “anger (tr.)” (Cl. Ar. yad-). Many
Arabic agent nouns o f the original form CaCCaC have been borrowed, usually with
gender-appropriate Berber nominal markers attached, eg:

asarraq “th ief’ (N2p89) < Cl. Ar. sarraq-, based on saraq- “steal”;
abannay “builder” < banna'-, based on band “build”;
adallal “broker” (N3pl21) < dallal- “broker”, based on dall- “guide”;
akaddab “liar” (N ip 192) < kaddab-, based on kadib- “lie”;
ahallag “barber” (N2p220) < hallaq-, based on halaq- “cut hair”;
atubbwax “cook” (N2p238) < tabbax- < tabax- “cook (v.)”.

This also forms instrument names (usually in the feminine), eg:

takammasat “pliers” (N3pl 17) < kammas-at-, based on kammas- “gather up”;
tasammaSat “earphone” < sammdf-at-, based on samft- “hear” (N3pl3);
lyallay “big kettle” (Nlp26), based on yala “boil” (others, N2p98.)

Occasionally both the verb and the noun are borrowed into Siwi, eg:

asuwwaq “driver” (N2p255) < suq “drive”;
aduwway “chatty guy” (N2p239, N3p50) < dwi “chat”;
ayarraq “diver” < yraq “dive” (N2pl91)
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However, as elsewhere in Berber (Galand 2002:92), such forms are routinely borrowed
independently o f the corresponding Arabic form: asarraq “th ief’ bears no relation to
ukar “steal”, nor akdddab “liar” to ktar tallaz “lie”, nor ahallag “barber” to yarwas “cut
hair”). This template is unproductive for most Arabic verbs in Siwi, but is occasionally
applied to Berber verbs. Vycichl records the exception adiyyaz “poet/singer” ; I
recorded the apparently Berber ataggal “male in-law” vs. taggal “marry into” (N2pl33)
- probably a denominal verb rather than a deverbal noun - and ayallay “wanderer” <
ylay “wander” (N2p229), anazzay “envious” < nzay “envy” (2008-04-19/1967), which
might be regarded as special cases of the formation discussed below.

More productive - although still specific to a minority o f verbs - is the interesting agent
noun/adjectival form a-CaCCeCi /a-CCeCi. This is attested both with Arabic loans:

gdab “get angry” (< Ar. yadib-)

> agaddebi “choleric person” (N3p51)

jbar “set (bone)”

> ajubbweri “bone-setter” (N2p209)

xabbar “inform, give news”

> axubbweri “story-teller” (N3p51)

km “hire”

> akrawi “hired labourer” (irregular) (2009-

06-19/a)
azaggali “young strong farm-labourer” (< Ar. zuqlah “cudgel” - 2.3.1.2)
(Nlp275)

and, more often, with Berber verbs:

acc “eat”

> accewi “glutton” (N2p229)

rwal “flee”

> aruwweli “flee-er” (N 2pll7, N3p51)

ja il “swear”

> ajallewi “someone who swears a lot”

(N3p51)
lukk “get dirty’

> alukkewi “something that gets dirty

easily” (N 2pll3)
siwal “speak”

> asiweli “chatty person” (N2p239)

kku “smell”

> akakkewi “one with good sense o f smell’
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(N 2pll7)
dysz “sing”

> adiyyezi “singer” (N2p 197)

As noted in Souag (2009), this form has no obvious Berber antecedent; the Arabic form
CaCCal + nisba f provides the most promising etymology available. This form is
attested sporadically in a number o f dialects, but appears especially productive in the
dialects o f the Sudanic area, including eastern Sudanese (Reichmuth 1983:176),
Chadian (Jullien de Pommerol 1999:37), and Nigerian (Owens 1993:80), in each of
which this forms nouns of occupation (eg Nigerian bayyaa'i “seller”, gannaasi “hunter”,
Chadian haddadi “blacksmith”, xayyati “tailor”, Sudanese hattabi “wood-gatherer”,
abbali “camel-herder” ) Since these dialects must originally have spread south from
Egypt and Libya, it is plausible that this trait was once found further north, although at
present such forms are not used anywhere nearby. The relative paucity of its use with
Arabic verbs gives reason for pause; a common retention from Afroasiatic is hardly
likely given its limited distribution in both Berber and Semitic (it is not noted in
Lipinski (1997:219)), but given that the agent noun pattern CaC:a:C may be
reconstructible for both families, coincidental parallel addition of an -i suffix, while
unlikely, cannot be ruled out. However, a better explanation for its rarity with Arabic
verbs may be the later replacement o f Arabic nouns of profession by reflexes o f unsuffixed CaC:a:C, currently used in all dialects o f Arabic that Siwis are in regular
contact with - a process that would not have affected Berber nouns formed in the same
way.

7.4.2 Non-finite forms in Kwarandzyey

In southern Songhay, a preverbal infinitival morpheme ka is used for verbs following
another main verb in serial/control constructions and verbal compounds (eg Heath
1999a:304), in contrast to verbal nouns which fill nominal positions. This morpheme
has left no reflex in Kwarandzyey; its functions have been replaced by the finite
subjunctive/irrealis marker m. No Northern Songhay language is reported to have a
reflex o f ka, so this loss probably dates back to proto-Northem Songhay. This brings it
closer to Berber; in Moroccan Berber, serial/control clauses use finite irrealis forms,
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while in Tamashek they use either finite forms or verbal nouns. However, it cannot be
determined whether this is a contact-induced change or a retention: ka is nearly identical
in form and function to Manding ka (Creissels 1981:311), and may be an early loanword
into southern Songhay, although the tone differs.

In southern Songhay, the formation o f verbal nouns is one of the few parts o f the
morphology showing significant, probably conservative, lexically specific irregularities:
in Koyraboro Senni, for example (Heath 1999b: 88), suffixes used for different verbs
include -i, -ni, -ri, -ey (homophonous with the definite plural suffix), -yan
(homophonous with the indefinite plural suffix), and unproductive -rey, -mi, -ow, -uma,
0 . In Koyra Chiini (Heath 1999a:63), the list has been only slightly reduced to -ey,
-rey, -ow, and 0 , with traces o f *-/. In Benin Dendi, it may have been reduced even
further; the plural suffix -yd is the only formative described for verbal nouns (Zima
1994:24). Northern Songhay in general has simplified the system only slightly less:
Tasawaq and Tadaksahak both normally use zero derivation for Songhay verbs, and tend
to borrow Tuareg verbal nouns together with Tuareg verbs (Christiansen-Bolli
2010:106); Tasawaq also makes some use of -yo (homophonous with the plural suffix)
for Songhay verbs, and retains one or two relics of *-(n)i (Kossmann 2003; 2007b).

In Kwarandzyey, the two main strategies surviving in Tasawaq - zero derivation, and
plural marking - have merged; the best way to explain the syntax of Kwarandzyey
verbal nouns is to take the deverbal noun to be the bare stem with a feature [+plural]
added (see discussion under Number). In isolation, they appear with =yu directly
suffixed (or its allomorph =i in appropriate syntactic positions); but as noted previously,
this is separated from the stem by adjectives and lower numerals and disappears when
the NP ends in a numeral or in ha “any”, just like other plural markers:

7.128 g wa = f
sit=one

h3nnu=yu
good=PL/VN

some good sitting-down (N6p62)
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ndza

nya

ha

ba

if

eat

any

EXIST

7.129

if there's any food (N9p42)

The verbal noun is non-countable by default, but may be interpreted as countable in
some cases (eg kg “hit (a blow)”, nya “eat (a food)”, dzyay “speak (a word)”, hyu
“smell”):

7.130 i-ba-nya

yar

nya

in$a

3S-IMPF-eat just

eat

three

They eat only three foods. (N6pl08)

7.131

fa-m-han

fa-m-ka-n

ka=fu

fa-m -far-ni

1S-IRR-can 1S-IRR-hit-2S hit=one

1S-IRR-throw-2S

I can knock you over with one blow. (N6pl08)

A single argument of the verb may be included, marked with genitive n:

Subj:

inaw

7.132 sun

n

t<
ia=yu

GEN

rise=PL

sunrise (N6pl28)

Clahaqqas

Obj:

7.133 because

tarfas n

dzuy=i=hnan

truffle GEN

uproot=3P=good

Because truffle-picking is great. (N6pl33) (Arabism - “truffle” is normally
tsarfas)

Loc:

alblayda

7.134 Blida

n

dzum=yu

GEN plant=PL

planting at Blida (2007-12-30/17)

However, efforts to elicit verbal nouns with more than one argument attached were
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completely unsuccessful, and such constructions are probably to be considered
ungrammatical (N5p231).

Verbal nouns are used to fill nominal positions, eg:

sku=yu

har

mdzwdq

2SGen be caught=PL

like

warbler sp.

7.135 an

wara ana
am
wara
even 3S

The way it is caught too is like the warbler-bird. (2008-01-01/05)

7.136 bdssdh an
but

sku=i-ggdb

3SG enbe caught=3P-difficult

But catching it is hard! (2008-01-01/05)

They do not substitute for the complement clauses o f operator verbs.

=yu is productive for Arabic and Berber as well as Songhay words: yarah=yu “setting
(of celestial body)”, ihaza=yu “telling stories” (2008-02-05/17), bdrbdz=fu
k9dda=i=ba=a.tsa “there is a little patchiness on it” (2008-01-01/05), anyahla=yu har
teCssl “its sweetness is like honey” (2008-01-01/08). However, a number of Arabic
verbal nouns have also been noted, mainly based on the pattern hCCaCdts:
Table 86.
hw nast “socialising”

<

wdnms “socialise” (N7p)

hhlawdts “sweetness”

<

ydhla “be sweet” (cp. y3hla=yu)

hflahdts “farming”

<

fdllah “farm” (2007-12-06/AM)

(cp. tehkaydts “tale”

<

(y)ihka “tell a story”)

Ixddmdts “work”

<

(y)ixddm “work”

h h rit “ploughing”

<

ydhrat “plough” (2008-01-01/05)

Iglib “earth-turning”

<

gslldb “turn (earth)” (2007-12-

but occasionally on other patterns:

30/17)
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nnhira “throat-cutting (eg camel)”

ysnh3r “cut the throat” (N9p33)

<

The following case is derived from a nominal adjective:

xduriyydt “greenness” (2008-01-01/05) <

(h)xd9r “green”

These are probably to be regarded as individual borrowings rather than as a productive
formation within Kwarandzyey, but universal bilingualism makes that a moot point.
Their use in parallel with =yu verbal nouns suggests that they can be treated as the same
category:

7.137 fa-b-falhm

a fa g

n

h?w=yu... fa-b-falhm

lS-IM PF-leam palm-fence GEN tie=PL

Iglib

lS-IMPF-leam earth-turning

I'd learn fence-tying... I'd learn earth-turning. (2007-12-30/17)

However, these seem to be grammatically singular:

7.138 an

Ixddmdt

3SGenwork

a-ggdb.
3S-hard

Its work is hard. (2007-11-15/05)

Only one Berber verbal noun has been observed, but it shows a regularisation that
suggests that the pattern was once more productive (in most o f Berber, including every
Berber language in a position to have affected Kwarandzyey, the verbal noun fa d
“thirst” lacks the a- prefix that native masculine singular nouns normally display):

af9d “thirst”

ffd d “be thirsty” (N7p)

The Songhay “characteristic nominal” formation in -kwdy (cp. Tasawaq -koy (Wolff &
Alidou 2001:544), KC -koy (Heath 1999a:66)) remains highly productive for nouns in
reference to people (eg zman-kwdy=yu “people of the old days” < zman “old days”, gak wdy=yu “family members” < ga “house”, fbgdla-kway=yu “people from Abadla”), but
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is not recorded with verbs in my data. Traditional oasis society had relatively little
room for occupational specialisation, and words referring to occupations are
consistently Arabic loans, often with no relationship to corresponding verbs, eg
lamSallam “smith”, ssardq “th ief’ (cp. zay “steal”), ImuSallim “teacher” (cp. Sallam /
tsyu “learn”, tsyundza “teach”), ttateb “religiously trained person”. Just fifty years ago
-kway was still productive with verbs - Champault (n.p., pp. 38, 73) recorded forms like
<iyeda kui> “circonciseur” (< yahda “circumcise”), <zanza kui> “commer9 ant” (<
zdnza “sell”). However, I have been unable to confirm these. Other Songhay
characteristic nominal formants such as -koyni and -kom have left no trace.

Across Songhay, instrumental nouns using the unproductive endings * -irgi/-gi are
found, eg KS haabirji “broom” < haabu “sweep” (Heath 1999b:98). These have no
counterpart in Kwarandzyey. A few Berber instrumental nouns have been borrowed
together with corresponding verbs, using the general deverbal prefix m plus the Berber
nominal affixes a-/tsa-..[-t]:

amasma “nail (n.)

<

§ma “nail (v.)”

tsamsarraft “zipper”

<

^a?ra/“zip” (N9p41)

<

kwmwas “tie (parcel)” (N7p)

or the specifically instrumental s:

(ts)asakwmwas “bundle, pack”

In one case, the relevant form has clearly come from the Arabic agent noun template
CaCCaC via Berber:

tsamallaht “tool used for smoothing land” <mallah “smooth (v.) land”

None o f these forms are productive.

A number of other nominalisation patterns have emerged. There is a sporadic,
unproductive correspondence between nouns in -u and verbs without -u, eg guzu “ditch”
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(cf. g wdz “dig”),funu “hole” (cf. f wdn “pierce, make hole”), tazu “couscous, dinner” (cf.
tdz “dine, have dinner”); all cases are o f Songhay origin, and most seem to result from
the loss of -u in the verb. Other borrowed noun-verb pairs that are historically
derivationally related include:
Table 87.
Arabic:
hxw a “gap, empty spot”

ydxwa “be empty”

ssut “draught”

isut “blow” (N8pl07; ultimately Berber)

Berber (sometimes ultimately Arabic):
tsamqqBcl “spot”

nsqqBf “make/be a dot” (N7p)

tsafdsfds “zorilla”

fdsfds “stink” (like a zorilla)

am[a]tsdkkwdr “dear friend”

tsdkkw9r “reconcile” (N7p)

asamdr “sunny spot”

sammdr “be in sunlight”

agummwun “seed-bed”

tsgummwun/sgummwun “prepare seed-beds”

iwdy “not quite ripe dates (Aug)”

siwdy “turn yellow (of dates)” (N8pl02)

asdnsa, is9nsa[rd]n “snot”

ssansa “blow one's nose” (N7p)

As the differences in the semantics and morphology o f these relationships suggest, none
of these forms is productive either.

The Soninke-like participial ending -nte of southern Songhay (see also 3.1.3) has no
counterpart in Kwarandzyey, productive or otherwise.

7.5 Non-verbal predication

Adjectival predication has been addressed under Adjectives, and will not be discussed
here. In Classical Arabic, existential predication is handled with the locative hunaka
“there” or the passive verb y-ujad- “it is found”; nominal and prepositional predication
is handled with simple juxtaposition in a present stative sense, and with the verb kan“be/become” otherwise. Most colloquial varieties have developed new strategies for
existential predication - fi(-h) “in(-3M)” in the east, kaydn “be-PF” in Algeria and
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Morocco. In Berber, existential predication typically uses the verb ili, while nominal
predication is handled with a particle d before the predicate. Songhay uses reflexes of
bara/goro for existential predication, and handles nominal predication with ci before the
predicate (etc.) or no/nono (etc.) after it. Siwi seems to have moved closer to the Arabic
model through calquing, while Kwarandzyey shows possible caiques from both Arabic
and Berber; both have also borrowed verbs whose usage includes, but is not limited to,
serving as semantically empty supports for non-verbal predication.

7.5.1 Siwi

My observations agree with the description in Vycichl (2005). Existential predication in
Siwi is handled with the particle di(y), invariant for tense/aspect/mood and for subject;
diyya is also attested.

7.139 d i
EXIST

hddd

i-wdddr-as-a

izit...

someone

3M-lose-3SDat-PF

donkey...

There is someone who has lost a donkey... (2008-04-27/227)

This word is unrelated to the common Berber existential verb ili, which is instead
reflected in the locative predicator discussed below. In regional Arabic, the similarly
invariant existential particle is f i “in” or fih “in-3M”; it seems probable that di is a
caique on the former. The modem Siwi for “in” is g (gd- with pronominal suffixes), but
this derives from *dag, cp. El-Fogaha dag, Nafusi di\ and the existential is dag-es “in3S” in El-Fogaha, di-s “in-3S” in Nafusi and Zuwara, all probable caiques on Arabic
(cp. Mitchell 2009:121). The change o f g to y is unusual in Siwi but sporadically
attested, eg ysttus “cat” (cp. Libyan Arabic gattus.) The unrelated existential marker
gdn o f Awjila also appears to be relatable to a locative preposition (Paradisi compares it
to Siwi gdn “chez”.) di might, alternatively, be an irregular shortening of the m. sg.
locative predicator dilla, below.

Locative predication in Siwi is handled with m. dilla, f. ttdlla, pi. dillan, invariant for
tense/aspect/mood/perfect:
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7.140 aggwid wan
man

M.REL

marra di-lla

g

dssdjsn

d

yusdf

once

in

prison

with

Joseph

M -be at

The man who had been in prison with Joseph... (2008-08-03/248)

This obviously derives from pan-Berber y-dlla / t-dlla /lla -n “3M/F/MPl-exist”, plus an
element d probably derived from a locative demonstrative particle; compare the
originally proximal stem da in the locative demonstratives (eg gda “here”), and the
directional suffix *-d “hither” (see Directional affixes). The loss o f person agreement is
noteworthy, but not obviously contact-related.

Nominal and non-locative prepositional phrases serving as predicates are simply
juxtaposed after the subject/topic:

7.141

wihin

smiyt-dnnds

izit

M.DEM.DISTname-3 SGen donkey
That, its name is “donkey”. (2008-04-17/189)

7.142

dljZmat

drrahdt,

d

nicni

nxBddam.

Friday

rest

and

we

lP-work.INT

Friday is (for) rest, yet we are working. (2008-04-27/224)

This parallels Arabic, and contrasts with most Berber languages; in neighbouring
Awjila, Ghadames (Lanffy 1973:s.v. D), Figuig, Kabyle, and northern Berber in general,
a particle d is used to mark nominal predicates. Even in Zenaga, a J is used in nominal
predication (Nicolas 1953:57), although Taine-Cheikh (2008a:s.v. D) seems to analyse it
{ad in her transcription) primarily as a demonstrative. However, El-Fogaha, Nafusi, and
Tuareg (Galand 1974:23) also use direct juxtaposition; and calquing off Arabic is
implausible in the case o f Tuareg. Thus, while the juxtaposition strategy in Siwi may be
a caique off Arabic, it may simply be a retention.

When aspect/mood is to be expressed on non-verbal predicates, or when an inchoative
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meaning is intended, fmar “do/be/become” is used as a copula-like dummy verb,
paralleling the use o f g “do/be” as a copula in many Berber languages:

7.143

mqbdl ge-ya-fmar annbi
before IRR-3M -do prophet.
before he was a prophet (2008-08-03/246)

7.144

mak

ya-fm ar

when 3M -do

yur-as aran
at-3S

flour

When it has “flour” (pollen)... (2008-04-12/162)

7.145 ya-ffay-a

ya-fm ar

3M-go out-PF 3M-do

n-aqlab

n

laxmarn

GEN-tum.VN GEN wine

GEN

assultan
king

He got out (of prison) and became the king’s cup-bearer. (2008-08-03/248)

Tense, if necessary, is expressed with temporal deictic adverbs, as illustrated with marra
“once” above.

Most Berber languages - including Tuareg, Tashelhiyt, Kabyle, Tumzabt, Zenaga - have
several predicators (eg Kabyle ulas “there is no”, isam “what is the name of?”, Tuareg
aba “there is no”, Tumzabt man- “which?”) that take pronominal object suffixes with
reference to the “subject” o f the predication (Aikhenvald 1995), eg Kabyle ulas-it
(NEG.EXIST-3MSgObj) “it/he isn’t there”, Tumzabt man-tan (which-3MP10bj) “which
ones [are they]?” ; these have been calqued into Maghrebi Arabic, eg Algerian makas-u
(same gloss, same meaning.) Siwi has no such predicators, making it more similar to
Arabic. (Aikhenvald suggests that a fossilised remnant of one may be preserved in Siwi
in the -et (=3FSg) ending of mnet “how many?” (transcription corrected), corresponding
to Sokna menit, but Laoust’s derivation o f this word from a form like Tamasheq maniket is more plausible.) The widespread distribution o f this construction suggests an
early, probably proto-Berber development; both Aikhenvald and Satzinger (2005) argue
that its roots can be traced even further back, to proto-Afro-Asiatic. However, the
absence o f such predicators is shared by Siwi with Awjila, Sokna, and El-Fogaha, like
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so many o f its other syntactic similarities to Arabic, making it hard to be certain whether
it occurred under recent Arabic influence or at an earlier stage.

7.5.2 K w arandzyey

In Kwarandzyey, existential and locative predication are handled with bg < panSonghay bara, whose non-use o f TAM morphemes was noted above, eg:

7.146 m andz-ka
where=LOC

g-bg?
3S-EXIST

Where is it? (2007-12-06/AM)

A nominal or non-locative prepositional phrase used predicatively can simply be
juxtaposed following the predicate:

7.147 uy=h3nn.u

is9n=wini

REL=good.ADJ

ovine=G2

The best one is goats' (milk). (2007-11-15/05)

7.148 uyudz=yu

msabih

DEM.ANA=PL

Orion's Belt

Those are Orion's Belt. (2007-12-21/33)

However, often an identificational demonstrative (see Demonstratives) or pronoun is
used, placed after the noun phrase:

7.149 3lyab9t=fw
oasis=one

ana ?
3S

Is it an oasis? (2007-12-06/AM)

7.150 hmsabih
Orion's Belt

far

inza

ini

just

three

3P
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Orion’s Belt are just three (stars). (2007-12-21/33)

Neither construction reflects the pan-Songhay norm, where a verb-like equational
particle “X is Y”: X ci Y (KC ci, KS ti, TSK ki) is used alongside an identificational
construction “it is Y”: Y no (KS no, KC nono). Instead, the former mirrors Arabic,
where subject-initial juxtaposition is the default strategy for nominal predication, while
the latter's parallels with Moroccan Berber were discussed under Demonstratives.

Inchoative nominal predication is expressed with yar “become, return, do again”, eg:

7.151 i-mm-ifzn-ana
3P-IRR-knead-3S

a-m-yar

aKzin.

3S-IRR-become

dough

They knead it and it becomes dough. (2008-02-05/11)

yar shares the meanings “return, do again” with the rest of Songhay, but the “become”
meaning is unprecedented: DC yee “return, go back; do again”, yeer “vomit”; KS yee
“return; do again”, yeeti “take back, return (sth)”, yeeri “vomit; bring back, return”;
TSK ye: “go back, return”, ye:ri “vomit”, yetan “bring or take back”, ye/ye “do again”;
Zarma (Bernard & White-Kaba 1994) ye “revenir, de nouveau”, yeeri “vomir”, yeeti
“ramener, remettre a sa place, renvoyer”; Tasawaq (Kossmann 2003) yat “retoumer”,
yar “vomir”, yeezi “rendre, repondre”; Tadaksahak ye:d “return”, yekkat “come back”.
Given its distribution, this is most easily explained as a semantic caique from Maghrebi
Arabic walli “become, return” and/or Berber, cp. Ait Atta (Amaniss 1980) uyul “revenir,
retoumer...; devenir”, Tarifit (Lafkioui 2007:196) taddwla etc. “devenir, retoumer”,
Kabyle (Dallet 1982) qqwal “devenir...; revenir” - although the grammaticalisation itself
is presumably natural; cp. Hausa koomaa “become, end up” or “return” (Jaggar
2001:428).

The Arabic loanword ikun “be/exist (as a rule)” occurs in contrastive distribution with
bg and with the nominal predication constructions through juxtaposition; it is used to
assert a predicate's truth as a general mle without asserting a specific instance.
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7.152 fartutu

a-b-ikun

tsagas=tsa

-

swift/swallow 3S-IM PF-be winter=LOC

rrbi^=tsa

tsdqriban

spring=LOC approximately

The swift/swallow is around in winter - almost in spring. (2008-01-01/05)

7.153 aha

Iharr, a-b-ikun

afydt,

as for other

free

jonsi

3S-IM PF-be dark

sway
a little

As for the other one, the “free” (male woodchat shrike[?]), it tends to be a bit
dark. (2008-01-01/05)

Especially with verbal predicates, this sometimes shades into an evidential sense,
implying that, given the circumstances, the event in question will be found to hold as a
general rule, despite the possibility o f exceptions:

7.154 an

ImaSna

3SGen meaning

bdyni a-mm-ikun

a-kka. xudz

rain

3S-fall. when rain

alfallah

a-m-ka...

farmer

3S-IRR-come...

3S-IRR-be

bayn

a-ikuna-kka,
3S-be 3S-fall

Its meaning (moist earth) is that rain must/would have fallen. (In general),
when rain has fallen, the farmer would come... (2008-01-01/08)

Both usages correspond to the usage of imperfective kun in local Arabic; in the
perfective, the contrast between kun and 0 is unavailable.

7.6 Negation

7.6.1 Siwi negation

7.6.1.1 Negators

Siwi has three negators: qacci/'acci, used for nominal predicates and focused elements;
ula “no”, used as a pro-sentential interjection; and la, used productively in all other
contexts.
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la was classed by Laoust (1931:265) as a loanword from the Arabic imperative /
nominal / prosentential / subjunctive / (Classical only) imperfective negator la, a
position defended by Souag (2009). It has been used in Siwi for at least the past two
centuries - Minutoli (1827:362) gives “don’t come!” la tasdd

^ =

Juujb

\J - but it

is completely isolated in this function within Berber: verbal negation is handled in most
languages by reflexes of preverbal *war, often reinforced by a postverbal particle
typically derived from a word meaning “thing”. Chaker (1996) suggests evidence for
deriving it from a verb along the lines o f central Moroccan ar “to be empty”; however,
Lipinski (1997:464) plausibly takes it to be cognate with the Semitic negator
represented by Akkadian ul / ula, Hebrew 'al, Amharic al-, etc., with no Arabic reflex,
in which case it must date back at least to before the separation of Berber and Semitic.
A couple of eastern Berber languages show reflexes o f a second preverbal negator with
a k: Ghadames has prohibitive wal, but otherwise uses ak (perfect/future); in El-Fogaha
the negator is nk, prohibitive bak. A source for this must have been present in Siwi at
some stage, but is an even less likely source for la than *war.

Looking beyond verbal negation, however, complicates the situation. Siwi ula means
pro-sentential “no” (cp. Awjila wela “no” (Paradisi 1961:81)); nominal negation “not
even” is normally la, eg la sra “nothing”. However, in one fixed idiom that has come to
my attention since writing Souag (2009), ula is used to negate a nominal: a f ula hhila
(on no thing) “for no reason”. This suggests that la, at least in the context o f nominal
negation, derives from a shortening of the element ula “(not) even” (Tamasheq wala)
used with noun phrases in a number o f Berber languages: thus eg Tumzabt ula d sra
“nothing = (not even) COP thing”, ula is itself commonly taken to be an Arabic
borrowing (Dallet 1982), from the common Egyptian/Middle Eastern form wa-la “not
even”; however, if this is the case it must be among the very earliest ones, given its wide
distribution and attestation in Tamasheq. A derivation o f la from ula appears
compelling for nominal negation - but ula is not reported to be used preverbally, in Siwi
or elsewhere (with the possible exception o f oath negation in Zuaran (Mitchell
2009:106), if Mitchell’s Arabic etymology is rejected: wdllahi (w)la...), and the loss o f u
is irregular. This suggests the possibility o f a double etymology: the Siwi nominal
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negator ula was equated with the Arabic nominal / verbal / prosentential negator la, as
part of the broader Arabisation o f the negation system described below, and irregularly
both lost its u and expanded its functions to increase its phonetic and semantic similarity
with the Arabic model. In effect, Siwi la derives from both languages, an unusual but
attested phenomenon, while ula preserves the Berber form.

qacci / 'acci “it is not” has no plausible Berber etymology, and its initial non-geminate q
makes it unlikely to be of Berber origin. Instead, as argued in Souag (2009), it most
likely derives from Arabic qatt “not at all, never” plus Arabic say' “thing” - a
combination whose reflexes are attested, with the meaning “nothing”, in several
peripheral Arabic dialects isolated from one another and in two cases from any other
Arabic-speaking communities, forcing it to be reconstructed for a fairly early stage of
post-classical Arabic: Bukhara kattis (Axvlediani 1985:93), Kormakiti (Cyprus) kits
(Borg 2004:389), Kinderib (Mesopotamia) qdttsvya “nothing” (Jastrow 2005). The
semantic shift from “nothing” to “it is not” parallels the shift from nominal “(not) even”
to the general negator “not” discussed above, and may be compared to Hausa baabu <
*baa NEG+ abu “thing” (Skinner 1996). No present-day Arabic dialect o f Egypt or
Libya is reported to have preserved qatt, much less qacci (Jastrow pc); the fact that Siwi
has both (Siwi qdtt is a negative polarity adverb “ever, at all”) is one o f the stronger
arguments for far-reaching Arabic influence on Siwi having begun quite early on. The
variation between q and ' in this word is unique to this word within Siwi, and has not
been noted in earlier sources; it brings to mind the common Egyptian Arabic
pronunciation o f q as

7.6.1.2 Syntax

Siwi verbal negation has almost no effects on verbal morphology. Any non-imperative
verb is negated by placing la immediately before the verbal word, with no changes in
stem form or stem choice (except the occasional contraction of la ga... to la...), eg:
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“Aorist”:
7.155

g

rabbwi nis

la

in

God

N EG IR R -take-lS in-2P

I

ga-ssy-ax

gad-wan

yer

w ann...

except REL.M/P

By God I w on’t tak e anyone among you except the one that... (2008-08-03/250)

“Perfect”
7.156

Id

n-usad

yer

NEG IP-com e

baSd-inni

except after-COMP

na-ssan

sakk

agg°idjayyid

lP-know

you.M man

good

We did not come until we knew that you were a good man. (2008-08-03/250)

“Intensive”:
7.157 nis
I

la

ttacc-ax

naccu yur-as afalfal qatt

NEG

eat.IN T-lS

food

at-3S pepper at all

I don’t eat food with pepper in it at all. (2009-06-25/a)

This is unusual for Berber, where negation usually affects stem selection. In most
varieties, when a negator is present, the “perfect” is replaced with a “negative perfect”,
based on the perfect stem with infixation o f or ablaut to i. In many varieties, the
“intensive” is replaced with a “negative intensive”, formed similarly; this is probably to
be reconstructed for proto-Berber (Kossmann 1989). In much of northern Berber,
though not in Tashelhiyt nor Tuareg, the “aorist” is replaced in the negative with the
corresponding “imperfect” (Chaker 1996). However, Siwi has no surviving specifically
negative verb stem forms, and allows the “aorist” to combine freely with negation
(except in the imperative, below.) The same appears to be true of both El-Fogaha14
(Paradisi 1963) and Awjila15 (Paradisi 1961). The distribution of the feature suggests
that the negative stem was already absent in the last common ancestor of at least Siwi
and El-Fogaha, but parallel development under intense Arabic influence cannot be
excluded: the loss o f the negative stem forms, and the narrowing o f the “imperfect”
stem's distribution in the negative if this was originally present, can both be regarded as
14 At least in the “perfect” and “aorist” (no negations o f the “intensive” have been noted in the data):
compare in the “aorist” a-y-ug-it d a-i-wat-cek “la prendera e ti bastonera” (he will take it and hit you)
with its negation nk-a-y-ug-it d nk-a-T-wat-cek “non la prendera e non ti bastonera”, and in the “perfect”
ssenag (I know) with nk-essenag “non so” (I don't know), where other varieties would contrast a “positive
perfect” stem ssan with a “negative perfect” stem -ssin-.
15 Eg a-ug-ah-tenet-ka “non le prendero’YI will not take them (Paradisi 1961:81).
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caiques off Arabic. In all modem varieties of Arabic, the form of the verb is
independent of negation, with the sole exception o f the imperative, which when negated
is replaced by the corresponding “imperfect” conjugation.

In Siwi, negative imperatives substitute the “intensive” stem for the “aorist” used in the
positive:

7.158 la

tas-as

N EG give.INT-3SDat

assarr i

hadd

secret to

anyone

D on't give a secret to anyone.

7.159 Id xabbar-asan

lamnamwann

N EG teU.INT-3PDat dream
y

itma-k

to

brothers-2S

aryi-t

da-w-ok

REL.M dream-2S+3MObj MOD-DEM.M-2:M

Don’t tell your brothers that dream that you dreamt. (2008-08-03/246)

Negative imperatives are typically imperfective anyway, since the state of refraining
from an action usually extends over a span of time. However, although perfective
negative imperatives are semantically possible, negative imperatives formed with the
“aorist/perfect” stem are consistently rejected (2010-01-14,2009-12-31).

In almost all Berber languages for which adequate data is available, including the
easterly ones Nafusi (Beguinot 1942:94), Ghadames (Lanfry 1973), and Awjila (eg
tnessit-ka “non dormire” (Paradisi 1960:165)), the imperfective stem is used with
negative imperatives; for many, in fact, all irrealis forms are negated with the
imperfective stem, making the treatment o f imperatives consistent rather than
exceptional. El-Fogaha (Paradisi 1963) uses the “aorist”, eg bak a-te-mzer-em “non
mietete” (don't reap), but this is presumably a caique off Arabic, unsurprising since the
language was nearly extinct when documented. In Siwi it is therefore a retention.

la also negates existential, locative, yur-, and adjectival predicates, again with no
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morphological effects:

7.160

y-if-a

^jjan

3M-find-PT one

arraMila
kid

di-lla

N EG M -be at

He found that one (goat) kid was not there. (2002-03-18/Tamza)

7.161

sabSat-snin Id

di

xer-annas

seven-years N EG EXIST

better-3 SGen

seven years than which there is n ot anything better (2009-07-01/b)

7.162

Id

yur-as alfaydat

N EG at-3S benefit
He did not have any worth. (2002-03-18/Two Boys)

7.163

tikalt-annas

Id

t-kwayyas-t

walk.VN-3 SGen

NEG

F-good-F

His way o f walking is not good. (2009-06-23/a)

Apart from predicates, la may be placed before NPs as a negative existential quantifier:

7.164

la

if-ax-t

Id

NEG find-1 S-3MObj

amkan

N EG place

I didn't find him anywhere. (2009-06-22/a)

Such variables are more commonly left unmarked or marked with the focus particle
hatta (see Information structure.) However, if the NP precedes the verb, la appears to
be obligatory.

qacci/'acci precedes the predicate, irrespective o f type:

7.165

mdmak ga-n-iikal
how

g

IRR-lP-walk in

sal

facci

sal-annax?

country

N EG .CO P

country-1SGen
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How (why) would we go to a country which is not our country? (2008-0803/250)

7.166

ula,

'acci

yur-i tazaxt, yur-i

takuhkuht

no

N EG.FOC

at-IS

cough

fever

at-IS

No, it's not that I have a fever, I have a cough. (2009-06-28/a)

7.167

zr-dm hkw ast-m ni.s

'acci

ummwi-y-dw3ti

ya

see-2P beauty-3 SGen

NEG.FOC

say-lS-2SDat

huh

You see his beauty? - d id n 't I tell you, huh? (2008-08-03/247)

In all cases it precedes the negated item, an order typical of Berber and Arabic alike.
For nominal negation, see Variables.

7.6.2 K warandzyey negation

Kwarandzyey negation shows no signs of direct borrowing, but appears to have
undergone pervasive calquing off Berber. Kwarandzyey TAM particles and auxiliaries
are negated as follows:
Table 88.
Indicative:
Positive

Negative

0 (C )

5(C)

relative past indicative perfective
/ optative

ba (C)

sba/ssa (C)

perfect

b

sb

imperfective

bab

ssab

progressive

Non-indicative:
m

sb

subjunctive/irrealis

0 / W9-

sb

imperative

adm-

ams-

divine agency optative
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Auxiliaries:
baSam

sbcfiam / ssaSam

future

g wab

sgwab

inceptive

Verb-like elements that do not take auxiliaries or most MAN markers:
ba

sba

existential

bay

sbdy

desiderative

Examples:

Past perfective:
7.168 nd-ddzum
2S-sow

haya

nd-s-ddzum

haya

anything

2S-NEG-sow anything

Did you sow anything, or not sow anything? (2008-02-05/17)

Optative:
7.169 nddr
OPT

nd-s-ydr-tsi
2S-NEG-retum-hither

May you not return.

Imperfective:
7.170 wah,

la

yeah, no

a-s-b-dza

Imsswak

a-sab-dza

3S-NEG-IM PF-do

siwak

3S-NEG-IM PF-do

tazzart...
kohl

Yeah, no he/she doesn't use a siwak (traditional toothbrush), doesn't p u t on
k o h l,... (2008-01-19/07)

Perfect:
7.171 agga xsms-iyyam ayudzi wslla sdtta, i-s-ba-nm n,
PAST five-days ID.ANA or

Sa-nnan-dz-ini

six 3P-N EG -PF-drink lS-drink-CAUS-3PEmph

For the past five or six days they h a d n 't d ru n k (ie been watered), I irrigated
them. (2008-01-st/T)
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Progressive:
7.172 a-s-sab-ihazz
3S-NEG-PROG-shake

an

bdnyu

3S.Gen

head

H e’s not shaking his head. (2007-12-22/11)

Subjunctive/Irrealis:
7.173 a-m-bdy

xlas,

3S-IRR-know finished

a-s-b-hur-ts

kwgra=si

3S-N EG -IM PF-enter-hither

village=DAT

He would know it's finished, he would not go into the village/Kwara. (2007-1221/33)

Imperative:
7.174 llg-yayfarlak,

na-s-b-gum

God forgive you,

2S-NEG-IM PF-swear

God forgive you, do n 't swear. (2008-02-05/17)

Divine agency optative:
7.175 amds-gd\v-ni
DIV.OPT-help-2S
May God not help you.

Future:
7.176 man
from

a-,

na-s-bafam-bay-ini

uh

2S-NEG-FUT-know-3P

From - uh - you w on’t know them. (2007-12-06/AM)

Inceptive:
7.177 masyu a-s-gwab-bay-bay
thus

nan

[inaud]

3S-NEG-INCEPT-break-REDUP 2SGen ??

That way it doesn't sta rt breaking your [inaudible] (2007-12-30/17)
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Existential:
7.178 agga

hdybbu

PAST many

n

ba

(a)-s-ba

GEN people 3 S-NEG-EXIST

walu
no

There weren't many people, no. (2007-12-30/17)

This can be summarised as a language with a single sentential negator s, placed after
subject agreement and before the TAM particle, plus a couple of simple rules: non
indicative forms (excluding the optative, which is a special usage o f the perfective) are
replaced by the imperfective when negated; the evanescent b o f ba/bab/bafam may be
replaced by gemination (almost obligatorily in the case of bab). s is obviously derived
from the pan-Songhay morpheme reflected in Koyra Chiini perfective negator si, etc.
However - as observed by Kossmann (2004a) - this represents a striking simplification
in comparison with other Songhay languages, mainstream and Northern alike, where
mood, aspect, and negation are usually jointly expressed by single portmanteau
morphemes: thus KC, for example, has si for imperfective negation, ma si for
subjunctive/imperative negation, and na for perfective negation. This separation of
negation from TAM marking brings Kwarandzyey closer to the model of both Arabic
and Berber; yet, given that negation in Kwarandzyey comes between subject agreement
and MAN marking, whereas negation in Arabic and Berber precedes both, this can
scarcely be labelled a caique.

Apart from the TAM morphemes listed above, there are two important negative polarity
morphemes that participate in the TAM complex: k “ever again, any more”, hum “yet”.
The former is imperfective; the latter, perfective. These are in complementary
distribution with other core MAN morphemes such as b and m, but can be preceded by
ba and bafam. They must be licensed by negation (whether within the verb or at a
higher level in the clause, eg by negative verbs such as “refuse” or by the oath negator
ndza), by interrogation, or, in the case o f hum, by qbdl or gaddam “before”. Examples:

“any more”:
7.179 ndar
OPT

a-s-k-hay!
3S-NEG-anym ore-bear
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M ay it (the sparrow) b ear no more (young)! (2008-01-01/05)

7.180

a-wwdn

a-ka-dri

3S-refuse

3S-anymore-go

It refuses to go any m ore (it's stopped working) (N8p)

7.181 £a-s-ba-ka-ddar

kull

lS-N EG -PRO G -anym ore-go

fcls

all

I*

I don’t go any more at all. (N6p66)

“yet”:
7.182 madam
as long as

a tsa -d z

a-s-kum-yarah,

a-m-hur-tsi

star=ANA

3S-NEG-yet-set,

3S-IRR-enter-hither

As long as that star has not yet set, he would go in. (2007-12-21/33)

7.183

gaddam

fa-kkum-dar alkarti,

Sa-nnan-ndza

lambu

before

lS-yet-go

lS-drink-CAUS

garden

town

Before I w ent to town, I watered the garden. (2008-01-03/06)

The etymology o f these items is difficult. An appropriate comparison for k might be
Songhay koyne (KS) “again”, with irregular shortening. For kum, one might
speculatively link it with Songhay *gina “precede, do before” plus irrealis m, with
devoicing of g due to the preceding s - although even that leaves the vowel
unexplained. However, the incorporation of “any more” and “yet” into the pre-verbal
MAN complex is reminiscent o f Moroccan Berber; compare Tashelhiyt preverbal ur sul
“no longer” and ur ta “not yet”.

Focal or copular negation is accomplished with sandza / handza, preceding the predicate
(the difference appears idiolectal):
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7.184 lala
no

sdtidza

zadyu,

binu

NEG.FOC

today

yesterday

No, not today, yesterday. (2008-02-05/17)

7.185 tsankw3y?
who?

-

hdndza

ajdy

-

N EG.COP

I

Who? - Not me. (2008-01-01/05)

I take hdndza to reflect an irregular lenition from sandza, and sandza to derive from the
negative element s plus ndza “with/and/if’. This is inexplicable in terms o f comparative
Songhay, but exactly parallels Tashelhiyt Berber ur d “ce n'est pas” (Galand 1981:217),
due to the homophony of d “with” and d the copular particle (the two are syntactically
distinct - “with” puts the NP following it into the “state o f annexion”, the copular
particle does not.)

Negation o f sentences within the scope o f an oath (usually “by God”, occasionally “by
Saint X” etc.) is optionally accomplished using a unique construction: ndza
“w ith/and/if’ is placed after the oath and before the assertion proper, and the verb word
itself is left without any negation. Thus:

7.186 wdllah
by God

ndza

Ca-b-bdy

haya,

Sa-dyan

if

lS-IMPF-know

anything

lS-forget

By God I don’t know a thing, I've forgotten. (2008-02-05/17)

7.187 wdllah
by God

ndza

fa-kkum-bbdy

if

lS-yet-know

By God I don’t know yet. (N6pl32)

This is a clear caique on the widespread northern Berber form wdllah ma... “by God
not...” (Chaker 1996), where ma is homophonous with ma “i f ’, although the Berber
construction is itself presumably at least partly derived from Arabic wdllah ma, where
ma is the normal negator.
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7.7 Order of verb arguments

Arabic and Berber are both strongly VO with flexible subject positioning (Dahlgren
1998); Classical Arabic and some Berber varieties are primarily VSO, while most
modem Arabic varieties and some Berber ones tend to prefer SVO, especially for the
minority of clauses where S and O are both expressed as full NPs. This makes it
difficult to pinpoint Arabic influence in Berber word order for full NPs; however, as
described below, the position o f pronominal clitics is quite different in the two
languages. Mainstream Songhay has SAOV as its predominant order (A=MAN
particle), though some verbs take SAVO. Northern and Western Songhay are strictly
SAVO, while TSK is strictly SAOV. The primary arena where Arabic/Berber influence
can be displayed in Kwarandzyey is thus the positioning o f subjects.

7.7.1 In Siwi

In every documented Berber language west of Tripoli except Sened - Kabyle,
Tashelhiyt, Tuareg, Zenaga, Tumzabt, Nafusi, to name just a few - pronominal and
directional clitics are “mobile”: they precede the verb if a negator or preverbal particle
is present, or in relative constmctions, and follow it otherwise. Siwi, Awjila, El-Fogaha,
and Sened in Tunisia all lack this; instead, pronominal clitics and such relics of
directional ones as remain are consistently postverbal, eg:

Siwi:

gd-skan-y-awdn-t

7.188

IRR-show-1S-2PDat-3MObj
I will show him to you. (2008-08-03/247)

7.189

dllawwdl

Sd-mnet

ga-n-uy-ek

at first

with-how much

IRR-lP-take-2SObj

At first, how much I would have bought you for!
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El-Fogaha:

nk-a-y-ug-it

d

nk-a-I-wat-cek

NEG-IRR-3M-take-3MObj and

NEG-IRR-3M-hit-2MObj

“non la prendera e non ti bastonera”
He will not take it and will not hit you. (Paradisi 1963:95)

a-ug-ah-tenet-ka

Awjila:

IRR-take-1 S-3FP1-Neg
“non le prendero”
I will not take them (Paradisi 1961:81)

<adar'er'it>

Sened:

*ad-ay-dy-it
IRR-take-1 S-3FObj
“je la prendrai”
I will take her. (Provotelle 1911:93)

The distribution indicates that this is a comparatively late caique on Arabic, rather than
an archaism - Nafusi appears more closely related to Siwi than Awjila or Sened, yet it,
along with Ghadames, has retained clitic mobility:

gess-ag

ad-ak-eml-ag

want-1S

IRR-2SDat-talk-1S

“voglio dirti”
I want to say to you. (Beguinot 1942:149)

In other respects, Siwi hews closer to the Berber norm. The fixed order o f pronominal
clitics in Siwi is the same as across Berber: indirect, then direct:

7.190 la
NEG

s-y-as-t

i

Piadd

give-lS-3SDat-3S

to

anyone

I didn't give it to anyone. (2008-08-03/256)
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Like all Berber and Arabic varieties alike, Siwi is VO. In agreement with other Berber
languages, such as Ait Seghrouchen Tamazight (Bentolila 1981:264), the direct object
usually precedes other non-pronominal non-subject arguments:

7.191 akubbwi
boy

la

y-us-as

naccu i

tamza

NEG

3M-give-3SDat

food

ogress

to

The boy didn't give food to the ogress. (2002-03-18/Tamza)

SV order strongly predominates in Siwi, to a degree surprising for a Berber language;
however, as elsewhere in Berber and as in Arabic, postverbal subjects also occur.
Contrast the previous example with:

7.192 y-uzd-as
3M-come-3SDat

ciggwld
man

A man came to him. (2009-06-21/b)

7.7.2 In K warandzyey

VP order in Kwarandzyey shows remarkably few clear signs of external influence.
While Tadaksahak, under Berber influence, obligatorily places indirect object pronouns
before direct ones, with the exception of the archaic 2S dative ana (Christiansen-Bolli
2010:130), and Tasawaq does so optionally (Kossmann 2003), Kwarandzyey
consistently requires the opposite pronominal order direct - indirect, eg:

7.193 nd-m-haw-(a)—a.si
2S-IRR-tie-3S=3S.Dat
You tie it to it. (2007-12-30/17)

This coincides with Arabic, but also with Koyra Chiini, and hence is best taken as a
retention. Kwarandzyey shows consistent VO basic order, in contrast to the OVdominant order o f Eastern Songhay and Dendi, but in this it coincides not just with
Arabic and Berber but with all other Northern and Western Songhay languages; if
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influence is relevant, it would have applied at a far earlier stage than that under
discussion here.

Pronominal arguments almost invariably precede other arguments. The order o f nonpronominal arguments is pragmatically flexible; direct objects may follow other
arguments, eg:

7.194 ar=fu
man=one

a-nn(a)

izway=Ju=si zga=fu

3 S -give

girl=one=D AT cloth=one

A man gave a girl a piece of cloth. (2007-12-16/02)

7.195 a-ddza
3S-put

zzlayaf=dz=i=tsa -

tsu=dz=i=tsa

tsirawan

plate.PL=AN A=PL=LOC - plate=ANA=PL=LOC spoon.PL

She put spoons on the plates. (2007-12-16/02, with self-correction o f the Arabic
loanword zzlayaf)

But they may equally precede:

7.196 Ca-m-dz(a)=a.s

tsawka

laqsayba=tsa

lS-IRR-put=3S.Dat worm

trap=LOC

I would put a worm for it in the trap. (2008-01-01/05)

The same holds in Koyra Chiini (Heath 1999a:247), so contact need not be invoked.

In Maghrebi Arabic and Berber, the position of the subject is rather flexible, preceding
or following the verb depending on a variety o f factors. Songhay, by contrast, is rather
rigidly SV, and Kwarandzyey far more rarely permits postverbal subjects than Arabic or
Berber do. There is, however, one context in Kwarandzyey where VS order is strongly
preferred: existential predicates with long, conjoined, or listed subjects, eg:

7.197 a-ba
3S-EXIST

tsazammants... lahuwwa a-ba=ya.s
ewe...

but

zad

3S-EXIST=lP.Dat also
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There's the ewe... But we have also the goat. (2007-12-21/013)

7.198 a-b(a)
3S-EXIST

uy-m -kar-a

ndza tadda

a-m-wiyy-a

REL=IRR-hit-3S

with palm front

3S-IRR-kill-3S

There are those who hit it with a palm frond to kill it. (2007-12-22/11)

Arabic/Berber influence is a plausible factor in the development o f this order, but ease
of processing may also play a role.

Several authors have claimed that, all other things being equal, languages permitting
null subjects allow optional VS order (Kenstowicz 1989; Rizzi 1982; Kayne 1980),
yielding a “macro-parametric” account under which the latter property falls out from the
setting o f the Null Subject Parameter. On this account, the Kwarandzyey situation
would be surprising: the one verb-like predicator that has come to allow VS order is one
for which (unlike for verbs with the simplex MAN markers) 3rd person singular marking
is in complementary distribution with in situ lexical subjects.

7.7 Conclusions

Calquing appears pervasive in the verb phrase and in non-verbal predication.
Borrowing is much rarer, but is clearly attested, notably in the domains of diathesis
morphology, negation, and nominal predication. Its occurrence with system morphemes
is limited; within the verb phrase, where system morphemes have been borrowed and
are productive with inherited lexemes, they appear to have double etymologies.
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8 Information structure and conjunctions

The following chapter covers some issues of interest that do not fit neatly within the
topics already covered. Cross-linguistic variation in strategies for topicalisation, focus,
and question formation is rather less extensive than would be expected on the
assumption of arbitrariness, but enough language-specific peculiarities are found for
contact effects to be visible in some circumstances. Focus particles in particular provide
another opportunity to test the hypothesis that borrowed function words appear in the
same position relative to what they govern as in the source language, although
complementisers are placed identically in the three languages. Coordination is
syntactically similar across the three languages, but shows some noteworthy cases o f
borrowing.

8.1 Interrogation

8.1.1 Interrogation in Siwi

Yes/no questions are distinguished from statements by prosody - the last vowel is
lengthened (turning a into i:/e:) and the pitch rises at the end. Clause-final vowel
lengthening is attested in a number of Arabic dialects, including Damascus (Kulk, Ode,
& Woidich 2003) and, significantly, the Egyptian oasis of Dakhla (Woidich 1998);
however, it primarily occurs pre-pausally rather than as a question marker. Vowel
lengthening as a question-marking prosody is fairly common in Africa (Rialland 2007),
and is attested in Zuara (Mitchell 2009:177), so there is no reason to postulate a
connection with Arabic. Alternatively, na ula “or no?” may be placed finally as a
question tag; this is also common in regional Arabic {walla la'?)

The basic interrogative words in Siwi are:
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Table 89.

what? (after preposition)

Siwi

Etymology:

batta

Berber: Beni Snous/Ait
Seghrouchen/El-F ogaha
matta

what? (subject/object)

tanta / ta

*matta reduplicated,
abbreviated

who?

battin

batta + some suffix?

where?

mani / man / ma

Berber: Beni
Snous/Figuig/Ait
Seghrouchen mani, ElFogaha man

when?

malmi

Berber: Beni Snous malmil,
Figuig milmi, Kabyle/Ait
Seghrouchen malmi, ElFogaha memmi

how?

Berber: Kabyle amah,

mamak

Figuig manas
why?

itta

i “to” + ta “what”; cp. ElFogaha i-matta

how much/many?

tadi

ta “what” + di “EXIST”

warn

?

mnet

Tam. man-iket “how
many?”

For interrogatives with Arabic kam- plus an Arabic measure word, see Numerals.
Otherwise, none o f these are Arabic borrowings, although the etymologies o f warn
“why?” and bdttin “who?” are obscure, i-tta, lit. “to what?”, could be a caique on
dialectal Arabic l-es, shared with El-Fogaha, but the development is paralleled further
afield in Berber, eg Ait Seghrouchen may-mi, interpretable as “what-to?”

Wdn-mani “which?” (lit. REL-where?) follows the noun, like other relative clauses:
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attut

wan

mani xs-i-tl

mulberry

M.REL

where want-PT-2S

Which mulberry do you want? (2008-05-07/329)

The position o f adpositions governing interrogated elements shows clear signs of Arabic
influence, as discussed under Adpositions. Interrogated elements continue to be
positioned clause-initially, in conformity with both other Berber languages and most
Arabic varieties (although not mainstream Egyptian Arabic), as the previous example
illustrates.

yama- “how much!” < Arabic ya ma “oh what!” is used to form exclamations, eg:

8.2

yama
how much

i-sar-i

fall-as

3M-happen-lSDat

on-3S

How much has happened to me due to him/her (How much I've suffered)!

8.1.2 Interrogation in Kwarandzyey

Yes/no questions are normally marked by rising terminal intonation, as in regional
Arabic and Koyra Chiini (Heath 1999a: 174) alike, but all interrogative tags noted are
Arabic borrowings. Sentence-final walla walu “or no?”, from regional Arabic, can be
used as an interrogative marker; walla “or” alone is occasionally used as such, as in both
Maghrebi Arabic and southern Songhay, but this seems to be commonest among
younger speakers. Initial/final yak “right?”, from regional Arabic, is used to indicate
that a positive answer is expected or just to establish rapport; more rarely, final (m)uhu,
from Arabic ma hu(wa) “is it not”, is used.

The basic interrogative words in Kwarandzyey are:
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Table 90.

*which?

Kwarandzyey

Etymology

*tsa

Songhay: KS cin “what?”, Td ci
“who/what?” (also prefixed, eg c-agud
“when? = what-time?”)
Berber: matta above, Zenaga ta?K
“who/what?” (also prefixed, eg ta?ko?gd “when? = what-time?”)

who?

tsa(n)kwdy

tsa + k way “person (of)” < Songhay, eg
KC/KS koy “person (of)”

what?

tsuyu

tsa + dem./rel. uyu

tsamisi

tsa + *misi < Songhay, eg KC mise / KS

whom? (with adposition)
how's that?

mis a “way, manner”
how?

tsamdsyu

tsamisi + dem./rel. =yu

which place?

tsaday

tsa + ada “place” + dem./rel. =yu

where is?

man (iman-

Songhay: KC/KS man, Zarina mdn

with

Berber: mani above

pronominal
subject)
where?

mdndzi, bdndzi man + ana./rel. =dzi

what? (in rhetorical

ma/mu

Songhay: KC maa, KS ma-cin, TSK

questions implying negative

ma:ne

judgement)

Berber: matta above
Arabic: Cl. ma, MAr. ma- in ma-l-ak
“what's wrong with you?”

how many?

mahdyni

ma + hayni “quantity” < Songhay, eg KC
hinne, KS hinna

when?

managu

Berber, eg Tashelhiyt manakw

why?

maya / mcfia

Berber, eg Taznatit ma-ya, Figuig mayar (< what-at)

tsa “which?” is not generally accepted without the elements above; I occasionally heard
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it before nouns or proper names (eg tsa Imadani “which Madani?”), but my attempts to
use it were generally rejected, and elicitation for “which?” yields forms with tsuyu.
Interrogative words are usually followed by a focus particle (see below.)

Although only two interrogative words are clear-cut loans, both from Berber, much of
the system consists o f morphemes with plausible antecedents in both Songhay and
Berber. Since most o f the core grammar is Songhay, the conservative assumption is that
all such morphemes derive from Songhay in the absence of other data. This may be
questioned in the case o f tsa: the Songhay comparanda have a very limited distribution,
and their final i should not correspond to Kwarandzyey a, while the k of Zenaga ta?k is
analysed by Taine-Cheikh as a suffix, raising the possibility o f a direct borrowing from
pre-Zenaga *ta?. However, the a could also result from grammaticalisation o f the focus
marker a, discussed below.

ma is used only in rhetorical questions implying negative judgement, eg:

8.3

mu

kunn-al

what.RH

find-3S

What's wrong with him? (2008-05-03/17)

8.4

ma

hur-ni?

what.RH

enter-2 S

What brought you in? (N6p53; note zero-derived causative, unusual for huru)

8.5

ma

zzu-n

ldxba=y=si?

what.RH

take-2S

issue=DEM=DAT

What took you to this issue? (ie, what business is it of yours?) (N5p217)

The interrogative element ma/mu may be a retention from proto-Songhay in this case
(as suggested by the cognates listed), but the context to which it has been restricted is
reminiscent of regional Arabic ma (itself a retention from proto-Semitic), which has
been replaced in normal usage with as “what?” but survives in the isolated expression
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ma-la-k (what.RH-to-2S) “what’s wrong with you?” (also with other pronominal
affixes.) However, the parallelism is limited; regional Arabic does not allow *ma doxxldk “what brought you in?” etc.

8.2 Focus and focus particles

Most languages have morphosyntactic means o f marking contrastive/exhaustive focus
on a phrase, asserting that the statement can be said of the phrase’s referent and
opposing this to its inapplicability when alternatives to the referent are substituted16.
Classical Arabic marks focus simply by fronting; most modem dialects consistently
mark it using a cleft-like constmction with the relative marker illi. Berber normally
fronts the focused element and follows it with the invariant relative/focal marker a/ay/i.
Across Songhay, focused elements are fronted; the commonest focus-marking
morpheme in Songhay is a postposed reflex of *no (Tadaksahak subject focus no-, KC
non-subject focus na, KS focus no, Zarina focus no, Dendi no), but others include a
postposed strong 3rd person pronoun (KC subject focus rjga), or what looks like a
postposed relative marker (KS subject focus ka), while Tadaksahak non-subject focus
uses fronting and intonation alone.

More complex relationships between the focused element and the set o f alternatives are
handled by focus particles (Konig 1991), such as even, only, also. Depending on
language and circumstances, they may behave adverbially or be required to appear next
to the specific phrase that they describe; our concern here will be primarily with the
latter case. Focus particles may be divided into additive, particles that allow the
statement to be true o f other alternatives considered, vs. restrictive, ones that deny all
alternatives under consideration; and into scalar, ones that select only alternatives
ranked above/below the phrase in a certain scale, non-scalar, or ones that can be either.
Matras (1998) proposed that restrictive particles are more easily borrowed than additive
ones; the results here fit this claim, since Siwi has borrowed all focus particles and
Kwarandzyey has borrowed all except an additive one.

16 N ew information focus is not well documented across any o f the three families concerned; as such, it
offers little scope for examining contact, and will not be investigated in detail here.
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8.2.1 In Siwi

Laoust was struck by Siwi's loss o f the pan-Berber focus marker a/ay; his few examples
of subject focus all used fronting alone, with qacci as the negator where relevant
(Laoust 1931:119). This construction cannot be attributed to recent Arabic influence, as
most dialects, including Egyptian, have developed a strongly grammaticalised system of
focus marking using the relative marker illi. Leguil (1986b: 116) comments that focus
may be marked in Siwi either with a cleft structure using a relative phrase, as in Arabic,
or with fronting alone. My results agree:

8.6

natta y-if-a

awwal

he

first

3M-find-3MObj

It was him that found it first. (2008-05-05/295)

8.7

nis

warm

zr-ax-t

acci

sakk

I

M.REL

see-lS-3MObj

NEG.FOC

you

It was me that saw it, not you. (2008-05-05/295)

Leguil attributes the expansion o f the cleft structure into subject focus to Arabic
influence; this is plausible, but cannot be certain given the inadequacy of early data.

The scalar additive particle hdtta “even”, from Arabic hatta “even, until” with only the
former meaning, is also often used to mark variables under the scope of negation
(especially combined with ajjan “one”), but, unlike la, is equally compatible with
positive assertions. Like hatta, and like the Berber *ula that it replaced, it precedes its
constituent:

8.8

hatta amhu ya-qqis-a
even

i-takkam-n-as

mouth 3M-close-PF 3-enter.INT-PL-3SDat

Even a closed mouth, flies enter it. (2008-04-17/188)
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la

if-dx-t

hatta g

ajjan

agban

NEG

fmd-lS-3MObj

even

one

house

in

I didn't find him in a single house. (2009-06-22/a)

8.10

la

zr-i-x

NEG see-PT-lS

hatta jjan

n

iri

even

GEN

star

one

I didn't see a single star. (N lpl45)

The restrictive particle yer “just, only, except” (also “but”), placed before the constituent
it governs, is a transparent borrowing from Arabic yayr-; its positioning is like both
yayr- and the Tamashek equivalent ar.

8.11

ydfni mumkin

way a ge-y-xaddam yer

jjat

so

this.M IRR-3M -workjust

one

perhaps

n tasamma^a:t...
GEN speaker

So perhaps this one turns on only one speaker... (2008-05-03/240)

8.12 ...la
NEG

ga-ssy-ax

gad-wan yer

IRR-take-lS in-2P

wann if-i-x-a

sswar-annaw yur-as

except M.REL find-PF-lS-PF cup-lSGen

at-3S

...I won't take anyone among you except the one I found to have my cup. (200808-03/250)

The additive particle bardu /b id u “also, too, indeed” is placed after the constituent it
determines, as in regional Arabic:

8.13

xalls-ax

ssyul-annaw

yer

finish-IS

work-lSGen but

anni

angr-ax

COMP stay-IS

gd-ok

bardu

here-2:M

also

I finished my work, but I stayed here too. (2008-05-05/294)

8.14

tikli-nnas

drus-a. y-utln-a

accu-annas

bidu drus-a

walk.VN-3SGen

few-PF. 3M-H1-PF

eat.VN-3SGen also

few-PF

His walking is inadequate. He is ill, his eating is also inadequate. (2009-0627/a)
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8.15

y-ummwa-n-as

ams-ok

bidu

3-say-P-3SDat

thus-2:M

also

They told him: Thus, indeed, (ie Yes indeed) (2008-08-03/250)

bardu is a transparent borrowing from Egyptian Arabic, and ultimately from Turkish
bir-de/dir (Prokosch 1983). bidu is the older and still commoner Siwi form, attested in
the 1827 vocabulary of Pacho (1979:358): <Asfa bidous 3 -Jlu Llz>I> = *asfa bidu (today
also) “aujourd'hui”. This has no obvious Berber source, and probably also derives from
Turkish bir-de via an unattested Arabic form (the final vowel change is best explained
as a result of the Arabic sociolinguistic variable -ah [eh] / -u “his”), but the loss o f r
would be irregular.

The restrictive scalar particle bass “only (no more than)”, from Egyptian Arabic bass
and ultimately Ottoman Turkish/Persian bas (Prokosch 1983), follows its constituent, as
in Arabic:

8.16

Ihddd wan

g-usad

Xi

isiwan bass,

until REL.M IRR.3M-come X to Siwa

c&rus

exactly

ttatul

wedding immediately

R ight as soon as X comes to Siwa - wedding straightaway. (2009-06-17/a)

8.17

hh-i-x

i

Igara marrt-en

bass

go.PT-lS

to

Gara

only in

time-DUAL

g

dKmar-anmw
life-lSGen

I've only been to Gara twice in my life. (2009-06-19/a)

8.2.2 In Kwarandzyey

Focus can be overtly marked in Kwarandzyey using =d, usually stressed, placed after
the fronted focalized NP (negated with sandza/handza —see Negation), eg:

8.18 ndz

uyudz-a

with DEM.ANA=FOC

y-ab-sku-ndza

ya

lP-PROG-be caught-CAUS indeed
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That (worms) is what we would catch them with. (2007-12-22/11)

If the focalised element is the subject, then the verb takes no subject marking; instead,
the NP+focus marker cliticise directly to the verb:

8.19

kwdllha

a-m-ts

ay=d

mmay lkas=yu,

each one

3S-IRR-say

lS=FO C

own

gal

g wa-ndza,

QUOTstay-CAUS

hdndza
NEG.FOC

cup=DEM,

n=a

mmay-a,

2S=FOC

own-3S

Each one will say “It's me that owns this cup.” They'll be like, “Put it down, it's
not you that owns it.” (2007-12-22/12)

8.20

uyuna=y=a

yorbdh

DEM.DIST=PL=FOC

win

“It's those guys that won.” (N2p27-29)

and the b of certain TAM markers (see Verbs) is not deleted despite the non-adjacency
of the subject:

8.21

Blhaj

tuhami

Hadj Touhami

yahyawi

an=a

ba-tts-ana

Yahiaoui

3S=FOC

PF-say-3SEmph

It's Hadj Touhami Yahiaoui that said it. (2007-12-22/12)

The obvious etymology for this element is Berber - specifically, compare Tashelhiyt a,
Tamasheq a, themselves linked to eg Figuig ay (Kossmann 1997:320), Kabyle i. Like
their Kwarandzyey counterpart, these focus markers all follow the fronted NP; they are
followed by the subject participle, a verb form similarly lacking person agreement.
(“Special” focus marking strategies for subjects as opposed to non-subjects appear to be
widespread in West Africa (Fieldman et al. 2010), but the parallelism to Berber is rather
more specific.) TSK has a rather similar focus marker, a; however, this precedes rather
than follows the fronted element, and appears isolated within Songhay (compare the
cases cited above.) Kwarandzyey a is thus best regarded as a Berber loan. Its position
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is the same as that o f focus markers in most other Songhay languages.

Additive (not necessarily scalar) wara “even, also, too” has cognates in a few southern
Songhay languages - cp. KC/KS wala “even”, TSK wala “nothing!”; however, this
cannot confidently be reconstructed for proto-Songhay (unrecorded in Zarina, HS, and
Dendi, for example), and is probably a relatively early borrowing from Tuareg, cp.
Tamasheq wala (see Negation for other Berber cognates). It precedes the constituent it
determines, as in Songhay and Berber alike. However, “also” in southern Songhay is
handled by a postposed particle - KC/KS moo, Zarina mo, TSK mo; in this respect
Kwarandzyey matches Berber/Arabic as against southern Songhay.

8.22

a-bo-nya

wara

tsondzu

3S-IMPF-eat even stone
It [the locust] eats even stone. (2007-12-22/11)

8.23

a-s-sab-sku
3S-NEG-PROG

wara

ndza

hqsoyba

even

with

trap

It is not caught even with traps. (2008-01-01/05)

8.24

amror fa-s-kkos
erg

wara

1S-NEG-leaveeven

ada—fu
place=one

As for the erg, I didn't leave out a single place. (2007-12-06/AM)

8.25

uyu,

war

DEM, even

uyu

i-b-ts=a.s

Zaysa-solldfts

DEM 3P-IMPF-say=3SDat bird sp.

This one, this one too is called “Aisha-selleft” (bird sp. - identifying pictures in a
book) (2008-01-01/05)

8.26 wara
even

tsin
date

qqux.u

a-hhur-nn(a)=a.ka?

dry. AD J

3S-go in-away=3S.Loc

Dried dates too go into it? (2007-12-06/AM)
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Restrictive y a r / f a r “just, only, except” is borrowed from Arabic yayr- “other than”,
perhaps via Berber (eg Tashelhiyt yar). The irregular vowel (for expected yir/ysyr) and
the lenition of y to f are both shared with regional Arabic, but may reflect the influence
o f a Berber form, cp. Tamashek ar “except”. Mainstream Songhay has kala (KC/KS),
kala (Zarina) “only, except”. Like its Arabic, Berber, and Songhay equivalents alike, it
is preposed:

8.27

i-m-dzum^a.ka

yar

3P-IRR-sow=3S.Loc just

hdyni
grain

They grow only grain in it. (2007-12-30/17)

8.28

bdssdh dgga
but

zman

PAST old days

far

af=yu

just

one=PL

But in the old days there were just a few. (2007-12-30/17)

8.29

adayu a-s-sab-gwa-ndza
here

far

3S-NEG-PROG-stay-CAUS just

bubsir
wheatear

Nothing lays here except the wheatear (bird). (2008-01-01/05)

Restrictive halli “only”, of obscure origin, is used phrase- or clause-finally, or even
both, as in:

8.30 k u n g = f
palm=one

h d ll-a

ba=ydy.si

hdlli

only=FOC

EXIST=lS.Dat

only

I only have only one palm tree (Ioa9 dJols qJbt) sSj J). (N5p214)

8.31

tsdksi halloa
now

only=FOC

a-b-sdwwdr
3S-IMPF-photograph

Only now is it taking pictures. (Iastvid4)

Other clause-final focal particles are Arabic loans. Additive zdd “furthermore” derives
via Maghrebi Arabic from Classical zid “add!”, and is also used in regional Arabic.
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While it is clause-final in general; postposed existential subjects may follow it.

8.32

tsuy

a-ba

zdd?

what 3S-EXIST

furtherm ore

What else is there? (2007-12-22/13)

8.33

bibdy =fw=kddda—i—ba=(a).s

an

gung=tsa

black=one=small=PL=EXIST=3SDat

3SGenbelly=LOC

zdd
furtherm ore

It also has some blackness on its belly. (2008-01-01/05)

8.34

a-ba

ya.s

zsd

tsdksi

3S-EXIST

1P.DAT

furthermore

goat

We have goats too. (2007-12-21/31)

Another clause-final particle is restrictive uxlas “alone, and that's all”, from Maghrebi
Arabic u xlas “and that's all”:

8.35

a:

gga-yoy

kddda-bbunu uxlas

oh

PAST-IS

small-tiny

th a t's all

Oh, I was ju st very little. (2007-12-06/AM)

8.3

Topic m arkers

In Arabic and Berber (Andre Basset 1959) - as in many other languages - topics are
typically marked by fronting, with in situ resumptive pronouns in the comment
(obligatory if affixal, otherwise optional) when a referential noun phrase is fronted; the
fact that Siwi does the same therefore conveys no information about the effects of
contact. In Songhay too, topics are typically fronted; however, they are also commonly
followed by a special particle - KC bine /ta, KS bin(d)e /k e y / ta, TSK kay, Zarma wo /
yaa. Tadaksahak uses sa with copular clauses, but otherwise simply fronts the topic
(again with in situ resumptive pronouns.) While some o f these topic particles are shared
by more than one language, no form has yet been recorded with reflexes in both
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Northern and Southern Songhay, making it impossible to reconstruct one for the proto
language. The fact that Kwarandzyey too uses fronting alone (with no effect on subject
marking) may thus as easily be a retention as a contact-influenced change.

Siwi:

8.36

9jp n

gdd-sdn

yd-ny-an-t...

ajjan

gad-san

yd-ffd:y-a

one

in-3P

3-kill-P-3MObj

one

in-3P

3M-go out-PF

One of them they killed... One of them got out. (2008-08-03/247)

Kwarandzyey:

8.37

iwa

Imahdi

n-bay

a-m-hnu-tsi?

well

M ahdi

2S-want

3S-IRR-go out-hither?

So, the M ahdi, you want him to come forth? (2007-12-11/24)

Both languages have borrowed topic-shifting markers, used to announce new topics not
established by the previous discourse but to be discussed in the following discourse. In
Siwi, bsnnisba i < Modem Standard Arabic bi-n-nisbat-i 'ila (with-the-relation-GEN to)
“with regard to, as for” combines an Arabic prepositional phrase borrowed as an
unanalysed discourse-functional particle with a Siwi preposition calquing an Arabic
one:

8.38

bdnnisba

i

wann

i-rassh-in-a

with regard

to

REL.M/P

3-put forward-3P-PF

As for the one they've put forward... (N2p250)

However, though attested more than once, this item has so far been recorded only in the
context of discussing elections, a topic for which Arabic vocabulary is highly favoured.
It is thus not clear to what extent it has been accepted into Siwi.

Kwarandzyey aha “what about, as for” is placed before the new topic:
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annaqqas

a-ttsani.

aha

Ixayyat

sculptor

3S-sleep

as for tailor

a-tnu
3S-get up

The sculptor went to sleep. As for the tailor, he got up. (2008-01-30/10)

8.40

aha

ni,

as for 2S

n-bbdy

hay a?

2S-know

any(thing)

W hat about you, do you know any? (2007-12-11/24)

This is a Berber loan, to be compared to Ait Seghrouchen aha “et, alors”, Ntifa aha
“voila”, and Tumzabt ha / a “et, et done, alors”, eg ha nass, w -ayi tdrgibam na? “et moi
done, vous ne m'avez pas vu, n'est-ce pas?” (“And me, you haven’t seen me have
you?”) (Delheure 1984). However, its usage is considerably narrowed: the Berber cases
seem to be quite general clause connectors, with topic shift no more than a possible
usage among many.

8.4 Subordinators

As discussed under Adpositions, it is useful to divide the traditional category of
complementisers into two. Those that take clausal objects and form adverbials are
treated as adpositions; those, such as “that” or “whether”, that simply introduce and
indicate the mood o f a subordinate clause are treated here.

8.4.1 Siwi

No overt main clause complementisers have been noted. The very general clausal
subordinator anni/anni/inni is o f unclear origin; it is reminiscent o f Classical Arabic
'inna, but the final vowel is problematic. A Berber etymology is possible; recall that the
infinitive “to say”, ammwi, derives from *anwi, and with an irregular shift o f *nw to nn
(as elsewhere in Berber) this could be an example o f the common grammaticalisation
path “say” > subordinator (Heine & Kuteva 2002:269). This is used alike for indicative
declaratives:
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8.41

le

y-ssn-dn

anni

ntta

NEG

3-know-P

CO M P

he

They didn't know th a t it was him. (2008-08-03/250)

and purposives:

8.42

ya-dwal
3M-retum

anni

xalad la

ge-y-ydab

a f ammwa-s

CO M P

KhaledNEG

IRR-3M-anger

on brother-3 S

He returned so th a t Khaled would not get angry at his brother. (2008-05-05/294)

Its usage is thus wider than colloquial Arabic 'inn-, restricted to indicative declaratives.
Its clause-initial position is as in Arabic and Berber (eg Ghadames did) alike.

8.4.2 K w arandzyey

The only overt main clause complementiser noted, optative ndar, is discussed under
Verbs and predication. As in Arabic, Berber, and Songhay (eg KC kaa/kala “that”),
subordinate complementisers are placed clause-initially. The subordinate
complementisers are both Arabic borrowings, and remain optional: declarative balli (<
MAr., ultimately < “with-REL”):

8.43

na-bbay
2S-know

balli

a-sku

CO M P

3S-be caught

You know th a t it's gotten caught. (2008-01-01/05)

and was for yes-no questions (< MAr., ultimately < “what”):

8.44 Sa-hh-ana
lS-ask-3S

was

a-kka

walla walu

w hether

3S-come

or

I asked him w hether he came or not (N8pl69)
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Subjunctive clausal arguments do not take complementisers; adverbials of purpose can
be formed with ndzuy (see Adpositions.) Non-yes/no questions do not take
complementisers; as elsewhere in Songhay, some question words are replaced by noninterrogative counterparts in subordinated questions (eg mahayni “how many?” with
hdyn-dzi “quantity=ANA” )

8.5 Coordination

Conjunctions will not be covered in detail; their grammar, insofar as it has been
documented well enough for comparison, is too similar in the three languages for many
syntactic contact effects to be displayed. However, a few borrowings are found, beside
some possible caiques. The clause-linkers borrowed conform to Matras's
(1998) hierarchy o f borrowability: “and” (not borrowed here) < “or” (borrowed in
Kwarandzyey) < “but” (borrowed in both).

8.5.1 Siwi conjunctions

“and”, linking NPs, is inherited d, also meaning “with (comitative)” (see Adpositions.)

8.45

farbi d

dnglizi

d

jrdnsawi

Arabic and

English

and

French

Arabic and English and French (2009-06-23/a)

Unlike more westerly Berber languages, Siwi can use d to link clauses as well as
nominals. This is a marked option, and often implies strong contrast:

8.46

y-utn-in-a

d

i-ticc-dn

3-ill-P-PF

and

3-eat.INT-P

They are ill, yet they are eating. (2008-04-27/224)

However, it is attested in more general contexts:
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da

ayd-i

habba n

tigurgaf [sic] n

azammur
go

bring-lSDat... and

bring-lSgDat bit

GEN

sticks

GEN

olive
Bring me [charcoal-making tools] and bring me some olive sticks. (2002-0318/Ogress)

8.48

i-bannu-n

sagd-as,

3-build.INT-P with-3S,

d

i-liyyas-an

sagd-as

jadir

and

3-plaster.INT-P

with-3S

wall

They build with it, and plaster the wall with it. (2008-05-07/322)

This is presumably a caique off Arabic, where wa- links nominals and clauses alike. It
may be an early one, however; similar constructions are found in Zuwara (Oomen, p.c.),
and in El-Fogaha the use o f d has been generalised just as far, eg:

8.49

wan

elgarb ye-ska aren

d

M .RELwest 3M-put flour and

ye-ska

ssaddaiy-ennas

tnifest

3M-put

below-3S

ashes

“Quello dell'occidente mise la farina e sotto di essa mise della cenere.”
The Western one put some flour and below it put some ashes. (Paradisi 1963:st.
II)

“or” is inherited na / namma, cp. Kabyle nay.

8.50

taltiyyam

na

arbaf

three days

or

four

Three or four days. (2008-05-07/322)

“neither... nor...” constructions use la... wala..., exactly as in Arabic (where wa- is
Arabic “and”):

8.51 la
NEG

'a-cc-ax
IRR-eat-lS

la

tyatt

N EG goat

wala

IraMiyyan

nor

kid.PL
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I will eat neither the goat no r the kids. (2002-03-18/Tamza)

The contrastive clause linker “but”, yer,; is the same word as the restrictive focus particle
“only” from Arabic, a cross-linguistically common polysemy (Konig 1991:110) also
reported (“aber”) for the oasis o f Farafra (Behnstedt & Woidich 1985):

8.52

ya-sl-an

fall-as itadam-annas, yer

le

y-ssn-an

anni

ntta

3-hear-P

on-3S people-3SGenbut

NEG

3-know-P

COMP he

His people heard about him, b u t they didn’t know it was him. (2008-08-03/250)

8.5.2 K w arandzyey conjunctions

“And”, linking NPs only, is inherited ndza, homophonous with and historically identical
to the instrumental and conditional markers (but no longer homophonous with the
comitative, AGR+indza, except when the first conjunct is pronominal.)

8.53

ann-abba

ndza

3SGen-father and

a-yamma
3S-mother

his father and mother (2007-12-22/12)

“Or”, linking NPs or clauses, is walla, from Maghrebi Arabic; cognates are found
throughout Songhay (eg KC/KS wala, Zarma wala) but the expected reflex of a protoSonghay form that could yield these would be *wara, as for “even” above, so this is
best explained as a later replacement of an old Arabic loan by a newer one. Its
placement between the conjuncts is as in both Songhay and Arabic.

8.54 agarzam
dab-lizard

walla asankri
or

skink

a dab-lizard or a skink (2007-12-22/13)

“neither... nor” is Arabic la ...la / wala /wara... (with the common shift o f medial l> r in
the latter):
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8.55

m-s-b-xdUds

la

Ikura

wara

yuna

2S-NEG-IMPF-pay

neither

electricity

nor

whatsit

You pay neither electricity nor whatsit. (2008-01-01/08)

For the contrastive clause linker “but”, the commonest equivalent is bdssah < MAr.
(ultimately < “with truth”); the semantically similar lahuwwa, also < MAr. (ultimately
“not it”) usually introduces new sentences, like English “however”. As in Arabic, they
appear clause-initially.

8.56

iytsa fa-s-sa-kumm-ijhdm

nn

lo

2SGen speak=PL/VN

lS-NEG-PF-yet-understand

dzysy—yu

bd$sdhh

ks

fa-mm-ifhdm-a

but

shortly 1S-IRR-understand-3 S

Now I haven’t understood your words yet, but I'll understand them shortly.
(2008-01-st)

8.6 Conclusion

The particles examined here are compatible with the generalisation that borrowed
functional items retain the syntax o f their source language, although in many cases the
item replaced would have had the same syntax already. The form o f complementisers
(0 vs. bdlli/was) is determined by whether or not they are governed by a higher clause;
as such, they fit Myers-Scotton's (2002) definition o f outsider late system morphemes,
which the ML Hypothesis (see 6.1) predicts should not be switched without yielding EL
Islands. Their borrowing thus appears surprising in her model.
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9 Overview

The contact effects established for Kwarandzyey and Siwi yield a picture o f their
history and give a fair idea o f what to expect in sociolinguistically similar situations; but
they also provide an opportunity to test theories about language. The primary objects of
historical linguistic study are non-universals, or conventions (Croft 2003): any aspect of
language characterised by Saussurean arbitrariness (Saussure 1959), from instantiations
of statistical “universals” down to idiosyncratic properties of single languages.
Conventions within a single language can be difficult to isolate from one another; the
observer risks making psychologically unjustified generalisations in order to capture
coincidental, or at least conventional, similarities in the distribution of different items.
Language contact, however, where specific conventions enter an ecology o f different
conventions, provides a test o f which statements o f conventions are psychologically
valid. The question o f how language contact works amounts to the question o f how
conventions are stored - a question that every theory o f language has to face at some
stage. The historical account developed in the preceding chapters offers opportunities to
test several ideas about that.

9.1 Matter borrowing

9.1.1 Morphophonological effects

Productive morphology borrowed from Arabic into Siwi includes both suffixes
(superlative -hum, arguably plural -at) and templates (comparative CCaC, deadjectival
noun l-CCaC-9t, adjectival a-...eCi, plural patterns including 1-CCaCdC). Every
borrowed bound morpheme that can be combined with Berber stems is used with at
least some borrowed stems, but the converse is not true; a number o f borrowed bound
morphemes (dual -en, the person affix series used with msabb- “because”, most Arabic
plural patterns) are attested only on borrowed stems. Kwarandzyey has borrowed not
only productive Berber affixes (male/female nominal formative a-/tsa-, the double
etymology centrifugal suffix -nna), but also a productive Berber ablaut plural pattern
i-...aC-9n and an Arabic causative by gemination o f the middle consonant which, while
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not demonstrably productive, is applicable to most unaccusative verbs of the form
ydCCdC. Again, every borrowed bound morpheme that can be combined with Songhay
stems is used with at least some stems borrowed from the same language, but the
converse is not true: most borrowed bound morphemes (dual -3yn, most Berber and
Arabic plural patterns, Arabic gender markers -a / dts) are found only on borrowed
stems. The results throughout thus conform to Moravcsik's (1978) claim that “No
bound morphemes can be borrowed unless free morphemes which properly include
them are borrowed”; the obvious conclusion is that in contact situations like this, and
perhaps universally, bound morphology is borrowed only through the borrowing and
subsequent analysis of morphologically complex words.

The typological effect of borrowing on Siwi has been minimal: Berber and Arabic had
rather similar inventories o f morphophonological processes to begin with. But, apart
from

tone,

southern

reduplication);

Songhay morphology

is

exclusively

affixing

(including

Kwarandzyey presents a startling contrast with its productive

ablaut/gemination processes and numerous loanwords exemplifying root/template
morphology. This is not restricted to borrowed morphology: as a result o f the historical
laxing of vowels in final closed syllables, even inherited verbs now undergo ablaut
when 3rd person object pronouns or adjectiviser -dw are suffixed. Nonetheless, it shows
considerably less borrowed productive template morphology than Siwi.

This might

reflect a difference in contact time, but might also reflect the difficulty o f fitting short
roots whose meaning is commonly strongly dependent on vowel quality (and even tone)
into a system o f templatic morphology that obliterates those distinctions and often
requires at least 3 consonants (or the equivalent) in its input.

9.1.2 Units borrowed as wholes

The attestation of several larger combinations in this data offer a useful opportunity to
examine the question of what restrictions there are on borrowing larger units as such.
There is probably no limit, apart from whatever may be imposed by memory
constraints, on the syntactic size of borrowed phrases in the source language: thus the
Arabic clause 'in sa ’a Uahu “if God wills”, for example, has been borrowed as an
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unanalysable adverb dnsallah into both languages under discussion. The very phrasing
o f the previous sentence, however, presupposes that the units borrowed are syntactic
phrases (or words); Marantz (1997) claims that listemes in general (form-meaning pairs
that must be stored rather than derived, including idioms or proverbs as well as most
words), must be syntactic domains (ie complete subtrees) and there seems to be no
evidence against this at the source end - no borrowed phrases consisting only of
subject+unergative verb, or quantifier+inalienable noun, say. We might expect a similar
limitation to apply in the recipient language, so that units whose elements could not
form a domain under the language’s existing rules are not analysed; but in a movementbased framework it is not clear that there can be any domains in one language which
could not also form domains in the other, and if movement is rejected then Marantz's
original claim is clearly false. (It could be questioned in any case - forms like “God
save...” on the face o f it look like idioms with gaps for the object.) In any case, the
domain restriction, while plausible, appears likely to be too permissive: the borrowing
o f verb+object as a unit has not been observed in this data, for example.

Above the level o f the syntactic word, analysable borrowed units in this data appear to
be limited to:
•

preposition+pronoun (Siwi “because”);

•

numeral/quantifier+measure noun (Siwi, Kwarandzyey);

The existence o f analysable loans consisting o f more than one syntactic word rules out
one conceivable restriction: that borrowings would need to enter the language as single
words. But these are set apart from non-analysable borrowings, such as many instances
o f preposition+def. noun > adverb (in both languages), or regens+rectum (eg
Kwarandzyey mmw-albayna “Euphorbia sp.” < “mother o f milk.diminutive”), by one
simple fact: paradigmaticity. They are analysable because at least one of their parts is
attested independently in the language or in other borrowings.

Several clearly analysable borrowed units consist o f roots plus elements changing the
syntactic properties associated with the root:
•

adjective:comparative/superlative (Siwi)
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verb:causative (Kwarandzyey, Siwi)

•

verbipassive (Siwi)

•

agent:verb (Siwi)

•

action:verb (Kwarandzyey, Siwi)
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At least one o f these combinations (comparative/superlative) could not be expressed as
a single word in the recipient language prior to borrowing, ruling out one obvious
conceivable restriction on borrowing. On the other hand, one gap is noteworthy:
whereas Arabic adjectives are borrowed into Siwi in a way that allows them to be
analysed as root + adjectivising pattern, this is unattested in Kwarandzyey This
suggests the generalisation that category-changing morphology can be analysed in the
recipient language only if the relevant categories (here, nominal adjectives) exist.

Other analysable borrowed units combine a root and a feature marker:
•

noun:gender (Siwi; Kwarandzyey for animates)

•

noun:number (Siwi, Kwarandzyey)

•

adjective:number (Siwi, eg “rich”, “poor”, “Saidi”)

•

adjective:gender (Siwi, if ordinals are considered adjectives)

The limitations are noteworthy. No conjugated verb forms are borrowed into either
language (the 3rd person masculine singular verb forms borrowed in Kwarandzyey are
left unanalysed), despite the very high frequency o f such forms in speech in the source
languages, and although that option is attested in a handful of languages. Note also that
Kwarandzyey has borrowed feature markers on heads, but not agreement markers on
verbs or adjectives, even where these would be homophonous, while Siwi's use of
borrowed agreement markers on adjectives is very limited. Moreover, despite
borrowing Arabic nouns with articles, neither language uses those articles to indicate
definiteness. As a whole, the data suggests a hierarchy o f morphological borrowability
along the following lines:

inherent features > agreement markers
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number > gender > person/definiteness

These can both be reduced to a single generalisation:

Inherent aspects of the referent are more easily borrowed than arbitrary or
viewpoint-dependent ones.

9.2 Pattern borrowing/change mediated by matter borrowing or semantic calquing

9.2.1 Effects of bound morphology

When free morphemes turn into bound ones through internal change, we would expect
them to be bound to a structurally adjacent word. If the morphemes are borrowed,
however, we cannot assume that adjacency will apply. When it does not, the
replacement of free morphemes with bound ones would be expected to have effects on
word order: at the least, any still free morpheme that could previously intervene
between them will now have to precede or follow them, and one might expect the new
morphemically complex word to occupy one of the syntactic positions formerly
occupied by the free equivalents o f its members.

There have been a number o f attempts to develop this intuition. Within movementbased generative grammar architectures, there has been a tendency to see morphology
as reflecting movement to other functional heads. A suggestive case is the analysis of
French and English verb position (Pollock 1989): French, where finite verbs take
suffixes indicating tense/aspect/mood and even person, would reflect V-to-I movement,
while English, with much less verb morphology, would not, leading to adverb position
contrasts like il mange souvent des pommes vs. he always eats apples and il a souvent
mange des pommes. This has led to a number o f proposals to regard rich agreement as
requiring or even triggering raising, as elaborated by Rohrbacher (1999). On a strict
lexicalist position allowing feature checking to be satisfied at LF, as in Minimalist
proposals (Chomsky 1995), the claimed correlation between morphology and raising
can at most be optional, rather than required. However, if morphology is taken to apply
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only post-syntactically, as in Distributed Morphology (Halle & Marantz 1993; Marantz
1997), then this may be elevated to the status o f a law: the syntax has to unite
interpretable bound morphemes with their hosts, by head-to-head movement and/or
structural adjacency. (Where only head movement applies, then if the order o f
morphological operations is taken to reflect it, Baker’s (1985) Mirror Principle will
follow.) Under the normal assumption that only leftward movement is possible so that
traces can be properly governed, then a morphosyntactically complex word should
always be pronounced as high as (if not higher than) that o f its highest morpheme.

If

we further assume with Borer (2005) that the inventory and order of functional
projections is cross-linguistically universal - an assumption required by leamability
arguments, if enough functional projections are postulated to be able to get most of
semantic interpretation from them - then the results of this prediction should be crosslinguistically comparable. The data examined here yield a couple of prima facie
examples o f a borrowed bound morpheme with the same function as an inherited free
one, providing potential tests o f the hypothesis.

The most obvious candidate is numerals and number. While Siwi has borrowed dual
and numeral+noun combinations from Arabic, the former at least clearly involving a
bound morpheme, the expected syntactic effects are minimal, since numerals and nouns
are normally always adjacent in Berber (apart from the genitive marker) anyway.
Number in Kwarandzyey, on the other hand, offers two possible comparisons: the dual,
and more generally the special measure forms, and the internal vs. clitic plural markers.
In every southern Songhay language, adjectives are placed between the head noun and
the numeral, and the head noun (unless pronominal) is unmarked for plurality; in
Kwarandzyey, numerals are always adjacent to the head noun, following it if short and
preceding it if long (to a first approximation), and some head nouns are marked for
plurality. Can any o f these apparently disparate changes be related to one another?

To allow the dual and other special measure forms to be generated under structural
adjacency or head movement, in accordance with DM assumptions, we must suppose
that in Kwarandzyey - unlike southern Songhay languages - the head noun ends up
either adjacent to or at the head o f the “quantity projection” where numerals are
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inserted. This also fits the observed fact that, unlike in other Songhay languages,
adjectives can never come between nouns and numerals. As seen previously, head
plural morphology is in complementary distribution with numerals, but not with the
clitic plural marker —yu. Let us therefore assume that head plural marking comes from
a particular value o f the head of the quantifier projection. Assuming that the clitic plural
marker is not simply an agreement marker, an assumption seemingly justified by the
frequency of nouns without a distinct head plural, it must occupy a higher position than
quantity, since it takes scope outside of the quantified phrase and outside of
demonstratives. Schematically, then, we have the structure [[[Q [N Adj]] Dem] PI-yu]
in Kwarandzyey, versus [[[[N Adj] Q] Dem] Pl-yo] in Koyra Chiini. To account for the
fact that certain numerals - specifically, 1-10 and 100, all monomorphemic - can come
between N and Adj, we can postulate head movement of N to Q in these cases,
analysing these numerals as suffixes for syntactic purposes (despite the lack of
phonological evidence for that analysis); the same must occur for head plurals. Both
=yu (and KC yo) are absent directly after elements already marked for plurality;
presumably, this must be treated as allomorphy conditioned by adjacency. Thus the
difference in nominal order between Koyra Chiini and Kwarandzyey would be reduced
to a change in the position o f Q relative to its complement and a change of simplex
numerals from free to bound items. However, even under these assumptions the change
o f Q's complement position cannot simply be justified by morphology; the borrowing o f
numeral+measure combinations provides a motivation, but the change itself applies
even in environments where it is not morphologically motivated.

On the hypothesis that content morphemes have no inherent part o f speech (Marantz
1997; Borer 2005), parts o f speech being marked by functional heads, the Berber and
Arabic nominal markers a-/tsa- and al- in Kwarandzyey are also promising candidates
for examination; and the optional deletion o f al- on many words suggests that speakers
do analyse it as a separate morpheme. However, no positional differences have been
observed between words with and without these prefixes - and, in fact, southern
Songhay languages borrow Berber and Arabic words with the prefixes too (eg KS
alhabar “news” < Ar. al-xabar-, agaiirim “lizard sp.” < Tm. agazzaram), so none would
be expected.
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Another obvious candidate to examine is the development o f bound MAN markers and
compound TAM markers in Kwarandzyey; one would expect it to affect verb position
relative to the functional positions filled in English by adverbs. Cinque (1999) argues
for a cross-linguistically uniform functional hierarchy of adverbs. Mainstream Songhay
has both a small number o f normally postverbal adverbs (one retained in Kwarandzyey
is tsdmba “early”) and a larger number o f functional serial verbs, linked with ka,
intervening between the main clause's MAN marker and the semantic head verb: KC
examples (to cite a case not complicated by the further difference o f OV order) include
modals such as hima (weak obligation) and aspectuals such as baa “be about to”, bey
“have ever”,faa ti “have already”, y e e / filla “again”, kokoro “have recently” ... If bound
forms require morphological movement, we should expect some o f these serial verbs to
correspond to adverbs/serial verbs found postverbally in Kwarandzyey, in particular the
ones lowest on Cinque's hierarchy, while adverbs postverbal in southern Songhay
remain postverbal in Kwarandzyey.

In fact, however, two adverbs that have been integrated into the MAN complex in
Kwarandzyey are obligatorily postverbal in Koyra Chiini, “any more” and “yet” (Heath
1999a:260, rendered literally as "again" and "any more"):

ni

si

hin

ka

goy

koyne

2SgS ImpfNeg

can

Inf

work

again

“You(Sg) can't work any more.”

a

na

3SgS Neg

hantum

jinaa

write

at-first

“He hasn't written yet.”

This can still be reconciled with the cartographic perspective if we assume that they
appear on the verb due to head movement, whereas the adverbs occupy specifiers.
However, restricting ourselves to clearly morphogically free items does not avoid
difficulties. The lowest un-repeated entry on Cinque's hierarchy is “almost”, so that
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appears the natural test case. In Kwarandzyey “almost, nearly” is expressed by man “be
near” used as a control verb (compare Algerian Arabic qrib), followed by a semantic
head verb (finite, o f course) marked for the irrealis, eg:

na-mman

na-m-fand-a

2S-near

2S-IRR-blind-3S

You nearly blinded him. (2008-02-05/17)

But the same order, with similar control verbs but with a non-finite content verb, is used
in southern Songhay:

Zdxma.: Hal
until

a

m

maanukdn-yan

3S

IRR

n ear

fall-VN

“Quand il fut presque tombe...” (Sibomana 2008:305, 447)

KC:

A
3S

m an

ka

to

n ear

INF

arrive

“II est presque arrive.” (Hacquard & Dupuis-Yakouba 1897:35)

herey moo

baa

ka

hunger too

w ant INF

wii

yer

kill

us

Hunger had [also] nearly killed us. (Heath 1998a:254)

So in Kwarandzyey, rather than moving up to occupy the main clause’s MAN particle's
position, the main verb stays low when necessary and gets assigned the irrealis through
some other mechanism. Verbs with realis MAN markers, expected to always be higher
than such adverbs, appear simply incompatible with them.

Siwi offers one notable possibility: the superlative, marked by borrowed Arabic
templatic morphology. The superlative can either take no suffix and precede the noun (a
position otherwise filled only by individuating quantifiers like kull “each/every” and
'ayy “any”, not by adjectives), as in tta drar “highest mountain” - corresponding, o f
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course, to the Arabic construction ('aCla jabal); or it can take the superlative suffix -hum
and follow the noun like other adjectives, as in adrar fla-hum (not available in classical
Arabic.) On the face o f it, this looks like the opposite phenomenon - the adjective is
barred from picking up morphology when it raises. But if the second construction is
analysed as appositive, then no movement is involved in either case, and -hum may be
seen as standing in for a head noun, in accordance with its pronominal etymology, and
thus presumably generated under structural adjacency rather than head movement. This
analysis would correctly predict that tta-hum but not fla can be used as a standalone
nominal with superlative reference.

All o f the data examined can thus be reconciled with the notion that bound morphology
requires movement or adjacency. However, this notion makes few otherwise
unexpected predictions here; and where it does allow seemingly disparate facts to be
unified, it has generally been structural adjacency rather than head movement providing
the source. The one case potentially analysable as head movement, Kwarandzyey head
nouns with numerals 1-10 and 100, could equally be analysed under the assumed
syntactic structure with different theoretical assumptions by considering the numerals in
question to have become first-position (Wackemagel) clitics; either analysis runs into
the problem that there is no phonological evidence that these numbers have become
bound, and in fact they can occur free with no apparent difference in pronunciation
(except “one”). Thus, while supporting the unsurprising and theory-independent notion
that bound morphology can be generated under adjacency, this data appears silent on
whether or not morphology needs to assume the relevance or possibility of movement.

9.2.2 Effects of agreement morphology

As discussed above, the presence o f rich subject agreement morphology has been
claimed to correlate with other syntactic properties, notably the possibility o f null
subjects for finite verbs and o f optional VS order (Kayne 1980). The emergence of rich
subject agreement morphology in Kwarandzyey appears likely to be a semantic caique
modelled on Arabic and/or Berber. In this data, its emergence in Kwarandzyey
correlates well with the emergence o f null subjects, as in the model languages, making a
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causal link plausible. However, it has not been followed by the general emergence of
optional VS order, despite the robustness o f the latter characteristic in regional Arabic
and Berber.

9.2.3 Effects of lexical parametrisation

9.2.3.1 Complement position

It is clear that some syntactic properties are associated with lexical items - on some
accounts, perhaps all, as in the Lexical Parametrisation Hypothesis (Manzini & Wexler
1987). In particular, certain lexical items appear to be associated with particular relative
syntactic positions; thus English ago follows its complement, whereas before precedes
it. Within a single language, it is often difficult to tell whether the relevant convention
is lexeme-specific, or refers to an independently motivated set of words (or even,
redundantly, both.) If the former, it should sometimes be carried in with loans; if the
latter, loans replacing members o f that set should be subject to it.

This issue has been examined in several sections above, notably for adpositions,
quantifiers, and focus particles. For primary adpositions and focus particles, Moravcsik
(1978) is vindicated; their placement is consistently kept regardless o f whether or not it
matches the host language's, suggesting that it is lexically parametrised. Secondary
adpositions and quantifiers' position, in contrast, appears to be consistently determined
by global rules affecting borrowed items irrespective o f their position in the source
language. Arabic grammar allows for some ambiguity in whether the source of a
particular adposition was primary or secondary; this is usually resolved by borrowing
secondary adpositions with a nominal prefix such as the article.

The adpositional results could be reconciled with the hypothesis that there is a Head
Parameter set differently for different parts o f speech but not for different words
belonging to the same word class by taking Kwarandzyey adpositions to be head-initial,
and analysing the surviving primary postpositions as case clitics. In that case,
adpositional loans would be head-initial not just because they are in Arabic but because
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this is the default for modem Kwarandzyey. Secondary postpositions would be treated
as nouns, some o f which (eg gaga “beside”) have slightly unusual syntactic properties.
The fact that former postpositions all got reanalysed as case clitics or replaced, rather
than simply turning into prepositions, would be seen as evidence that the parameter
resetting must have occurred in child learners rather than adult speakers, as argued by
Lightfoot (1999) for syntactic changes in general; learners with the new setting would
have been unable to correctly analyse such forms in sentences produced by older
speakers, and hence would not have learned the postpositions as postpositions. The
situation in other Northern Songhay languages is problematic for such a view, since they
have larger classes of postpositions not obviously reducible to case marking; to maintain
the assumption that there is a single word class of adpositions, the “Head Parameter”
would have to be reduced to language-specific (but ideally not word-specific) settings
determining whether the complement raises higher than the adposition, so that in
Kwarandzyey the complement would have gone historically from moving to SpecPathP
(or thereabouts) to remaining in situ.

It is not obvious that a similar account can be made for Siwi focus particles, however;
there pre- and post-posed particles can be nearly synonymous and, apart from position,
show no signs o f belonging to different word classes. If we accept the conclusion that
primary adpositions and focus particles are lexically parametrised for the relative
position o f their complements, then, insofar as semantically motivated generalisations
account for most o f the data, we would be forced to suppose redundant storage o f both
global order rules and lexeme-specific order properties; but Croft (2001:121) argues
strongly that such “redundant” representations are often motivated and
psycholinguistically more realistic. Tomasello's (2006) model of acquisition
exemplifies this. For Tomasello, the first constructions a child learns are not purely
abstract: instead, they consist either o f concrete lexical items alone or o f concrete lexical
items together with “slots” (specific positions and selectional restrictions) for their
arguments. Abstract, more productive constructions (global rules) are created by the
child learner later on the basis o f such forms, rather than existing from the start. On
such an account, lexical entries would always have the option o f containing “slots”,
providing a natural way for borrowed items whose syntax does not fit the global rules of
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the language to retain their own subcategorisation frames and orders.

9.2.3.2 Word class

Synchronically, the borrowing of nominal adjectives into Kwarandzyey seems to
exemplify the creation of a new word class as a result o f borrowing, uniquely in this
data. However, the resulting situation appears unstable in that it looks highly
susceptible to reanalysis. At present, all adjectives have the option o f using a nominal
predication construction; the only difference for these is that, unlike most adjectives,
they cannot use the verbal one. If the availability o f the nominal predication
construction preceded the borrowing of the nominal adjectives, then we could view both
as evidence that the old word class of verbal adjectives is being split into two, with the
attributive forms being reinterpreted as belonging to the new class o f nominal adjectives
(used both in predication and attribution) and the corresponding verbal forms that were
originally the only way to form predication being reclassed simply as morphologically
related stative verbs. If this is correct, then we would expect their meanings to diverge
in future generations if the language survives. Alternatively, if the borrowing of the
nominal adjectives came first, we could view the reinterpretation o f the attributive
forms as evidence that the borrowings are provoking such a reinterpretation. Long-term
observation over a period o f decades would be required to determine whether either of
these views is correct.

9.3 Unmediated syntactic pattern borrowing

As seen above, there are many examples here o f the adoption of syntactic patterns
alongside material borrowing o f some o f their heads (as with numerals or adpositions.)
The borrowing o f purely syntactic (as opposed to semantic) characteristics, unmediated
by material borrowing, is much less prominent, but has occurred: notable examples are
subject agreement in Kwarandzyey, the use o f resumptive pronouns rather than gaps in
relative clauses in Siwi and in certain contexts Kwarandzyey, and the use o f d “and” to
join clauses in Siwi. However, while these clearly do not involve the borrowing of
phonetic material, these can all be viewed as expansions of the syntactic functions of
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particular paradigmatic sets o f existing lexical items - pronouns to agreement markers,
pronouns to gap markers, nominal coordinator to clausal coordinator. In that respect, it
seems to be possible to associate all influence in this data set with changes in particular
lexical entries. While it is unlikely that such a conclusion can be made universal
(contrast the Afghan Arabic case discussed in the Introduction) it would be a matter of
some interest to investigate how wide the class o f contact situations for which this holds
is.

9.5 Concluding rem arks

Language contact can exert a very substantial effect on the grammar of a language.
However, even in the fairly extreme circumstances examined here, with a small
population surrounded by a much larger population speaking a different language and
motivated to learn the latter by political, economic, and religious considerations over a
period o f centuries, it remains possible to disentangle the effects of contact from
inheritance, thanks to the fact that influence is not equally likely to affect all aspects o f a
grammar. The effects of contact themselves, far from merely complicating the
investigation, turn out to provide important information on the history of both speech
communities which would otherwise be hard or impossible to obtain, such as the
Zenaga influence on Kwarandzyey or the non-Sulaymi Arabic influence on Siwi. In
much of the world, including large parts o f Africa, establishing the correct genealogical
tree is rendered extremely difficult by the time depths involved and the frequency of
contact. In such circumstances, extracting as much historical information from clear
contact phenomena as possible before attempting greater time depths may be the order
of investigation most likely to be fruitful.
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Appendix 1: Kwarandzyey Swadesh list compared
Distal “that” is not typically lexicalised in Songhay; I have substituted anaphoric “that”.
Kwarandzyey has no word for “tree”, so I have substituted “wood” which elsewhere in
Songhay is the same word. “Bark” is not strongly lexicalised either (although “palm
bark”, the Berber loan tsaqanafts / tsanaqdf, is), and attempts to elicit it seem to lead to
inconsistent answers, so I have omitted it. For “warm” I have substituted the less
ambiguous “hot”. Loans are in grey; 19 o f the 99 Kwarandzyey words are loans,
leaving only 80 to compare. Another 8 words that are not loans in Kwarandzyey are
loans in Tadaksahak, so the comparison with Tadaksahak is based on just 72 words. KC
words between angle brackets come from Dupuis-Yakouba (1917). Tadaksahak words
followed by * come from Rueck & Christiansen (1999).
Ambiguous cases: for 1 6,1 assume that the Tadaksahak form, like the Zarma one, is a
compound containing the same morpheme wey, and hence mark it as cognate. On 4, see
Demonstratives; I classify it here as cognate across all four. 33 and 42 might be Berber
loans into the last common ancestor o f Tadaksahak and Kwarandzyey. For reasons
discussed under Quantifiers, kwdll is more likely a recent re-borrowing than a reflex of
the loan into proto-Songhay. The etymologies o f 23, 65, and 79 are unclear; they may
be loans, particularly 23.
For calculation purposes, I have counted a word as fully cognate if any o f the forms
listed for it are cognate. I have omitted all known loans from the calculation, and have
not counted related forms whose semantics are different. Loans are marked in light
grey; other words not cognate to Kwarandzyey are in dark grey.
This yields:
90% = 65/72 cognates with Tadaksahak (or 93% = 67/72 counting the shared Berber
loans);
83% = 66/80 with KC;
81% = 63/80 with Zarma.
The number o f loans in Kwarandzyey is minimally 18%= 18/99 (excluding “all”) and
potentially as high as 24%=24/100 (including unknown etymologies, “name”, and
“palm bark”); I will conservatively assume 19%= 19/99 (including 9). O f these 19, 8 are
from Arabic and 12 from Berber.
Kwarandzy Tadaksahak
ey

Koyra Chiini

Zarma

1 I

ayay

ayay

ay

ay

2 you
(sg.)

ni

nin

ni

ni, nin

3 we

yayu

aari

yer

iri

4 this

uyu, =yu

ooda, ayda

woo

wo

5 that
(ana.)

uyudzi, =dzi adi

di

dm
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6

who

tsakwoy

ci

mey

may

7

what

tsuyu

ci

maa

ifo

8

not
-s-b(impf.)

-sa-

si

si

9

all

kwoll < Ar. kaamil < Ar.
(protoSonghay?)

kul (pan-Songhay kulu
< Ar.)

1 many
0

-bu,
attr. babo *
hoybbu

bow, attr. bobo

boobo

1 one
1

affu, =fu

fooda

afoo

afo

1 two
2

inka

hipka

ahiqka

ihirjka

1 big
3

bya

ber

beer

beeri

1 long
4

-ku,
kuku

kuu

ku

1 small
5

kodda

ceena

keyna

kayna

1 woma
6 n

way

surgoy

woy

wayboro

1 man
7

am

aaru

har

alboro

1 person ba
8

bora

boro

boro

1 bird
9

tsiruw

ciidaw

cirow

euro

2
0

haynsi

hansi

haysi

hansi

2 louse
1

gani

geeni

gani

gani

2
2

wood

tsgudzi
sgudzi
skudzi

/ tugudu
/

tuuri

tuuri

2
3

seed

asugwa
(loan?)

aadam
(probably
Tuareg
Songhay)

dumi,
< duma
<

2
4

leaf

ifaw < B.

aala < B.

fita

dog

attr. kuku

dumarey, dumi

kopto
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2
5

root

tazda < Ar.

eecaw < B.

<kadji>

kaji

2
7

skin

kuru

kuuru

kuuru

kuuru

2
8

meat

hamu

haamu

basi, ham

ham

2
9

blood

kudzi

kud-en

kuri

kuri

3
0

bone

bidzi

biidi

biiri

bin

3 fat
1

mani

maani

maani

maani

3
2

fire

uru

huuru

nuune, tow

danji

3
3

egg

tsaffworts < taafult < B.
B.

tondi

gunguri

3
4

horn

tsaskowts < him *
B.

hilli

hilli

3
5

tail

ttsaba? < A. talagkawt < B. daara

3
6

feather rris < A.

afraw < B.

hambir

3
7

fish

lhuts < A.

amanana < B.

ham,
hari-ham, hamiisa
ham-hari

3
8

hair

(bany
habi

3
9

head

banyu

4
0

ear

4 eye
1

n) haaben

sun fay
hamni

hambir

hamni

barjgu

bomo

bog

hanga

haqga

hag a

hanga

mu

mo

moo

mo

askar * < B.

boy

camse

4
2

fingem iska < B.
ail

4
3

nose

nini

tinzar < B.

niine

niine

4
4

mouth

mi

miya

mee

me

4
5

tooth

tsaymmas < eesan < B.
B.

hine

hinje
.
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4
6

tongue dzini

iilas < B.

deene

deene

4
7

foot

tsi

cay

cee

ce

4
8

knee

kanga

afiid * < B.

kanje

kange

4
9

hand

kombi

kamba

kamba

kambe

5
0

belly

gungu

gungu

guggu

gunde

5 neck
1

gondzi

jinji

jinde

jinde

5
2

breast

kankom

aafaf < B.

fafa

fafe

5
3

heart

bini

wal < B.

bine

bine

5
4

liver

tsossa
(protoSonghay,
perh. < B)

taasa

tasa

tasa

5
5

drink

nan (nin-)

nin

nin

haq

5
6

eat

nya (ny-)

r)a

qaa

qwa

5
7

bite

nom (nam-) nam

nam

nama

5
8

see

gwa (gw-)

guna

guna

di

5
9

hear

maw

mo

mom

ma

6
0

know

bay (bay-)

bay

bey

bay

6 sleep
1

kani

keeni

jirbi

jirbi

6
2

die

bwan

bun

bun

bu

6
3

kill

wi (wiyy-)

wi

wii

wi

6
4

swim

i?um < Ar.

yisaf < B.

jii

zi
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6
5

fly

g??

sot

deesi, firri

deesi

6
6

walk

zda

dida

dira

dira

6
7

come

ka

koy-kat

kaa

ka

6
8

lie
(positi
on)

kani

keeni

kani

kani

6
9

sit

gwa

goora

goro

goro

7
0

stand

koy

kay

key

kay

7 give
1

na (na-)

na

noo

no

7
2

say

tsi (ts-)

ci

har

ci / ne

7
3

sun

inuw

wayni

woyne, woyna

wayno

7
4

moon

tsazya < B.

ayyar < B.

handu

handu

7
5

star

atsa < B.

atri * < B.

handarey;
saaney
Soninke)

7
6

water

iri, oyri

aryen

hari

hari

7
7

rain

boyni

cinji *

baana

beene hari

7
8

stone

tsondzu

tondi

tondi

tondi

7
9

sand

tsokkwa p y

tazaazult < B.

dow

taasi

8
0

earth

dzow

ganda

laabu, dow

laabu

<bana, bourey>

burn

8 cloud
1

isognu
B.)

(< nuunen

handarayze
(<

8
2

smoke nunu

nuunen

siisi

dullu

8
3

ashes

boost

boosi

boosu

bazu
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8
4

bum

tow (taw-)

kurukuru

kukur

di / ton

8
5

road

tsayazomts
(< B .)

tadaqatt

fondo

fondo

8
6

mount
ain

adra (< B.)

tondi *

<tondi ber>

tondi

8
7

red

tsiroy

ciday

cirey

ciray

8
8

green

zogzog
tay
(older
speakers) <
B.;
(lo)xdor
(younger) <
Ar.

firji

boogu

8
9

yellow yara < B.

yaray

kara

say

9
0

white

kwaroy

kooray

korey

kwaaray

9 black
1

bibi

biibi

bibi

bi

9
2

night

kikka
ciji
(at
night:
kigi)

ciji

ciini

9
3

hot

kwru

korra

koron

korog/n

9
4

cold

yoy

yay *

yey

yay

9
5

full

ton,
attr. ton
tunuw)

ton

to

9
6

new

tsayow

taawo

taji

9
7

good

hnon,
attr. gir)-giman
honnuw

boori, buuri

boori

9
8

round

dowwor
Ar.

9
9

dry

qux,
attr. qoq
quxuw

koo

koogu

ma;
smiyyot
Ar.

maa

ma

1 name
0
0

yaynay

< tabuluuleq * < <wanga, windi>
B.

man
<
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Appendix 2: K warandzyey glossed texts
No Kwarandzyey glossed texts have been published since Cancel (1908). I thus include
a small selection o f the texts examined in order to give the reader an idea of the corpus
and o f the structure o f the language. All texts are abridged.
Text 1
This text, from 2007-12-21/33, discusses traditional astronomy. The main speaker is an
older man from Kwara. Parenthetical comments by his middle-aged relative are
italicised.
A: itsanan.
a -b a :
lluwwal,
a-b-t?a-tsi
9 addayf n atsa
star.PL
3S-EXIST
first
3S-IMPF-rise-hitheruh guest GEN star
The stars: There's - first, there rises uh the “guest-star” (Venus).
B: a, M d y f n
atsa. lowhw!
ah, guest GEN star
bright
Ah, the “guest-star”. Bright!
A: a-b-t?a-tsi
0-indza
- e... goddam inaw a-m-yarah
3S-IMPF-rise-hither
3S-COM
-eh... before sun 3S-IRR-set
It rises along with - uh - a little before the sun sets.

swi
a little

luxudz
inaw a-yyarah,
when
sun
3S-set,
After the sun has set,
B: i-b-ts(i)—a.si
oddoyfn
atsa
3S-IM PF-say-3S.DAT guest GEN star
They call it the “guest-star”.
A: a-m-ga
(a)-mman
am-... a-m-yarah.
3S-IRR-find
3 S-near
IRR-... 3S-IRR-set
it [Venus] will be close to um... setting.
a-m-dri...
Slaxatar
flas?
3S-IRR-go...
because
why?[Ar]
It will go... because of why? Uh...

a...
uh

i-bab-tsi
luxxudz a uyudzi,
zzman,
luxxudz
3P-PROG-say
when uh DEM.ANAold days
when
They say when uh that, in the old days, when that star B: ggd
n-ba-ySad
ba=ka
PAST
2S-PF-invite person=LOC
you were invited to a person's place
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A: a-a-tsandzi, a-a-tandz
ana
(a)-kka dif, a-kka
a...
3S-PF-still, 3S-PF-still 3SEmph
3S-come guest 3S-come
uh...
was still (up) - it's still (up), (if) there came a guest, he came... uh... far,

bfid
far

xudz a-kka,
agga atsa=dz
a-s-kum9...
yyarah, ya?ni sa9a,
when3S-come,
PAST star=ANA
3S-NEG-yet- uh... set
ietim e
when he had come, (if) that star has not yet set, ie there's time,
xoss 9 an
kwgy
a-m-tnu,
must uh 3S.GEN owner 3S-IRR-get up
then its owner must get up,
a-m-hn9-ndz=a.s
an
3S-IRR-go out-CAUS=3 S.DAT 3S.GEN
he must bring out his dinner.

tazu.
dinner

na-s-b-gis-ana
a-m-kan
bla
2S-NEG-IMPF-let-3SEmph
3S-IRR-sleep without
You don't let him sleep without dinner.

tazu
dinner.

addayf
ann-a?ni
a-bbay, a-bbaya::: ttsuqits, a-bbay
lwaqt
guest
3S.GEN-meaning
3S-know 3S-know uh...timing 3S-know
time
The guest by this token knows, he knows uh... the timing, he knows the time.
xudz
agga atsa=dzi
when
PAST star=ANA
After that star has set,
B: a-m-bsy
bdlli
3S-IRR-know
that
He'll know it's over.

a-yyarah,
3S-set,

dxlas.
finished

A: a-m-bay
xlas,
a-s-b-hur-ts
kwara=si.
3S-IRR-know
finished,
3S-NEG-IMPF-enter-hither town=DAT
He'll know it's over, he won't go into town/Kwara.
a-a?am-bay
ba=i-kkani
3S-FUT-know
person=3P-sleep
He'll know that people have gone to sleep.
madam
a:
atsa=dz
a-s-kum-yarah,
while
uh
star=ANA
3S-NEG-yet-set
As long as that star has not yet set, he'll come in,

a-m-hur-tsi,
3 S-IRR-enter-hither

a-m-bay
ba-i=ba-tsandz
i-ggwa,
a-m-hina
3S-IRR-know
person-3P-PF-still
3P-sit
3S-IRR-can
he'll know that people are still sitting up, he can come
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ba=i-m-gwi=a.s
an
taz
a-m-ya
person=3P-IRR-cook-3S.DAT 3S.GEN dinner 3S-IRR-eat
and people will cook him his dinner and he will eat.
tsiwnas,
lamsabih
a-m-tfa.
Maghrib Orion's Belt 3S-IRR-rise
At Maghrib time [sunset prayer], Orion's Belt will rise.
[interval, greeting newcomers.]
A: manbafid a:
bmsabih,
attrayya
after
uh
Orion's Belt Pleiades
After Orion's Belt, the Pleiades will rise.

a-m-tfa-tsi.
3S-IRR-rise-hither.

xad trayya
(a)-t(ia,
yuna (a)-m9- yuna
when Pleiades
3S-rise,
whatsit3 S-IRRuh whatsit
After the Pleiades have risen, whatsit, uh, whatsit will come s:::...
aKayyub. aKayyuba: a-b-ikun
an
uh...
Aldebaran. Aldebaran uh 3S-IMPF-be 3S.GEN
uh... Aldebaran. Aldebaran, there is between it and
trayya
a
hsab a
sa?t-ayn
Pleiades uh
about uh
hour-DUAL
the Pleiades about uh two hours or so.

(a)-m-ka3S-IRR-come

gama
indza
between 3S+and

hakkak
thereabouts

a-ba
a-b-t?a-ts
a-b-idwa
3S-IMPF- uh
3S-IMPF-rise-hither 3S-IMPF-shine
It, uh, it rises and shines.
B: tsuy
i-b-tsalla,
fayyub?
what
SP-IMPF-seek
Aldebaran?
What are they looking for, Aldebaran?
A: ftayyub. FTayyub,
i-b-t?a-ts
rab9a. rab?a...yak? atsa
rabfa.
Aldebaran. Aldebaran, 3P-IMPF-rise-hither four. four... get it? star
four.
Aldebaran. Aldebaran rises as four [the Hyades]. Four... you get it? Four stars.
B: aha
inza-dzi?
what about three =ANA
What about those three?
A: i-b-ka,
atsa rab?a i-b-ka...
3P-IMPF-come, star four 3P-IMPF-come
They come, four stars come.
B: ayinz(a)
three

i-b-kay...
3P-IMPF-stand
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Three stand...
A: lomsab(i)h
in(i).
uyudz=yu
msabih.
msabih.
Orion's Belt
3PEmph.
DEM.ANA=PL
Orion's Belt. Orion's Belt.
They're Orion's Belt. Those are Orion's Belt. Orion's Belt.
Text 2
In this text (2007-12-22/12), an older middle-aged man from Kwara explains to me how
to make tea the Saharan way, then has a laugh about the likely impact of proper
Saharan-style tea on people who haven't tasted it before.
atsoy: luxxud
no-ddor
landan=si,
no-m-dza
Tea: when
2S-go
London=DAT, 2S-IRR-put
Tea: after you've gone to London, you put down your tray,
no-m-boy
ayof
mossox
mosd
2S-IRR-break cross-legged thus
thus.ANA
You sit down cross-legged like this, the way I'm sitting,

non
ssiniyya
2S.GEN tray

£a-ab-gwa,
lS-PROG-sit

no-m-boy
ayof
mossox,
no-mm-izbod-t
2S-IRR-break cross-legged thus
2S-IRR-pull-hither
You sit down cross-legged like this, you pull your tray over

non
ssiniyya
2S.GEN tray

no-m-gwa-ndz-a,
no-m-ts=i.s
wo-nna-yoy
2S-IRR-stay-CAUS-3S
2S-IRR-say=3P.DAT IMP.PL-give-1S
and put it down, you tell them “Give me the utensils!”

gnoy=yu!
utensil=PL

no-m-gwa-ndza
non
ssiniyya,
2S-IRR-stay-CAUS 2S.GEN tray
You put down your tray,
wo-nna-ts-yoy
lqorfa ndza lbolyollay=yu
IMP.PL-give-IS
canister and keteapot=PL
“Give me the gas canister and the ke- the teapots!”
no-m-gwa-ndz-i
non
gaga, no-m-gwa-ndza
no(n)
2S-IRR-stay-CAUS-3P
2S.GEN beside, 2S-IRR-stay-CAUS 2S.GEN
You put them beside you, you put down your kettle,
no-m-mwon=a.ka
lowrog,
no-m-xolt-a
2S-IRR-pour=3S.LOC
tea leaves
2S-IRR-mix-3S
You pour in the tea leaves, you mix it well,
no-m-dzam-(a)
ur=ka
a-m-doffa
swoy,
2S-IRR-put-3S
fire=LOC
3S-IRR-warm a little
You put it on the fire to warm a little,
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na-m-yar
na-m-xawwd-a mlih na-m-mun-a.
2S-IRR-do again
2S-IRR-stir-3S well 2S-IRR-pour-3S
You stir it well again and pour it out.
i-b-ts=as
taslal.
3P-IMPF-say=3S.DAT rinsing
They call it “rinsing”.
sslalats.
luxxud n-yiqda,
na-m-mwan a:- na-m-n-a
rinsing
when 2S-finish
2S-IRR-pour uh 2S-IRR-give-3S
one=DAT
“Rinsing”. When you're done, you pour uh you give it to someone
a-m-mwan-ts
uyudzi;
na-m-ta(n)
3 S -IRR-pour-hither DEM.ANA 2S-IRR-fill
to pour that out; you fill the kettle and put it

a-fw=s
ABS-

albarrad na-m-gwa-ndz-(a)
kettle 2S-IRR-stay-CAUS-3S

ur=ka
a-m-rahha
a-mm-itbax. na-m-n=a.s
ur
mli:h (x5)
fire=LOC
3S-IRR-busy 3S-IRR-boil 2S-IRR-give=3S.DAT fire well
on the fire to get busy boiling. You give it fire well, well, well, well, well,
m?ad a-ma-mm-itlag. na-m-dza
sskkwar Ibarraalkas=ka,
until 3S-IRR3S-IRR-release 2S-IRR-put sugar kettcup=LOC
until it starts letting out (steam). You put the sugar in the ket- in the cup,
ndzuy a-s-ba: sskkwar a-s-b-ya?a-s-b-kan=ni.s
so that 3S-NEG-IMPF- uh sugar
3S-NEG-IMPF-r3S-NEG-IMPF-fall=2S.DAT
so that the sugar doesn't r- doesn't fall (adversely affecting you)
albarrad=ka, na-m-zu
ssukkwar
na-m-mun-a
kettle=LOC 2S-TRR-take sugar
2S-IRR-pour-3S
into the kettle, you take the sugar and pour it into the cup.

lkas=ka
cup=LOC

na-m-gwabna-m-gwab-xallat,
ndzuy a-b-xallat
mlih.
2S-IRR-INCEPT2S-IRR-INCEPT-mix so that 3S-IMPF-mix well
You start- you start mixing, so that it gets well-mixed.
aywa na-m-mn-a
well 2S-IRR-drink-3S
Well then, you drink it.
na-m-tab-a,
na-m-yar
2S-IRR-taste-3S
2S-IRR-do again
You taste it and put it back down.

na-m-gwa-ndz-a
2S-IRR-stay-CAUS-3S

ssukkur
na-m-gwa
ba-xxass
na-m-yar
2S-IRR-see sugar
PF-lack
2S-IRR-do again
You see that there's not enough sugar, you put some more in.
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no-m-yor
ns-m-xal2S-IRR-do again
2S-IRR-miYou again mi- you add some more

ns-m-yor
2S-IRR-do again

no-m-xolld-a
no-m-xswwd-a
2S-IRR-mix-3S
2S-IRR-stir-3S
and mix it and stir it well. It'll get tired.

mlih.
well

ayya, n3-m-mw3n=i.si
well, 2S-IRR-pour=3S.DAT
Well then, you pour them cups.

no-m-totton
2S-IRR-add

a-m-ys?ya.
3S-IRR-tired.

no-m-yor
n9-m-mw3n, no-m-tab-a
2S-IRR-do again
2S-IRR-pour, 2S-IRR-taste-3S
You pour it again, you taste it - aah!
no-m-dz=a.s
|
mlih! he:
2S-IRR-do=3S.DAT [dental click] well! heh
You go “Tsk - good!” Heh, you put it down.

ns-m2S-IRR-

a:h
aah!

no-m-gwa-ndz-a.
2S-IRR-stay-CAUS-3S

olkisan
cups

i-m-non,
kull-ha,9ar
i-b-non
olluwwsl,
azzawoj - albunya
2S-IRR-drink everyonejust
3S-IMPF-drink first
second
fist
They drink. Everyone, as soon as they’re drinking the first one, the second one
fisticuffs!
[laughter]
[laughter]
[laughter]

gal
ogal
ayoyQUOT uh
Q U O T1S
They'll say uh they'll say “I-”

no-m-gwa
i-m-gwab-nsggaz,
gal
wa-nna-y
2S-IRR-see 2S-IRR-INCEPT-jump QUOT IMP.PL-give-IS
You'll see them start jumping, saying “Give me my cup!”
[laughter]
[laughter]
[laughter]

9a(n)
IS.GEN

lkas
cup

ba=i-m-gwab-n9ggcz!
“na-yoy
9a(n)
lkas, a?”
person=3P-IRR-INCEPT-jump!
“give-IS
lS.G EN cup huh”
People will start jumping! “Give me my cup, huh?”

ba=i-m-boyby-i,
wah. [laughter]
a:
uyudz=ana
person-3P-IRR-break.PL-3P yes
[laughter]
ah
DEM.ANA=3S.Emph
People will break them into pieces, yeah. [Laughter], Ah, that's it.
uy=nnin-a,
uy=tob=a.tsa
uyu, a-m-gwa
9ar a-b-noggsz
REL=drink=3S
REL=taste=3S.LOC DEM 3S-IRR-sit
only 3S-IMPF-jump
Whoever drinks it, whoever tastes of it, this, he'll start just jumping,
wolla i-b-b9yboy=ni.s
lkisan kull.
or
3 S-IMPF-break. PL=2 S .DAT cups all
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or breaking all your cups.
kwoll-ha a-m-ts
“ay=a
mmoy lkas=yu,
everyone 3S-IRR-say lS=FOC
own cup=DEM
Everyone will say “This cup is mine\”
gal
gwa-ndz-a,
hsndza
QUOT stay-CAUS-3S
NEG.FOC
They'll say “Put it down, it's not yours,”

n=a
2S=FOC

mmay-a,
own-3S

gal
ay=a
9a(n)
lkas=ay
walla 9a(n)
lkas=adzi
QUOT 1S=FOC
1S.GEN
cup-ID.PROX by God 1S.GEN cup-ID.ANA
they'll say “This is my cup, by God that's my cup,”
i-m-naggz=a.ka
kull-h(a) a-m-yar
a-m-naggaz a(n)
lkas=ka
3P-IRR-jump=3S.LOC everyone 3S-IRR-do again 3S-IRR-jump 3 S.GEN cup=LOC
they'll jump on it, each one will jump on his cup
i-b-nin-a.
aywa tshaha,
3P-IMPF-drink-3S well take care,
and drink it. Well, take care na-mmaw?
almuhimm id
?a-t=ni.s
bally-a
yak
important
all that lS-say=2S.DAT
passon-3S
got it 2S-hear
the main thing is, pass on all that I've told you, alright - you hear?
Text 3
In this text (2007-12-06/AM), a younger middle-aged man from Kwara discusses why
he didn't go to school in his youth. The interviewer is a young man, also from Kwara.
A: tsuy=a
yssra^ni.si?
what=FOC happen=2S.DAT?
What happened to you?
B: a, sgga-yi
kadda-bbunu uxlas.
bhm ad
ba-ys^zoah PAST-IS
small-tiny
that's all
hamada
PF-pleasOh, I was just tiny, that's all. I liked the hamada [the open desert outside the oases] bhm ad
ba-y 9? zob=yay. si
9a-hhanga
hamada
PF-please=lS.DAT lS-follow
I liked the hamada, so I followed the hamada.

bhmad.
hamada

A: la, b3§sshh
ns-hhur
likul tsara=fu
no but
2S-enter
school time=one
No, but you entered school once and then left.
B: walu

a wsddi,

?ar

tsara=fu

ns-hnu.
2S-exit

?a-yysr-tsi
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no
man
just
time=one
No, man, just once and then I came back.

1S-retum-hither

A: tsakw=a hnu-ta-ndza-ni?
who=FOC exit-hither-CAUS-2S
Who took you out?
B: ah?
walu, ayi
huh?
no,
IS
Huh? No, I left on my-

9a-hnu-ts
9an 1S-exit-hither 1S.GEN

A: nn
hasi?
2S.GEN alone
On your own?
B: iyyah.
agga isn=i-ba-?arram,
agga y-ab-israh
tsawala yes
PAST ovine=3P-PF-plentiful PAST lP-PROG-graze communal herd
Yeah. There used to be loads of sheep+goats, we used to graze the communal herd A: agga
lxir
ba-ttan=ndzi.si
PAST
plenty PF-fulK2P.DAT
You used to have plenty.
B: agga
a-a-99arrom.
PAST
3S-PF-plentiful
There was plenty.
A: agga
lxir
ba-ttan=ndzi.si
PAST
plenty PF-fiilK2P.DAT
You used to have plenty.
B: agga lxir
ba-ttan, huwwa=yu ndza gi ndza... kulls
ba-9?arram
PAST plenty PF-full milk=DEM
and ghee and... everything
PF-plentiful
There was plenty, this milk and ghee and... everything was plentiful.
A: tsa- tsawala
gga
ttan?
h- herd
PAST full
Th- the communal herd was full?
B: ddu a-s-ba=ya.si
agga y-abiight 3 S-NEG-EXIST= 1P.DAT PAST 1P-PROGWe had no light, we used to y-ab-dawwi
yar
ndza lqandir
lP-PROG-light just INST candle
we used to make light just with a candle.
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A: qondir
iyysh zzman-kwoy candle
yes
old days-owner A candle, yeah - people o f the old days B: tsolbs,
bossoh a-m-ga
non
mu=i-ba-yo§ha!
darkness, but
3S-IRR-find 2S.GEN eye=3P-PF-healthy
Darkness, but your eyes would be found strong!
no-m-dor ada=f=si
no-m-dor
n-b-horrom
2S-IRR-go place=one=DAT
2S-IRR-go
2S-IMPF-carry
You'd go to some place, you'd go carrying something A: wa zman-kwoy=yu
mosdi
a-ggar-a
kull
yes old days-owner=PL thus.ANA
3S-find-3S
all
Yeah, people o f the old days, for them it was all like that.

olhazt thing

mosdi
thus.ANA

i-b-onya
yoyr urn
n
onya=yu
3P-IMPF-eat
just
fire
GEN eat=PL
They would only eat fire(-cooked) foods.
B: iyyoh.
ayom- ayom=fu
awa
a-m-kar-a,
man adayu a-myes.
bread- bread=one
well 3S-IRR-break-3S
from here 3S-IRRYeah. One- one (piece of) bread, well, he'd break it, and from here he'd
tnu,
a-b-zru
a-b-zru
m9ad amror n
ldaxol
get up
3S-IMPF-run 3S-IMPF-run until erg
GEN inside
get up and run and run all the way to inside the erg (field o f sand dunes).
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Sources:
Unless otherwise indicated, data from the following languages is from the following
sources:
Ait Seghrouchen
Bentolila (1981)
Awjila
Paradisi (1960) and (1961)
Cyrenaican Arabic
Owens (1984)
Dendi (Djougou)
Zima (1994)
Douiret
Gabsi (2003)
Egyptian Arabic
Hinds & Badawi (1986)
El-Fogaha
Paradisi (1963)
Kossmann (1997) and Sahli (2008)
Figuig
Lanfry (1973)
Ghadames
Ducroz & Charles (1978)
Kaado
Dallet (1982)
Kabyle
Koyra Chiini
Heath (1999a)
Heath (1999b)
Koyraboro Senni
Lewicki (1934)
Medieval Nafusi
Middle Atlas forms Taifi (1991)
Beguinot (1931)
Nafusi
Biamay (1908)
Ouargla
Sened
Provotelle (1911)
Stumme (1900)
Tamezret
Tasawaq
Kossmann (2003)
Christiansen-Bolli (2010)
Tadaksahak
Heath (2005a)
Tamasheq
Tashelhiyt
Aspinion (1953)
Taznatit
Boudot-Lamotte (1964) and Bellil (2006)
Tondi Songway Kiini Heath (2005b)
Lexicon: Bernard and White-Kaba (1994)
Zarma
Grammar: Tersis-Surugue (1981)
Taine-Cheikh (2008a)
Zenaga
Algerian Arabic is usually the author's; Premare's (1993) dictionary is used where
indicated. For Classical Arabic, obscure words are taken from Lane (1863) and Ibn
Mandur (1955), while better-known ones are the author's.
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